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ABSTRACT

Sustainability entrepreneurship is the processof creating new enterprises that survive and thrive by contributing to human wellbeing and the functioning of ecological systems. This study is an investigation of the principles, processes,and paradigms of successfulsustainability entrepreneurship.
Basedon a critical realist perspective,a multiple, embeddedcasestudy strategy was used to explore the unique design histories of successful sustainabilitydriven enterprises in four different regions and industries - one each in Europe,
North America, East Africa, and Asia-Pacific, and in the marketing and finance,
hospitality, training, and export-import-wholesaling sectors. Qualitative data consisting of interviews, documents, and observations from site visits were collected
and analysed using combined comparative and narrative analyses.These methods
enabled the actor logics that guided the unfolding enterprise design processto be
identified and described.Institutional theory was used to educe the implications of
theselogics for the characterand performance of emerging enterprises.
The first of three principal findings of this study is a cognitive model of sustainability entrepreneurship that specifiesfive design principles that guide problem
solving. The second principal finding is a processmodel of sustainability entrepreneurship that demonstratesthe way these design principles and the underpnuung
values becomeembedded in the enterprises' formal and informal structures, allowing the enterprises to maintain their intended purposes and character while necessarily evolving to ensure survival into the future. The third principal outcome is the
proposition that this distinct approach to enterprise design represents the emergenceof a new organising paradigm that eschewsthe dualistic divide between'opportunistic' businessand 'altruistic' charity in favour of a new logic basedon the coproduction of multiple benefit streams through the perpetuation of human and
natural resourcequality.
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1.1

The Possibility

of Sustainability

Entrepreneurship

In studying the implications of human-environment interactions for the long-term
wellbeing of humanity, the role of technological innovations has received the greatest attention (e.g. Dincer 2000; Kuehr 2007, Wambugu 1999). However, there is
growing appreciation that it is patternsof humanactivity within social-ecologicalsystems more generally which pose the greatestthreats and opportunities for increasing and sustaining human wellbeing (seee.g. Norgaard 1994;Stem 1993;Western
2001).The concept of sustainabledevelopment
is an ethnoecologicalmodel' that representsthe integration and global exportation of Western European and North American concerns with environmentalism and developmentalism. As this model is imported by localities the world over, it is appropriated and reconciled with local ethnoecologies (Kottak 1999). Choosing to promote sustainable development, then,

I An'etlmoecological' model is a "cultural model of the environment and its relation
to people and society" (Kottak 1999:26).
1
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necessarilyentails a commitment to culturally appropriate change that safeguards
human
functions
life
improves
the
experience
and
of
on earth.
critical ecosystem
If sustainabledevelopmentis approachedfrom the perspectiveof human activity patterns then the role of enterprise must take centre stage as organisations,
forms
the
constitute
one
organisations,
of
most
pervasive
of
particularly economic
institutionalised human activity on the planet, ordering both people's lives and
(Aldrich
Ruef
2006;
Hall
Perrow
1996;
flows
a
grand
scale
and
on
natural resource
1991;Reed1992).Simon notes that organisationsrather than markets are the dominant socialartefactsof modem society'seconomicsystem(Simon 1991),to the extent
that "organization-&-market economy" would be a more appropriate term (Simon
1996:32).
The idea that enterprisespossessthe potential to meaningfully contribute to
sustainable development is piquing the attention of researchersand practitioners
alike. While innovative leaders of enterprise are making bold attempts to integrate
sustainability into the structure and operations of their enterprises,researchersare
beginning to explore ways in which the dynamic processesof ecological,socioeconomic, and organisational systemscan interact to co-createa sustainablefuture of
human wellbeing (Atkinson 2000; Keijzers 2002; Parrish 2007, Shrivastava 1995;
Starik and Rands1995).
Though of unproven efficacy, an extensiveliterature is proliferating on the
subject of assisting existing enterprisesto better embody the principles of sustainable development with a myriad of tools (seeRob&t et al. 2002)and management
practices(e.g. Lesourd and Schilizzi 2001).The focus has traditionally been on large
corporations, although the unique needs of small and medium-sized enterprises
have received some attention (Hillary 2000;Rutherfoord et al. 2000;Tilley 2000).
Surprisingly, comparatively little attention has been directed toward the needs of
entrepreneurswho attempt to createnew enterprisesthat, from their very inception,
incorporate principles of sustainabledevelopmentinto the,organisationaldesigns.
In this respect,practitioners are outpacing academiaas instancesof sustaindesigning
entrepreneurs
ability-driven
enterpriseswith purposes that include making a contributory and restorative impact on environmental quality and socialwellbeing are emerging in a number of countries and regions of the world. It is reasonable to believe that this sustainabilityentrepreneurship
could benefit from the systema-
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tisation of knowledge just as conventional entrepreneurship has. To that end, the
aim of this thesis is to contribute to the knowledge and understanding of sustainability entrepreneurship by providing a social scientific account of the process of
sustainability-driven enterprise design, with 'design' understood as the unfolding of
entrepreneurial intentions and situational contingenciesmanifest as organisational
'becoming' (Steyaert 1998;Tsoukas and Chia 2002).In so doing, this study makes
three principal contributions to knowledge:
*

The first principal contribution is a cognitive model of sustainability enterprise design that specifies five design principles that guide problem
solving during the design process(seeChapter 6);

*

The secondprincipal contribution is a processmodel of sustainability entrepreneurship that demonstrates the way these design principles and
the underpinning values become embedded in the enterprises' formal
and informal structures, allowing them to maintain their intended purposes and character while necessarily evolving to ensure survival into
the future (seeChapter 7);
The third principal contribution is the proposition that this distinct approach to enterprise design represents the emergence of a new organis-

ing paradigm that eschewsthe dualistic divide between 'opportunistic'
businessand 'altruistic' charity in favour of a new logic based on the coproduction of multiple benefit streams through the perpetuation of human and natural resourcequality (seeCbapter 8).
In the remainder of this chapter, I first describemy understanding of what a
'social scientific account' entails, before considering why the extant business, economics, and entrepreneurship literatures render the concept of sustainability entrepreneurship paradoxical. Following this, I consider the importance of developing a
theory of sustainability entrepreneurship, state the research questions that guided
this study, and provide a brief preview of the chaptersthat follow.
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1.2

A Scientific Approach to Knowledge Creation

Social scienceis one way of creating knowledge about humans and human actividrama,
imporliterature,
While
can
art,
and
also
provide
ties.
as
such
other means,
tant knowledge about humanity, social scienceis an approach rooted in the philosophiesand methods of the scientific tradition (seeManicas1987:279).Scienceis a
distinct processof knowledge creation that has developed over the last severalcenknowledge.
2 For milto
approach
turies as an outgrowth of philosophy's rational
lennia before this, philosophy has been concerned with pursuing knowledge
through logical reasoning.The scientific approachbuilds on this tradition by pairing
logical reasoning with empirical observation. As Gordon explains, "Medieval philosophy was basedupon such reasoningand scholastictheologianswere mastersof
Aristotelian logic. What distinguished the modem era is the linkage of rational
thought to empirical data on concretephenomena" (1991:71).
As with all philosophy, the philosophies of sciencecan be understood as reabeliefs.
improvable
As
but
and
such, contemporary science is
untestable
soned,
basedon several divergent philosophical traditions, but becausescientific methods
are not tied to any one epistemologicalmethodology, philosophers of sciencehave a
hard time providing an explicit definition of the scientific method (Chalmers 1999:
247-8).Although, Robsondescribeswhat he terms a "scientific attitude," which consists of being systematicin thought and method, scepticalwith regards to observations and conclusions,and ethicalin conduct (paraphrasingRobson2002:18).
While the products of scienceare justified on the basis of reasoningand emknowledge
data,
the
creation also includes an important
of
scientific
process
pirical
element of creative interpretation. In the words of Bowler, "Scientific discovery is a
process that mediates between the scientists' creative thinking - stimulated by a
host of cultural factors - and their efforts to observe and interpret the external
word" (1992:30).Thus, the personalworldview, or belief system,of the scientistbeboth
important
the
acting
process,
as
a potential obstacle
component of
comes an
and a great catalystto stimulating insightful explanationsof phenomena.
2 Environmental sciencehas its roots in seventeenth-centurynatural philosophy,
be
beginning
the
can
philosophy
viewed
moral
as
eighteenth-century
while
of a
is
inquiry
today manifest as socialscience.
that
stream
of
systematic
continuous
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Knowledge is not fragmented in discrete segments,but rather, strung toUllian
beliefs"'
(Quine
"'web
interrelated
in
and
of
and self-reinforcing
gether
an
1978),or "scientific paradigm" (Kuhn 1962).These webs constitute both the input
and output to the scientific process.Existing beliefs form the basis on which objects
formulated,
framed
it
is
the clarification,
and
questions
of study are
and research
reformulation, or expansionof thesebeliefs that is the goal of the researchprocesses.
As new insights are realised and empirically and theoretically justified through the
for
interrelated
beliefs
implications
transformed
other
and
practice of science,
are
beliefs that result lead to modifications of knowledge. Both positive and normative
beliefs play a role in this process.3Just as conventional entrepreneurship researchis
Shane
(Gibb
1996;
in
the
growth
conducted support of
normative goal of economic
1996),so too sustainability entrepreneurship researchis conducted in support of the
normative goal of sustainabledevelopment (cf. Jacobs1995).

METHODS OF SCIENCE

PHILOSOPHIES OF SCIENCE
Epistemology

Reason

Ontology

Creativity

Empiricism

WEBS OF KNOWLEDGE
Positive beliefs ýý
Normative beliefs

Figure 1.1 Scientific Approach to Knowledge Creation

If the cyclic processof scientific knowledge creation (seeFigure 1.1) begins
and ends in webs of knowledge, what sets the processinto motion? Plato and Aristotle, among many others, believed that the pursuit of knowledge begins in won-

3 Since the works of Kuhn (1962)and Feyerabend(1975),among others, the valueladen nature of sciencehas been widely accepted,not only by the traditionally subjectivist philosophies but also by intellectual descendantsof positivism such as Popper's critical rationalism.
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der.4Like Huck Finrýs contemplation on the origin of the stars, scientific inquiry is
fuelled by the wonder of phenomena. Wonder results when our experience of a
knowledge
In
does
it.
of
such caseswe are preour
not
align
with
phenomenon
A
is
5
intellectual
an apparent contradiction that
paradox
an
paradox.
sented with
Science
by
is
truth.
about
resolving
paradoxes
making them uncontains a possible
derstandablethrough explication. If a phenomenoncould be explainedwith existing
knowledge, "it would not be anomalous- it would not constitute a perplexing occaIt
1965:
51).
is
(Hanson
further
inquiry"
for
precisely the ability to provide
sion
counter-phenomenalexplanations,or explanations that contradict the appearances
of phenomena,that makesscienceuseful (Collier 1994:7). A socialscientific account,
then, is one that resolvesan apparent paradox in our knowledge of social phenomenaby providing explanationsthat make thosephenomenamore understandable.

1-3

The Paradox of Sustainability

Entrepreneurship

As with any establishedfield of knowledge, the economics,business,and entrepreneurship literatures tend to frame their explanationswithin the rubric of a dominant
literature
dominant
in
The
the
paradigm
concerning enterprisesand enparadigm.
trepreneurship involves three common tenets:economicefficiency,profit maximisation, and capital accumulationfiAs a rule, descriptive, instrumental, and normative
in
these
of
concepts
are
mainstays
explanationsused to understand ac-dimensions
tivities in the economicsphere.They are not discreteelements,but constitute a selfreinforcing logic (web of knowledge). Statedin the briefest of terms, this paradigm's
explanatory narratives include the following elements:The goal of economicactors
is capital accumulation.Enterprisesare establishedinstrumentally to fulfil this purpose.The key to competing and surviving in the marketplaceis economicefficiency,
4For example,Plato had Socratesargue that "philosophy begins in wonder" in his
Theaetetus
155d;Aristotle argued, in his MetaphysicsAJ-2, that the searchfor knowledgebegins in wonder; FrancisBaconheld wonder to be the "seed" of knowledge in
his TheProficience
andAdvancement
of Learning,Humanand Divine,1:i-3 (1605).
5 The articulation of this processin terms of resolving 'paradoxes' was inspired by
Ramadier (2004).Although, contrary to the argumentspresentedhere, he views discipline-basedscienceaslargely seekingto avoid, rather than resolve,paradoxes.
6This may be because,as Mitchell and colleagues(2007)suggest,entrepreneurship
by
been
heavily
influenced
has
economicallyoriented strategystudies.
research
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which is an outcome of the quest for profit maximisation. The personal values of
entrepreneurs or other leaders of enterprise can play a role, but when they come
into conflict with the requirements for economic efficiency they must give way for
the enterprise to remain competitive. Those that do not will ceasebeing competitive
and will be expunged by the market.
In an attempt to reconcile the concept of sustainable development with this
paradigmatic understanding, two themes have come to dominate the corporate responsibility, environment and business, and corporate sustainability literatures: the
so-called 'business case' for sustainability and business opportunities in the environmental or social service sectors. The 'business case' for sustainability theme posits that reducing environmental harm resulting from business activities and engaging in corporate responsibility initiatives can reduce operating costs and improve
brand and corporate image, thereby serving as a source of competitive advantage.
This notion follows from the Brundtland report's focus on doing more with less
(WCED 1987: 206-34), and is manifest in such 'business case' concepts as ecoefficiency (Schn-ddheiny 1992), industrial
cleaner production

ecology (Frosch & Gallopoulos 1989),

(De Larderel 1993), and pollution

prevention (Freeman and

Randall 1993), among others. Business opportunities in the environmental or social
service sectors, represented most notably by the 'bottom of the pyramid' works of
Hart (2005) and Prahalad (2006), has been trumpeted as the "real business case" for
sustainable development (Carpenter and White 2004). This theme focuses on using
conventional business practices to satisfy growing humanitarian

and ecological

needs, such as the need for clean water, rural electrification, health services, cleanup
of environmental toxins, and so forth. The argument is that satisfying society's most
pressing quality-of-life needs represents a vast source of profitable, and largely untapped, business opportunities.
With both of these themes the taken-for-granted assumptions that entrepre-

neurs must maximise economic efficiency to successfully compete and survive in
the marketplace,are driven primarily by a profit motive, and must fulfil the duty of
maximising financial returns to shareholders or other investors, remain unquestioned. With the premises of the dominant paradigm unchallenged by this literature, the presence of social-, environmental-, or sustainability-dFiven enterprises
that do not conform to thesepremises yet are not only surviving but thriving in the
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competitive marketplacepresentsa paradox in need of redress.Our current underby
is
the theoriesand conconstrained
and
of
enterprise
entrepreneurship
standing
developing
field.
The
to
the
theoretical inpossibility
of
available
currently
cepts
sights that transcendtheseconstraints to understanding is what makes the paradox
of sustainability entrepreneurshipsuch an intriguing one to pursue.

1-4

The Need for a Theory of Sustainability

Entrepreneurship

While the responsible and sustainable business literatures overwhelmingly
concentrateon 'greening' or otherwise modifying the activities of large, established
has
been
paid to the study of the creation of new
scant
attention
corporations,
beginning,
from
incorporate principles of sustainable
that,
the
very
enterprises
development into their organisational designs. Such enterpris6s may ultimately
prove to be significantly more important to the advancement of sustainable
developmentfor at least five reasons.
First, researchfindings demonstratethat early development is crucial to the
long-term character of an enterprise (Bamford et al. 1999; Boeker 1989; Cooper et al.
1994; Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990; Stinchcombe 1965). For example, Miles and
Randolph found that "choices made early in the development of organizations serve

both to shape their enduring characterand to constrain the range of options availIffe"
(1980:45).
later
in
to
them
stagesof organizational
able
Second,the early stagesof enterprise formation and development show the
highest innovation-selectiondynamic, suggestingmore innovative forms of sustainfound
be
at this stage.Katz and Gartner reasonthat diversity
can
ability enterprise
in organisationalforms is likely to be greatestwhen enterprisesfirst emerge.
"Becausean emerging organization lacks structural inertia, agents may try
and abandonmany organizational forms until either some type of organizational fit (both internal and external) is made or failure occurs as resources
are expendedin the organizing process.This is becausethe costsof changing
various goals, structures, and so forth are so much lower for the emerging
versus establishedorganization." (Katz and Gartner 1988:436)
Third, the social expectationsthat accompanythe role of 'entrepreneur' may
allow individuals occupying such a role to experiment with enterprise designs that
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transgress accepted organising conventions. Whittington argues that ownermanagers,which most entrepreneursare, "'can be more rash, more conservative or
just more eccentric than can professionalsbound by norms of appropriate conduct
and unsupported by entrepreneurial ideologies and capitalist rights" (1988:533).
Fourth, entrepreneurship is a processwith disproportionate power to drive
and alter macro-level human activity patterns. As explained by Sarasvathy (2004b:
708), "Entrepreneurship createsvalue in society that is disproportionate to its role
within the economy, and that persists over longer periods of history than any other
functional area in business," and, "credible evidence for this has been found
whether entrepreneurship is modeled as innovation (Griliches 1984), or entry
(Geroski 1989),or an independent organizational form (Shane1995)."
Fifth, Sarasvathy(2001a)also suggestssome societalproblems may in fact be
more effectively dealt with by an entrepreneurial approach to problem solving due
to the nature of uncertainty involved, including such seemingly intractable issuesas
environmental pollution and global warming. Thus, sustainability entrepreneurship
could play an important role in advancing sustainable development, not just becauseentrepreneurial actors are recognisedchange agents,but also becausethe entrepreneurial approach to problem solving may serve a unique function for society
as it faces a range of social-ecological challenges with which conventional approachesto problem solving are unable to contend.
For these reasons,an examination of the 'organisation-in-creation' provides
an important opportunity to study the formation of innovative organisational designs as they evolve with entrepreneurial vision and purpose. Katz and Gartner
have stressedthe importance of linking entrepreneurship researchto organisation
theory, and their insistencethat we need to know more about "the processby which
an organization evolves from nothing to something" is still recognisedas an area in
need of investigation (Katz and Gartner 1988:433;Walsh et al. 2006).Aldrich argued
that "we need to improve our mental maps of the organizational landscape", and
that a "more realistic view should include the full range of diversity found in organizational communities, especially the organizations struggling to emergefrom the
...
"primordial soup' of creation" (2001:124-5).And Mitchell and colleaguessuggestwe
need to know more about how individuals "with personal motivations other than
profit maximisation perceive opportunity, apply decision logics, etc." (2007:15).
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Due to the newnessof the subject area, researchon sustainability entrepreneurship has beenconcernedprimarily with defining the phenomenonand describing its distinguishing features (cf. Crals and Vereeck 2004;Tilley and Parrish 2006;
Tilley and Young 2004;Young and Tilley 2006),and secondarily with positioning it
within theoretical schemes(Cohen and Winn 2007;Parrish 2007,Parrish and Tilley
n.d.). Similarly, conventional entrepreneurship research has historically placed
overwhelming emphasison descriptions of the phenomenon.Bruyat and Julien argued that "it is high time to begin developing theoretical tools to enablethe field to
progress" (2000:166).Yet most theoretical work that does exist in entrepreneurship
has historically involved searchingfor correlations between initial conditions and
performanceoutcomes,giving little attention to the processesin between (Pettigrew
1997;Van de Ven and Engleman 2004).What is needed is to unlock the 'black box'
of processthat links initial conditions with outcomesto explain how specific intentions cometo be embeddedin enterprisestructure and operations.
If we want to understand the emergenceof enterprisesthat are structured to
positively contribute to sustainabledevelopment, then we need to investigate the
processof new enterprise formation among those entrepreneurswho have successfully built enterprisesthat embody, as part of their fundamental purpose,the goal of
contributing to the wellbeing of the social-ecologicalsystem - those who might be
called sustainability entrepreneurs.To do so, this study is basedon a conception of
entrepreneurshipas a form of expertise(Mitchell 1995;Sarasvathy2001a)ormaturity' (Thorpe et al. 2006),in which the practical and mostly intuitive knowledge and
abilities of entrepreneursare used to co-producenew opportunities and new possibilities through skilful interpretation and interaction with changing social and
ecological contexts(Dimov 2007a;2007b,Dutta and Crossan2005;McMullen
and Shepherd 2006;Sarasonet al. 2006).

1-5

Research Questions and Organisation of the Thesis

This study used empirical researchto develop a theoretical understanding of
sustainability entrepreneurship.The researchwas initially guided by one overarching
researchquestion:
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Guiding ResearchQuestion
How can an entrepreneurcreatea lasting sustainability enterprise?
As the researchproject progressedthe emerging results suggestedthere were
two aspectsto this question that neededto be addressed.For clarity, the guiding researchquestion was rephrasedas two separatebut related questions:
Sub-ResearchOuestions
o How can an entrepreneurcreatea sustainability enterprise?
o How can an entrepreneurensurethe sustainability
characterof the enterpriselasts into the future, beyond
the involvement of the original founders?
To answer these questions the thesis is organised into nine chapters that roughly
follow the unfolding processof scientific knowledge creation as outlined in section
1.2 above. I begin with a survey of the current knowledge base that can be used to
understand the phenomenon of sustainability entrepreneurship (Chapter 2). The
existing knowledge is synthesised to construct conceptual building blocks for the
study, which are then used to develop a sensitisingframework to aid data collection
and analysis,and a theoretical perspective to aid in interpreting the results (Chapter
3). Following this, I discuss the philosophical perspective underpinning the study,
the research design, and the methods of data collection and analysis employed
(Chapter 4). This is followed by narrative summaries of the four case studies that
served as the empirical basis for the study (Chapter 5). The study's findings are described in the next three chapters. The first develops a cognitivemodelof the principles of sustainability-driven enterprise design (Chapter 6). The second builds on
these to develop a processmodelof sustainability-driven enterprise design (Chapter
7). Following this, I discussthe implications of theseresults for the emerging field of
sustainability entrepreneurship, and consider the possibility of the emergenceof a
new organising paradigm (Chapter 8). 1 conclude by reflecting on the extent to
which this study has resolved the paradox of sustainability entrepreneurship (Chapter 9).
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CHAPTER
EMERGENCE)

2
PROGRESS) AND POSSIBILITY

How did I get into the world? Ny was I
not askedabout it and why was I not
informed of the rules and regulations but
just thrust into the ranks as ifI had been
bought by a peddling shanghaier of human
beings?How did-Iget involved in this big
be
I
Why
should
called
actuality?
enterprise
involved? Isn't it a matter of choice?And if
I am compelledto be involved, where is the
manager-I have somethingto say about
this. Is there no manager? To whom shall I
makemy complaint?
SorenKierkegaard
Repetitions(1843)

2.1

Fields of Knowledge

This chapter explores the emergence,progress,and possibilities of sustainability entrepreneurship as a new field of knowledge. Sustainability entrepreneurship researchhas emerged from the larger body of business and environment and corporate responsibility researchin responseto questions of affecting change in business
social and environmental practices. There is growing recognition that change in
practice is co-dependenton change in the theoretical constructs used to understand
such practice. Gladwin and colleagues posit to fellow managementresearchersthat
"by disassociating human organisation from the biosphere and the full human
community, it is possible that our theories have tacitly encouragedorganizations to
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behave in ways that ultimately destroy their natural and social life-support systems" (1995:896). They see the "primary transformational challenge for manage"their
domain
by
theorists"
reconceiving
as one of organisaas reintegration
ment
tions-in-full community, both socialand ecological" (1995:896).
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Entrepreneurship/
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Figure 2.1 Fields of Knowledge

Sustainability entrepreneurship endeavours to these ends by linking

our

knowledge about entrepreneurship to our knowledge about sustainable development. The emerging field is therefore interdisciplinary by nature, and draws on a
number of established fields that also tend to be interdisciplinary

(see Figure 2.1).

The focus of entrepreneurship research is on the activities of individual

entrepre-

neurs or small entrepreneurial teams, and the impacts they have on the wider socioeconomic system. The focus of sustainable development research is on the development and sustainability of whole societies and ecosystems. Thus, sustainability
entrepreneurship research links micro-level entrepreneurship research with macrolevel sustainable development research, but to do so the meso-level field of organi-
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sation researchalso needs to be included. Organisations operate between entrepreneurship and sustainable development becauseon one hand they function as the
essentialtool of the entrepreneur, and on the other hand they constitute an important part of the institutional landscapeof society.Therefore, this review first surveys
these three foundational fields to seehow they might help us to better understand
sustainability entrepreneurship.
Following this, recent progress on studying the overlap of these fields is reviewed. In addition to sustainability entrepreneurship we seeresearchtaking place
at the overlap between organisation studies and sustainabledevelopment, giving us
sustainability enterprise as another interdisciplinary field of study. The overlap between entrepreneurship and organisations yields research on organisation design.
Finally, the chapter concludesby looking at the point where all of thesefields overlap, and suggesting the idea of 'sustainability enterprise design' as a unifying concept that could both draw on, and contribute to, knowledge in the other fields.

2.2

Emergence: Foundational

2.2.1

Entrepreneurship

Fields

Interest in entrepreneurship as a phenomenon rests in the perceived contributions
entrepreneursmake to public policy goals such as economic growth, increasedproductivity, job creation, technological innovation, deregulation and privatisation, and
structural adjustments or realignments (Gibb 1996;Shane 1996).Although the effects of entrepreneurship are rarely contested,a common observation about the field
of entrepreneurship research is that it lacks consensusabout its object of study
(Cornelius et al. 2006;Schildt et al. 2006).Bull and Willard lamented that "the term
has been used for more than two centuries, but we continue to extend, reinterpret,
and revise the definition" (1993:185).It is worth exploring the conceptual legacy of
entrepreneurship as an object of study, both to identify the essenceof the construct
and to provide perspective for contemporary understandings and possible future
extensions.
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Conceptualising
andDefiningEntrepreneurship
For 250 years, attempts to define and explain entrepreneurship as a phenomenon
have beenwidely basedon functional arguments.Differing interpretations of entrepreneurship,can be distinguished based on how two related questions are answered: (1) what unique function does the entrepreneur play in the economy, and
(2) what unique characteristicsof individuals enablethem to perform this function?
A medieval French term originally referring simply to 'people who get
things done,' the meaning of the term 'entrepreneur' evolved by the early 18thcen
tury to refer to businesscontractors.Richard Cantillon, a practicing businessmanof
dubious meansturned reflective penmanof economictreatises,is credited with first
imbuing the term with a new and more significant meaning. In 17-05Cantillon used
the term to identify those individuals in the economic system who accept risk to
make a financial profit rather than dependon a regular salary for income.These'entrepreneurs' were thereafter demarcatedas distinct from the masses,being postulated as the driving force behind the seemingly perpetual motion of the economy's
circular flow of money and goods (Pressman1999).Thus was the first formal conception of the 'risk-taking entrepreneur'as the catalystof economicproduction.
SinceCantillon, attributing the catalytic power of entrepreneurshipto the entrepreneur's willingness to take on risk has been a persistent theme among entrepreneurship scholars(see116bertand Link 1988).Although, as the concept of risktaking was debated and refined by successivescholars, over time differences of
opinion emerged (cf. Brockhaus1980;Koh 1996;Miner 1997).In the early 20thcentury, Knight made the distinction between uncertainty that is measurable,which he
termed 'risk, ' and uncertainty that is not measurable,which he termed 'true uncertainty' (1921:20). Risk, he contended,could simply be insured. It is therefore in the
area of meeting the challenge of uncertainty that a space for the entrepreneur is
made in the economicsystem.To Knight, the entrepreneur is a specialist in uncertainty bearing - someoneuniquely capable and willing to take responsibility for
controlling productive resourcesin an uncertain environment (1921:244-55).
Subsequentinterpretations of the conceptcan be viewed with referenceto a
general equilibrium model of the economy(Chiles et al. 2007).On one side are the
ideas of Schumpeter,considered by many to be the grandfather of contemporary
entrepreneurshiptheory, who positioned entrepreneursas the causalagentsrespon.
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chology to try to identify a range of attitudes and personality traits that could distinguish entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs, or successful entrepreneurs from
unsuccessful entrepreneurs (e.g. Homaday 1982, Hull et al. 1980;Timmons et al.
1985).This was closely tied to studies drawing on the strategic management field
that attempted to use entrepreneurial traits as a predictor of new venture success
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a number of defining acts to distinwho
guish the phenomenonof entrepreneurship.Foremost among these was the act of
new organisationcreation (Aldrich 2005;Gartner 1983;1993;Katz and Gartner 1988;
Low and MacMillan 1988).To reconcile these disparate views, Bruyat and Julien
(2000)proposed defining and bounding entrepreneurshipwith the concept of 'new
doing
in
They
the most salient features of the entrethat
so
argued
value creation.
preneurship phenomenon are included, while lines of inquiry that are better suited
to other fields, such as strategic management,are usefully excluded. With this foridentification
creation,
opportunity
organisation
and innovation are
mulation, new
simply viewed as different ways of creatingnew value. But, asSchumpeter pointed
both
"will
and action' to the process(1934:134). In
contribute
out, entrepreneurs
this respect,Bird's (1988;1989;1992)work on entrepreneurial intention, which focusedon the way entrepreneurs!values and motivations guide their entrepreneurial
actions, adds an otherwise-neglecteddimension (Dimov 2007b;Krueger Jr et al.
2000).Taken together, entrepreneurship could be regarded as intentional acts of
new value creation.
From a process perspective this definition specifies the starting conditions
and functional endpoints of entrepreneurship, but does not speak to the 'black box"
of processes that connect the two (see Van de Ven and Huber 1990). Process approaches are increasingly viewed as necessary to explain entrepreneurship because
they are more capable of accommodating the dynamic realities of entrepreneurial
action (Low and MacMillan 1988; Steyaert 1998; Ucbasaran et al. 2001; Van de Ven
and Engleman 2004). Mitchell and colleagues (2002.96), following Stevenson and
jarillo (1990), suggest this process "is about individuals who create
opportunities
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where others do not, and who attempt to exploit those opportunities through various modes of organizing."7 A synthesis of these ideas suggestsa processview of
entrepreneurship can be defined as intentionalactsof new valuecreationin which opportunitiesarecreatedand realisedthroughvariousmodesof organising(seeFigure 2.2).

Intention

(starting
conditions)

Opportunity

creation &
realisation through organising

(process)

New value
creation
(functional
endpoint)

Figure 2.2 A ProcessInterpretation of Entrepreneurship

Towarda Contemporary
Interpretationof Entrepreneurship
More recent perspectiveson entrepreneurship have reinterpreted some of the longrunning themes of the field, such as opportunity identification, unique entrepreneurial characteristics,risk or uncertainty-bearing, and the link between entrepreneurs
and enterprise success.Historically, the entrepreneur was positioned as a lone individual who scanned the external environment to discover new opportunities
(Dimov 2007a;Van de Ven 1993).In this interpretation the opportunity is thought to
exist apart from the entrepreneur. However, a parallel interpretation that has been
gaining currency holds that opportunities are a joint product of the changing socioeconomic environment and idiosyncrasies of the entrepreneur (Dutta and Crossan
2005;McMullen and Shepherd 2006).In this view, entrepreneurs do not discoveropportunities but createthem through an interactive processof action and interaction
(Bruyat and Julien 2000;Dimov 2007b;Gartner et al. 2003;Sarasonet al. 2006).This
perspective suggeststhat not only is the processof organising to realise opportunities a social process (Choi and Shepherd 2004;Jack and Anderson 2002;Kodithu7They also suggest these activities are done "without regard to resourcescurrently
controlled" (Mitchell et al. 2992:96). Following Stevensonand colleagues(1985)reference to this feature is common in the literature. However, work by Sarasvathy
(2001)and others suggeststhe resourcesto which an entrepreneur has accessmay
be a vital determinant of the types of opportunities created. For this reason I have
left the role of resourcescontrolled by the entrepreneur out of the above synthesis.
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Van de Ven argues "the processof entrepreneurship is a collective achievement"
(1993:226).
As a corollary to this view, attention is directed to the particular way entrepreneurs think and act to enablethe creation and realisation of new opportunities.
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back into entrepreneurship researchby investigating the cognitive processes,or
knowledge structures, that entrepreneursuse while interacting with other people
and the wider environment (Nfitchell et al. 1997;Mitchell et al. 2002).In a separate
but related interpretation, successful entrepreneurship as a form of 'maturity'
avoids the information processingview of individuals, 'preferring to analysecognition as the largely intuitive and habitual recognition of patterns and pattern fit"
(Thorpe et al. 2006).In both interpretations what becomesimportant is how socially
embedded entrepreneurs approach their interactions with other people and the
for
to
the
make
ambiguous
environment
and
uncertain
situations
wider
meaningful
creationand realisation of new value creating opportunities.
As the longest running theme in the field, the seemingly exceptional ability
of entrepreneursto confront risk or uncertainty underpins most interpretation of
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uncertainty, or unique accessto knowledge
either
neur
that renders the situation less uncertain for the entrepreneur relative to others
(McMullen and Shepherd 2006).In either caseuncertainty is framed as sometl-dng
be
to
avoided or at least reduced as far as possible. Howproblematic, something
ever, using -the concept of entrepreneurship as a form of expertise, Sarasvathy
(2001a)argued that entrepreneursthrive in uncertain environments becauseuncertainty itself is used to create opportunities. She suggestedthe entrepreneurial approach to realising and controlling the creation of opportunities involves three distinguishing principles: (1) "affordable loss rather than expectedreturn,ý (2) "partners rather than competitive analyses," and (3) "leveraging contingencies rather
than avoiding them...This principle makesuncertainty a friend and an asset,eliminating the need to overcomeit" (Sarasvathy2003:210).
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Not only has the necessaryingredients for successfulentrepreneurship undergone significant reinterpretations, but the notion of what constitutes successin
entrepreneurship has also been reconsidered.The traditional focus on financial return, venture growth, and even venture survival have all becomesuspectindicators
of entrepreneurial successas the presence of several different types of entrepreneurs, including serial (Wright et al. 1997), portfolio (Carter and Ram 2003), and
lifestyle entrepreneurs(Marcketti et al. 2006)have challenged conventional assumptions about the goals a new venture are intended to serve.Even when firms do prematurely ceasetrading or under perform according to an entrepreneur's aspirations,
Sarasvathyargues that successversus failure is not a simple dichotomy. In a process
resonant with WeicVs (1984a)notion of "small wins", Sarasvathy suggests"entrepreneurial experienceis composed of a temporal stream of varying degreesof successesand failures. Entrepreneurship therefore becomesthe art of learning to outlive failures and accumulatesuccessesover time" (Sarasvathy2002).
RecentCritiquesand Opportunitiesfor Expansion
The closerelationship between entrepreneurship studies and the fields of economics
and strategic managementare credited with imbuing entrepreneurship studies with
assumptions that no longer appear appropriate, or that are appropriate for only a
small subsection of cases(McMullen and Shepherd 2006).Mitchell and colleagues
explain that "the highly economic orientation of strategy researchled many studies
to equateentrepreneurial motive with the desire for profit", and suggestmore needs
to be known about how "individuals with personal motivations other than profit
maximization perceive opportunity, apply decision logics, etc." (2007:15). With the
recognition that entrepreneurship is a fully social process,from the formation of entrepreneurial intentions to the creation of opportunities, their realisation through
various modes of organising, and the new value that is created, there is growing
appreciation of just how much entrepreneurship is a product of its times, as entrepreneurs continue to both "reproduce and challenge the existing social order"
(Aldrich 2005:451).
From this vantage, it should be no surprise to Bull and Willard that "the
term has been used for more than two centuries,but we continue to extend, reinterpret, and revise the definition" (1993:185).It is in this processof periodic reinterpre-
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tation that opportunity lies for entrepreneurshipto contribute to society in new and
significant ways. Entrepreneurshipmay have gained prominencebasedon its promise to fulfil public policy goals such as economicgrowth and increasedproductivity,
but with rising social and ecological challengesto sustainedhuman wellbeing, the
for
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(2004b)argues,entrepreneurshipprovides a means"to createthe societywe want to
live in from the societywe have to live in".
2.2.2

Organisations

The widespread interest in organisations;as a phenomenonacrossthe social sciences
is founded on the prominent role organisationsplay in shaping socialprocesses.The
has
formal
been
of
organisations;
particularly prominent in modem, western
role
societies, though with globalisation this is increasingly becoming a global phenomenon. Aldrich and Ruef (2006)suggestedorganisationsare the basic building
blocks of modem society, and Reed (1992)argued that modem social systems defor
formal
their very existence.Simon noted that organisaorganisations;
pend on
tions;rather than markets are the dominant social artefactsof modem society's economic system (Simon 1991),to the extent that "organization-&-market economy"
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32).
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term
the economy, Hall
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(1996)described the pervasivenessof organisations;in almost all aspectsof society,
have
"absorbed
Perrow
organisations
suggested
while
society" in that "activities
that once were performed by relatively autonomous and usually small informal
groups... and small autonomous organizations... are now performed by large bureaucracies" (Perrow 1991: 726). Despite their ubiquity, or perhaps becauseof it,
consensusabout organisations as an object of study has not withstood the test of
time. As with our look at entrepreneurship,an exploration of the conceptof formal
organisation as an objectof study will allow us to identify the essentialelementsof
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the construct, to account for shifts in contemporary understandings, and to locate
opportunities for possiblefuture extensions.
Conceptualising
and Defining Organisations
The study of organisations has a long history (Starbuck 2003a),though the mid-19th
by
Barnard
Selznick
(1948)
(1938)
turning
point
century works of
and
representeda
focusing on the organisation itself as the unit of analysis (Scott 2004).Hall (1996)
notes that important definitional statementswere made in the 1960sas organisation
researchbegan to distinguish itself from the general study of sociology. The essential features of two seminal definitions by Etzioni (1964)and Scott (1964)are cons"istent with one another. Scott offers the following: "organizations are defined as collectives that have been establishedfor the pursuit of relatively specific objectives
...
on a more or less continuous basis" (1964:488).This description includes a number
of features reflected in the broader literature.
Foremost,organisations are composed of humans and human relationships.
This meansthat organisations are social: they "consist of the patterned activities of a
number of individuals" (Katz and Kahn 1978:20). But more than activity patterns,
the nexus of human relationships that take the form of a formal organisation were
held to constitute social systemsin which the complex whole is qualitatively different than the aggregateof its constituent elements (Barnard 1938;Etzioni 1960;Katz
and Kahn 1978; Thompson 1967, Weick 1979).The emergenceof organisation researchas a distinct field coincided with the emergenceof complex systemstheory in
the social sciences.As a result, this feature came to dominate the attention of organisation theorists for a time, and though a formal systemsperspective is now seldom
used, the view of organisations as distinct social systems embedded within larger
social systemsis an implicit assumption of most organisation studies (Clegg 1990).
With the view of organisations as social systemsdistinct from the wider social environment came a focus on boundary maintenance (Scott 1964). The attention to
boundaries gradually expanded to the study of the many ways organisational processesand environmental processescross those boundaries to interact (Aldrich 1979;
Davis 2005;Scott 2004).
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In addition, Etzioni and Scott's seminal definitions suggestedorganisations
are persistent, meaning they are produced and reproduced over time (Gross and
Etzioni 1985).The dynamics of this production, reproduction, and transformation
have been a long-running theme in organisation studies, particularly in behavioural
theories of the firm (Argote and Greve 2007;Cyert and March 1963),and evolutionAldrich
Ruef
2006;
Nelson
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Winter
De1982).
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is coordinated (Barnard 1938; Ouchi 1980) toward one or several desired goals
(Perrow 1970;Thompson and McEwen 1958).Similarly, Etzioni (1964)describedorganisationsas deliberate entities, meaning their activities are intentional. This feature has been questioned,most notably by Simon (1964),who observedthat organisational memberscan have many diverse and often conflicting goals.Resolution of
the apparent contradiction between the coordinated activities of an organisation and
the multiple goals of its members was provided by the political perspective of organisationsin which conflicting goalswere seento be subordinatedby the goalsof a
'dominant coalition' (March 1962;Pettigrew 1973; Pfeffer 1981).Being deliberate,
goal-directed systems, organisations are widely held to be instrumental entities.
This is in sharp contrast to most other social artefacts,such as institutions, and iminherently
that
rational systems,meaning they have meansare
organisations;
plies
ends instrumentality (Scott1992;Weber 1947).
As described, each of these distinguishing organisational features has
distinct
lines
field.
inquiry,
Together,they serve to
themes,
the
of
or
within
spawned
distinguish the object of study from other types of social phenomenon.Thus, the
field of organisation researchcan be describedas the study of goal-directed
socialsysboundary-maintaining,
temsthatarecoordinated,
andrelativelypersistent.
Interpretationof Organisations
Towarda Contemporary
With this broad conceptof formal organisations,researchin the field has been challenged by the great diversity found in organisational forms and features.The primary means by which organisation scholarshave attempted to make senseof this
diversity has been to construct typologies that break the expansiveclass'organisa-
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tion' down into more homogenoussubclasses.Typologies can be constructed based
fact,
in
thinking about organisations
on any set of organisational characteristics,and
in this way has becomea taken-for-granted approach to the subject matter. For example, we are used to thinking of organisations according to classificationssuch as
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This classification is useful becauseorganisations are instrumental constructions - their basic nature dependson the purpose for which they are formed. In each
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of a
or
ple, a cooperative could be seenas a blend of the mutual-benefit associationand the
business concern, which explains why maintaining both operational efficiency and
internal democracy is of concern. Or, a university could be seenas a blend between
a service organisation (teaching) and a commonweal organisation (research)which
explains why both procedural fairness and external democracy, or accountability,
are expectedto be maintained.

Archetypical Mutual-benefit
fonn
association
Intended
Membership
beneficiary
Organising
principle

Internal
democracy

Business
concern

Service
organisation

Commonweal
organisation

Owners

Client group

Public-at-large

Operational
efficiency

Procedural
fairness

External
democracy

Figure 2.3 Typology of Organisations (adapted from Blau and Scott 1963)
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This typology could be further aggregatedby noting that the left two types,
fundamentally
business
benefit
concerns,
are
concerned
and
associations
mutual
with self interest,while the right two types, serviceorganisationsand commonweal
diThis
fundamentally
interests
the
concerned
with
of
others.
organisations, are
historical
Walsh
As
helps
the
to
concerns
organisation
of
research.
explain
chotomy
focused
(2006)
1960s
the
the
research
out,
early
empirical
of
pointed
colleagues
and
largely on public organisations,such as Blau's (1974)studies of government agenhospitals,
Aiken's
institutions,
teaching
or
studies of social weland
cies,academic
fare and health agencies(Hage and Aiken 1969),which operated in relatively stable,
undynamic, uncompetitive environments. Thus, organisations were viewed as
dosed systems(Clegg 1990),and the resulting theoriesfocusedon internal concerns,
such as control, rational administration, and performance as goal achievement
(Walsh et al. 2006).By the 1970sand '80s the empirical focus shifted toward busifirms
while the businessenvironment itself was rapidly changing.This ushered
ness
in a period of open systemstheorising in which the dependenceof organisationson
their environment was recognised.The resulting theories from this period, including contingency theory (Galbraith 1973),resource dependencetheory (Pfeffer and
Salancik 1978),population ecology (Hannan and Freeman 1977),network theory
(Burt 1983),and new institutional theory (Meyer and Rowan 1977)all addressedthe
by
impacted
in
their external environments.Research
organisations
are
ways which
interest shifted to concernsof competitivenessand adaptation, and assessmentsof
from
shifted
performance
goal achievementto survival (Walsh7etal. 2006).
A consistenttheme throughout theseshifting trends in organisation research
has been the idea that organisations exist as a means of coping with an uncertain
world (see Davis 2005).In early interpretations organisation structure and action
were seenas a way of sealing off the outside world of high uncertainty so that inside rational planning could enable a technical core to flourish (Thompson 1967).
However, other interpretations suggested the situation was less straightforward.
Organisational actors were seen as less rational, in the senseof calculated, preplanned behaviour, although they still had rationales,in the senseof having reasons
for their actions (Brunsson 1982).Weick (1979)suggestedorganisations represent
collective efforts to deal with uncertainty by reducing equivocality in interpretations
he
fact,
In
suggestedorganisationsshould not be thought of as fixed entiof events.
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ties with rigid boundaries, but as a continual processof organising consisting of "a
in
for
interaction
an orderly manner"
social
set of recipes
connecting episodes of
(Weick 1979: 45; see also Weick 2001).

With both interpretations organisations are viewed instrumentally as a
for
Presently,
in
with an appreciation
means of creating order an uncertain world.
the permeability of an organisation's boundaries (Pfeffer 1997),researchersare increasingly concernedwith the way the internal and external worlds of organisations
how
both
is
For
institutional
theory
with
concerned
condition one another.
example,
features
taken-for-granted
external,
regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive
(DiMaggio
the
to
and
activities
organisation
condition
organisational
penetrate
Powell 1983;Meyer and Rowan 1977),and also how organisational deviations from
these can influence the regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive features of
wider society (Lounsbury and Crumley 2007;Scott 2001).From a complex systems
how
has
toward
turned
organisations and their environments
perspective,attention
"coevolve' through intentional and contingent interactions (Lewin et al. 1999;Lewin
and Volberda 1999).And from a more general sociological perspective, researchers
are beginning to consider the role of organisations in reproducing prevailing social
(Davis
inequality,
both
inside
the
organisation
conditions, such as social
and outside
2005;Perrow 1991;Scott 2004;Walsh et al. 2006).In fact, Morgan argues that "Organizations do not exist in any way that is separatefrom their environment", and
that "the fundamental challenge is to think in terms of gestalt patterns, not just in
terms of immediate organization-environment relations" (1997:298).
RecentCritiquesand Opportunitiesfor Expansion
Walsh and colleagues(2006)contend that the field is preoccupied with large, publicly-traded corporations, and that this distorts our understanding of organisations.
The shift in affiliation of organisation researchersfrom social sciencedepartments to
businessschoolsin the 1980sis believed to.have resulted in a legacy of organisation
research being 'captured' by prevailing business interests (Dunbar and Starbuck
2006;Walsh et al. 2006).Walsh and colleagues(2003)found that since 1980there has
been a significant increasein the percentageof organisation studies that rely on reasoning drawn from economics(seealso Scott 2004).As a result, 'humanitarian' con-
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been
have
financial
to
the
subordinated
economic
concerns
of
cerns
performance
and wealth generation.As evidence,Walsh and colleaguespoint to the importance
between
finding
link
(CSP)
social
a
corporate
performance
on
and corporate
placed
financial performance (CFP).They suggestthat "Unless it is linked to wealth creation, CSPhas little standing within organizational theory" (2006:665).Thus we see
between
links
CSP and reputation (Schneitzand Epstein
investigating
the
studies
2005),competitive advantage(Porter and Kramer 2002),and opportunities for profit
(Hart 2005;Prahalad 2006).Recently there have been calls in the field for organisation researchto investigate the implications of "market incursions into sacred domains" (Davis and Marquis 2005:341) and to contribute more to the interests of
human welfare and less to the interestsof corporate owners and managers(Dunbar
and Starbuck2006;Starbuck2003b).
These present limitations in the scope of the field of organisation research
and the interpretation of organisations as processesof organising that reproduce
and transform socialrealities within and without provide opportunities for expanding and realigning our understanding of organisations;and their role in society.
Sincethe early days of organisation researchwhen Stinchcombe(1965)stressedthat
organisations;are an inescapableproduct of the social environments in which they
learned
has
been
formed,
lesson
this
repeatedly (Davis and Marquis 2005;Walsh
are
et al. 2006).Throughout its history, organisation theory has gone through periodic
phasesof renewal and reinterpretation as social realities brought new concerns to
organisation researchers(Scott2004).The immediacy and scaleof current ecological
and social challengesto human wellbeing present an important opportunity for organisation researchersto address the way modes of human organisation instigate,
exacerbate,or amelioratethesechallenges.
2.2.3 SustainableDevelopment
Sustainabledevelopmentis a contestedconcept.It is contestedbecauseit is complex
and it is high stakes.The conceptis complex becauseit addressessome of the most
basic concernsof the human condition - our wellbeing and our place in the natural
high
It
is
stakesbecauseanswers to these basic questions will affect Who
world.
stands to gain and who stands to lose from movementsin social values and priori-
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ties (seePezzoli 1997).While interpretations abound of thesetwo words - sustainable
development
history
it
is
intellectual
the
worth
exploring
some
of
and contemporary interpretations of the ideas that are bound up in this concept. Following a review of theseinterpretations I offer a critique of the reduced form currently in widespread use and discussthe need for expanding the concept to embracethe full range
of meansand ends as originally embodied by the idea of sustainabledevelopment.
Conceptualising
Development
and Defining Sustainable
Threads of the sustainable development concept can be traced back for centuries
(Lumley and Armstrong 2004),although the real synthesisoccurred in the last quarter of the twentieth century. As the post World War quest for economic regeneration
evolved into a more general pursuit for sustained economic growth based on
Keynesian General Theory (1935) in Western Europe and North America and
Rostowian-style growth theories (1960)aimed at newly independent, post-colonial
countries, a general optimism of modernity prevailed in the West. At the sametime
early glimpses of modern environmentalism began to emerge, personified most
clearly in Aldo Leopold's shift from the rational Progressivism of his GameManagement(1933)to the environmental ethics of his SandCountyAlmanac(1949).
By the 1960s and '70s, as the economists focused on a 'circular flow' of
money and goods, ecologistsbegan to focus on the biophysical inputs and outputs
of a linear economic process that begins and ends in ecosystems(Hall et al. 2001;
Odum 1997).Implications of limits to the economic system at both ends of the processentered the public discourseas works such as Meadows and colleague'sLimits to
Growth (1972)drew attention to the earth's natural resourcelimits, and works such
as Carson's Silent Spfing (1962)drew attention to the ear&s limited capacity to absorb industrial throughputs. By the early 1970sthe public consciousnesswas faced
with a conflict between a modernist panaceaprovided by the "Growth' ideology and
threats to that panaceaprovided by ecological critiques (seePepper 1996).The concept of sustainable development emerged as an attempt to reconcile this conflict in
some of Western society's most deep-seatedvalues and beliefs. Theseideas first received a global platform at the 1972United Nations Conferenceon the Human En-
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from
declaration
this
The
that
Sweden.
Stockholm,
in
conference
resulted
vironment
read in part:
-Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate condidignity
life
that
and
life,
in
of
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tions of
an environment of quality
improve
the
he
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to
and
protect
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a solemn
well-being, and
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future
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for
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must
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safea
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and
guard
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imperilled...
must
earth
non-renewableresourcesof
now gravely
future
danger
their
the
to
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exof
against
employed such a way as guard
haustion and to ensurethe benefitsfrom such employment are sharedby all
the
discharge
The
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and
substances
or
of
other
of
substances
mankind...
the
to
heat,
in
capacity
exceed
of
concentrations
as
quantities
such
releaseof
Na"
halted...
(United
be
harmless,
to
them
the
must
environment render
of
tions Conferenceon the Human Environment 1972).
Thus the central themesof improved and sustainedhuman weUbein& critihorizon
long
time
term
limits
improved
were
and
a
environmental quality,
and
cal
laid out. At this time, whether treated by groups with a primarily social n-tission,
(Abrecht
Council
Churches
1979),
World
the
of
or a primarily environ-,
such as
for
Nature
Conservation
Union
International
the
the
and
of
mental mission, such as
Natural Resources(JUCN 1980),there was remarkableconsensuson the essenceof
Group
Working
For
in
1976
development
the
on
example,
the sustainable
concept.
Church and Societystated:
"The twin issuesaround which the world's future revolves are justice and
ecology.'Justice' points to the necessityof correcting maldistribution of the
bridging
between
the
the
gap
of
rich and poor counproducts of
earth and
tries. 'Ecology' points to humanity's dependenceupon the earth. Society
must be so organizedas to sustain the earth so that a sufficient quality of material and cultural life for humanity may itself be sustained indefinitely. A
hardly
be worth sustaining. A just sois
can
sustainablesocietywhich unjust
ciety that is unsustainableis self-defeating." (quoted by Abrecht 1979:5)
This concernfor the interdependence
of ecosystemhealth on sustainedhuman
for
human
organisation on sustainedecosystemhealth is
conversely
and
wellbeing
World
Conservations
Strategy
IUCN's
1980:
in
to
the
similar
published
remarkably
"Development is defined here as: the modification of the biosphere and the
financial,
living
human,
of
and non-living resourcesto satisfy
application
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human needsand improve quality of human life. For development to be sustainable it must take account of social and ecological factors, as wen as ecolong
base;
term
living
the
the
of
and
resource
and non-living
nomic ones; of
as well as the short term advantages and disadvantages of alternative actions." (IUCN 1980:2)
All three documents reflected a concern with how human activities could be
in
human
long
in
the conimprovements
to
term
wellbeing
organised so as ensure
text of the biophysical realities of the earth's ecosystems.In 1987 this concept was
politically popularised by the World Commission on Environment and DevelopIn
has
been
(WCED
1987),
the process,
since.
elaborated
upon
ever
greatly
ment
and
been
lost.
Perhaps
has
1970s
in
the
the
subsequently
of
consensus
evident
much
Kottak (1999)explained the phenomenon of the concfptof sustainable development
best when he suggestedit is an ethnoecologicalmodeI8that representsthe integration and global exportation of longstanding Western European and North American
concernswith environmentalism and developmentalism. As this model is imported
by localities the world over, it is necessarilyappropriated and reconciled with local
have
When
interpretations
in
that
the
this
viewed
way,
vast array of
ethnoecologies.
followed the WCED -publication are an understandable outcome of people's attempts to reconcile the conceptwith their own worldviews.
Interpretations:ThreePillars?
Contemporary

By far the most prolific interpretation is to view sustainabledevelopment in terms of
three distinct but interrelated spheres: economy, society, and environment. This
trichotomy of sustainability has been used extensively and is widely accepted by
businesses,governments, NGOs, and academia.For example, Harris and Goodwin
(2001)present the three dimensions as a 'tripartite goal' for the social system;Erekson and colleagues(1999)as components of social system resilience; and Elkington
(1997)as indicators of business performance in the form of the 'triple bottom line!
Of its manifold uses,Thin observed:
"The 'three-pillars' motif has been one of the sustainable development
movement's most influential and oft-repeated catch-phrases. It appears not
only in most theoretical and policy texts on sustainabledevelopment, but in
8 An'ethnoecological' model is a "cultural model of the environment and its relation
to people and society" (Kottak 1999: 26).
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local community strategies, national indicator frameworks, and (slightly
transformed) in literature and plans for corporatesocial responsibility as the
'triple bottom line' in the world of business." (T1-dn2002.1)
Various rationales are given for distinguishing thesethree dimensions. Harbased
dimensions
that
justified
Goodwin
these
the
grounds
on
on
analysis
ris and
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Shnilarly, Thin argued that the economy does not constitute a distinct dois
for
"money,
an expressionof relationships beexample,
main of sustainability, as
tween people and a tool for mediating relationships between people" (2.001-25). He
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"as
(the
dismissed
two
the
three
environmental and
pins
pillar model
colourfully
(nalve
bursting
balloon
economism)", where the environmental
social critiques)
a
critique refers to biophysical constraints on economic growth and the importance of
a future orientation, and the social critique refers to the necessity of social change
and the distinction between instrumental value of economic growth compared to
the ends of quality of life and socialjustice (2002:24). Consistentwith Giddings and
colleagues,he proposed an alternative approach with stronger theoretical grounding is to classify development in just two realms:biophysical and social.
System?
Contemporary
Interpretations:A Social-Ecological
More recently there has been a move amongst researcherstoward a model of sustainable development in which human development and its sustainability is viewed
as a joint product of the interactions between an ecosystem, consisting of a web of
complex relationships between biotic and abiotic elements,and a social system,consisting of humans and the artefacts of human interaction such as technology, organisations,and institutions (Westley et al. 2002).The range of perspectivesin the
literature on sustainabledevelopment can usefully be charted basedon how authors
view the relationship between thesetwo systems(summarisedin Figure 2.4).
A first division can be identified between a 'humans-and-ecosystems'perspective and a 'humans-in-ecosystemsperspective' (Davidson-Hunt and Berkes
2003).The former describesthose who seea Cartesiandivide between the social system and the ecosystem,while the latter describesthose who seethe social system as
being contained within the ecosystem.Those in the humans-and-ecosystems
group
tend to define sustainable development in terms of sustainable economic growth.
Alkire explained the logical progression of equating development with economic
growth:
"In the neoclassicalapproach, income was the metric that conveyed utility,
or value; therefore, a respectableeconomic strategy was to maximize national income per capita, with some correction for externalities and distribution." (Alkire 2002:182-83)9

9 Although she also notes that "most discussions now acknowledge that income per
capita is a necessary but insufficient proxy of well-being" (Alkire 2002: 183).
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Interpretationsof
SustainableDevelopment
Humansand Ecosystems
(seek'betterment'viaquantitativegrowth)

Humansin Ecosystems
(seek'betterment'via qualitativechange)

Self-Correcting
Markets
Perspective

Technocratic
Interventionist
Perspective

Commodity/
Ecosystem Service
Perspective

Dynamic Co-

------------SD is redundant
and possibly
harmful; Marketinduced innovations

------------Technological and
technocratic
interventions are
needed to redress
market failures for
sustainable growth

- ----------Technical rules to
sustain ecosystem
support of increased
human wellbeing
(broadly defined)

------------Human wellbeing
(broadly defined)
dependent on dynamic
co-evolution of socialecological complex;
Supported by diversity
and discursive

wiU correct own
problems and
enable sustainable
growth
------------e.g. Beckerman
(2003)

evolutionary
Perspective

communities
------------e.g. Pearce(1988)

----- -------e.g. Daly (1996)

------- -----e.g. Gunderson &
Holling (2002);
Norgaard (1994)

Figure 2.4 Interpretations of SustainableDevelopment

Proponents of this perspectivetend to be technocentricin that they seeecobe
In
technological
to
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socioladvances.
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known
'ecological
be
has
to
theory
as
modernisationý
come
this
perspective
ogy
(Hajer 1995).Adherents to this perspectivecan further be split into two groups. One
development
the
as redundant and possibly even
group sees concept of sustainable
liberal
for
because
they
to
expect
economic
markets
self-correct
counterproductive,
by
limits
for
incentives
the creation of
encountered
producing
profit
any ecological
technological substitutes that will allow the economy to continue growing indefi1994;
2003).
The
(e.
Beckerman
g.
other group still seessustainabledevelopnitely
ment as consistentwith economicgrowth, but they recognisea need for technologifailures
interventions
for
(e.g. Pearce1988;
technocratic
to
correct
cal and
market
Pearce et al. 1989).

Those in the humans-in-ecosystemsgroup tend to define development in
terms of qualitative 'betterment. For example,Daly arguesfor recognising the differencebetween growth and development. He makesthe following distinction:
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"Growth is a quantitative increase in the physical scale of throughput.
Qualitative improvement of the use made of a given scaleof throughput, refrom
knowledge
from
improved
technical
or
a deeper undersulting either
standing of purpose, is called 'development. " (Daly 1996:31)10
Lutz argued that "authentic development" means "meeting the basic matehas
be
development
human
But
(1992:
166)
to
as
come
understood
needs of all"
rial
.
encompassing a much wider spectrum than just economic activity. Cowen and
Shentonassertedthat understanding development as a "sub-discipline' of economics
is wholly misplaced. They argued "the modern idea of development was created in
the crucible of the first half-century of Western European transition to industrial
disorders
"the
of rapid
as
a
order
out
of
social
capitalism"
means of constructing
urban migration, poverty and unemployment" (1996:1Z 5). The focus on material
needsis too narrow for some authors, who seek to encompassmore holistic human
[is]
basic
human
For
"the
Rahman
(1992:
174)
to
that
need
needs.
example,
argued
fulfil our creative potential in ever newer ways." Alkire (2002) surveyed various
lists of basic human needsand concluded that human development must be underdevelopCommon
to
these
of
concepts
all of
stood as a multidimensional concept.
human
from
largest
list
the
the
to
the
of
number
most
narrow
ment,
with
economic
needsincluded, is the idea of improving the experienceof human life on earth.
Adherents to this perspective can also be further divided into two groups

(seeHolling et al. 1998).One group takes a 'commodity' or ecosystemservice perspective (e.g. Daly 1990; 1996).Within this perspective society is viewed as being
embedded in, but still distinguishable from, the greater ecosystem.As a result the
biophysical environment is seen in terms of stocks and flows that provide critical
resources and services to humans and human society (Costanza 2000; De Groot
1987;De Groot et al. 2002).This perspective also tends to take more of a technocratic
for
be
human
development
They
to
three
technical
approach.
propose
principles
ecologically sustainable:the use of ecosystemresourcesmust not exceedtheir rate of
regeneration, waste emissions must not exceedthe ecosystem'sassimilative capac-

10Schumpeter came to a similar conclusion. As part of his treatment of economic
development he states: "Nor will the mere growth of the economy, as shown by the
growth of populations and wealth, be designated here as a process of development.
For it calls forth no qualitatively new phenomena" (1934: 63).
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ity, and use of non-renewableresourcesmust not exceedthe rate of investment in
renewablesubstitutes(Goodland and Daly 1996).
The other portion of the humans-in-ecosystemsgroup tends to take a dynamic co-evolutionary perspective.Rather than viewing social systemsas embedded in but distinguishable from ecosystems,this perspectiveis based on a view of
the social-ecologicalsystem as a single complex in which causesand effects as neither 'ecological' nor 'sociaY becausethey are necessarily a co-product of both
(Ingold 1997).For example,Holfing and colleagues(2002)suggestedsustainabledevelopment representsthe capacity of dynamic processesand structures within the
social-ecologicalsystem to maintain both adaptive capacity and potential for novel
self-organisation.Norgaard (1994)argued sustainabledevelopment is about the cohuman
of
evolution
values, organisation,knowledge, and technology with the environment. In this view humanity's 'development' is no longer a linear progression,
but instead can take many forms and simply reflectswhether human values and ca-,
pabilities are compatible with ecosystemstates. Rather than proposing technical
development,
for
adherentsto this perspectiveemphasisethe need
sustainable
rules
for more collaborative, discursive strategiesthat encouragequicker learnin& flexibility, and diversity (Gundersonand Holling 2002;Norgaard 1994).
A CritiqueandtheNeedforExpansion
The discussionso far has surveyed a range of interpretations of sustainabledevelopment. However, in practice, the mainstream interpretation lies someplacein the
middle of this spectrum.As Lkl(! described,sustainabledevelopment is usually understood as "a form of societalchange that, in addition to traditional development
objectives,has the objective or constraint of ecological sustainability, (1991:610).
Viewed as a constraint, the biophysical dimension takesprominenceas the chief
obstacleto sustainedhuman progress(cf. Hueting and Reijnders1998).Pearson(2003)
suggested the post-WCED focus on sustainability has favoured the biophysical
realm for two reasons:(1) an appreciation that society is constrainedwithin 'critical
limits' resulting from statesof the environment and technologyhas resurfaced,
and
(2) the attempt by governments to rapidly operationalisc sustainabledevelopment
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led to the searchfor quantifiable measurements,which was more easily applied to
biophysical characteristics.
With this almost exclusive focus on the biophysical constraints to human defohas
development
therefore
velopment, much work on advancing sustainable
(e.
Dintechnologies
the
technology,
g.
cused on
role of
particularly environmental
for
Kuehr
Where
2000;
2007,
Wambugu
1999).
the
systematicsocial change
need
cer
is recognisedit is usually invoked to support the diffusion of new technological inhuman
is
technol(e.
Falk
However,
it
Ryan
2007;
Kemp
1994).
not
novations g.
and
ogy so much as patterns of human activity that are challenging the sustainability of
human development (Maiteny 2000;Norgaard 1994;Stem 1993).The overwhelming
attention scientists and practitioners afford to technological means of redressing
degradation of biophysical systemsrepresentsa reduction of the concept of sustainable development to an 'Enviro-Tech' paradigm (see Figure 2.5). Remedy for this
reduction lies in recognising that, at their core, both sustainability and development
are necessarilyhuman-centred concepts.As Clark explains:
"When we talk about the sustainablefuture of the planet, surely we mean to
beings
Sustainability,
future
for
human
the
say a sustainable
planet with
...
then, refers to the sustainability of human life, and that ultimately depends
on how we humans behave." (Clark 1994:180)
Sustainable development describes more than a future in which humans
simply self-perpetuate.As Elgin observes,"If we do no more than work for a sustainable future, then we are in danger of creating a world in which living is little
dying"
'only
(1994:235). More than mere survival, sustainable dethan
more
not
velopment is, as Malaska (2001)suggests,a post-modern vision of progress.By this
he means that sustainabledevelopment provides a vision that eclipsesmodernity's
concept of progress by redefining the intellectual and ethical challengesinvolved.
Visions of the future informed by sustainable development couple the long-term
survival of humanity with a qualitative improvement in the human experience of
life on earth. This makes sustainable development both a goal and a process,as it
representsboth a vision of the future worthy of human aspiration and an unending
processof adapting human activities to correspond with that aspired future.
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Figure 2.5 Means-EndsParadigmfor SustainableDevelopment

The ever-changingsocial-ecologicalsystem in which humans must navigate
in pursuit of this vision includeshumans and the artefactsof human interaction. It is
this body of artefacts that provides the means for systematicchange of the larger
human-made
'Artefacts'
(Westley
2002).
to
refer
al.
et
social-ecologicalsystem
from
'natural'
distinguishable
objectsand phenomena that
objectsand phenomena,
human
involvement
the
and
occur
system
regardless
of
are.products of
ecological
(Simon 1996). The physical artefacts produced by human society are what we
commonly know as technology. Social artefacts are institutionalised activity
systems. They represent the patterns that result as we humans organise our
activities through repeatedinteractionswith one another.
To reclaim the full meaning of sustainabledevelopmentas representedin the
early definitions of the 1970s,both the ends and the meansof sustainabledevelopment must expand from the 'Enviro-TecY paradigm, representedby the lower-left
quadrant of Figure 2.5,to include a more comprehensiveperspectiveand approach,
by
represented the entire spectrum spanning all four quadrants.Though technology
is no doubt a crucial factor, it must be employed in the serviceof human activities
that enhancesustainablehuman development,understood as an ecologically comimprovement
in
the experienceof life on earth. With this fuller
qualitative
patible
development
of
sustainable
the importance of organisationsand enunderstanding
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trepreneurshiP becomesmuch more evident. While inventors of new technologies
belong to the left side of the spectrum, entrepreneurs- innovators of human orgardisation - belong to the right side.
P

2.3

Progress:

Interdisciplinary

2.3.1

Sustainability

Forays

Entrepreneurship

The concept of susttLinability entrepreneurship, or more precisely, sustainabilitydriven entrepreneurship, as a unique phenomenon worthy of academic inquiry is
still in its infancy. In fact, both academicsand practitioners are.just beginning to
grapple with what sustainability entrepreneurship means, what it might look like,
and how relevant it is likely to become.Just as conventional entrepreneurship research is conducted in support of the normative goal of economic growth (Gibb
1996;Shane 1996),so too sustainability entrepreneurship researchis conducted in
The
im(cf.
Jacobs
1995).
development
the
of
normative
support
goal of sustainable
petus to experiment with cross-fertilising the traditions of entrepreneurship and
development
sustainable
comes from both subject areas. At a time when the sustainable development agenda is growing in both legitimacy and urgency, the powerful and deeply entrenchednotion of entrepreneursas people who both 'get things
done' and have a disproportionate ability to drive and alter socioeconomicsystems
provides hope for a bottom-up solution to the need for large-scale,fundamental
change to the current trajectory of the socioeconomicsystem. The possibility that
individuals can affect dramatic changeby engaging with the society's existing institutions rather than standing outside or in opposition to them provides an alternative
course of action for those who seek to promote sustainable development. Sustainability entrepreneurship has potential to be a more immediate and inclusive approach than the seemingly protracted and exclusive realm of multi-state conventions and global institutions. At the same time, entrepreneurship researchersare
seeking to escapethe narrow confines of conventional businessand economic applications of the concept to explore how the general concept of entrepreneurship may
be usefully applied in wider contexts (e.g. Venkataraman 1.997).
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When this researchproject was begun there was little precedentfor the concept of sustainability entrepreneurship other than the works of Tilley and Young
(Tilley and Young 2004;Young and Tilley 2003),and works on the related but not
identical subjectsof social and environmental entrepreneurship.However, in the
last year a handful of conceptual works have emerged along with two empirical
first
briefly
Therefore,
this
addressesthe social and environmental
review
studies.
being
both
important
in
literatures
the
of
context
precursors and
entrepreneurship
literature
the
fields.
Following
this,
of
recently
emerging
on sustaina
review
allied
developin
is
to
the
the
study
used
put
present
context
of
ability entrepreneurship
field.
Finally,
in
this review is used to chart a conceptual map.
this
emerging
ments
field.
the
of
SocialEntrepreneurship

While the practice of social entrepreneurship is not considered to be a new phefield
late
in
the
of
as
a
research
only
entrepreneurship
crystallised
social
nomenon,
1990s (Dees1998;Leadbetter1997)and has,in a short period of time, bourgeonedin
both academiaand the popular press (e.g. Bornstein 2003;Nicholls 2006).In this
time social entrepreneurshiphas becomea catch-all for any entrepreneurial activity
Perrini
Vurro
(strictly)
by
"'is
driven
the
and
profit
motive.
a
suggested
concept
not
a composite phenomenon and can initially be explained by the strengthening requests from various stakeholdersto the nonprofit sector to enhanceits economic
for-profit
to
the
effectiveness,
as
well
and
as
sectorto encouragethe adopefficiency
tion of socially responsible behavior" (2006:58). Mair and Marti (2006)identified
three generalclusters to the literature. The first and by far the most dominant interpretation is the introduction of businessprinciples to non-profit organisations (e.g.
Deeset al. 2002).A seconduse of the term applies to socially responsiblecommercial businesseswith crosssectorpartnerships (e.g. Sagawaand Segal2000;Waddock
1988).A third use of the term applies more generally to innovative pursuits that
catalysesocial transformationsand provide solutions to socialproblems (e.g. Perrini
and Vurro 2006;Robinson 2006),including environmental problems (e.g. Clifford
and Dixon 2006;Seeloset al. 2006).
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The emphasis on socialpurpose as the distinguishing characteristicof social
entrepreneurship led to the field focusing predominantly on entrepreneurial nonprofit management (e.g. Thompson 2002) and community ventures (e.g. Haugh
2007;Haugh and Pardy 1999).Much of this literature is concerned with exploring
the differences between conventional and social entrepreneurship. For example
Mair and Marti (2006)explored how applicable the conceptsand definitions of entrepreneurship are to initiatives with a social mission as their core purpose. Austin
and colleagues (2006)conducted a more systematic examination of the similarities
and differences between 'commercial' and 'social' entrepreneurship using
Sahlman's (1996)framework for analysing entrepreneurial management.They con"core
heart
'deal'
is
instead
the
that
that
the
venture,
a
cluded
at
of a commercial
of
social value proposition (SVP)" is at the heart of a social venture due to "the centrality of the social purpose" (2006:16).
Weerawardenaand Mort (2006)conducted a grounded theory study of nine
social entrepreneurial nonprofits to identify the unique characteristic of social entrepreneurs and the contexts in which they operate.They develop a model of social
entrepreneurship as a problem of 'constrained optimisation' in which efforts to sustain the organisation and environmental dynamics both act to constrain the entrepreneur's ability to create social value. Both Weerawardena and Mort (2006) and
Austin and colleagues (2006) emphasised the dangers of goal displacement from
organisational maintenance taking priority over the social mission. This concern
perhaps reflects the positioning of social entrepreneurship within the paradigm of
non-profit management.However, there is also a growing interest within the field
in 'social purpose businessventures' as for-profit businessesthat exist for a primarfly social purpose (e.g. Choi and Kiesner 2007,Wallace 1999).For example,Hockerts
(2006)examined three areas of opportunity for such ventures - activism, self-help,
and philanthropy - and for each area identified where economic value propositions
and social value propositions might converge to create 'blended value' opportunities.

Paredo and McLean (2006) attempted a reconciliation of these disparate
views of social entrepreneurship by developing a pair-wise spectrum of social goals
and commercial goals to show how the two combine to produce a range of organisation types. At one extreme are non-profit organisations and at the other extreme are
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businesses
that engagein'cause-branding. Another streamof the literacommercial
ture focusesmore explicitly on the role of social entrepreneurshipin solving social
problems and catalysing social transformations. With this perspective the precise
legal form (i.e. for profit or nonprofit) becomesless important as the function of sobrought
is
to the fore. For example Seeagents
cial entrepreneursas society'schange
los and colleagues(2006)sought to find a link between social entrepreneurshipand
General
Assembly's
Millennium
UN
Development Goals. Perthe
toward
progress
by
Vurro
the
process
which social entrepreneurs'manage social
examined
rini and
identification
how
including
the
these problems are
of
social
problems,
change',
paired with economicopportunities, and how the entrepreneursorganisein efforts
to bring about transformative change.
Two of the field's crosscutting themes- innovative solutions to social problems and catalysing social transformation - have also been the targets of critique.
For example,Thompson and colleagues(2000),among others, questioned whether
social entrepreneurshiprepresentsa shift to the private sectorof social servicesthat
should rightfully be provided by governmentsas public goods.Cho focused on social entrepreneurship's "juxtaposition of 'social' objectives and the instruments of
private enterprise" (2006:36). He questionedwhether social entrepreneurshipis -a
substitute for, rather than a complement to, concertedpublic action" (2006:51), and
suggestedthat by focusing on the symptoms of social pathologiesit may actual prevent more profound social transformationsfrom addressingthe root causesof those
problems. As a field of research,Hockerts criticised the broad scopeof the field by
suggestingcontributions to knowledge may get lost in a "quagmire of definitions".
By contrast other authors seem to relish the field's diverse scopeof subject matter
(e.g. Mair and Marti 2006).
EnvironmentalEntrepreneurship

Schaper(2002)identified three generaltypes of entrepreneurshipin existencetoday:
classic entrepreneurship as individuals who start their own businesses,intrapreneurship as entrepreneursoperating within large organisations,and social entrepreneurship as entrepreneursworking within non-profit organisations.To thesehe
suggesteda fourth type was emerging: environmental entrepreneurship.Use of the

I
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terms 'environmental entrepreneurship, 'eco-entrepreneurship', and 'ecopreneurship' emergedin the early 1990sas the idea that growing demand for environmental
help
business
to redress
might
and
also
quality might represent new
opportunities
some of the environmental damage caused by industry (Benneftt 1991;Berle 1991;
Blue 1990).This early literature largely dealt with opportunities for existing small
businesses,but when the term re-emergedin the late '90s in a book by Isaak (1999),
issues of the journals OrganizationalChangeManagementand GreenerManagement
International,and a subsequentedited volume by Schaper (2005),it was grounded
more explicitly in a view of entrepreneurship as innovation. Although some authors
dealt with issues of corporate venturing, or intrapreneurship (Azzone and Noci
1998;Krueger Jr 1998;Post and Altman 1994),the vast majority of authors focused
on innovative new ventures. The three themes that dominated this literature were:
development of typologies to distinguish varieties of environmental entrepreneurship, identifying the push and pull factors that constrain and promote environmental entrepreneurship, and exploring how environmental entrepreneurs might
catalyselarger transformations in the economy.
For example, Isaak (2002) made the distinction between what he called
'green businesses'and 'green-greenbusinessesý.The former is a conventional business that has subsequently "discovered the cost and innovation and marketing advantages, if not the ethical arguments, for 'greening' their existing operations"
(Isaak 2002:82). This idea corresponds to what is termed in this study as environmentally responsible business.According to Isaak, a 'green-green business' "is one
that is designed to be green in its processesand products from scratch,as a start-up,
and, furthermore, is intended to transform socially the industrial sector in which it
is located towards a model of sustainable development" (Isaak 2002:82). This idea
correspondsto what is considered in this study to be environmentally-driven entrepreneurship.
As with Isaak's typology, the values and motives of entrepreneurs is a key
dimension of all of the suggestedtypologies. For example, Linnanen distinguished
between a desire to changethe world and a desire to make money, and suggesteda
""virtuous cycle of ecopreneurship" can result when entrepreneurs are driven by
both motives (2002:79). Similarly, Pastakia distinguished between 'commercial ecopreneurs' and 'social ecopreneurs' depending on whether an individual is driven
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primarily

to maximise personal gains or to promote an "eco-friendly

idea/ product/ technology" (1998:159). In a study of environmental influences at
business incubators, Schick and colleagues (2002) distinguished between 'ecodedicateX, 'eco-operý,and'eco-reluctane start-ups.
Other authors also added an external dimension to their typologies. For exfive
(2002)
identified
types
Schaltegger
of environmental entrepreneurs
ample,
basedon priority of the environment as a businessgoal and the market effectsof the
business.He suggested"companies contribute most to the overall environmental
business
deals
if
their
with environmental solusociety
and
progressof an economy
tions and environmentally superior products and if their innovations substantially
influence the massmarket" (2002:48). Walley and Taylor (2002)based their typollinking
framework
Giddens'
structure and action. They developed a frameogy on
described
One
dimensions.
two
an entrepreneur'smotives on a spectrum
work with
from 'economically oriented' to'sustainability oriented', and the other describedthe
from'soft
(e.g. personal networks) strucinfluences
on
a
spectrum
social structural
tures' to 'hard (e.g. economic)structures'. They argued that entrepreneursfrom any
of the resulting categoriescan contribute to a sustainablesociety, even if they are
lopportunistically green' or 'accidentally greee. Pastakia.(2002) constructed a
framework to explore the internal drivers, such as personal values and competitive
drivers,
and
external
products,
such as the power of
of
eco-friendly
advantage
stakeholdersand the power of legislative and regulative policies, of environmental
entrepreneurship.
In an interesting inversion from the rest of the field's interest on the impacts
Bryant
society,
entrepreneurs
on
and Bryant (1998)use four hisof environmental
torical casestudies to explore how changesin social values influence changesin entrepreneurial behaviour. Anderson (1998)provides theoretical support for both approachesby using the concept of 'value' to link the traditions of environmentalism
and entrepreneurship.He arguesthat even though environmentalism emergedas a
"reaction to the excessesof industrial modernity", both environmentalism and entrepreneurship are "embedded in the "subjective 'rationality"' of society, and this
"is why entrepreneurshipis most likely to sustain environmentalism than any other
form of imposed change" (1998:136,135,139). v
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Most of the empirical work in the field consists of illustrative case studies
Volery
(2002)
However,
typological
conducted a
categories.
used as examples of
for
found
from
he
'commercialised
support
which
conservation'
single case study of
the importance of the founder in shaping company values, and concluded that even
though it may not be the main driver, the financial 'bottom line' is still the most urliterature
(2005)
bottom
line.
Guy
the
Beveridge
on environsuggested
gent
and
mental entrepreneurship has usefully demonstrated that an entrepreneur's motivations and values, and the contextual conditions that influence their ability to instifactors.
However they caution that
in
society, are critical explanatory
gate change
"the literature is in danger of narrowing our focus to make innovation appear like a
linear process in which motivated individuals

with 'positive' environmental atti-

tudes flourish or flounder as a result of external structural forces. " They suggested
more attention needs to be devoted to "processes and practices of emergence, negotiation and innovation" (2005: 672).

SustainabilityEntrepreneurship

There are currently only a handful of works that directly address sustainability entrepreneurship. 11Among these, some authors explore the contribution more conventional forms of entrepreneurship can make to sustainable development, such as
providing employment opportunities, facilitating a shift to cleaner industries, and as
a source of technology and innovation for new products and services (e.g. Ahmed
and McQuaid 2005). Others self-identify their object of study as sustainability entrepreneurship but limit their focus exclusively to environmental issues, which is here
considered to be the domain of environmental

entrepreneurship

(e.g. Dean and

McMullen 2007). Others still Are really addressing sustainable management practices of conventional enterprises (e.g. Crals and Vereeck 2004). While all of these approaches may make contributions to sustainable development in their own ways,
they are not consistent with what is considered here to be 'sustainability entrepre-

11At the First World Symposium on SustainableEntrepreneurship held 15-17July
2007 at the University of Leeds, the delegates discussed 'sustainability entrepreneurship' as being a more precise description of the topic domain. For that reason
and for consistencyI refer to the work of all authors in this field using that term,
even though most authors discussedhere have used the term 'sustainable entrepreneurship' in their works.
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Figure 2.6 Social-,Environmental-, and Sustainability-Driven Entrepreneurship

In an effort to demonstrate the limits of relying on concepts such as ecodevelopment,
Young
for
sustainable
achieving
and Tilley (2003,later pubefficiency
lished as Young and Tilley 2006)developeda model of sustainability entrepreneurship basedin part on Dyllick and Hockerts' (2002)model of corporatesustainability
and McDonough and Braungart's (2002)model for sustainable design processes.
'Young and Tilley used this model to make four arguments. First, they suggested
there is a current trend for entrepreneurs to cluster around one of three philosophies, as either economic (conventional), social, or environmental entrepreneurs.
Second, they showed how the sustainability agenda is interpreted from each of
these vantages.For example,when viewed through the lens of the efficiency con-
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cerns of economic enterprises, environmental and social issues get interpreted as
eco-efficiencyand socio-efficiency.Third, they argued that even if an entrepreneur
were to adopt all six criteria, representing the sum of all three perspectives,this is
still insufficient to achieve sustainability entrepreneurship. This is becauseeach criterion representsthe primacy of one purpose over the other two, and therefore fails
to provide an integrative, holistic perspective.Finally, they argue that the additional
elements of a long-term time horizon and appreciation for critical limits of the social-ecologicalsystem are necessarycomponents for the realisation of sustainability
entrepreneurship. In subsequentarticles, Tilley and Parrish (2006)elaboratedon the
pressuresfor compartmentalisation to one of the three poles, and the challengesto
holistic integration for entrepreneurs;and Tilley and Young (2004)explored the potential for sustainability entrepreneursto contribute more fully to society as the concepts of "entrepreneurship' and 'wealth' are reinterpreted in light of the needs and
values of contemporary society.
The articles of Dean and McMullen (2007)and Cohen and Winn (2007)represent a different approach to the subject.Theseauthors used economic theories of
entrepreneurship to demonstrate some of the sourcesof opportunities for entrepreneurs to profit by contributing to sustainabledevelopment. Both sets of authors use
the neoclassicaleconomic theory of market failures to show how market inefficiencies, externalities, imperfect information, flawed pricing mechanisms, government
interventions, and monopoly power result in environmental degradation and therefore produce market conditions in which entrepreneurs can earn entrepreneurial
rents by reducing environmental harm. Both sets of authors acknowledge that the
concept of sustainable development is broader than the issues addressed by this
framework. However, Dean and McMullen do define sustainability entrepreneurship strictly in terms of correcting "market failures that detract from sustainability"
(2007:58). Cohen and Winn allow for a broader interpretation by suggesting sustainability entrepreneurship is about the economic, psychological, social, and environmental consequencesof future goods and services(2007:35).
Both sets of authors present a similar picture, in which sustainability entrepreneurs are attracted by the prospectsof earning entrepreneurial rents from market
failures to redress some of the environmental harm that
from
those failures.
results
However, the authors eachreach different conclusionsfrom this
analysis.Dean and
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McMullen argue that their theoretical discussionof sustainability entrepreneurship
demonstrates"that market systems and the institutions that define them evolve
over time in a manner that can resolvesocialills" (2007:72),thereby positioning sus7
tainability entrepreneurship within ecological modernisation theory (see Hajer
1995).Cohen and Winn, on the other hand, envisagea broader role of sustainability
"creative
Schumpeterian
destruction
of
as
agents
of unsustainable
entrepreneurs
business
technologies,
their
sustainable
with
models and
replacement
practicesand
Because
"dependent
46).
(2007:
this
they
Iffestyles"
the
of
also
suggest
vari
resulting
ableg' or performance indicators for studying sustainability entrepreneurship need
to be multifaceted to accountfor theseentrepreneurs" triple bottom line' impacts.
Cohen, Smith, and Nfitchell (Forthcoming)follow up on this last suggestion
by exploring a range of possible'dependent variables' for the value createdby sustainability entrepreneurship.They suggesta list of indicators for the value created
from economic,-environmental, and social processes,activities, and impacts, as well
as overlaps between eachspheresuch as eco-efficiencyfor the overlap between economic and environmental spheres, socio-efficiency for the overlap between ecofor
the overlap between environmental and
stewardship
and
social
spheres,
nomic
social spheres,and sustainability for the overlap of all three. They seem to depart
from Cohen and Winn (2007)by developing the argument that entrepreneurscan be
by
tivated
concernsother than capturing entrepreneurial rents. In fact, they armo.
focal
"primary
the
that
strategies
creation
and
value
positioning" of enterprises
gue
different
be
depending
on which value sphere the entrepreneurial motives
will
being
them,
entrepreneurs
with sustainability
motivated by all three value
place
spheres(Cohen et al. Forthcoming).They provide results from a review of empirical
domains
the
that
most
active
overlapping
suggest
articles
are between economic
and social spheres,with the environmental and sustainability spheresalmost completely neglected.
Finally, two empirical studies by two sets of researcherswere conducted
during roughly the sameperiod as this study. One of thesestudies,by Clifford and
Dixon (Clifford and Dixon 2006;Dixon and Clifford 2007),is a qualitative study of
the launch and early stage development of a single UK-basedenterprise that operateson earnedincome and seeksto reduce solid waste and the use of virgin materials in the furniture industry while providing opportunities for disadvantagedmem-
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bers;of society. While these authors do not use the term 'sustainability entrepredefined
in
is
the
the
this
as
of
concept
meaning
neurship',
casestudy congruent with
this study. The key finding of their study was that this enterprise was able to sucbusiness
because
developed
it
model within an embeddednetwork
ceed
a symbiotic
'social
larger,
included
conventional companies and
of other organizations which
franchises'. This suggeststhe social contextswithin which entrepreneursand enterprises operate are likely as important as the activities of the entrepreneur.
Schlangehas contributed both conceptual and empirical work on the topic.
In a conceptual paper he developed a model of stakeholder identification that addresses the unique motives of sustainability entrepreneurs (Schlange 2007). This
Young
based
to
similar
model was
on a concept of sustainability entrepreneurship
and Tilley's model, in which the importance of long-term time horizons is recogholistically
is
and
sustainability
viewed
as operating above
nised
entrepreneurship
and beyond the sum of economic,social, and environmental goals. In a related empirical study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with the founders of ten
enterprises in eastern Switzerland that scored high against a set of environmental,
found
Schlange
(Schlange
2006).
social-ethical,and economic sustainability criteria
that sustainability entrepreneurs are motivated by a desire to catalyse regional development and, in so doing, instil their values into the regional economy and
broader social system. In practice these entrepreneurswere notable for their ability
to simultaneously meet competing objectives in the environmental, social-ethical,
and economic realms. This suggeststhat not only are the values and motivations of
sustainability entrepreneursdistinct from other types of entrepreneurs,but also that
they exhibit distinct capabilities.
Each of the authors discussedin this section have contributed to expanding
the concept of entrepreneurship to explore how entrepreneurship might contribute
to sustainabledevelopment. However, some of the conceptionsof sustainability entrepreneurship are more restricted by conventional economic assumptions of entrepreneurial motives than others. As the primacy of the profit motive is relaxed, the
potential contribution of entrepreneurial ventures to sustainable development increasesand the possibility-space of sustainability entrepreneurship as a concept expands. My interpretation of where these authors' concepts of sustainability entrepreneurship fall in this possibility-spaceis presentedin Figure 2.6.
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and mass balance accounts,and efforts to intemalise externalities. He then identified a number of dimensions in which these conventional approachesto corporate
sustainability need to be extended, including the need for new knowledge, values,
skills, metrics, and goals that embody an appreciation for "the interconnectedness
and interdependenceof 'individuals' within an ecosystem",and that are expressed
in practice (2001:55,51).
This suggests an important distinction between those enterprises that are
driven by a senseof duty to act responsibly toward society and the environment as
they pursue their private interests, and those enterprises that are driven by a sense
of purposeto contribute to the sustainabledevelopment of the social-ecologicalsystem of which they are a part. Both are important to understand, but the literature
focuses almost entirely on the former to the exclusion of the latter. This focus has
resulted in a plethora of studies that examine how enterprises can effectively manage their environmental and social impacts while pursuing financial goals,and have
resulted in recommendations for achieving 'sustainable business' by, for example,
addressing the communication challengesbetween an environmental manager and
the 'mainstream' manager (Sweetet al. 2003),developing environmentally sensitive
enterprise strategies(Steadand Stead1994),or packaging 'green reforms' in the language of self-interest (Egri and Pinfield 1996). As Birkin states: "If what we are
really working for is money in the bank, then environmental and social aspectswin
always remain obstaclesto our 'real' goals" (2001:54). While these studies have
their place, they provide little insight for understanding how sustainability purposedriven enterprisescan achievetheir goals.
In contemplating "what is a sustainablecorporation?", Sharma suggestedit
"is possible that by integrating the concepts of carrying capacity and the laws of
thermodynamics as well as measuring and reporting an organization's ecological
...
footprint and the triple bottom line, we will provide clues to sustainableorganizational forms" (2002:13-4).The 'triple bottom line' (Elkington 1997),together with a
stakeholder perspective (Clarkson 1995;Freeman 1984)are probably the most common frameworks used to apply principles of sustainabledevelopment at the organisational level. For example, Tencati and Perrini defined a "sustainability-oriented
company" as one that "develops over time by taking into consideration the economic, social and environmental dimensions of its processesand performance af-
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fecting the quality of stakeholder relationships" (2006:95). Similarly, Dyllick and
Hockerts defined corporate sustainability as "meeting the needs of a firmýs direct
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suggestedthat someconcepts,such as
eco-modemism
cepts
'needs,' can be construed to mean "the 'creation of nee& to raise consumption and
thereby production and profit", while other terms central to sustainabledevelop73)..
(2003:
'
ment, such as'futurity, are only vaguely understood
At a practitioner level Rossi and colleaguesobserved that "most businesses
continue to equate sustainability performance with environmental performance"
(2000:277).Similarly, Sharmaand Ruud observedthat "Extant scholarshipin corpofocused
been
has
in
theoretical
and
empirical
on
advances
mainly
rate sustainability
describing and explaining how organizations interact with the natural environment,
Starik
Rands
For
(2003:
207).
levels
and
example,
use a conof analysis"
at various
tingency theory approach to suggestecologically sustainableorganisationsbecome
feedback
levels.
They
by
to
signals
at
multiple
ecological
adapting
strategically
so
focused on the obstaclessuch organisations face and speculated on a number of
they
that
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as
approach ecologicalsuswould
organisation
an
characteristics
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include
These
of targeted protests by environtainability.
characteristics
legislation",
"utilization
"encouragement
of
pro-sustainability
of
mental activists",
(Starik
24
Rands
1995:
inputs
others
rates",
and
and
at
sustainable
natural resource
516).However, they refrained from speculatingon how an organisationcan actually
achieveecologicalsustainability.
Keijzers (2002)suggestedan agenda for the 'modem' sustainability enterdissipation,
issues,
resource
stock
and encroachprise consisting of energy-related
fairly
detailed
land,
the
then
a
standard programme for enterand
ment on scarce
prises and governmentsto meet these challenges,including increasedstakeholder
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dialogue and incentives for technological innovations to address resource conPurser
technocratic
technical
to
this
approach,
and coland
straintsAn contrast
leagues(1995)argued that there is a need for an'ecocentric responsibility paradigm'
in which 'ecological choice', 'ecological learning, and 'ecological democracy' will
from
humans
the exploitation and control of manageemancipate
and ecosystems
ment hierarchies. Gladwin and colleaguesargued that both the technocentric and
fail
to
"by
in
motion self-defeating counterforces,
ecocentric paradigms,
setting
promote development or to conservenature" (1995:889).They attempted to bridge
thesetwo extremeswith an integrated paradigm of 'sustaincentrism, which the authors suggested"offers a vision of development which is both people centered (conbased
human
in
improvements
the
conservation
and
condition)
centrating on
(maintaining the variety and integrity of nonhuman nature)" (1995:894).
One point of consensusin the literature is that enterprisesexist within an interactive network of individuals, groups, agencies,and other organisations (Miles et
al. 1974:244),and that this should be reflected in the way the concept of sustainable
development is applied at the enterprise level. While a static view of sustainability
directly,
to
to
the
enterprise attempts apply
concept of sustainability an organisation
a dynamic view focuseson how the organisation contributes to macro-level sustainable development (Atkinson 2000;Figge and Hahn 2004).Sandstr6m criticised this
perspective by arguing that "Casting the firm as merely one actor out of many in a
complicated web of interdependent relations can play down each actor's responsibility to change any destructive structures. It might also play down the crucial role
that certain, more powerful, actors have in the network" (2005:156). However, if
one recognisesthe systemicnature of both organisational life and sustainabledevelopment, then there is really no alternative but to take a dynamic view of sustainability enterprise. Thus, at a basic level, sustainability enterprise can be understood as
an enterprise that is able to sustain its own activities while contributing to sustainable development of the larger social-ecologicalsystem of which it is a part. As Atkinson explained:
"From society's point of view the interesting question can be thought of in
terms of the contribution of a given entity (e.g. businessor sector) to sustainability defined in the wider sense (e.g. nation). From the entity's own perspective, the extent to which its contribution impinges on the sustainability
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key
defining
be
The
to
its
of
concern.
corporate susown activity will also
of
tainability is to reconcilethesetwo outlooks... " (Atkinson 2000:240)
This perspectiveprovides a useful definition of sustainability enterprise,but
how
important
that
can an enterprise truly contribute to
are
two
remain
questions
between
how
development,
achieve
can
an
enterprise
concordance
and
sustainable
this contribution and sustaining its own activities?O'Hara provided a useful clue to
the first question in her discussionof sustainableproduction, which she defined as
"production which sustainsthe social and biophysical context within which it takes
She
identified
(1997:
142).
ecologicalsustaining servicessuch as maintaining
place"
atmospheric gas balances,nutrient cycles,and absorptive capacity of ecosystemsto
maintain water quality, and social sustaining services such as the physical, emotional, and spiritual support provided by householdsand communities, and argued
that sustaining production requires that these social-ecologicalsystem functions be
maintained. Thus, one way to think about the contribution of enterprisesto sustainable developmentis to consider the ways in which they can bolster thesesustaining
services.A complementary perspectiveis offered by Twomey, who suggestedthat
for a sustainability enterprise to achieveits purpose of "creating long-term success
for itself by serving social needs", this purpose must be manifest in the enterprise's
$'core principles and values evidenced in ongoing bevahiors and relationships(2006:13,15). In so doing, he argued, a sustainability enterprise becomes"'an organic, mutually emergent system that is connectedeconomically, environmentally,
and socially to the world" (2006:12).Together,O'Hare and Twomey's ideas provide
useful starting points for considering how an enterprisemight be able to contribute
to sustainabledevelopment, as understood by either of the 'humans-in-ecosystems'
perspectivesdescribedin section2.2.3above.
2.3.3 Organisation Design

As conventionally understood, organisation design is about the way human.actors
structure their organisationsto achievetheir purposeswithin the context of a wider
fields
It
is
in
the
that
this
of entrepreneurshipand orproblem
space
environment.
field
has
intersect,
though
approachedthe topic from different pereach
ganisations
spectives(Katz and Gartner 1988).As Dunbar and Starbuck (2006)explain, organi-
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design
have
as a technical problem concernorganisation
sation researchers
viewed
ing the bestfit between organisation structure and the environment,for a given goal
(e.g. Galbraith 1973; Lawrence and Lorsch 1969; Perrow 1970; Woodward 1970).
'Structure' was historically viewed in terms of formal structures, technologies,and
coordination mechanisms,though the concept has since been broadened to include
organisation processessuch as decision making, information processing,leadership
style, and so on (Daft and Lewin 1990;Volberda 1998).But in either casethe subject
is very much approached as a technical problem requiring a technical solution. As
Daft and Lewin state: "the point of organization design researchis to discover how
things work and how they ought to work" (1990:3).
In the field of entrepreneurship, organisation design is usually studied as
new venture creation or organisation emergence.Thus, entrepreneurship researchers have tended to study organisation design as an interactive processof mobilising
resources, building social networks, acquiring knowledge, and establishing exchangerelations with the environment, all configured around a negotiated vision or
purpose (e.g. Jack and Anderson 2002; Katz and Gartner 1988; Lichtenstein et al.
2006;Starr and Fondas 1992,Ucbasaranet al. 2001;Van de Ven 1993;Yamada 2004).
From this perspective organisation design research is more about understanding
how certain interactive design processesproduce the outcomes that they do. As
Sarasvathysuggests,organisations are "'an outcome (however unexpected or novel)
of serious design, motivated and negotiated by particular aspirations forged in entrepreneur-stakeholdernetworks that evolve over time" (2004a:522).
Recently a number of organisation design researchershave based their work
on Simon's ideas of a scienceof design (1996).A review of this literature suggests
the elaboration of these ideas have generally produced two different approaches
that correspond to the technical and interactive process views discussed,both of
which stem fundamentally from the way organisations are viewed. The technical
approach arisesfrom the early view of organisations as akin to machines,and later
as akin to organisms (Morgan 1997).From this view organisation design researchis
often compared with researchin other design-intervention fields such as engineering and medicine (Van Aken 2004).The technical approach focuses on developing
technological
or prescriptiverules to achieve a preconceived result. As Van Aken explains, "a technological rule is 'a chunk of general knowledge linkirig an interven-
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Starbuck
2006:
(Dunbar
"explicit
improve
to
and
organizations"
search, as
efforts
171),proceed?
An alternative approach to assisting organisation designersfocuseson identifying generativerules to create new possibilities for realising design intentions.
Rather than prescribing strict imperatives, this approach assumesdesign "is ruleby
is
to
the
that
the
general rules of action"
guided
governed
extent
process
(Niiniluoto 2001:375). MacIntosh and MacLean explain that "Whilst the exact form
is
broad
be
the
possibilities
of such emergent structures cannot predicted,
range of
to some extent contained within the set of simple rules which was applied to generbut
different
interpretation of the
(1999:
In
301).
the
slightly
a similar
ate
new order"
design process,Yoo and colleaguessuggest researchshould focus on the use of design gestalts,which have a "generative, form-giving capacity" (2006:227).These apboth
design
in
(Yoo et al. 2006), by moving
embrace
novelty
and
unity
proaches
from the 'how/whyT

questions of technical design research to questions of

'how/whyT and'what-if? ' (seeRavetz 1997).
The capacity for generative rules and design gestalts to both fulfil and transcend design purposes by generating new possibilities resonateswith the views of
discussed
'maturity'
form
previor
successful entrepreneurship as a
of expertise
ously in section 2.2.1.Thorpe and colleaguessuggested"The entrepreneur is someone who is acutely aware of the reality in which they find themselves,and yet able
to adopt sufficient critical distance to see how it might be otherwise" (2006:239).
And Sarasvathysuggestedthat "In the firm design perspective of entrepreneurship,
what is found in the world is not opportunity but possibility. Designing entrepreneurs take up possibility as a tool and fashion it into opportunity through imaginative interaction both with their tools and with the society in which they live"
(Sarasvathy2004a:526).

2-4

Possibility:

Sustainability

Enterprise

Design

Taken as a group, what do these research fields tell us about the relationship be-

tween entrepreneurship, enterprise, and sustainable development? First, it is evident that we are dealing with a phenomenon that operatesat multiple levels,from the
acts of individual entrepreneurs to the coordinated activities of organisations, and
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the institutionalised activities of whole societies.Second,whether it is the processof
'entrepreneurfor
creation
call
value
we
new
creating and realising opportunities
ship', or the coordinatedorganising processof multiple actorswe call'organisatiorý,
human
to
the
correspondwith a vision of
activities
of
adapting
unending
process
or
the future worthy of human aspirationwe call 'sustainabledevelopment', eachlevel
flows
flux.
and
of
ongoing
process
constitutesan
Third, these multilevel processesare interactive,in that they influence and
The
in
by
influenced
social-ecologicalcontext proways.
one another complex
are
vides the medium with which entrepreneursconstruct their new visions, and yet
their actions can lead to large-scaletransformationsof this social-ecologicalsystem.
And in betweenthe two, organisationsrestrict the activity choiceof participants, but
human
Organisations
influence.
both
temporal
the
of
and
reach
spatial
also expand
have been shown to reproduce the prevailing social conditions both inside and out,
but they have also demonstrateddeviations that can shift the regulative, normative,
Fourth,
features
each of these processesis
of
wider
society.
and cultural-cognitive
driven by the interplay between intentionand contingency.Sustainabledevelopment
humans
between
for
the
relationship
and the environment, but
representsa vision
both human systemsand ecosystemsare characterisedby surprise and unpredict
formed
Organisations
around organisational goals, and yet they must
are
ability.
contend with an ever-changingoperating environment to realise those goals. And
entrepreneurshipis driven by entrepreneurialintention, though it thrives by lever7
aging unexpected contingenciesto realise those intentions. Taken together, these
points suggest we need to appreciate the phenomenon as multilevel, interactive
processesthat are ongoing outcomesof both intentions and contingencies.
With this view, two crosscutting themes seem particularly relevant. One
theme is that both entrepreneurshipand organisationshave been shown to be continuously reinterpreted for their times. With the concept of sustainable development, and the vision that it describes,becoming increasingly prevalent the world
over, it is perhaps inevitable that entrepreneurshipand organisationswill start to be
reinterpreted in light of this vision. The challengeis to determine which of our current assumptions about entrepreneurship and enterprise should be relaxed to accommodate this new vision, and which provide promise for deepening our underit.
of
standing
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The other crosscutting theme is the role of intentions in the face of uncertainty. The concept of sustainabledevelopment arose out of uncertainties about the
future
for
the
prospects
wellbeing of humanity. The enormous amount of effort and
humanity's
being
devoted
improve
initiatives
to
to
prosresources
understand and
be
for
life
human
to
the
earth
can
on
experienceof
pects
sustaining improvements
bFings
large-scale
This
the role of enthis
to
as
a
viewed
effort
reduce
uncertainty.
terprise and entrepreneurship more clearly to the fore. Organisations have been described as a coordinated attempt to reduce uncertainty, and entrepreneurship has
been described as a process of leveraging uncertainties into new opportunities to
create value for society. This suggeststhat sustainability entrepreneurship and sustainability enterprise could play an important role in advancing sustainable development, not just becauseentrepreneurial actors are recognised change'agents, but
also becausethe entrepreneurial approach to problem solving may serve a unique
function for society as it faces a range of social-ecologicalchallenges with which
conventional approachesto problem solving are unable to contend.
To that end, I suggest the concept of 'sustainability enterprise design' could
act as a useful unifying concept to link these various researchfields. Sustainability
enterprise design describesthe processof creating sustainability enterprisesthat are
able to contribute to the sustainable development of the greater social-ecological
system while also sustaining their own activities indefinitely. This unifying concept
can accommodateboth sustainability management and sustainability entrepreneurship. In distinguishing the two the difference might be framed as a matter of degree
in organisational changessought. If the focus is on designing incrementalchangesto
the organising process it would be about "sustainability-driven management' (see
Boland and Collopy 2004).If the focus is on designing new or radicalchangesto the
organising processit would be about 'sustainability-driven entrepreneurship'.
However, it is possible the two may be different in kind rather than in degree. Gilbert (2002) sees entrepreneurs and managers as fundamentally

different,

based on their capacity to use the word 'no. He suggested the logic of management
renders managers incapable of ever saying'no'

to the ongoing pursuits of their en-

terprise. This raises the question of whether the concept of 'sustainability management' can ever be more than an empty and misleading construct as managers are
fundamentally unable to stop their enterprises from infringing on the critical limits
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of society or the ecosystem.Gilbert raised the possibility of the entrepreneur as being at heart an existentialist who reJectsthe meaning and values of their situation
for
He
instead
their
to
pursuits.
create
meaning
suggestedsuch an
new
and seeks
incorporates
"autonomously
'no'
into the definition and
is
who
someone
entrepreneur
conductof her personalprojects",and for theseentrepreneursa new venture "is, in effect, a declaration of 'no' about a currently dominant way of arranging economic
activities" (2002:117).From this perspective,a sustainability entrepreneuris an existentialist who says'no' to our dominant assumptionsabout the way to organise,and
through saying 'no' is liberated to build a new form of organisation basedon a new
set of values, principles, and ideals that reflect the vision of sustainabledevelopment. Sustainability entrepreneurship,then, becomesless a technical exerciseof reducing negative impacts, and more an expressiveexerciseof new possibilities for
the ways humans can positively interact with each other and the natural environment that are supportive, restorative,and contributory.

CILkPTER
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AND THEORETICAL

PERSPECTIVE

It suddenlystruckmethat that tiny pea,pretty
it
blot
blue,
I
the
and
was earth...sosmall could
out of theuniversesimplyby holdingup my
thumb...I didn'tfeel likea giant. Ifelt very,
very small.
Michael Collins, Apollo 11 Astronaut
Privatepapers(1969)

3-1

The Use of Concepts and Theories in this Study

The chapter begins by developing a sensitising framework for the study, based on
the extant literature and the,experiencesof previous researchersinvestigating new
venture creation. This framework was developed prior to data collection and analysis and was used as a starting point for guiding the study. Following this is a description of the theoretical perspective that was used near the end of the data analysis process to provide a consistent framework for interpreting the results, and to
help develop deeper insights about the findings that emerged. This description includes a brief review of the perspective in general, followed by a discussion of a
number of key concepts and themes that were used as conceptual building blocks
for the account of sustainability entrepreneurship provided in Chapters 6,7, and 8.
The chhpter concludes with a summary of the use of concepts and theories in this
study.
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3.2

Sensitising Framework

Becausethis is exploratory researchit is not possible to approach the study with a
highly specified analytical framework. Rather, what is needed is a starting point
based on the experiencesof previous researchers,but one that does not too tightly
defocus
(1990)
is
Pettigrew
suggested
such
a
the
study's explorations.
constrain
by
be
framework.
This
from
in
can
accomplished
meta-level
an explicit
part
rived
(2000),
1994:
Blaikie
Huberman
17).
(Miles
and
categories
creating a set of analytic
following Blumer (1969),called such a loose starting point a'sensitisine framework.
He suggested,"sensitizing conceptsprovide clues and suggestionsabout what to
look for [and] an orientation to the researchtopic" (Blaikie 2000:137).For the pur...
(1985)
Gartner's
framework
is
this
starting
a
useful
place
proposed
study,
posesof
for describing new venture creation (see Figure 3.1). This framework has been
highly regarded and usefully employed by other researchersin the field (Bird 1989,
because
it
have
been
1998),
Steyaert
the
that
in
orders
variables
many
used to
cited
describe the phenomenon of new venture creation into four dimensions: individual(s), organization, environment, and process.

INDIVIDUALS

ORGANIZATION

ENVIRONMENT

PROCESS

Figure 3.1 Gartner's (1985)Framework for DescribingNew Venture Creation

Using this as a starting point for the development of this study's sensitising
framework, some dimensionswere modified or reconceivedto reflect recent develfield
An
in
the
the
this
of
study.
and
particular
needs
examination of each
opments
dimension is undertaken,followed by a presentationof the modified framework.
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Business Environment

The environmentis considered to be "whatever lies outside the 'boundary' of a system" (Arbnor and Bjerke 1997:112),in this case the enterprise system. Enterprises
individuals,
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intention"the
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defined
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1999).
of
managerial
outcome
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can
al.
Lewin
Volberda
1999:
562).
(Lewin
institutional
and
effects"
ality, environment, and
and Volberda consider a number of properties of the coevolutionary relationship
between enterprisesand their environments. Theseinclude the properties of 'multidirectional causality, and 'multilevelness' or 'embeddedness'.
Multidirectional causality does away with the conceptualisation of a unidiPow(cf.
DiMaggio
between
and
rectional relationship
environment and enterprise
ell 1983;Hannan and Freeman1977),and instead suggestsa reciprocal relationship.
For example, Scott (1964:520) noted that enterprises which are pursuing goals that
society at large finds socially significant are better positioned to obtain necessary
discussed
While
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Thus, the relationship between an enterprise and its environment is viewed as a
two-way relationship - both influencing and being influenced by eachother.
Multilevelness or embeddednessrefers to the idea that explanations of enterprise change should be linked to higher and lower levels. Pettigrew explained
that "context is not just the stimulus environment but a nested arrangement of structures and processeswhere the subjective interpretations of actors perceiving, comprehending, learning and remembering help shape process" (1990: 270). He described the higher level of 'outer context' as including "the economic, social, political competitive and sectoral environments in which the firm is located" (1997:340).
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Of course this outer environment must also include the relationship with larger
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3.2.2 Process
Pettigrew defined processas: "A sequenceof individual and collective events, actions, and activities unfolding over time in context" (1997:337).He noted that "in
their theorising and empiricism most social scientistsdo not appear to have given
is
(1997:
337).
Despite
this
time"
to
time
process
neglect,
an important part of
much
for
least
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two
at
reasons.
entrepreneurship
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its
be
the
state
of
operating environment at
qualitative
aligned with
may or may not
behavioural
Bird
just
the
that
time.
activities of oras
critical
as
explained
a certain
ganisation formation "is the timing of that behavior - the sequencing,synchronizing, and pacing of actions, events,and experiences.Being'ahead of the times' or late
to market can be critical problems or clever strategies for the entrepreneur"' (1992:
12).
Second,the qualitative state of an enterprise at a certain time emergesfrom
its previous qualitative state. In other words, the new organisation formation processis path dependent, or in the words of Aldrich, "history matters" (1990:20). Miles
from
be
found
"organizations
Randolph's
that
apart
cannot
understood
and
study
their history" (1980:72), and Kimberly argued that "the conditions under which an
organization is born and the course of its early development in infancy have nontrivial consequencesfor its later life" (1979:438). Both recognise two distinct problem spacesin organisation formation: (1) "getting off the ground", and (2) "'institutionalizing' of effective organizational structures and processes" (Kimberly 1979;
Miles and Randolph 1980:46). Theseformative phasesmust contend with the liability of newness (Stinchcombe 1965) and the liability of adolescence(BrUderl and
Schiissler1990)respectively.
It is suggestedthat the first formative phase is characterisedby negotiation
as new values, rules, and roles are developed, and the organisational structure begins to emerge,while the secondformative phaseis characterisedby the institutionalisation of structures and processesthat seem to work (Kimberly 1979;Miles and
Randolph 1980).Kimberly suggestedthat when an organisation is both new and different, as is the casewith sustainability entrepreneurship, transitioning between the
two phasesis likely to be problematic, and the focus of analysis may have to shift
from an emphasis on individual to structural explanations (Kimberly 1979:455).To
heed Gartner's (1993:235) advice that "time must be accounted for", this study addressedthe flow of events in the processof new enterprise formation.
3.2.3 Entrepreneur<* Enterprise Dialogic
Bruyat and Julien defined an entrepreneuras "the individual responsible for the
processof creating new value (an innovation and/or a new organization) -in other
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initially
by
his
her
that
it
is
or
aspirations
the
guided
entrepreneur's actions
cisely,
beget the enterprise. Thus, according to Bruyat and Julien the entrepreneurship
begins
with:
process

Individual (1) c* New Value Creation (NVC)
Once the processhas begun, there is not such a clear-cut caseof agency dicbuilds
"The
individual
Julien
As
Bruyat
and mantating structure.
explained,
and
but
),
is,
innovation,
(an
the
time,
conat
same
etc.
an
enterprise,
ages something
Giddens
This
(2000:
169).
is
by
the
what
object constructed"
strained and created
(1976)terms the 'duality of structure'. He described structure as both constraining
but
limits
Structures
define
human
the
not the contents of enagency.
and enabling
trepreneurial actions (Whittington 1988).Thus, once the entrepreneurship process
has begun the relationship becomes:
Individual (1) 4* New Value Creation (NVC)
Bruyat and Julien refered to this as a 'subject/object dialogic'. In other
"cannot
be
dilogic
direction
dual
that
is
it
circular
causality
with
system
a
words,
for
be
it
is
if
though
to
utilitarian reasons,we sometimes
understood, even
vided
have to isolate its componentsin order to analyze it" (Bruyat and Julien 2000:169).
Thus, as depicted in Figure 3.2, Bruyat and Julien present a re-conceptualisationof
Gartner's framework with the 14* NVC dialogic at its core.
However, some modifications to this conceptualisationare needed.The nedialogic
be
this
can
outcomes
of
seen to involve at least
gotiated enterprise-level
three strategicdimensions.The first, as discussed,is the specific operational domain
in which the enterprise is placed. This requires that a 'domain consensus'be established between the entrepreneur and stakeholder partners (Thompson 1967).The
next strategicdimension is the enterprise's'businessmodel', or the method in which
the enterprise will solicit and distribute flows of valued resourcesfrom and to the
business
(Amit
Zott
2001).
It
is
the
and
model which provides a stratenvironment
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configuration of
1980).

uu

Process Time

Figure3.2 -Bruyat and julien's (2000)Diagram of the Entrepreneurial Process

But what is missing from the framework is a mechanism that ties the entrepreneur to the emerging enterprise. Reed argued that approaching the problem of
human agency and structure as a processin time "requires that the analytical focus
of organizational studies be directed on those social practices through which social
(1988:
To
42).
time"
transformed
over
understructures are created,maintained and
stand how changesin agency and changesin structure affect each other we need to
be
interact.
This
two
the
the
through
can
mechanism
mechanism
which
understand
addressedwith the conceptsof generativerules and development logic.
3.2.4

Generative Rules and Development Logics

Whittington maintained that "structures are transformable through the intentional
exerciseof human agency" (1988:528). Yet, as explained by Yamada (2004:295),
"Entrepreneurial activities do not result from a single decision or processbut are a
diachronic process based on multiple decisions and actions." Guiding rules come
into use as a heuristic device to guide human behavioural activities. "The function
of rules lies in their selectivereduction of complexity" (Frank and Lueger 1998:40).
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The concept of structure emanating from generative rules is received from
complex systemstheory (Morgan 1986).For example,in approaching organisations
from a complexity theory perspective,MacIntosh and McLean assertedthat "new
structures take shape in accordancewith the operations of a set of simple orderfacilitating
(1999:
Although
301).
emerge
rules
as
a
method
necof
rules"
generating
in
distinct
in
they
effect
produce
environments,
a
pattern of
complex
essaryactivity
indefinite
Frank
Lueger
human
time.
exan
period
of
and
over
activity
coordinated
have
long-term
impact
"rules
a
that
the
a
system
can
only
of
and
action
of
plained
...
be understood as a complex of interrelated changes";and that "such an understanding of development processescombine[s] incidencesof intentional structuring with
.
intentions
irrespective
the
which
emerge,
elements
of
of the protagoself-dynamic
basis
the
of an interactive evolution of meaning" (1998:36). In the words of
nists, on
Czarniawska (1998),it is "impossible to understand human conduct by ignoring its
intentions, it is impossible to understand human intentions by ignoring the settings
in which they make sense" (quoted in Perren and Ram 2004:94) A study by Kogut
(2000)of the formation of organisationalnetworks demonstratesthe power of using
the conceptof generativerules to explain the emergenceof structure.
While generative rules are responsiblefor producing structure from the activities of individuals, rules themselvesare based on underlying development logics. Logics are the reasoning,or justification, whether explicit or implicit, that allows a rule to exist and continue to reproduce itself in a social system.Morgan ex"discrete
that
eventsthat make up our experienceof change... are generated
plained
by a logic unfolded in the processof change itself"(1986: 267). To this, Pettigrew
"Understanding
these underlying logics in the processof change is the
that,
adds
data
this
on events, interpretations of patterns in those events,
requires
goal, and
when they occur in socially meaningful time cycles,and the logics which may explain how and why these patterns occur in particular chronological sequences"
(1990:273).The usefulnessof analysing logics as the underlying force behind structure formation is demonstrated by Dijksterhuis and colleague's (1999) study of
macro-levelmanagementlogics, and Galunic and Eisenhardes(2001)study of mesolevel managementlogics.
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3.2.5 Frameworkfor UnderstandingNew Enterprise Formation
The elements discussed in this section have been integrated into Gartner's framework as displayed in Figure 3.3. This sensitising framework provides a strong conceptual basis to help order complexity by drawing attention to important relationships while excluding much of the 'noise'ýthat accompaniesthe complex phenomenon of entrepreneurship. Pettigrew (1997)lists crucial issuesas time, agency,structure, context, emergence,and development, all of which are given due regard in this
analytical framework. This framework provides the basis for researchquestions and
methods that seekto explain, in the words of Pettigrew, "the what, why and how of
the links between context, processesand outcomes" as they relate to sustainability
entrepreneurship (1997:340).

ENVIRONMENT,.,

ENTREPRENEUR

Generative Rules/
Development Logics

ENTERPRISE

PROCESS

Figure 3.3 A Framework for Understanding the Processof New Enterprise Design

3-3

Theoretical Perspective

A 'theoretical perspective' is a compendium of core conceptsin which "classical and
contemporary theorists who share common ontological assumptions and ways of
understanding social life are grouped together, and the common elements of their
theories are abstracted" (Blaikie 2000:159).As elaborated in section 4.6.3,a theoretical perspective was used at the end of the data analysis processto assist with constructing an explanatory framework that would both account for the casesstudied
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and provide a more general understanding of sustainability entrepreneurship.
Through a processof 'juxtaposition%empirical data, analytical findings, and the extant theoretical perspectiveacted as referencepoints for the explanatory framework
that emerged(Pauwelsand Matthyssens2004).
The theoreticalperspectivewas not used in a strict, or formal theoretic sense,
but rather was used as a loose but robust framework of ideas to help interpret the
results. Well establishedconceptsprovided by the theoretical perspectiveprovided
a lens through which to view the analytical results,and in this way enableda deeper
understanding of sustainability entrepreneurship to be developed. As Blaikie exlanguage,
"A
theoretical
perspective
provides
a
particular
plained,
a conceptual
framework, or collection of 'theoretical' conceptsand related propositions, within
life
be
described
In
social
can
and
explained...
general, theoretiwhich society and
life
(ontologies),
but
do
images
they
social
of
society
or
not
provide
cal perspectives
logically
developed
and
organized theoretical statements"
provide rigorously
(Blaikie 2000:160).
Institutionalism was the theoretical perspectivechosenfor this study. Institutionalism.representsa pan-disciplinary theoretical perspectivethat focusesattention to the institutional context in which social actors must operate (Ingram and
Clay 2000).This perspectivewas chosenbecauseits key premisesresonatedwith the
Key
findings
to the accountsof sustainability entrethat
emerging.
were
analytical
preneurship that emergedfrom this study was a focus on expressingpersonal values in new organisationalforms, the role of unconventional cognitive design logics
in building theseenterprises,critical challengesposedby existing institutions, and a
drive to changeprevailing practicesand perspectivesin a wider social arena.An of
thesethemeslent themselvesto an integrative institutional perspectivethat consists
of a number of well-established,crosscuttingconceptsthat draw attention to regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive processesoperating at multiple levels of
analysis, and that account for stability and change in organising activities (Scott
200.1).The institutional perspectiveemphasisesthe constraintsfaced by sustainability entrepreneurs,but more importantly it provides an account of the social media
that constitute the raw materials with which entrepreneursmust create their new
realities.
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The rest of this section is divided in two parts. First a brief review of institutionalism is provided, including both the 'old' and 'new' institutionalisms,

and the

The
for
the
second part explores
perspective.
of
a reintegration
subsequent calls
some key themes from the institutional

perspective that were used as conceptual

building blocks of the account of sustainability entrepreneurship provided in chapters 6,7, and 8 of this study.

3.3.1

Institutionalism

Institutionalism is not "an entirely homogenous body of thought", although it does
have a common flavour (Abell 1995:3). The central insight of institutionalism is that
organisations;and organisational actors must contend not only with a technical enScott
'institutional'
(Scott
2004).
but
environment
a
social
or
also with
viro=ent,
(2001)traced the roots of contemporary institutionalism in the fields of economics,
political science,and sociology. The works of Weber figure prominently in all three
traditions, confirming his place as one of the most important pioneering theorists of
this tradition. Scott observed that "more contemporary analysts of institutions lay
claim to Weber as their guiding genius than to any other early theorist", although
Weber never explicitly used the concept of institution in his work (2001:13). Weber
is noted for the importance he placed on addressing both material and ideational
aspectsof social action (Alexander 1983:25). Interestingly, these two aspectshave
been largely divorced in contemporary approaches to institutional analysis, with
some variants of institutionalism stressing material realities of institutions, such as
the transaction cost economists' concern with efficiency, and others stressing ideational objectifications of institutions, such as the sociological intuitionalists' concern
with values and cognitions (Nee 2005).
In addition to the divide in materialist-idealist foci, institutionalism can also
be segmentedinto what has becomeknown as 'old' institutionalism and 'new' institutionalism (DiMaggio and Powell 1991).This segmentation is characterisedby a
division in focus in a number of dimensions (summarised in Figure 3.4), most notably between the organisational level analysis of values, norms, and vested interests
as dynamics of change,and a field level analysis of cultures, cognitions, and external legitimacy as sourcesof stability and conformity (Hirsch and Lounsbury 1997).
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Dimension

'Old'Institutionalism

'New'Institutionalism

Conflicts of interest

Central

Peripheral

Sources of inertia

Vested interests

Environmental legitimacy

Level of analysis

Focal organisations

Field, sector,society

Institutional locus

Organisational values, culture

Abstracted,societal

Behavioural emphasis

Commitment

Habits, rules

Organisationaldynamics Change

Persistence

Key forms of cognition

Values,norms,attitudes

Classification,scripts, scheme

Socialpsychology

Socialisation

Attribution

Goals

Negotiable

Symbolic

Structural emphasis

Informal networks

Formal administration

Figure 3.4 Comparisonof 'Old' and'Nev/ Institutionalisms adapted from
DiMaggio and PoweU(1991)by Hirsch and Lounsbury (1997)

The works of Selznick (1953)and Parsons(1951)are often held to epiton-dse
in
frameworks
institutionalism
sociold
of
theoretical
the
concernsand explanatory
described
institutions
Selznick
1957)
1973;
Selznick
(Broom
as
Selznick
and
ology.
$sociallyintegrating, and argued that this integration is a result of processessuch as
formalisation. He also argued institutionalising processesoccur when an organisation that was once valued simply for its technical capacity becomesinfused with
begin
happens
individuals
This
to self-identify with
in
its
when
own right.
value
Meyer
Rowan
(1977),
Zucker
By
the
of
and
works
organisations.
contrast,
particular
(1977),and DiMaggio and Powell (1983),are often held to epitomise the theoretical
concernsand explanatory frameworks of new institutionalism in sociology. Zucker
"social
knowledge
fact,
institutionalized
that
exists
as
argued
once
as part of objective reality, and can be transmitted directly on that basis" (1977:726).Thus, the new
institutionalists rejectthe mechanismsof institutionalisation posited by the old institutionalists, aswell as their attention to values,norms, and attitudes. For these theorists, coercion and incentives, rather than being viewed as mechanismsof institutional influences are instead viewed as indicators of a lack of institutionalisation.
This is becauseinstitutionalisation is held to be a cultural and cognitive processby
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which social scripts, schema,and assumptions become taken-for-granted ways of
interpreting the world (Zucker 1987).
Scott (2001)attempted to reconcile these conflicting views by synthesising
the wide ranging literature on institutions into an analytical framework consisting
of three 'pillars' or constellations of institutional perspectives which he termed
'regulative', 'normative, and 'cultural-cognitive'. The regulative pillar consists of
the coercive and sanction-basedinstitutions. More relevant to this study are the
other two pillars which are the types most utilised in institutionalism in sociology.
These reflect the old and new variants of institutionalism. While Scott acknowledged that these three facets of institutions may operate in tandem, he argued that
becausethey eachoperatewith distinct mechanisms,it is analytically more useful to
keep them separate.Others, such as Hirsch (1997),Hirsch and Lounsbury (1997),
Abbott (1992b), and Stinchcombe (1997) vehemently disagree. They argued that
while new institutionalism offers useful insights, it is empty without the grounding
in values provided by old institutionalism.
No matter how the perspective is divided, or united, what gives institutionalism.its common 'flavour' is the attention paid to the way social 'rules' of various
forms condition the activities of organisationsand organisational actors.Ingram and
Clay usefully distinguish different types of institutions based on "who makes the
rules" and "how they are made and enforced" (2000:530). With these dimensions,
three types of institutions are identified: public (centralised), such as those established by government, private-centralised, such as those established to govern
common pool resources,and private-decentralised, such as norms and, we might
add, taken-for-granted interpretive schemes.The first and the last are particularly
important for appreciating the context in which entrepreneursare embedded.However, institutionalism has been criticised for its "lack of due attention to agency and
interest" (Mutch 2007:1123),and the "lack of attention paid to the role of actors in
creating and promulgating innovations" (Lounsbury and Crumley 2007: 993).
Hirsch and Lounsbury (1997)argued that this disregard for agency is largely a feature of new institutionalism, and because"old institutionalism connectsmuch more
clearly with action", this deficiency can be overcomeby reconciling the new and the
old institutionalisms.
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3.3.2

Key Institutional

Concepts and Themes

Legitimacy

The conceptof legitimacy is one of the key explanatory conceptsof the institutional
defined
legitimacy
"social
Scott
as
and
colleagues
acceptability and
perspective.
Scott
Suchman
(1995)
be2000,
in
2001).
distinguished
(Scott
al.
cited
et
credibility"
tween two types of legitimacy, 'strategic' legitimacy and 'institutional' legitimacy.
The former, he suggested,refers to the way organisational actors can "instrumentally manipulate and deploy evocativesymbols in order to garner societalsupport",
while the latter refers to "cultural pressuresthat transcendany organization's pur-'
Institutional
legitimacy
(1995:
572).
control"
usually stressesconformity to
posive
societal expectations(DiMaggio and Powell 1983),whether thesebe in the form of
legal requirements, social norms, or cultural-cognitive frames of reference (Scott
2001).Obtaining legitimacy has been shown to be an important issue for entrepreformation
(Delmar
Shane
in
2004;Tornikoski
organisation
and
new
neurs engaged
institutional
From
Newbert
2007).
the
new
perspective,obtaining legitimacy is
and
often viewed asnecessaryfor organisationalsurvival and performance,but also as 4
detraction from technicalrequirementsand efficient operations(e.g. Zucker 1987).
EfficiencyandPower
In addition to the ideational influences of legitimacy, institutionalism also recognises, to varying degrees,the material influences of efficiency and power. Hirsch
and Lunsbury (1997)argued that new institutionalism in sociologyemphasisesideational realities to the neglect of material realities, and similarly, Fligstein (2001)arlacks
institutionalism
that
attention to power. The new institutionalism in
new
gued
economicsdoesattend to matters of organisationalefficiency, especiallythe transaction cost perspective.Williamson defined first-order econon-dsingas "effective adaptation and the elimination of waste" (1991:77),and pairs efficiency with power as
the two primary concernsto be confronted by business strategy. Lukes posited a
three-dimensionalview of power, where the most subtle form of power consistsof
"securing the consent to domination of willing subjects" (2005: 109). While this
resonateswith the new institutional focus on taken-for-grantedcultural schemes,for
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the purposes of this study Weber's (1947)single dimensional view of power, as the
probability that someoneis able to achieve their will despite resistancefrom others,
will suffice. Organisation literature in general (e.g. March 1962;Pfeffer 1981),especially the resource dependenceperspective (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978),emphasises
the importance of power over needed resources,as does the entrepreneurship literature (e.g. Starr and MacMillan 1990).While efficiency and power are two real and
therefore central and unavoidable influences on organisations, the institutional perspective reminds us that there are legitimate and illegitimate means of dealing with
them. The legitimate exerciseof power is termed 'authority' by Weber (1947:155).
The role of entrepreneur itself representsa position with socially legitimated power
to exercisewide-ranging control over the enterprisesthey create(Whittington 1988).
Cultureand Character
The role of culture in conditioning organisational activities is the particular forte of
new institutionalism

in sociology. This view holds culture and cognition to be

linked as "internal interpretive

by
frameshaped
external
cultural
are
processes

works" (Scott 2001: 57, see also DiMaggio 1997). Organisational culture has been
defined as "the pattern of basic assumptions that a given group has invented, discovered, or developed ... and that have worked well enough to be considered valid,
and, therefore to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think,
and feel" (Schein 1984). While the current emphasise is on shared knowledge and
beliefs, earlier concepts of culture emphasised shared norms and values (Scott 2001).
This is similar in some ways to SelznicWs concept of organisational 'character', in
which he used the metaphor of human personality applied to the organisation
(Selznick 1957). Organisational character has been superseded by the concepts of
identity and culture (Ravasi and Schultz 2006), although recently Birnholtz and colleagues have revived the concept by reinterpreting it as a "'coherent bundle of action
dispositions" which accounts for organisational "continuity despite flux" (2007: 317,
329). Entrepreneurs have been identified as important sources of persistent organisational culture (Schein 1983), although the consequences of this legacy to the enterprise has been found to not always be favourable (Haveman and Khaire 2004).
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Trust

Use of the concept of 'trust! is a more recent addition to organisation research
(Kramer 2006;Kramer and Tyler 1996;Lane and Bachmann1998). Researchershave
identified a number of different types of trust that are relevant for understanding
the activities of organisations.One of the most common forms of trust identified is
'calculative' trust, in which trust is viewed as a question of the expectedcosts and
benefits of meeting the expectation of a relationship over time (e.g. Lewicki and
Bunker 1996). However, Williamson (1993a)argued against this conceptof trust by
"contradiction
interchangeable
in
is
terms"
trust
and
with
a
calculative
suggesting
"risk!. Trust is dearly highly context specific. With this in mind, Baier (1986)provided a useful conceptualisation of trust that can accommodate this contextdependence.Basingher ideas on Locke's notion of 'entrustment', she suggestedwe
can "distinguish between different forms of trust by the different valued goods we
have
to
some control over" (1986:236).Therefore, there
confidently allow another
do
Whom
"be
just
to
the
question,
you trust? But to the question,
will
an answernot
Mzat do you trust to them?" (1986:236).Other notions of trust are rooted in the basis on which trust can be established,such as 'normative' trust, ' goodwilr trust, and
'competence'trust (Humphrey 1998;Lane 1998;Mishra 1996;Sako2006).One useful
distinction for the institutional perspective is between personal trust and institutional-basedtrust (Zucker 1986).Personal trust is what is usually considered to be
trust between individuals based on characteristicsof their relationship, while institutional-based trust describesa situation in which trust becomes'externalised' be(Lane
legitimated
1998).
Aldrich
individuals
socially
and Fiol (1994)
and
yond
framed this distinction as a strategic issue for entrepreneurs.They argued that entrepreneurs launching ventures "without the advantagesof a taken-for-granted activity and without widespread socio-political approval, must first call upon what(1994650).
interpersonal
they
posses"
resources
ever personal and
Rationality

Finally, there remains a difference of opinion within institutionalism
about the extent to which organisationalactorscan be consideredto act rationally, as in
means-
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(1957)
Simon's
New
institutional
instrumentality.
tend
to
adopt
economists
ends
forgo
bounded
institutional
tend
to
any
sociologists
model of
rationality, while new
claims to rational behaviour (Scott 2001).New institutionalism in economic sociology tends to stake out a middle ground by positioning organisational actors as intentionally rational but context-bound by shared norms and beliefs (Nee 2005).Weber (1947)made an analytical distinction between two types of rationality: formal
rationality, in the senseof means-endsinstrumentality, and substantive rationality,
based on an alternative value system that cannot be measured by formal calculations alone. Empirical researchby Barley and Kunda (1992)indicated that, despite
be
based
fluctuations,
dominant
ideology
in
to
the
on
continues
some
management
a rhetoric of rationality. This suggeststhat an appropriate assumption about actors
in economic organisations is that they tend to act with intended rationality, in the
senseof making decisions based on.espousedinstrumentally rational beliefs, even
though they may in fact be bounded both cognitively and contextually. Much of the
recent cognition based entrepreneurship research is about explaining why the apparently irrational behaviour of entrepreneurs is actually a rational responseto the
situations they face (e.g. Sarasvathy2001b).

3-4

Conclusion

and Summary

of Framework

and Perspective

Becausethis is intended to be an exploratory, theory generating study, as described
in the following chapter, the use of conceptsand theories from the extant literature
was intentionally loose. The sensitising framework was developed to provide some
initial guidance for data collection, but it could be elaborated or discarded without
concern depending on the emergent study results. The theoretical perspective was
also utilised as a general framework to assist with interpreting the results. The following chapter describesmore thoroughly how conceptsand theories were incorporated into the study's overall researchdesign.
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CILAPTER 4
RESEARCH DESIGN:

STRATEGYý DATAý AND ANALYSIS

Everythingsaidin this chapterhasreturnedto
a concernwith understanding.
Lee Cronbach (1971)

4-1

Approach

to Inquiry

A researchdesign is the logical structure of a study (De Vaus 2001:8-9). This structure is held together by the purpose for which the study has been designed. As explained in Chapter 1, the purpose of this study is to develop a theoreticalunderstanding of sustainability entrepreneurship. "Theoretical understanding refers to an acfunction
description
a
and interpretation, of the
count's
as an explanation,as well as
phenomenon" (Maxwell 1992:291).Guided by this purpose, the study was designed
to facilitate accessto a deeper understanding of the phenomenon that provided both
an accurateaccount of the concretecasesstudied, and a more general explanation.
In practice, the design can be broken down into a set of elementsand choices
(see Blaikie 2000: 42-4). This chapter describes these elements and justifies the
choicesmade for this study. It begins by making explicit the philosophical perspective that was used as a basis for evaluating and selecting these choices.Then the research strategy used for generating causal explanations of the phenomena is described, followed by a discussion of the selection and use of concretecasesthat provided the empirical basis for the study. The methods of data collection and analysis
are then detailed. Finally, the validity and generalisability of the study's finding are
considered in light of the strengths and limitations of the design. A summary of the
79
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research design elementsand choicesis provided in Figure 4.11, and the chapter
design
deby
is
that
the
of
a
research
ultimately
noting
appropriateness
concludes
termined by its ability to facilitate improved understanding of a phenomenon of interest.

4.2

A Critical

Realist Methodology

Methodology is the study and critical evaluation of the methods and logics of inquiry used for generatingand justifying new claims to knowledge (seeBlaikie 1993:
8-9). The criteria used for this evaluation are based on philosophical beliefs about
knowledge, reality, and the relationship between the two. In the social sciencestwo
broad philosophical traditions can be discerned(Williams and May 1996).The first
is an orthodox philosophy, representedby Humean argumentsand often called e?ýpirical realism,which grew out of an emulation of the physical sciencesof the 17th
century English 'Enlightenment'. The historical evolution of this tradition is traced
by Crotty (2003),Williams and May (1996),and Outhwaite (1987),among others. A
product of multiple incarnations,the orthodox tradition of social scienceis generally
ontologically realist and epistemologicallyobjectivist.Its core position is that science
can produce objective knowledge to explain and predict real events in the world.
The secondphilosophical tradition, representedby Kantian arguments,often called
idealism,grew out of periodic dissent against orthodox social science
transcendental
and is really a menagerieof alternative views related mostly by their critiques of
positivism.12With differing emphasesthe historical development of this tradition is
traced by Crotty (2003),Vidich and Lyman (2000),Williams and May (1996),and
Hammersly (1992),among others. A common theme of these alternative views is
that reality exists only in the mind, and can therefore only be subjectively known
through interpretive understanding.
Most contemporary social scientistsno longer embracethe extreme views of
either side of the spectrum (Crook and Garratt 2005;Crotty 2003; Robson 20OZ12Schwandt (2000) explicates the subtleties between several of these, including interpretivism, hermeneutics, phenomenology, and social constructivism, but notes
that all share a common concern with understanding the meaning of things and
events.
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Shadish 1995; Steinmetz 1998). While those positions may live on conceptually as
'Fstraw men' for philosophical discussions, in practice both have been modified to
for
for
Today,
the
choice
practicing researchers who seek
account
valid critiques.
explanation is a philosophical spectrum that runs from a modified version'of the
positivist orthodoxy, closely associated with critical rationalism, to a modified version of interpretivist

alternatives, commonly associated with some variety of con-

structivism. 13

A third stanceon the philosophy of scienceis representedby Roy Bhaskar's
works on critical naturalism (1979)and transcendental realism (1978),which established what came to be known collectively as critical realism.According to this perspective,neither critical rationalism nor constructivism appearssatisfactory.Critical
rationalists admit that falsification, the lynchpin of their conception of science,ultimately rests on a consensusamong scientists as to whether evidence of falsification
is acceptedor rejected.This, ultimately, is a conventionalist position as extolled by
constructivists. Yet, critical realists argue, if one holds the constructivist view that
scientific knowledge is inter-subjective and therefore no better or worse than other,
equally valid ways of knowing, then how can we. account for the apparent widespread successesof social scientific inquiry in creating new knowledge? As Dean
and colleaguesnote, in responseto this question, Bhaskar sought "to heal and transcend the dichotomy ... between explanation and understanding (verstehen)"(2005:
8). The result is a philosophy
"which attends to both the distinctiveness of humans as meaning-producing
animals (what hermeneutics stresses)and humans' necessaryand specific
physicality and their necessaryinteraction with non-human nature (what
" (Dean et al. 2005:8)
positivism stresses).
Ciitical realism has a long historical tradition (Manicas 1987),but Bhaskar
specifically notes two more recent critiques which informed his own work (1978:9;
1989:180).The-first is the recognition by Kuhn and Feyerabend,among others, that
13The accountsof constructivist philosophy vary in their details (cf. Guba and Lincoln 1989;Hacking 1999;Patton 2002).Crotty (2003)offers a thoughtful reconciliation of the philosophy's ontological stance.He suggeststhat in practice constructivism breaks with historical interpretivism by conceding a realist ontology, but maintains that both physical and social reality is socially constructed by people meaningfully interpreting the things and events they encounter.Crotty explains: "To say that
meaningful reality is socially constructed is not to say that it is not real" (2003:63).
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the two extreme viewpoints" (1991:26). In fact, managementand organisation researchersare making increasingly explicit reference to the critical realist basis of
their research(e.g. Baum and Rowley 2002,Fleetwood and Ackroyd 2004;Mutch et
al. 2006;Van de Ven and Poole 2005).For these reasons,the present study is designed basedon a critical realist understanding of knowledge, social reality, and social science.The views of critical realism are discussedbelow, but to summarise, I
compare key features of critical rationalism, constructivism, and critical realism in
Figure 4.1.
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Epistemology
"Truth"

Logic of inquiry

* Critical realismis the philosophicalperspectiveadoptedfor this study

Figure 4.1 Comparisonof SocialSciencePhilosophies
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4.2.1 Critical Realist Ontology
As with the other philosophies discussed, critical realism is ontologically realiSt.14
But its point of deýarture is the stratification of reality into three domains, which
Bhaskar (1978) refers to as 'depth realism' (see Figure 4.2). The 'empirical' domain is
the level at which people experience reality. This is the level of reality at which critibeyond
peoreality
consider
as
neither
cal rationalists; and constructivists remain,

in
direct
it.
But
that,
addition to the
realists
maintain
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of
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ple's
here
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'actual'
is
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that events occur, regardless
there
an
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At
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still
another
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of whether and what ways people experience
the domain of the'real'. This is where structural mechanismsgenerateevents,which
people may ultimately experience.

Domain of
Real

Domain of
Actual

Domain of
Empirical

Mechanisms
Events
Experiences
Figure 4.2

Critical Realist Ontology

(after Bhaskar 1978: 56)

Generativemechanismslink actions to outcomes,but are independent of the
events they generate. This independence means that attention to context is essential.
"Such mechanisms endure even when not acting; and act in their normal way even
when the consequents of the law-like statements they ground are, owing to the operation of intervening mechanisms or countervailing

causes, unrealised" (Bhaskar

1978: 46). In other words, contextual contingencies may interfere with the operation
of mechanisms, so the absence of observed events does not imply the absence of a

14The realism of critical rationalism and constructivism is termed 'actualism' by
Bhaskar (1978)and 'shallow realism' by Collier, in which the reality of things and
events is accepted,but the reality of underlying structures that determine "how the
things come to have their events" is denied (Collier 1994:7).
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"Thirdly, social structures,unlike natural structures,may be only relatively
enduring." (Williams and May 1996:84)
Bhaskararguesthat, while this doesmean that social reality must be studied
differently than natural reality, it doesnot mean it must be studied any less 'scientifically' (1979:26). To understand what he meansby this, we must turn our attention to epistemology.
4.2.2

Critical Realist Epistemology

In the words of Bhaskar, "Science,then, is the systematic attempt to express in
thought the structuresand ways of acting of things that exist and act independently
of thought" (1978:250).This definition points to a seconddistinctive feature of critical realism: its epistemology,which distinguishesbetween the transitive products of
science,knowledge, and the intransitive objects of science,generative mechanism
and structures. Structures and mechanismsare intransitive becausethey are real,
that is, they exist independently of people's awarenessof them. But becauseour
knowledge of them comesby way of our empirical experiencesof the events they
have caused,and because,as explained above,theseexperiencesdo not directly cor15'Context! is understood here as the conditions and countervailing mechanismsin
focal
the
processunder study is situated.
which
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ble. Thus, as we seek understanding of intransitive objects through the social processof science,our knowledge of thoseobjectsis transitive.
It is precisely becauseof stratification that sciencebecomesuseful. This is the
property of science which allows the knowledge it produces to be 'counterdeep
"knowledge
Collier
As
the
of
structures of something
phenomenal'.
explains,
may not just go beyond, and not just explain, but also contradict appearances"
(Collier 1994:7). The potential for scientific knowledge to be counter-phenomenal
enables the social sciencesto offer explanatory critiques. As Dean and colleagues
explain, the concept of explanatory critique:
"conveys the notion that the adoption of an explicit value position need not
be incompatible with the production of objective explanatory science.Beyond this, it invokes the possibility that values may be discovered as part of
such a science,or that there may be well-grounded arguments which reveal
the conditions of human (and indeed of non-human natural) flourishing. "
(Dean et al. 2005:10)
But the critical realist understanding of truth is different from both the critical rationalist and the constructivist notions. Theoretical explanations of generative
mechanismscan only be judged by their theoretical plausibility, and their adequacy
in describing how the generative mechanism can account for the empirical facts observed (Harr(! 1976).Neither 'plausibility' nor 'adequacy' is "capable of reductive
analysis in terms of 'truth'" (1976:21).The creativity of scientistsmust take the place
of any fixed and predetermined criteria to judge how well an explanation meets the
scientific standard of plausible adequacy(Bhaskar1978:166).
4.2.3 Implications for ResearchDesign

If generative mechanismscannot be inferred solely from the presenceor absenceof
an observed pattern of events, then reliance on the conventional logics of deduction
and induction will be insufficient and may well be misleading. This requires a different logic of inference "in which events are e)ýplainedby postulating (and identifying) mechanismswhich are capable of producing them" (Sayer1992:107).This approach, termed 'retroduction' by Bhaskar (1978),builds on the works of Hanson
(1958;1963; 1965), and is described by Danermark and colleagues (2002),Blaikie
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(1993;2000),and Harr6 (1976;with Secord1972) as involving the construction of
conceptual models of postulated causalmechanismsthrough a processof qescription, explanation, and re-description to determine what must be true for the observed phenomenonto have occurredas it did.
Although knowledge is necessarilytransitive, it is still possible to evaluate
the strength of one theory against another. Archer and colleaguesexplain that, "if
the relation between the theoriesis one of conflict rather than merely difference, this
presupposesthat they are alternative accountsof the sameworld, and if one theory
can explain more significant phenomenain terms of its descriptions than the other
can in terms of its, then there is a rational criteria for theory choice" (199§:x-xi).
Confirmation or disconfirmation of the plausible adequacyof a theoretical explanation must therefore rest on the extent to which corroboratory evidence confirms or
disconfirms the theory, rather than the presenceor absenceof observed empirical
replications (Sayer1992).
In summary, "critical realism claims to be able to combine and reconcile ontologicalrealism,epistemological
relatizismand judgementalrationality" (Archer et al.
1998: xi). The discussion that follows elaborates a critical realist methodology for
this study, though, as Danermark and colleagues explain, "There is no such thing as
the method of critical realism. On the other hand, critical realism offers guidelines
for social science research and starting points for the evaluation of already established methods" (2002:73).

4.3

Connecting

Purpose to Strategy

Studies that are intended to generatetheory are often distinguished from those that
are intended to test theory (e.g. De Vaus 2001:5-8). Theory testingis the attempt to
validate, refute, elaborate,or refine an abstractexplanation of concretephenomena
by assessingthe scopeof a theory's explanatory power or empirical generality. Theory generationis the attempt to develop an abstractmodel of the mechanisms and
contexts that explain the production of a concretephenomenon (see Pawson and
Tilley 1997).Although in practice the two are not so distinct. Inherent in the
process
of generating theory is the need to continually test and rework the theory. As dis-
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necessaryto explain entrepreneurship becausethey are more capable of accommodating the dynamic realities of entrepreneurial action (Steyaert 1998; Van de Ven
1992).
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most common pattern found in the literature is the linear sequenceof 'phases' that
occur over time and produce a given result" (1999:692). In contrast, an "lexistent
process' means something more like a mechanism- some device or arrangement
(possibly abstractlike a set of rules) which, by virtue of its constitution, is responsible for the chamsof efficient causationthat arise" (Harr6 et al. 1985:62). Harr6 suggeststhat the latter processis preferablebecauseidentification of the relatively stable structures that guide the unfolding of events provide more explanatory,power
than do the "fleeting wisps of history that make up the set of occurent processes"
(Harr6 et al. 1985:,62).
Someprocessresearchis basedon 'processphilosophies' (e.g. De Cock and
Sharp In press),descendedfrom the ideas of Whitehead (1933).These philosophies
are accuratein describing the world as composedentirely of processeswith no permanent structures;but by focusing on the flux of reality they can lose sight of the
importance of processesof continuityaswell as change.As Harm&explains:
"The explanatory task of social and psychological sciences,in other words,
may not be to relate ephemeral phenomena to timeless fundamentals and
unchanging quasi-physicallaws, but to relate what is fast-moving to what is
slow-moving, to locate the rapid fluctuations of the social world in the larger
and slower progressionswithin which they occur... [TIhe central explanatory progression we should consider is from the fast-running fine detail of
behaviour and other events, back towards the slower and grosser patterns
which, far from merely resulting from the accumulation of micro-events, are
the sign of major organizing principles, by virtue of Wiich the smaller and
faster eventsoccur as they do." (HarT6et al. 1985:60)
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This study is therefore directed toward generating processtheory by identifying the relatively stable structures that serve to guide the unfolding sequenceof
eventsthat constitute sustainability entrepreneurship.16
4.3.2

Theoryfrom a Critical Realist Perspective

"Theories are utilized in scienceto explain events and actions" (Daermark et al.
2002:120). What is considered valid theoretical explanation varies widely from the
grand covering laws associatedwith critical rationalism to the interpretive understandings of actors' perspectives and experiencesassociatedwith constructivism.
From a critical realist perspective,description and interpretation are the component
parts of explanation (seeSayer1992:114).Dey suggests,"description permeatesscientific theory and without it theories could have neither meaning... nor application"
(1993:31). Interpretation takes on added importance in the social sciencesbecause
researchersmust take account of actors' own accounts of their experiencesin what
has beenreferred to as the "double hermeneutic" (Bkaskar1998:154).
Description and interpretation are brought together systematically in the form
of conceptual models. A model is an interpretation of an empirical phenomenon
that provid6s intellectual or perceptual access(Bailer-Jones2002:108-9).In a sense,it
is the model which renders the empirical phenomenon accessible.A theory is a
model that possessesexplanatory power. As Keat and Urry explain:
"Thus, for the realist, a scientific theory is a description of structures and
mechanismswhich causally generatethe observablephenomena,a description
which enablesus to explain them." (Keat and Urry 1975:5)
In addition to describing causalstructures and mechanisms,explanationsmust
also specify necessaryand contingent relations responsible for the production and
continuity of that phenomenon (Sayer1992:111,seealso Harr6 and Madden 1975:826). Necessity is determined by means of retroductive inference, by asking what

11In practice, other processresearch,as exemplified by Pettigrew's 'contextualism'
(1985),Steyaert'sconstructivism (1998),and Dawson's hybrid 'processual approach'
(1994),are largely consistentwith this approach.
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an event or action to occur (seesection 4.2.3above).17
Contingency, however, doesnot mean a sequenceof events is unimportant, or that
once the sequenceunfolds there is nothing necessaryabout the outcome that results
from this sequential configuration (see Sayer 2000, who makes the argument in
terms of space).Sayer explains that, "merely noting these necessaryconditions is
back
do
how
To
if
they
they
this
to
are.
we must refer
are met,
not sufficient explain
to the level of actions" (1992:113).
So for processtheory, we are not simply looking for regularities in the sequenceof events.We need to know what about the sequenceof events is necessary,
and what is contingent. Or, more fundamentally, what types of structures and
mechanismsmust be necessaryin order for the events to occur as they did. Seeking
such,an explanatory model of sustainability entrepreneurship requires a research
strategy attuned to identifying the substantialrelations between the structured actions of entrepreneursand the sustainabilityenterpriseoutcomesthat result.
4.3.3

Research Strategy

It has been observedthat "Every new organisationhas its origins locally" (Yamada
2004:302).Examining the unique design histories of successfulsustainability entrepreneurship therefore requires an intensive researchstrategy utilising qualitative
methods in which a selectnumber of casesare examinedin their situated contextual
complexities.18As explained by de Vaus (2001:233), the explanatory account produced by intensive research"focuseson particular events,or cases,and seeksto develop a completeexplanationof eachcase." By focusing on selectcasesof successful
sustainability entrepreneurship,in which "rare conjunctures; may lay bare struc...
tures and mechanismswhich are normally hidden", those structures and mecha-,
nisms can be identified and described(Sayer1992.249).
17Retroductionshould not be construed as post hoc rationalisation. While the latter
assumesthat what did occur necessarilyoccurred, the former seeksto identify the
necessaryconditions for an outcome,without suggestingthat that outcome was the
only one that could have occurred.The key differenceis recognising that any actual
outcomeis a product of both necessaryandcontingent conditions.
is Intensive strategiesare also commonly called'idiographie (e.g. Tsoukas1989;de
Vaus 2001).This terms tends to have the connotation of being "anti-theoretical, antiscientific, merely intuitive and descriptive" (Sayer1992:296),although, as is made
clear here, this doesnot have to be the case.
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In Sayer's(1992:243)elaboration of HarrCs (1979)distinction between intensive and extensiveresearchstrategies,as displayed in Figure 4.4, intensive strategies
are shown to be useful for examining change processesand the role of individual
actors in those processes.Unlike extensive research strategies, intensive strategies
can move beyond description of similarities and patterns to generatecausal explanations of the production of events and actions. While thesecausal explanations are
not empirically generalisable,they do have analytical generality (seesection4.7.1for
a more thorough discussionof this study's generalisability).

INTENSIVE*

EXTENSIVE

Research
question

How does a process work in a
particular case or small number
of cases?
What produces a certain change?
What did the agents do?

What are the regularities, common
patterns, distinguishing features of a
population?
How widely are certain
characteristics or processes
distributed or represented?

Relations

Substantial relations of
connections

Formal relations of similarity

Typesof
groups
studied

Casual groups

Taxonomic groups

Typesof
account
produced

Causal explanation of the
production of certain objects or
events, though not necessarily
representative ones

Descriptive representative
generalisations, lacking in
explanatory penetration

Typical
methods

Study of individual agentsin
their causalcontexts,interactive
interviews, ethnography.
Qualitative analysis

Large-scalesurvey of population or
representativesample,formal
questionnaires,standardised
interviews;
Statisticalanalysis

* An intensive researchdesign was adopted for this study

Figure 4.4 Comparison of Intensive and ExtensiveResearch(after Sayer1992:243)

Following Guba (1978),Patton suggestsresearchdesigns are "naturalistic to
the extent that the research takes place in real-world settings and the researcher
does not attempt to manipulate the phenomenon of interest" (2002:39). Naturalistic
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4.4

A Typology of Research Strategies (after Patton 2002: 252)

Case Study Research
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own perspective on how casestudy researchcan be usefully employed to address
the study's research questions. Since all scientific research involves the study of
cases,in a way, all studies are casestudies. However, a major distinction in research
design dependson how many casesare being studied. In large 'N' studies, an extensive researchapproach is used in combination with some form of statistical analysis.
Small W studies utilise an intensive research approach and, when naturalisticqualitative strategies are used, tend to be given the moniker of the 'case study
method'. Although a single case studied is technically a small W, it is useful to
maintain a distinction between the two becausethe logic of inquiry is fundamentally different. In the service of theory generation, single casestudies are conducted
with the logic of optimising "understanding of the caserather than generalization
beyond" (Stake 2000:436), whereas small, but multiple, W studies are conducted
according to a logic of comparison for the purpose of analytical generalisation
(Ragin 1987).As the purposes of this study are reflected in the latter, I selecteda
small'N', comparative casestudy approach.20
Casestudies are thought to be well suited to understanding complex social
phenomena in a real-Iffe context, and when seeking to answer 'how' and 'why'
questions (Scholz et al. 2005;Yin 2003),as in this study. Casestudies enable a deep
understanding of phenomenabecausethey allow for researchersand participants to
"check their understanding and keep on asking questions until they obtain sufficient answersand understandings"; they are capableof incorporating a longitudinal
dimension and they permit "the investigation of a phenomenon from a variety of
viewpoints, covering a period of time, and crossing the boundaries between different factors" (Ghauri 2004:111-2).For thesereasonssome argue that casestudies are
especiallyuseful for doing the work of theory generation (Eisenhardt 1989:548-9).
4.4.1 Defining and Bounding the Cases
The specific definition and boundaries placed on an object of study are highly consequential (Miles and Huberman 1994,Perren and Ram 2004),with important implications especially for the range of data collected (Stake1995:51). To define a caseit
20For simplicity, the term 'case study' will be used here to mean a small'N',
parative case approach using a naturalistic-qualitative strategy.
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is helpful to ask "What is this a caseof?" (Ragin 1992:6). For this
researchthe objects of study were casesof successfulsustainability entrepreneurship. The cases
were bounded spatially by the scopeof the enterprises'activities, and temporally by
the enterprises"lifespans'.
Thesecaseswere thereforemultilevel phenomenastretching between an individual entrepreneur and a collective organisation.Temporally and spatially they
began with the intention (Katz and Gartner 1988) or conception (Reynolds and
Miller 1992)of the enterprise in the mind of the entrepreneur, and ended with the
condition of the present day enterpriseand its mix of stakeholders.The cases,then,
were not static objectsbut dynamic processesof continuity and change.To capture
theseprocessesthat constitute the cases,the researchtook the form of a' longitudinal retrospective' study (De Vaus 2001;Pettigrew 1990; Van de Ven and Huber
1990).Thesestudies "take the present as a base and seekinformation about recent
history" (Blaikie 2000:230).Hite (2005),Ropo and Hunt (1995),Larson (1992),and
Burgelman (1983)for example,demonstratethe usefulnessof this approach for gerýerating processtheoriesof organisations;and entrepreneurship.
In deffi-dngand bounding the casesas objectsof study it is important to distinguish between observational and explanatory units of analysis (Ragin 1987:7-9).
In somestudies theseunits are the same,while in others they are different, often op
difference
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of
units' are a theostakeholders
retical category, referring "to the unit that is used to account for the pattern of results obtained" (Ragin 1987:9). In this study, those are the processeslinking entrepreneurial intention to enterprise outcomes.This study is therefore designed as an
embeddedcasestudy inYirýs terminology.
4.4.2

Sampling Strategy

A distinction is often made between two broad categoriesof sampling strategies:
(e.
Blaikie
2000;
Daermark et al. 2002,Remenyi
g.
probabilistic and non-probabilistic
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ience and purposeful sampling. Although conveniencesampling is often derided as
bad practice and "unsatisfactory" (e.g. Blaikie 2000:204; Patton 2002),it can be useful in situations when the opportunity to study casesis rare (Weiss 1994). Most
commonly, small 'N' and qualitative studies tend to use a purposeful sampling
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Assorted techniques for purposeful sampling are varyingly appropriate depending on the research strategy (see e.g. Remenyi et al. 1998: 193-5). Pettigrew
suggeststhat when a study uses a limited number of cases,extreme exemplars that
In
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be
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"transparently
the
a
chosen
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make
observable" should
complementary argument, Homer-Dixon arguesfor a technique called 'processtracing', where
"'The aim is to determine if the independent and dependent variables are
causally linked, and, if they are, to induce from a close study of many such
casesthe common patterns of causality and the key intermediate variables
that characterizetheselinks. " (Homer-Dixon 1995:8-9)
Although presented in terms of variables, this account has much in common
with Tsoukas' (1989)conception of casestudy researchin the realist epistemology as
mechanismsand their contexts studied in detail. This is also congruent with Pettigrew's (1997)call for process researchto explicitly link process to outcomes. The
outcome of interest for this study is the creation of a successfulsustainability enterprise. This suggeststhat one criterion for selecting casesis that the chosen enterprises be extreme exemplars of successfulsustainaýility enterprises, in which the
processesleading to that condition can be traced over time.
With the aim of identifying critical processesresponsible for the outcome of
interest, caseswere also chosenwith an eye toward maximising the variation in the
contextual conditions in which they operated (seeDaermark et al. 2002:170).As Patton explains:
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"For small samples,a great deal of heterogeneitycan be a problem because
individual casesare so different from each other. The maximum variation
by
into
turns
that
applying
weakness
apparent
a strength
sampling strategy
the following logic: Any common patterns that emergefrom great variation
are of particular interest and value in capturing the core experiencesand
central,shareddimensionsof a setting or phenomenon." (Patton 2002:235)
Finally, the sampling strategy involved the sequential selection,of cases,
"conceptually-driven
(1994:
Huberman
Miles
call
sequential
sampling"
and
what
27), that marries a degree of consistencywith a degree of flexibility (Strauss and
Corbin 1998:203).The consistencyis provided by fixed selectioncriteria that allows
for systematiccomparisonacrosscases.The flexibility is important to allow caseselection to be directed toward increasing understanding of the evolving theory
(Straussand Corbin 1998).Thus, in this study a mixture of criterion-based, maximum variation, and conceptually-driven sequential sampling was employed. The
next sectiondescribesthe specific selectioncriteria used, and following that is a discussionof the sequentialcaseselection.
4.4.3

Selection Criteria

Caseswere selectedon the basisof three setsof criteria: a classof enterprises,a performance level, and differing operating contexts.The class of enterprise, based on
Alter's typology of social enterprises,had to be 'mission-centrie, meaning it was
"created for the expresspurpose of advancing the mission using a self-financing
model" (2004:15). It also had to be 'embedded, meaning the "social programs and
businessactivities are one and the same" (2004:18). For this study, selectedenterprises had to have both social and environmental activities embedded within the
businessactivity.
Criterion 1: All casesmu; t. be classedas mission-centric,embeddedenterprisesuith
environmentaland socialpurposes.

The performancerequirement for caseselectionwas that the enterprise had
to be a successfulsustainability enterprise.To be considered'successful' an enterprise had to be organisationallysecure(that is, growing or stable,not in decline or at
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Consequently,
the enterits
insolvency)
purpose.
sustainable
and embody
risk of
but
be
had
be
to
to
young enough that the origiproven successful
prise
old enough
in
the
founders
to
participate
were
available
stakeholders
and some original
nal
fifteen
be
between
five
had
In
to
this
the
years
and
enterprises
meant
stud;
practice
old.
but youngenough
Criterion2: All casesmust beold enoughto beprovensuccessful,
that keyfoundersarestill availableto participatein thestudy.
In the study of formal organisations,operating domain (Selznick 1957),geobusiness
(Williamson
1967),
location
(Hofstede
1991),
model
and
scale
graphic
(Amit and Zott 2001) have all been shown to be important dimensions of divergence.In the interest of maximising differences in operating context, each casewas
dimensions
differ
in
to
these
as possible.
expected
as many of
Criterion 3: Eachcasemust operatein a differentoperatingdomain,in a different
geographicregion,at a differentscale,and with a differentbusinessmodel.
4.4.4

Sequential Case Selection

The first casewas used as a pilot study to help clarify lines of questioning, use of the
analytical framework, and to refine the data collection processin terms of both content to be collected and techniques of collection (Remenyi et al. 1998;Yin 2003).The
pilot casewas a local-scaleenterprise basedin Lincolnshire, UK. It operated primarily in the training industry, with local government agenciesas its primary customer
base. This caseproved successfulin contributing to an in-depth understanding of
the processof sustainability entrepreneurship, and, upon reflection, did not indicate
any significant retooling of the research design or data collection methods were
needed.It was therefore included in the final analysis along with subsequentcases.
The second case selected operated in the hospitality industry in Zanzibar
Tanzania. This case contributed to theory development because it operated in a
completely different social-cultural and political-economic context. While this enterprise also operated locally, it had an international customer base drawn mostly
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from higher-incomecountries.The third caseselectedwas a marketing and finance
Vermont,
in
located
It
industry.
in
the
was
renewableenergy
enterprise operating
USA, and had both a national-scalecustomer base and operations. This case con,
'ccýnvenby
launched
because
it
more
theory.
much
was
tributed to the evolving
tional' businessmenon a much larger scalethan the previous casesstudied.
The initial analyses and development of the explanatory framework was
for
fourth
A
first
added
from
three cases.
casewas subsequently
basedon data
these
(see
Miles
findings
initial
the
and
it
First,
check
on
two reasons.
served as a general
Huberman 1994:273). And second,becauseof the conflicting implications of this
develbeen
had
framework
for
that
funding
the
explanatory
strategy
enterprise's
to
test
6),
Chapter
(presented
in
the
opportunity
a
critical
also
provided
case
oped
This
theoretical
casewas a multinational
the
understanding.
and elaborate emerging
but
USA,
Vermont,
headquartered
in
export-import-wholesaling enterprise, also
Guatemala.
Indonesia,
Europe,
US,
the
throughout
and
with operations
,Iý
As Bradshaw and Stratford mused, "Sometimes we find a case,and sometimes a casefinds us. In both instances,selection combinespurpose and serendipity" (2000:41).The twin challengesof identifying and negotiating accessto successful instancesof sustainability entrepreneurshipgreatly limited the pool of potential
for
four
Fortunately,
the
selected
from
exemplary
enterprises
cases
which to choose.
this study provided a valuable opportunity to generatein-depth understanding of
for
being
They
the
criteria
classed as sucall
met
entrepreneurship.
sustainability
dimendiffered
key
the
they
on
contextual
cessful sustainability enterprises,and
business
Taken
21
domain,
scale,
and
model.
region,
geographic
sions'of operating
together, thesefour casesallowed for the sort of meaningful, in-depth comparisons
for
data-rich,
necessary
exploratory, theory-generatingresearch.While it is recog
nised that the quality of casestudy researchis not determined by the number of
'
(De
Vaus
involved
2001;Eisenhardt 1991),including more caseswould have
cases
depth
of analysis for breadth of coverage (Pauwels and Matthyssens
sacrificed
2004).As explained in section4.7.1,thesecaseswere sufficient to generateanalytically generalisableresults.

21While the cases included business activities in Africa, Asia, and Central America,
it should be noted that all of the entrepreneurs were either European or North
America in origin.
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Data CoRection Methods

Pettigrew presents data collection as an iterative process, in which "one observes,
follows themes and trails, identifies patterns, have those patterns disconfirmed or
(2003)
Yin
277).
data,
further
by
suggests
the
processmoves on"'(1990:
and
verified
folin
that
although
there are six sourcesof evidence
are useful casestudy research,
lowing Pettigrew (1990) and Patton (2002),these are condensed into three broad
categories:documents,interviews, and observations.
While the quantity of data collected does not signify its quality, nonetheless,
depth
idea
the
of
type
the
some
of
can
give
collected
quantity and
a summary of
data which have been used for analysis of the cases.These data include: over 40
hours of interviews (totalling more than 900 transcribed pages), the majority of
docudirectors;
60
primary
which were with entrepreneurs, senior managers, or
by
documents
15
1600
other retotalling
published
over
pages; secondary
ments
documenting
the
to
digital
journalists;
envisits
site
or
photographs
and
searchers
terprises' operations. A complete register of the interviews is provided in Figure 4.7,
in
documents
are
provided
the
primary and secondary
and complete registers of
Appendix I. A discussion follows of how and why each type of data was collected,
and what it was used for.
4.5.1

Documents

Documents represent a particularly valuable data source in organisation research
becausethey provide a glimpse of activities and moments in time not immediately
(2002)
However,
293-4).
Robson
(see
2002:
Patton
to
the
cauaccessible
researcher
tions that documents "are subject to the dangers of selective deposit and survival",
docuimportance
Yin
(2003:
87)
that
the
the
of remembering
authors of
while
notes
ments have their own agendasand interests, and these may be inaccessibleto the
document reader. The advantagesof this type of data are that they are stable, unobtrusive, exact,and can include broad coverageof many events,many settings, and a
long time span (Yin 2003:86).
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Collecting secondarydocuments,consistingmostly of short casestudies and
by
written
other researchersand journalists, was the first step in
case summaries
data collection. A variety of primary documentswere also then collected from the
enterprises, including business plans, press releases,financial records, internal
memoranda, letters, internal and external reports, educational pamphlets, promotional materials, and so on. These primary and secondary documents were useful
for piecing together the descriptive, chronological picture of the enterprises' unique
design histories from their inceptions;to the present. They also provided essential
context for subsequentinterviews with entrepreneursand stakeholders,served as
an important meansof corroborating the information obtained through those interviews, and were useful in mitigating possibleinterview recall biases.
4.5.2

Interviews

Interviewing is a technique for eliciting information from individuals that, when
examined collectively, can yield new knowledge that transcendsthe experienceof
any one individual. Interviews can provide a level of depth and subtly not available
from other data sources(Pettigrew 1990).Any one individual can only partially experience the activities and processesthat constitute an organisation. Multiplestakeholder interviews are a means of integrating multiple perspectives,especially
useful for describing processesof changeand, crucially, for learning how events are
interpreted by participants (Weiss1994:9). They allow for targeted data that focus
directly on the study questionsand can provide insights into perceived causalinferences (Yin 2003). For these reasons, interviews with founding entrepreneurs and
other organisational stakeholders comprised the most important form of data for

this research.

&ýýR
Case
Hill Holt Wood
Native Energy
Chumbe Island
ForesTrade
Total Study

ZWIVNP
Time (hh. mm).
11.45
10.37
8.44
9.13
40.19

mg
Pages268
200
214
228
910

Figure 4.6 Summary of Interview Data by Case
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Interview data carries the risks of recall error, personal bias, and self-serving
inter(Patton
306).
To
2002:
these,
stakeholder
multiple
guard against
responses
information
documents,
to
all
corroborate
were
used
observations
and
views,
durfacilitate
help
Documents
to
accuracy
recall
were also used
among participants.
ing interviews. The total amount of interview data collected for each case ranged
between eight and twelve hours. As presented in Figure 4.6, the amount of interview data collected was greatest in earlier casesand decreasedwith subsequent
focused
became
interviews
Consistent
and
more
with exploratory research,
cases.
became
investigation
the
the
relevant
objects
of
study progressedand
economicalas
more exact (Yin 2003).
InterviewStructure
Semi-structured,in-depth interviews were used. Robson suggeststhis style of interhow
historical
is
"individual
a paraccounts
are
of
required
view appropriate when
ticular phenomenon developed" (2002: 271). To facilitate the interviews, a 'topic
be
but
developed
listed
important
to
that
covered,
which allowed
guide' was
areas
significant latitude "to follow interesting lines of inquiry and to facilitate an unbroken discussion" (Easterby-Smithet al. 1991:79).Weiss suggests"The best guides list
topics or lines for inquiry so they can be graspedat a glance,with just enough detail
to make evident what is wanted" (1994:48). The guide used in this study, presented
in Appendix II, was basedon the study's sensitisingframework (seesection 3.2) and
consisted of seven key areas, or themes, and several associated issues related to
each.
The topic guide was used mostly as-acheck to make sure that by the end of
the interview all the important areashad been covered. Generally, the first portion
of the interviews focused on what participants knew ('facts') and what they did (behaviour), while the latter portion focused on what participants thought (beliefs) or
felt (attitudes) (Robson2002:272). In addition, as data collection progressed,before
each interview a list of specific, open-ended questions for participants was drawn
up based on what had already been learned about the case.Thesequestions, along
with the topic guide, were used to guide fluid conversations with participants,
rather than as the basis of a rigid interview schedule (Rubin and Rubin 1995).In this
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felt
discuss
they
to
what
was important, aswell as coverway participants were able
ing topics on the agenda(Patton2002:344).
Selectionof Participants
Not all organisational stakeholderscould be interviewed, which meant that thought
had to be given to the selection of interview participants. In addition to the founding entrepreneurs,key stakeholderswho were instrumental in the start-up phase of
the enterprise needed to be interviewed. Beyond those key informants, specific selection of individuals was more discretionary. Bradshaw and Stratford (2000)list a
number of possible techniques and criteria to use in selecting key informants, but
Stake (1995:56-7) recommends using the simple criterion of choosing the people
who provide the best opportunity to learn about the case.With this in mind, individuals who had extended periods of involvement with the enterprises, such as
long-serving employees,were sought out as they were well placed to appreciate
significant organisational changesover time and to identify critical incidents that
helped to shapethe enterprises.Also targeted were individuals with significant influence over the enterprises,such as senior managersand directors of the board. A
completelist of interviews and the role of eachparticipant is presentedin Figure 4.7.
InterviewSettings
Every effort was made to conduct interviews in person. But due to the severetime
limitations of the participating entrepreneursand senior employees,and the great
geographic distancesinvolved, some interviews had to be conducted over the telephone. Researchhas shown that in-person interviewing utilising natural conversation and narrative discourseyields more accurateinformation and slightly higher
quality data than does telephone interviewing, which tends to be more formal by
nature (Shuy 2001).However, the differences should not be overstated. As Weiss
suggests,"it's better to be there, but telephone interviews are the next best thing"
(1994:59).Exceptfor the last casestudy, initial in-person interviews were
conducted
with the entrepreneursbefore telephoneinterviews were used, allowing for a more
familiar and non-threateningrapport to be establishedfirst. In total,
nine out of the
38 interviews were conductedover the telephone,with the rest conductedin
person.
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Due to the improvisational nature of fieldwork, in-person interviews took
from
in
closed-door offices to guided tours, restaurants,
place
a variety of settings:
and even a fishing hut. The number of individuals

participating

in the interviews

also varied according to the situation at hand, ranging from single participants (28
interviews) to groups of between two and six (10 interviews). Fontana and Frey
(2000) suggest group interviews can be useful for aiding participant recall and generating more robust descriptions of events, although they also suggest group interfew
by
being
dominated
the
a
participants. To mitigate this, the
views run
risk of
more reticent participants were actively encouraged to share their perspectives. Participants communicated in English in all but one interview. In that exception, one
participant translated for the others participants. His translations were later checked
for accuracy off of the interview record by an independent translator.

InterviewRecords
As Patton explains, "The raw data of interviews are the actual data spoken by the
interviewees" (2002:380). Accordingly, both in-person and phone interviews were
recorded, with the participants' consent,using a digital audio recorder. The advantages of audio recordings as compared to relying only on notes taken during the interview are that a permanent record is established and a transcript of the full interview can be made (Robson 2002: 289-90).22Becausethis was an exploratory study
the interviews were transcribed in their entirety (excluding interruptions and offtopic conversations),so that the resulting transcripts could be "mined" for themes
that were not always immediately obvious (Weiss1994:55).

22In one interview the audio recorder failed several minutes into the conversation.
In this casethe notes from the interview were subsequently summarised and coded
with the other transcripts.
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Transcript
Case
T01
Hill Holt Wood
T02
Hill Holt Wood
T03
Hill Holt Wood
T04
Hill Holt Wood
T05
Hill Holt Wood
T06
Hill Holt Wood
T07
Hill Holt Wood
T08
Hill Holt Wood

Minutes
29
75
49
62
35
155
39
29

Hill Holt Wood

T09

19

Hill Holt Wood

T10

56

Hill Holt Wood

Hill Holt Wood
Native Energy

Native Energy

T12

T14
T15

T16

Page
Date
Role
11
Entrepreneur 06.12-05
29
Entrepreneur 06.12 05
10
Entrepreneur 06.12.05
26
Board Chair 06.12.05
18
Senior Manager 06.12-05
67
Entrepreneur 07.12.05
07.12.05
Employee
17
Senior Manager 07.12-05
Entrepreneur 08.12.05
11
Senior Manager
25
Entrepreneur 08.12.05

62

Senior Manager
Employee

09.12.05

15

Employee

09.12.05

27

Entrepreneur

09, '. 2.0 5

14

110

Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur

03.03.06

7

31

Board/Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

07.03.06

12

40

4lZimnlilaw

Chumbe Island
ForesTrade

ForesTrade

ForesTrade

T18
T19
T20
T21
T22
T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31
T32

79

Entrepreneur

18.05.06

29

97

Entrepreneur

19.05.06

33

75

Entrepreneur

22.05.06

33

'6ý 1 '. 06
06.1

24

8

Employee
Employee

42
38

Employee
Employee

06.06-06
07.06.06

18
14

51

Employee

07,06.06

28

35

Employee

07.06.06

15

23

Employee

72

Senior Manager

08.06.06
08.06.06

13
27

119
136

Entrepreneur

2'. 06.06
01.08.06

49
48

61

Entrepreneur

29

Employee

'S. i 2.06

', 4

T33

69

Senior Manager
Employee

15.12.06

35

T34

44

Senior Manager

'ý5 '. 206

T35

80

Manager
Employee
Employee
Employee
Employee

18.12.06

30

116

Entreor enew
Entreofenuer

22

-13

102

Entrepreneur
Entreprenuer

28.02.07

41

113

1
Entreprenuer

02.03.07

46

r-IJIVIVYcc

ForesTrade
ForesTrade
ForesTrade

T36
T37
T38

Figure 4.7 Index of Stakeholder Interviews
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Observations

Observations were informal and served primarily to supplement the main data
its
As
interviews.
documents
to
the
and
operaa
enterprise
visitor
and
sources of
tions my role was that of a 'pure' observer (Robson2002:313).Advantages of obserin
time,
include
they
and may provide
that
cover
reality
real
contextual,
are
vations
insights into interpersonal behaviours and motives (Yin 2003). In addition, direct
discrepancies
between
"can
the
what people
with
researcher
confront
observations
have said in interview and casual conversations, and what they actually do"
(Pettigrew 1990:277).
Drawbacks to observational data include selective attention of the observer,
factors
being
drawn.
interpersonal
to more comfortsuch
as
memory,
and
selective
able, welcoming settings and individuals and avoiding unpleasant situations
(Robson2002).Thesebiaseswere mitigated by being aware and consciously trying
to counteract them, such as deliberately seeking data that reside in difficult or uncomfortable settings (Chambers1997). When appropriate, photographs were taken
as a record of the site visits.
4.5.4

Ethical Considerations

Pettigrew notes that ethical considerations for research are "linked to key issues
for
free
for
all persons and
respect
choice of participation
all respondents,
such as
points of view, clear contracting at the front end of research assignments,and an
open and reciprocal relationship between the researchersand their host organisations" (1990:286).Three such issuesare discussedhere: accessand reciprocity, anonymity of participants, and control and use of data.
Accessand Reciprocity
According to Pettigrew, "Social scientists have no insuperable right to be granted
(1990:
in
it"
286).
As
by
Stake
institution
to
anyone
recommended
or
access any
(1995:57), a brief written description of the study and the participants' role in the
study was presented in the form of an introductory letter and informational pam-
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To
to
to
access.
negotiate
reciprocate,results were provided to the
participants
phlet
participating enterprisesupon completion of the study.
Anonymity

Concealing the identity of participating enterprisesis thought to both protect par7
ticipants and facilitate more open and honest responses.However, as Robson (2002:
67) asks, "Is confidentiality ... always appropriate? If people have done something
good and worthwhile ... why shouldn't they get credit for it?" A key goal of the entrepreneurs was to spread their messagesand serve as models to others of what is
possible. Public exposure was a key motivation for entrepreneursto participate in
this study. For thesereasons,the decisionwas made, with the consentof the entrepreneurs, to openly identify the enterprisesso that they may serve as models and
referencepoints for the emerging field of sustainability entrepreneurship.
Controland Useof Data
A verbal commitment was made that the data collectedwill be retained and used to
fulfil the objectivesof this study as specified to participants before their participation. Easterby-Smithand colleaguesmaintain that researcherswho maintain control
and ownership of data "must exercisedue ethical responsibility by not publicising
or circulating any information that is likely to harm the interests of individual informants, particularly the less powerful ones" (1991:65-6).Data was kept confiden
tial in a central location and accesswas restricted (Dowling 2000;Pettigrew 1990).In
addition, participating enterprises were provided with draft reports upon which
they were invited to comment prior to publication (Easterby-Smithet al. 1991: 68;
Pettigrew 1990:286).
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Methods

Data Analysis

In his discussion of "transforming"

qualitative data into meaningful accounts, Wol-

cott suggests "that the real mystique of qualitative inquiry lies in the process of using data rather than in the process of gathering data" (1994: 1). Yet, there is little
known
data,
the
process
commonly
agreement among researchers on what
of using
as data analysis, entails, other than the general consensus that is it somehow about
"making sense" of the data (Tesch 1990: 4). However, a review of the expositive accounts of experienced researchers reflecting on their own approaches to working
with qualitative data does reveal three common stages of analysis. While the researchers each use their own terminology, as presented in Figure 4.8, the stages generally consist of:
an initial process of reducing and describing the data in light of the purposes
of the study,
a subsequent process of re-organising the data to facilitate conceptual understandings, and

a final process of abstracting a conceptual framework that accounts for the
data but also goesbeyond the data to inform theory.

Stages of Data Analysis
Miles &
Huberman (1994)

Data reduction

Strauss & Corbin
(1998)

Description

Conceptual ordering

Theorising

Resolving and
redescribing actions

Rules of action

Abstracting

Description

Analysis

Tsoukas (1989)

Wolcott (1994)

Data display

Conclusion drawt
and verification

Figure 4.8 Qualitative Data Analysis

mechanisms
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4.6.1 Reducingand DescribingData
Description of the casesusing the available data is the necessaryfirst step in data
form
descriptions
basis
for
"the
interThese
1993:
31).
(Dey
abstract
more
analysis
follow,
"alit
is
important
description
itself
to
that
that
although
note
pretations"
least
implicitly" (Straussand Corbin 1998:18). Descrip-'
at
ready embodiesconcepts,
tion thereforecannot be separatedfrom data reduction, which "refers to the process
data"
(Miles
focusing,
transforming
the
abstractin&
simplifyin&
and
of selectin&
This
involves
faHuberman
10).
data
1994
to
the
rearranging
and
:
and reorganising
cilitate understandings relevant to the researchquestionsbeing investigated (Tesch
1990: 138). Although reducing and describing data are important first steps in
analysis, these activities continue throughout the entirety of the analysis process
(Miles and Huberman 1994:10).
For this research,initial data reduction and description was carried out using
two parallel methods, reflecting the importance of both connectingand categorising
types of analyses(seeMaxwell 2005;Maxwell and Miller undated).Casenarratives
between the flow of events and the contexts in
were used to emphasiseconnections
which thoseeventswere situated.Thematiccoding was used to group caseelements
into conceptually relevant categoriesto facilitate comparisons within and between
cases.The intermediate results yielded both a holistic redescription of activities in
terms of continuity and changeover time, and a reduction to the "constitutive components" of theseactivities (Tsoukas1989:558).
CaseNarratives

According to Rhodesand Brown, "narrative provides a meansof engaging with the
experienceof organizing" by emphasizinglocal knowledge and practice-driven theory (2005:180).This is possiblebecauserather than isolating events,as in categorising analysis,narratives afford a prominent role to context and contingency by tracking the "ingredients of coursesof events"(Carroll 1990:144;seealso Gotham and Staples 1996: 492). As Dey explains, formulating case narratives involves filtering'out
unnecessary detail and exposing the most salient qualities (ingredients) of the data
(1993:31).
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This provides a basis for subsequentinterpretation and explanation of data
becausethe meaning of any particular element is discernableonly with referenceto
the progression of the caseas a whole (Polkinghome 1988:13). Dey suggestscomprehensive descriptioiis of casesshould be oriented toward three types of information: the intentionsof actorsfrom their own perspectives,the contextsin which action
by which activities sustain or change social situations
is situated, and the processes
(1993:31-9).Narratives of this study's caseswere constructed with thesethree orientations in mind. Thesecasenarratives are presentedin Chapter 5.
ThematicCoding

As Miles and Huberman explain, "Codesare tags or labels for assigning units of
meaning to the descriptive or inferential information compiled during a study"
(1994:56). Coding is a method of reorganising the data by making explicit distinctions between different categoriesof data (Dey 1993).Segmenting and re-grouping
data into conceptually relevant categories facilitates comparisons within and between cases.Tesch(1990)describesthis as a processof 'decontextualisation' and 'recontextualisation' becausethe data are taken out of their original context and assembled into a new conceptual context basedon a common topic or theme.
In this study, codes were generated using an preliminary "start list" of
themes derived from the analytical framework, as recommend by Miles and
Huberman (1994: 58). These themes were expected to be useful because of their
grounding in the extant literature. To these were added other themes that became
evident during the fieldwork: from interviews with entrepreneurs and other stakeholders, from site visits, and from an initial readings of primary documents. In a
processStraussand Corbin (1998)term'open coding, additional codeswere created
as new themesemerged during closereading of the interview transcripts. The initial
catalogue of 45 codes were therefore generated through an interactive process of
moving "backwards and forwards" between conceptual categories and data (Dey
1993:98-9).23

23Coding was performed using the qualitative data analysis software package
NVivo. Becauseonly the 'code' and 'sore functions of the programme were utilised,
many of the critiques of computer assistedqualitative data analysis, as reviewed by
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Conceptual Ordering

The initial processof coding helped to identify relevant bits of data and associate
them with conceptualcategories.It was then necessaryto re-organisethese categofacilitate
deeper
data
to
their
together
conceptual
segments,
a
associated
with
ries,
Strauss
Corbin
19-21;
Huberman
6Z1998:
1994:
(Miles
and
and
understanding
Tesch 1990:141-5).This was accomplishedby first clustering the themes into five
data
24Within
the
each
meta-category
coded
was reassessedand
meta-categories.
duplifused
into
that
and
systematiccoding scheme
a more comprehensive
recoded
cate categories,dissectedoverly broad categories,and related categoriesto one anfirst
hierarchy.
The
The
in
25
three-tiered
result
a
a
nested
was
coding
scheme.
other
and secondtier codes referencedthe topic of associateddata segmentswith lesser
and greater specificity, while the third tier codesreferencedthe contentof data segments within eachtopic (seeTesch1990:125).
The within-case and cross-casecomparative analysis that accompanied this
re-organisationinvolved resolving activities into 'generative rules' by examining the
accountsof activities and associatedreasoning(asrevealedby the categoricalanalyflow
(as
by
in
the casenarratives).
to
the
events
revealed
of
contextual
relation
sis)
As theserules were "immanent in the practice" of organisationalparticipants (Harms
2002:116), the sourceof theserules was the participants' own accountsof their activities. Accounts are verbal and written statementsthat provide "social explanations of events" (Orbuc4 1997:456). As Tsoukas explains, the reasonsprovided in
"invoke
accounts
various rules in terms of which the given reasonscan be
actore
made intelligible" (1989:558).In this sense,the conceptof a 'rule' is used as an analytical analogueof the literal behaviour of following rules (Harr6 et al. 1985:47) to
identify and describethe underlying logics that guide behaviour. Harr6 explains the
validity of using actors' accountsof activities to identify the rules that guide those
activities:

Bryman and Bell (2003: 446-7), were not pertinent. NVivo was used to improve the
efficiency of data management due to the large amount of data in this study.
24The outcome of this is displayed in Appendix III, Figure 1.1.
25The three tiers are displayed in Appendix III, Figures Ill. 2 through 111.5.
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ill

"These accounts of actions are not introspective descriptions of cognitive
processes.A human being might be lying about his or her plans or intentions. He or she may not even know what cognitive processesare approprifor
for
This
is
irrelevant
the analytical use
the
quite
action.
ate
understanding
of accounts.In producing their accounts,actors are displaying knowledge of
ideal ways of acting and ideal reasons for doing what they have done or
omitted to do." (Harr6 et al. 1985:88)
4.6.3

Abstracting an Explanatory Framework

Once the 'rules of practice' were identified, their significance for sustainability en-

trepreneurship was establishedby interpreting the findings in light of an existing
theoretical perspective.As Coffep(andAtkinson explain,
lid
"Our task as qualitative researchersis to use ideas in order to develop interpretations that go beyond the limits of our own data and that go beyond
how previous scholarshave used those ideas. It is in that synthesis that new
interpretations and new ideas emerge. The point is not to follow previous
scholarship slavishly but to adapt and transform it in the interpretation of
one's own data." (Coffey & Atkinson 1996:158)
To that end, an explanatory framework was developed by combining my
understanding of the cases,resulting from the analysis, with insights from institutional. theory (as described in section 3.3).26It was at this point in the analysis that
Pauwels and Matthyssens' (2004)concept of 'juxtaposition' was especially useful,
whereby empirical data, analytical findings, and extant theory acted as reference
points for the explanatory framework that emerged.Through a processof "iterative
grounding", the emerging framework was repeatedly refined to ground it in both
"accurate data" and "general theory" (Orton 1997:422). The resultant explanatory
framework is a model of sustainability entrepreneurship that both "tell[s] the story
of the set of cases"(De Vaus 2001:245) and "transcends this information becauseof
the sociological perspective prevailing over the... study" (Hamel et al. 1993:48). By
grounding the model in the available data it should be a valid account of sustainability entrepreneurship in practice, and by grounding it in abstract theory it should
provide a generalexplanation of the phenomenon.The extent to which it meets these
criteria of validity and generalisability will now be considered.

26Thisprocessis explained in further detail in Appendix IV.
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Generalisability

and Validity

The applicability of generalisabilityand validity as criteria for small'M studies utilising a naturalistic-qualitative research strategy is contentious. Qualitative case
study researcherswho adopt the view of orthodox (critical rationalist) scienceattempt to apply the conceptsas employedin experimentaland quantitative research.
With their correspondencetheory of truth, they seevalidity as the extent to which
the results mirror reality and generalisabilityas the extent to which the results representthe 'typical case'of a defined population. Drawing an analogy between cases
and experiments,theseresearchersadvocatereplication as the main tool for ensuring generalisability and validity of findings (e.g. Eisenhardt 1989;Yin 2003).Other
qualitative casestudy researcherswho adopt an alternative view of science,such as
constructivism, often dismiss thesecriteria as inappropriate. With their conventionalist theory of truth, they seevalidity in multiple interpretations and each case as
inherently unique. These researchershave suggested several alternative criteria,
such as 'authenticity' (Guba and Lincoln 1989) and "naturalistic generalisationý
(Stake2000),although no consensusappearsto exist From a critical realist perspective, the differencesbetween intensive (typically qualitative) studies and extensive
quantitative studies (seeFigure 4.9)begetdifferencesin the meaning of validity and
generalisability for eachtype of research.To understand thesedifferences,each criterion is discussed in tum.

RIJ'MNSIVE*

EXTENSIVE

Limitations

Actual concretepatternsand
contingentrelationsare unlikely to
be 'representative','average, or,
generalisable.
Necessaryrelations discoveredwill
exist wherever their relata are
present,e.g. causalpowers of
objectsare generalisableto other
contextsas they are necessary
featuresof thoseobjects.

Although representativeof a whole
population, they are unlikely to be
generalisableto other populations at
different times and places.
Problemof ecologicalfallacy in
making inferencesabout
individuals.
Limited explanatory power.

Appropriate
tests

Corroboration

Replication

* An intensive research design was adopted for this study

Figure4.9 Generalisingand Validating Research(after Sayer1992:243)
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Generality of the Results

An important distinction is made between empirical and analytical (or theoretical)
generalisations.Empirical generalisation is when "Knowledge of a limited amount
be
for,
larger
is
is
to,
to
and
assumed
valid
a
population"
of events extrapolated
(Danermark et al. 2002:76). Analytical generalisationis when abstractionsfrom concrete phenomena are held to be true when certain substantial relata are present, regardlessof how frequently theserelata are representedin any particular population
(seeSayer 1992:239, and 88 on substantial relations ). Basedon this distinction, intensive and extensive research have fundamentally different, yet complementary,
roles, as depicted diagrammatically by Sayer (1992)in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Types of Research(after Sayer1992:237)

Determining how general a finding is within a wider population is possible
only with the scaleof replication found in an extensiveresearchdesign. Thesestudies can speak to empirical generalisations by looking descriptively at similar and
dissimilar formal relations among different taxonomic groups within a population.
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But theseempirical generalisations;are unlikely to be meaningfully applied, to indilack
differing
in
to
the
and
contexts,
population, or other populations
viduals within
"explanatory penetration" (Sayer1992:243).By contrast, intensive research.is concerned with abstracting essential generative mechanismsand structures, and the
be
features
While
that
they
these
repentail.
may
not
substantial
relations
necessary,
do
larger
they
specify a theoretically general relationpopulation,
resentative of a
ship for instanceswhen the identified relata are present.
In this study, an intensive researchstrategy was used to uncover the underlying mechanismsand contextual contingenciesthat have resulted in successfulsustainability entrepreneurship.The resulting model specifiesthe potential embodied
within enterprisesto operate sustainably.27By grounding the model in established
theory (seesection 4.6.3 above), this model is intended to be analytically general.
But further researchon many different enterprisesof varying outcomes would be
required to assessthe range of contingenciesthat may or may not allow the mechanisms to operatein any given instance.
4.Z2

Validity of the Results

Maxwell suggeststhat, "Validity, in a broad sense,pertains to tlýdsrelationship between an account and something outside that account, whether this something is
construedas objectivereality, the constructionsof actors,or a variety of other possible interpretations" (1992:283).From a critical realist perspective,the validity of redepends
findings
on their plausible adequacyas an accountof the phenomesearch
non under study (seesection4.2.2above).Thus, Sayer arguesthat the appropriate
test for intensive researchis that of corroborationof the findings rather than replication (1992:246).Corroboration refers to determining whether the results do in actuality apply to the casesstudied. In this sense,corroboration refers not to the data but
to the inferencesdrawn from the data (seeHammersley and Atkinson 1983:191).To
that end, Maxwell identifies descriptive, interpretive, and theoretical validity as the
three most directly pertinent types of validity in qualitative research(1992:292).
Descriptive validity refers to the accuracyof the researcher'saccountof what
actually happened. This includes the accuracy of observations as well as what
27SeeTsoukas (1989) who makes the argument in terms of management potential.
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"could in principle be observed,but that were inferred from other data" (Maxwell
1992:286).This secondaspectis particularly important in this study because,due to
its historical nature, the description of most events had to be inferred from other
data sources.In this sense,the most important technique for obtaining corroboration
was through 'triangulation' of data (Ghauri 2004;Miles and Huberman 1994;Pauwels and Matthyssens 2004;Stake 1995;Yin 2003).In this study, data was triangulated by both type and source. Different data types, including interviews, documents, and some observations were used to compensate for the strengths and
weaknessesof each (seesection 4.5 above). Also, data sourceswere triangulated by
conducting interviews with multiple stakeholdersfrom a variety of positions within
the organisational hierarchy, and both primary documents (internal accounts) and
secondarydocuments (external accounts)were collected.
Interpretive validity refers to accurately understanding the meanings of activities and events for the people experiencing them.28Maxwell explains that "these
types of understanding are ultimately based on inferencesfrom the descriptive evidence,but the validity of inferencesto the actor's subjective states depends on the
validity of the researcher'saccount of the meaning of the actor's words and actions"
(Maxwell 1992: 289). Corroborating these types of inferences was accomplished
mainly by checking my understanding with participants during the interviews (see
Lofland and Lofland 1984).My interpretation of the meanings embodied in activities observed during site visits, of written documents, or of participants' own accounts were verified through interactive discussionswith the multiple stakeholders.
There was especially ample scopefor this with the entrepreneursbecausemultiple,
sequentialinterviews were conducted. In practice, this consistedof me summarising
what I understood to be hearing or observing in my own words, and soliciting a responsefrom the interview participant. In this way, my understanding of the participants' views and experienceswere refined and deepened.
Theoretical validity "refers to an account's validity as a theoryof some phenomenon" (Maxwell 1992: 291). With this type of validity, the focus shifts away
from corroboration of the accuracy of the descriptive and interpretive elements of
28Following Maxwell, in this sense"meaning' "includes intention, cognition, affect,
belief, evaluation, and anything else that could be encompassedby what is broadly
termed the 'participants" perspective, as well as communicative meaning in a narrower sense"(1992:288).
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the accounttoward the plausible adequacyof the accountas an abstractedexplanation of the phenomenorLThe adequacywith which the model can account for the
data was validated in part by seekingfeedbackon the findings from study participants (Miles and Huberman 1994:275-7).This was accomplishedby sending the entrepreneurs a short written summary of the main findings, and requesting their
thoughts and reflections as to how well they felt their experiencewas reflected in
the model. Miles and Huberman note that it is unlikely participants will agree completely with the findings, but this should be viewed not as discrediting the findings,
but as "an occasionto learn more about the case" (Miles and Huberman 1994:277).
Validating the plausibility of the account as a theoretical explanation involved looking for negative, or disconfirn-dng,evidence and considering rival explanations (Easterby-Smithet al. 1991:39-40;Miles and Huberman 1994:271,274-5).
Thesetechniqueswere carried out throughout the data collection and analysis process.For example, in data collection, negative evidence was often brought into the
interview discussions.Questions such as, "if you were really trying to do W, then
",
forth,
'Y'
did
do
in
that
situation?
and
so
allowed apparent discrepancies
why
you
to by synthesised.Negative evidencewas also evaluated within and between data
categoriesduring the analysis phase,and a similar synthesiswas used to refine the
evolving model. Considering rival explanations was also a continuous activity
throughout the study. One example of when this was explicitly crucial was in determining which theoretical lens would be most useful for interpreting the results.
In the end, institutional theory was chosenbecausethe conceptsin that perspective
appearedto match closely the essenceof the categoriesemerging from the datal and
the account that emerged, as told through an institutional theory perspective,
seemedto offer the strongestexplanation of what was happening. In theseways the
theoreticalvalidity of the study was strengthened.

4.8

Conclusions

and Summary

of Research Design

The choicesimplicit in designing a study are guided foremost by the purpose of the
researchand the researcher'sphilosophical perspectiveof knowledge and knowledge creation. For this study, I strove for a researchdesign that was both appropri-
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ate for the purpose of generating a theoretical explanation of the sustainability entrepreneurs4ip process,and consistent with a critical realist perspective of science
(the resulting design choicesare summarised in Figure 4.11).As explained by Tsoukas, "within the realist paradigm, explanatory idiographic studies are epistemologically valid becausethey are concernedwith the clarification of structures and their
associatedgenerative mechanisms,which have been contingently capable of producing the observedphenomena" (1989:556).
The methods employed in this study provided opportunities to ground the
findings in both concrete realities and well-developed theoretical understandings,
ensuring the resulting explanatory model satisfies the critical realist criterion of
plausible adequacy. While care was taken to ensure the validity of these findings,
Maxwell, following Wolcott (1994),suggests"understanding is a more fundamental
concept than validity for qualitative research" (Maxwell 1992:281).While theoretical
understanding is based on descriptive and interpretive understandings, it also transcends these (Maxwell 1992: 292). Accordingly, the appropriateness of a research
design is ultimately determined by its ability to facilitate improved understanding
of the phenomenon of interest.
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CHAPTER

5

SUSTAINABILITY

ENTERPRISE

DESIGN HISTORIES

I beginwith an idea,and thenthat becomes
somethingelse.
Pablo Picasso
Huit entretiens(1934)

5-1

Introducing

the Cases

The enterprises included in this study ranged from small, local, community-based
discussed
four
As
large,
to
continents.
operations
multinational operations spanning
in Chapter 4, the enterprises each operated in different socio-cultural contexts and
different industries, although all were located in the service sector to focus attention
on innovations in organisation design. This chapter presentsresults of the narrative
analysis in the form of composite narratives of each enterprise's unique design history, constructed from the multiple stakeholder interviews, primary documents,
and external sources. This chapter also provides context so that the findings presented in Chapters 6,7, and 8 can be more fully appreciated (seeFigure 5.1). These
narrative histories were reviewed by the entrepreneurs to validate their representation of the events described.29Thechapter concludes by noting the key characteristics sharedby thesecasesin their pursuits of sustainabledevelopment.
29Referencesafter quotes from the data refer to a specific transcript or primary
document. In a few casesthe quotes in the chapters may not exactly match the
because
during
in
transcripts
the
the review process the enthey
quotes as
appear
trepreneurs requested to make some slight edits to clarify their intended meaning.
In no caseswere the alterations significant.
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Native Energy,LLC

ForesTrade,Inc.

2001

19%

Location

HQ and operationsin Vermont USA,
customers& suppliersin USA

HQ in Vermont,USA, operationsin
USA,Europe,Indonesia,Guatemala,
customersin USA,Europe;suppliers
from Indonesia,Guatemala

Size

15staff

80+staff

Service

Marketingand finance

Importing/exporting and wholesaling

Niche

Marketingcarbonoffsetsand
financingnew renewableenergy
projectsownedby Native American
tribes,family farmers,and local
communities

Exportin& importin& and
wholesalingorganicand fair trade
specialtyfood commoditiesfrom
biodiversity-richdevelopingcountries
to the USand Europe

Revenuesfrom sales tD corporate and
individual customers to offset carbon

Revenuesfrom corporate clients
buying commodities in bulk

Scope
Founded

Operatingdomain

Business Model
Customers

emissions

Suppliers

Contribution
Enuironmentalgoods

Suppliedprimarily by westernNative Farmersin developingcountries
Americantribes,but alsosomefamily locatednearvulnerableecosystems
farmsand localcooperatives

New renewable energy production

Reducesencroachment and chemical
use in watersheds and national park
buffer zones

Socialgoods

Income, increased capacity, and
market accessto disadvantaged tribal
communities

Income, infrastructure, increased
capacity, and market accessto rural
producers

Legal status

Private limited liability corporation

Private incorporated company

Ownership structure

Majority ownership by Native
American tribes, with remaining
shares split between the founders

Privately owned shares split between
founders and socially responsible
investors

Governance structure

3-member governing board with
equal votes - one each for the two
founders, and one for the tribal
representative

7-member governing board composed
of investor representatives, the newly
hired CEO, and both of the original
founders

Figure 5.1 Profile of Cases
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Hill Holt Wood, LtdL

Chumbe Island Coral Park, Ltd.
Scope

1995

1993

Founded

HQ operations, and customers in
Lincolnshire, UK

HQ and operations in Zanzibar,
Tanzania; customers from across the
world

Location

19 staff

41 staff

Size
Operating domain

Training

Hospitality

Service

Job skills training for at-risk, socially
excluded, and unemployed young
adults through restoration of an
ancient woodland

Low-impact nature resort for
international tourists and
environmental education
programmes for local children and
fishing communities

Niche

Business Model
Revenuesfrom government contracts
to train socially excluded individuals
residing in the county

Revenuesfrom international tourists

Customers

Local youth who have been excluded
from school and chronically

Facilities in the nature reserve owned
by the company and staffed locally

Suppliers

unemployed adults

Contribution
Restoration of ancient woodland

Conservation of a fringing coral reef
of high biodiversity and terrestrial
coral rag forest

Environmentalgoods

Develops social skills and job skills of
at-risk individuals; community access
to ancient woodland

Local employment & professional
development; environmental
education for children and fishing
communities; increased fish stocks for
local fishers

Socialgoods

Communityownedsocialenterprise

Privatelimited liability company

Legalstatus

Owned by a membership
organization open exclusively to local
community members

Privately owned by the founder

Ownership structure

A two-tiered, 15-member governance
board representing the community

Oversight by the sole founder

Governance structure

owners

Figure 5.1 Profile of Cases (cont. )
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NativeEnergy,

LLC.

NativeEnergy,LLC. is a private, for-profit enterprise that retails carbon offsets and
developfinances
businesses,
the
to
and
and
consumers
credits
energy
renewable
family
Americans,
Native
by
that
are owned
projects
energy
renewable
new
of
ment
farmers, and local communities.30The company pioneered a new business model
the
economic
and
projects
energy
the
of
new
renewable
that supports
construction
in
Founded
development of socially and economically marginalised communities.
Vermont
based
fifteen
in
has
the
NativeEnergy
company's
2000,
employees
now
headquarters,although its operations span the entire United Statesincluding proin
leader
is
The
Native
Alaskan
a
as
jects with
company now recognised
villages.
from
the
world
A
31
industry.
around
retailers
carbon
offset
of
study
the
recent
for
industry
sec
NativeEnergy
top
the
the
and
offsets,
of
quality
of
among
ranked
The
Planet
2006).
(Clean
Air-Cool
in
company's
total
number of offsets sold
ond
Ben
'ethical'
brands,
leading
led
has
and
as
to
such
partnerships with
reputation
Jerry's, Clif Bar, and Stonyfield Farm, and to the company being selectedas the sole,
film
Gore's
Al
for
on climate
the
production and promotion of
offsets provider
became
NativeEnergy
2005,
August
As
Truth".
major"An
Inconvenient
of
change,
ity owned by some of its Native American tribal partners. At that time, the cominclude
Native
American
board
to
a
representative
changed
was
pany's governing
in addition to two of the original founders, who remained as company CEO and
Vice President.

5.2.1

NativeEnergy's Design History

TheMaking of Opportunity

The U.S. renewable energy market has historically been driven by regulation. This
began to change during the 1990sas deregulation reforms in the energy industry
30'Carbon offsets' are a reduction0f C02emissions from one activity equivalent to
the emissionsgeneratedby another activity. Theseactivities are said to be 'carbon
increase
because
is
in the carboncontent of the atmosphere.
there
no
net
neutral'
31As evidence of this, the company's co-founder and CEO was recently called to
before
US.
Congreses
the
testimony
select subcommittee on global
give expert
independence.
and
energy
warming
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and rising public awarenessof air pollution and climate change issues led to the
emergenceof consumer demand as a secondsignificant market driver. New, private
electric serviceproviders (ESPs),such as Green Mountain Energy Company, entered
the market to sell electricity branded as 'green'. As the market began to mature toward the end of the decade,however, the business model of Green Mountain Energy and other ESPscame under public attack by several national environmental
groups who charged that consumerswere paying a premium for repackaged'green'
energy that already existed. In other words, consumers who were paying price
premiums to support the growth of renewable energy alternatives were not actually
contributing to new renewable energy production. Tom Boucher, one of the original
founders of Green Mountain Energy, and some other long-time employees of the
company were of a similar mind that the market had evolved to a point where much
more could be done than simply marketing existing renewable energy.
At the same time, decoupling the enviro=ental

attribute of renewable en-

ergy from the actual electricity produced was beginning to be considered by industry insiders as a real possibility (Holt and Bird 2005).Boucher was aware that electricity generation is responsible for only about one-third of the U.S.'s total carbon
dioxide emissionsand saw potential in the idea of decoupling environmental attributes from physical units of electricity as a way to address the range of other activities that result in carbon emissions, such as driving automobiles or heating buildings. When, in May of 2000,BP Amoco acquired a significant stake in Green Mountain Energy and the corporate offices moved from Vermont to Texas,this provided
the impetus for Boucher and a number of colleaguesto leave the company.
FormingtheEnterprise

Shortly after leaving Green Mountain Energy, Boucher was asked to help develop
renewable energy production on Native American tribal lands. This sparked a new
and sustained interest for him that would have profound implications for the venture to come. By August of that year, Boucher had registered a new enterprise, NativeEnergy,as a private, for-profit company with the intention of building a business
model around the idea of decoupling environmental attributes from electricity, and
with a newfound interest in using these opportunities to support Native American
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Stoddard
by
Tom
in
joined
Boucher
and
this
venture
exploratory
was
communities.
they
The
that
Energy.
from
Green
Mountain
aware
was
group
two other colleagues
"immature,
that
to
poorly-defined
was
market
an
emerging
enter
were attempting
felt
despite
Yet
the
(P09:
2).
these
group
great uncertainties
and of unknown size"
Boucher
to
explained:
as
proceed,
compelled
"The picture in my mind was so clear as to the opportunities with this evolving market I didnýt really pauseat stepping out of what I was doing and into
it
had
to
felt
just
because
I
there
get,
the
and someone
opportunity was
this
going." (T18:7)
Over the next several months the group worked to devise a new business
industry
they
the
the
that
and
saw
with
existing
problems
would
address
model
felt
they
the
existedto make more meaningful environmental and
embrace potential
biggest
hampering
The
the existing retwo
they
problems
saw
contributions.
social
first,
environmental attributes coupled with physical
newable energy market were,
distribution
This
by
infrastructure.
limited
meant
electricity
electricity units were
that environmental attributes were restricted to electricity consumption and only
localised,regional markets could be established.Second,salesof 'green! energy,seldom resulted in the creation of new renewableenergy production. To help finance
the construction of new renewable energy projectssuppliers neededlong-term contracts for the environmental attributes they produced (known generically as 'green
tagsý),while buyers would agreeto only short-term contractsdue to the uncertainty
and expectedlong-term decline in the market price of green tags.The market value
1.5%
tags
worth
green
usually
only
about
of the project!s
year's
were
single
a
of
level,
At
this
the environmental attributes of renewableenergy produccost.
overall
tion were insufficient to support new production. Instead, NatimEnergy's founders
for
looking
a model that would result in the construction of new
specifically
were
key
to
the
the
emerging, consumer-driven, voluntary
projects
renewable energy
be
that
sold to a national market and in particular, would support
could
market by
Native
American
farmers,
local
family
tribes,
projects
owned
or other
smaller,
depressed
communities.
economically
The result of this intense,collaborative effort at idea generationand practical
formulation
the
was
of a radically new 'forward streams' model
solving
problem
unlike anything yet seenin the marketplace.This model was premised on a simple,
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but significant, innovation: aggregating the annual stream of green tags that a new
renewable energy project would produce over the next 15 to 25 years, and selling
th eseupfront to consumersat their net present value. On the finance side, this gave
developers what they needed: long-term contracts paid upfront. The present value
of 15-25year aggregated streams can account for 20% of project costs, making the
green tags an important source of funding for new projects. And since these tags
were sold before the projects were built, this upfront income stream significantly
reduced the financing costsof construction, making the whole project less expensive
overall. On the marketing side this gave consumers what they wanted: green tags
that resulted in the creation of new renewable energy production and the associated
environmental benefits (known in the industry as 'additionality'). By focusing on
smaller-scaleprojects that would be uneconomic without this additional source of
financing, NativeEnergycould make a real contribution to increasing the production
of renewable energy. This also fit well with their interest in supporting Native
American tribes, family farmers, and other community-owned projects that tended
to be too small to be economically viable without an additional income stream.
Stoddard explained the rationale behind this model:

I

"We could be described simply as a retail seller of an intangible commodity.
As it happens, that commodity can have greater or lesser environmental attributes associatedwith it. There are two or three dozen marketers who sort
of stop there, and we, very deliberately from the beginning, wanted to go
beyond that and leverage this intangible commodity as an opportunity to
create other kinds of change besides environmental change.And to do that
we sort of re-characterisedit, if you will, created a new product out of it that
does more than simply give more money to large corporate wind farms or
the like, and actually enables customers to create real change by financing
specific new projects. And then layering further on top of that, what do you
do with this new financial tool to create new projects? It seemedto make
senseto add on another layer of value, social value, and try to focus on projects in indigenous communities and family farmer-owned projects that create sustainableeconomicbenefits for communities in need." (T15:1)
EnteringtheMarket
The group of entrepreneursdeveloped a businessplan around this model and went
searchingfor investors. By the summer of 2001,however, theylad yet to obtain any
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financial
significant
support for their venture. Stoddard described the challenges
they faced in attempting to enter a new market with a new businessmodel:
"You know, we were talking to investors that had never heard of green tags.
And we were talking to them about tl-dsdifferent kind of green tags. We had
no customers;we had no website;we had no supply; we had nothing other
than a concept, and a strange one at that. You know, you're selling something that doesrýt exist to people who, when they buy it, they dorýt actually
being,
does
it,
into
it
the
they
touch
even
when
exist
or
project
or
comes
see
donýt get a tangible product. That's not an easy sell to a venture capitalist"
(T19:18)
Beforeany investment was secured,or a first salecould be made, lack of income and conflicts of interest forced two of the four founders to step away from the
venture. This left Boucherand Stoddardas the only remaining founders, along with
an increasinglycommitted team of staff, to carry on. Thus the decision was made to
proceedwithout any externalfunding. As Boucherexplained:
"So we finally said, 'Enough of this'. Decided just to do it... [But without
funding] this has been a very painful five years basedon having to basically
createthe earnings to pay for the operations when you're trying to start up
and grow." (T18:13)
In early November of 2001,NativeEnergyenteredthe green tags market with
'WindBuilders', a single product offered exclusively over the company's web site.
Becausethey were specifically targeting the voluntary consumer market, WindBuilders was initially offered as a membership programme in which customers
would sign up to offset 12 tons of carbon emissions by committing to purchase
greentags over the courseof a year. As Boucherand Stoddard gained experience in
the marketplace,however, they discoveredthat customerswere leery of committing
to ongoing financial obligations. Over time they gradually reduced the unit sizes on
offer, and shifted to a more sophisticated marketing approach that built on their
unique businessmodel.
In addition to decoupling environmental attributes from physical
energy
units, the NatizvEnergyentrepreneursfurther innovated in their marketing by recoupling these attributes to other products and associatedactivities that generate
carbon emissions.They took one product, green tags, and created multiple brands
to target specific market segments,such as Coofflome, CoolDriver, CoolBusiness,
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Cooffour and so on, even creating a CoolWedding certificate for carbon neutral
weddings. They then establishedrelationships with well-known 'ethical' brands to
couple the green tags with their products as small add-ons. For example,customers
buying NativeEnergy offsets as gifts were given the option to include a free pint of
Ben and Jerry's ice cream.This strategy in particular enabled Boucher and Stoddard
to realise their goal of raising public awarenessthat lifestyle activities other than just
electricity use are important sourcesof carbon emissions,while also helping them to
increasemarket penetration.
Selling to, and partnering with, established companies with strong ethical
reputations becamea central component of Boucher and Stoddard's strategy to establish a presencein the market.,In addition to creating brand awareness,the founders sought to build consumer trust by showing they had earned the trust of these
well-respected leaders in ethical business.They had discovered early on that customers were sceptical of buying green tags from a for-profit business.They initially
considered organising as a non-profit eptity, however they felt that the level of financing the venture required could only reasonably be provided by private investment. Particularly becauseof this consumer scepticism, they take reputation and
trust very seriously. One way of building this trust is by obtaining third-party verification of the quality of their green tags. However, the 'forward streams' model
they developed was so unconventional for the industry that it could not be accommodated by most existing certification schemes.The need for strong partnerships
with reputable companieswas therefore even more pressing. As Andy Perkins, one
of the early entrepreneurial collaborators explained, corporate customers are in a
better position to appreciatethe significanceof NativeEnergy'sunique products:
"One of the strategies that's been very important for Tom [Boucher] is to
deal with companies who actually understand the issues, and you have a
much different conversation in a business sell. And they're willing to dig
into the issuesand want to do something for their own environmental reasons. So in building a base of partners or companies that NativeEnergysells
to, that gives them7whýn you put that list of companiesin front of someone
and say, 'Well, these are the people, this is the kind of company that does
this', it builds some credibility and acceptanceat the consumer level as
well. " (T21:5)
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Partneringwith Tribes
Boucher and Stoddard initially had some trouble securing development partners
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after
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ergy had a legal obligation to replace those tags with a new wind project, and so in
April of 2002they took the opportunity to negotiate an agreementwith the Rosebud
Sioux Nation, located on the border between South Dakota and Nebraska. The project was for a single 750 kilowatt wind turbine to serve as a demonstration and caThis
building
for
tribes.
of
mid-western
project was partially
pacity
project
a group
financed by a U.S. Department of Energy grant, but needed additional revenue to
make construction of the turbine economically viable.
This project brought the NativeEnergy entrepreneurs together with another
entrepreneurial group of opportunity seekers- officers of the Intertribal Council on
Utility Policy (COUP). This council was establishedas a collaborative effort by five
mid-western tribes to explore opportunities in the energy industry. By the late
1990s,COUP had set its sites on the wind energy market, as they estimate wind on
tribal reservations has the potential to produce enough energy to power 50 million
homes every year. Yet despite this potential, the Native American communities
were cautious about commercialising one of their resources.As Bob Gough, Secretary of COUP, explained:
"In fact I remember talking to some reporter and - we needed to ask permission from the wind itself, to use the wind. It was done in ceremoniesand
prayer offerings and - and that just surprised them. They were sure none of
the other wind developers went and asked the wind for permission. And I
remember being amazed by that, and surprised that they were surprised.
Now it's surprising, right. Now you have to ask EPA or FAA, or somebody."
(T17: 6)
The project did go forward, and in 2003 the Rosebud turbine became NativeEnergy'sfirst tangible successin their effort to use the voluntary consumer mar-
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ket to drive the constructionof new renewableenergy production. Through this experience, Boucherand Stoddard establisheda relationship with the RosebudSioux
Tribe and the officers of COUP that was characterisedby mutual trust and deep rediscussions
that
soon turned to the tribes taking an ownership
so
much
so,
spect;
stake in NativeEnergy.Boucher and Stoddard were keen on the idea, as it was a
natural extensionof their own vision for the company. However, practical realities
again proved challenging.The tribes NativeEnergywas working with were some of
the poorest in the nation, and diverting tribal funds from social programmes for an
equity investmentwould be difficult.
Boucherand Stoddard again set to work to figure out how cash-poor tribes
could purchase a stake in their rapidly growing and cash-hungry company. Together they devised another innovative financial mechanismto turn this seemingly
intractable situation into a win-win outcomefor both parties. The NativeEnergyentrepreneurs proposed a transfer of sharesto COUP to hold in trust for the tribes.
Theseshareswould be non-transferableand subjectto forfeiture if not purchasedby
the tribes within a set number of years.To claim the shares,tribes could make tagfor-equity swaps.The plan was that as new, tribal-owned wind projects were built,
NativeEnergywould make partial cash payments and partial equity payments for
the green tags produced. This would allow cash-poortribes to buy into a vertically
aligned company, while still receiving some cash income streams for their green
tags. At the sametime, it meant NativeEnergycould reduce its cash-flow burden by
reducing its cost of goods.The goal of tribal ownership could be met, and both sides
were better off for it. In August of 2005, using this purchasing mechanism, NativeEnergybecamemajority owned by Native Americans.Boucherreflected on what
this meant for the businesshe had worked so hard to build:
"I think it was a feeling that it was the right thing to do, but also, which is
a
good thing, is that we think it's good business.We think it's a good way to
help differentiate ourselvesfrom our competition. And this is something
we
discussed openly with the tribes as we talked with them tha4
you know,
we're not simply at a social issue here, we're out to create a strong, strong
company, strong business,but one that supports sustainableeconomic development for the tribes and others so that ies very much a part of our mission. But we don't lose site of the businessaspectsand it's becauseof that
that it has a good future and ies why we continue to promote the evolution
of the company to be a tribal-owned, eventually probably 100%tribal-o-wried
operation." (T18:8)
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Moving Forward

NativeEnergyexpanded to include green tags from sourcesother than wind, such as
farm methane abatementprojects, as their salescontinued to grow rapidly within an
increasingly sophisticated market. To cope with this rapid growth, the founders
have streamlined their approach by consolidating the vast range of branded products into a smaller number of wide-ranging brands and increasing their focus on
corporate customersas the main drivers of this growth. In their ever-presentsearch
for sourcesof cash to finance their growth, Boucher and Stoddard decided to both
for
income
investment
their
their
streams.
equity
and
expand
revisit
search private
To attract private investment the company has put together a new bid for
venture capital investment. They are specifically seeking investment from ethical
investment funds and, in keeping with their company ethos, some of the wealthier
Native American tribes that can afford to invest in private equity. To expand income
streams they elected to add non-new-build green tags to their product line. While
they resisted this move for a long time, they eventually reconsidered this position
becausethey felt they were excluding themselvesfrom too many revenue opportufelt
They
there was nothing inherently wrong with lower additionality green
nities.
tags, they just were not asbeneficial as new-build tags. For this reasonthey continue
to push the higher quality, new-build green tags by educating customers about the
difference between the two, while providing tags with lower additionality if requested by customers. Despite the usual assumption that growth must be bad for
the environment, Boucher and Stoddard feel that, becauseof their innovative businessmodel, growth at NativeEnergyis actually a good thing. As Boucherexplained:
"Our growth is causing the right natural resourcesand new resourcesto be
utilised and built, so I think growth is not bad in any way that it's normally
consideredin terms of businessin manufacturing." (T18: 17-8)
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5.3

ForesTrade, lnc.

ForesTrade,Inc. is a private, for-profit enterprise that exports, imports, and wholefair
located
from
in
trade
oils,
and
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sales organic spices,essential
remote buffer zonesof biodiversity-rich national parks in Indonesia and Guatemala
to specialty food companiesin North America and Europe.The company works dihigh
5,700
in
small-scale
producers
regions
of
social and ecological
with
over
rectly
vulnerability to promote community development, sustainable agriculture, and
biodiversity conservation. Founded in 1996,ForesTradehas headquarters in Vermont, USA, a wholly owned subsidiary in The Netherlands, and employs over 80
local employeesat subsidiariesin Indonesiaand Guatemala.In 2002ForesTradewas
the only US company to win a SustainableDevelopmentPartnerships Award at the
World Summit on SustainableDevelopmentin Johannesburg,and the company was
recognisedfive years in a row as one of Vermont!s '5x5x5' companies (five fastest
growing companiesin five categoriesover five years).In 2006the founders handed
over day-to-day operations to a newly hired CEO, and the governing board was restructured to include this CEO along with the two founders and four members rep
resenting investors.
5.3.1

ForesTrade's Design History

TheMakingof Opportunity
Husband and wife, ThomasFricke and Sylvia Blanchet,have decadesof experience
in grassrootsagriculture, conservation,and development. In the 1980s,Fricke was
working throughout Asia as a development consultant focusing on appropriate
technology and micro-enterprise development.He worked for a number of conservation and development organisations,including World Wildlife Fund and Conserfelt
Fricke
However,
International.
vation
most of theseinitiatives were unsuccessful becausethey failed to provide long-term financing or tap market opportunities
that would provide incentives for local corrununities to support conservation. He
became increasingly interested in private-sector initiatives and in 1991 was contracted by Cultural Survival, a Vermont-basedorganisation, to develop a new con-
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for communities located near biodiversity-rich tropical forests. To fund this work,
Fricke securedfunding from CitiBank and Merck Foundation. But after two years of
development, as Fricke explained, he felt the idea was ahead of its time and therefore not viable:
"I did a lot of market researchand a lot of networking with big companies,
disPepsi,
McCormick
Lee
like
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and
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and
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to
fact,
for
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In
that.
contrary
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that
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weren't ready
covered
their interests to createa small niche product that might actually end up discrediting the rest of their products." (T36:7)
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five partners, Fricke launched his first for-profit venture in an effort to harnessthe
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the Philippines and built a factory to manufacture 'EcoPeat', an environmentally
friendly alternative to peat moss. The venture lasted little more than two years before failing. In retrospect, Fricke believes the enterprise was doomed from the start
because he hadn!t really understood the market well enough. During this time
Fricke was unable to draw a salary from the venture, and so had to divide his time
fair
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donesia.Located in one of the world's biodiversity hotspots (Myers et al. 2000),Kerinci is home to numerous rare and endangered species,including the endemic SuSurnatran
(Dicerorhinus
(Panthera
tigris
tiger
sumaand
rhinoceros
sumatrae)
matran
trensis),among others. Both the park and local communities were suffering from the
effectsof encroachmentby small-scalecinnamon farmers practicing shifting cultivation. The park's ecosystemwas threatened by the rapid loss of natural habitat, and
local communities were threatened by serious soil erosion and landslides causedby
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deforestationon the parWssteepslopes.While Fricke was developing ideas for conservation incentivesfor the park a company approachedhim to assistthem in sourcing organic cinnamon. Fricke realised he could provide the incentives needed by
local farmers while sourcing the organic cinnamon neededby the company. But, as
Fricke explained,he becamedissatisfiedwith working for this company:
"All they wanted was to make sure it had a label and a certain certificate. But
they really weren't aware of the dynamics... Beyond that, definitely all my
efforts were not appreciated and undervalued as they would resist paying
me. At the sametime they were making a ton of money on my work. At one
point they tried to go around me to sourcethe cinnamon but it was a dismal
failure. They were not competent and lacked integrity at really managing
supply chainsbecausewhat it camedown to is that really you have to create
a credible and viable supply chain for these products and they just wanted
the cheapestproduct. It kind of drove me becauseI knew that the market
was likely to be bigger than thesepeople." CM6:8)
Together, these experiencesled to the idea for a venture that would ultimately becomeForesTrade.With sometrepidation, but motivated by a longstanding
desire to develop a new model for conservationand development, a pressing financial need to recover from heavy debt that was the legacy of the failed EcoPeatventure, and the prospect of an emerging opportunity in the organic spice market,
Fricke and Blanchetwere inspired to make another attempt. As Fricke explained: --ý"I actually could see that there was a growing interest in organic and that
there was a big supply gap. In fact, people were coming after me to do that develop the supply. So we basically decided to create ForesTrade.At the
time I cameup with the idea I was hearing Chinesefirecrackersand Muslim
drums going off in West Kalimantan from the confluenceof Ramadhan and
ChineseNew Year happening at the same time. It was just noisy as all hell
but it kind of helped createthe inspiration.' (T26:11)
Foming theEnteipfise

In January of 1996,Fricke, Blanchet, and two of the former EcoPeatbusiness partners incorporated ForesTradeas a private, for-profit enterprise. Having learned
from his past experiences,Fricke investigated the market potential thoroughly and
found the spice industry as a whole to be underservedby organic sourcesand the
chai sectorin particular, with 40%annual growth, to be the fastestgrowing segment
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could produce the main ingredients in chai, such as cardamom, cloves, cinnamon,
black pepper, and ginger. But they also wanted to operate in vulnerable communities and ecosystemswhere they felt they could make the most difference. They selected the cinnamon growers near Kerinci, who were threatening the national park's
critical ecosystemsand their own villages with their farming practices, as ForesTrade'sfirst producer partners. With a market opportunity identified and an operating site selected,the ForesTradeentrepreneurs set to work designing a business
model unlike anything they knew to exist at the time. Blanchet explained the outcomesthey hoped to achievewith their new enterprise:
"I wanted a business that was profitable so that instead of always raising
funds we had something that sustained the work that we cared a lot about...
We wanted to improve the livelihoods of people in the communities where
we sourced the products so we were looking for ways to keep as much income as possible in the rural communities. One thing we did was to facilitate
the creation of mico-enterprisesin the villages. We sought to design the projects and the payment systemsin ways that would make the most difference
to the most people." (T36:21,27)
Their plan was for ForesTradeto link customers in the US and Europe to
their producer partners in Indonesia. Operationally, ForesTradewould only be refor
sponsible
shipping containers of organic product, while their main function, and
challenge, was to simultaneously create both the niche marketing outlets and the
organic sourcing. To build demand they encouragedsmaller distributors in the US
and Europe to make collective purchasesso ForesTradecould ship full containers.
To teach farmers how to farm organically and obtain organic certification they hired
a number of local NGOs to serve as sustainable agriculture extension agents. The
hope was that increased income from the organic price premium and bulk purchaseswould serve as an incentive for farmers to sell to ForesTrade,and as a condition of sale,ForesTradewould require farmers to sign an agreementto abide by certain environmental principles, such a refraining from the use of chemical inputs, refraft-ting from encroachment into the national park, and so forth. Whether this
would work - using markets to fund development and provide incentives for conservation - depended on whether Fricke and Blanchet could "make the wave and
then ride it at the sametime" (T36:12).
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Entering themarket
ForesTrade,as a new company in a new market with a new businessmodel, had to
work hard to establish credibility with its early customers and demonstrate the integrity of their supply chain. They did this by making a deliberate effort to work
with the most reputable organic certifiers, establishing close relationship with customers, and being transparent even to the point of inviting customers to visit farmers in the field. With their biggest customer distributing to both the US and Europe,
ForesTradeestablishedan early presencein both markets. However, it soon became
clear that the markets were developing at very different speeds.Europe already had
facilitate
legislation
to
established organic
growth of the industry, while the USs
organic standards were still in development. As a result the company struggled to
achieve the economiesof scalethey needed to finance their extensive farmer extension programmes. This created conflicts between the business partners. Fricke and
Blanchet came to realise that they and their partner did not share the same values
for the company they were trying to build. As Blanchet explained:
"We ended up discovering that we were incompatible with out business
partners becausethey had much less patience.They wanted to make a quick
buck and really get a large ROI... So, we got a person to help us with the negotiations and we bought the people out. We then had control of the company and a bigger debt." (T36:12,22)
A friend suggestedthe company could increaseturnover by expanding into
the stimulants market, meaning caffeine-basedcommodities like coffee, cocoa, or
tea. They took the advice, and in 1997ForesTadeshipped its first five containers of
coffee and began establishing partnerships with coffee growers in northern Indonesia's war-torn Aceh province. This segment quickly took off and soon coffee sales
accounted for nearly 60% of the company's turnover. But Fricke and Blanchet's
original business model was not without flaws. In addition to building customer
trust, they had to build trust with their producer partners. Their choice to use local
NGOs to provide the farmer extension services,while well-intentioned, made this
task more difficult due to the negative reputation of NGOs in Indonesia. Lucia Li, an
administer in ForesTrade'sIndonesia office at that time, explained how this coloured her first impression:
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"First I dicWt think it is great becauseat the time they still worked with,
ForesTradeworked with NGOs'and you know that local NGOs has negative
image in Indonesia. So I thought at that time ForesTradehad similar behaviours - similar ethics - like the local NGOs." CM: 5)
While Us confidence in ForesTradequickly grew, unfortunately her suspiby
NGO
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local
the
the
accurate.
of
corruption
contracproved
cions of
tors soon reachedFricke and Blanchet.This crisis in trust forced a major reorganisation for the enterprise,in which the entire farmer extensionprogramme was moved
in-houseso it could be closely controlled by ForesTrade.Sensinga common purpose
and sharedvalues with Li, shewas appointed as Indonesiacountry director and put
in chargeof safeguardingthe integrity of the supply chain. Li hired a team of extension agentsand opened field officesnear the farmer communities with whom they
traded. These extension agents were charged with capacity building in farmer
communities,ensuring the quality of the commodities bought by the company, and
maintaining accountability in the payments sent to farmers. With the integrity of
their supply chain re-established,Fricke and Blanchetbegan replicating their model
throughout Indonesia and expandedinto a number of additional spice commodities
used as chai ingredients. In 1998,at the request of Conservation International and
customers seeking organic cardamom for their chaL ForesTradeexpanded operations even further to Guatemala.And the following year, in 1999,seeking to diversify into markets beyond just organic, the company helped their coffee producer
partners in Aceh to obtain fair trade certification. As Blanchetexplained:
"The reasonwe could replicate the businessmodel in so many cultural situations [was]... all our staff was from these cultural groups and they knew
how to adapt it to the unique locationsin Indonesiaand Guatemala.So I was
very aware of creating a model -a different kind of model for a business. I
realized that basically what we were doing was cultivating leaders and leadership. We were going out into the community where diversity could be respectedand people's opinion could be respected." (136:30)
That sameyear the company was faced with another operational crisis, this
time on the marketing end of the business.The main distribution customer on
whom ForesTradehad relied sincetheir launch three years earlier collapsed without
warning. ForesTradewas suddenly faced with a large inventory and limited distribution channels in both Europe and the US. They were forced to
rapidly expand
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their customer base and assembletheir own distribution arrangements.In a short
time Fricke and Blanchet had increasedtheir customer base tenfold and were managing their own complex distribution system with basesin Rotterdam and the west
US.
the
coastof
So the business model they had begun with three years earlier, in which
their own operations were limited to shipping containers and building demand and
sourcing capacity for organic spices,had quickly become vastly more complex. In
responseto a seriesof unforeseenevents,ForesTradehad found it necessaryto take
full control of their supply chain from farm extension services to warehousing,
shipping, and distribution throughout Europe and the US, and to expand their
from
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include
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to
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Aceh. To consolidate their expanded operations, in 2000and 2001the founders converted their operations in The Netherlands, Indonesia, and Guatemala into wholly
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company's
With the US National Organic Program finally in place, demand for organics began
to spike in the US market. As one of the only suppliers of organic spices,ForesTrade
took advantage of the opportunity to spread their costly organisational infrastructure over a higher salesvolume.
This rapid growth was not so much strategically planned as a "dire necessity" (T37:27). But the growth was welcomed by Fricke and Blanchet partly because
it allowed them to increase their margins per volume of sales,but also becauseit
allowed the goals of the enterprise to be realised with much greater effect. Blanchet
explained how, despite significant social and environmental challenges,including
the political upheaval that accompanied the end of the Soehartodictatorship, mass
riots, and devastating forest fires, the farmer extension services and the increased
income from the organic and fair trade bonuseswere still able to stimulate tangible
community benefits:
"Some of the bonus would go to individual farmers and some of it would go
to farmer associationsand then they could decide how to spend it and we
would work with them in finding ways that would help the entire infrastructure of the communities strengthen... So they created nurseries and then
they created roads and then they bought trucks so they had more control of
transport becausebefore they were completely dependent on middlemen
and had no negotiation on price. And sometimes they bought communal
land. Sometimesthey created credit unions, and they built roads, they built
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water systems,they built schools,and they built homes for refugees.I mean
it goes on and on and on - all the creative things that they did with the
money." (T36:27-8)
Copingwith Growth
Although this rapid growth brought benefits to the enterprise and its stakeholders,
it also createdseverestrain on the organisation.ForesTradewas continually undercapitalised,which placed constant pressureon the founders to find new sources of
financing. In the early days of the venture all of Fricke and Blancheespossessions
were used as collateral for businessloans,and they relied heavily on credit cards for
short-term financing. When the needsof the enterpriseoutgrew the level of investment that could be provided by family and friends, Blanchetled the company's efforts to find like-minded angel investors who supported the company's purpose
and values. Using their professionalnetworks and tapping into new social business
networks, over the years they were able to securefunding from a number of alternative individual and institutional investors.But Fricke explained that "as the business
grew and matured, to raise the volumes of capital required not everyone was as
aligned with the mission as the early investors" (137:4).
By 2003the company had nearly 15 different loans outstanding and was becoming overwhelmed by managing its debt. In 2004they found somerelief in a new
investment bank that was offering loan guaranteesfrom the US OverseasPrivate
Investment Corporation (OPIC). ForesTradewas OPIC's first account with a small
company, so there was an inordinate amount of paper work and over half a million
dollars in legal feesbefore they were able to negotiate a loan consolidation. At the
same time, Fricke and Blanchet were also able to take advantage of some of the
grant financing that was becoming available for sustainabledevelopment through
enterprise generation. They raised almost one million dollars in grants for new
product development.However, to achievethe bank's desired debt-to-equity ratio,
they insisted ForesTraderaise an additional two million dollars in new equity. So
with the founders spending much of their time trying to attract more equity investment, and with market demand still stimulating growth, the company began recruiting more personnel and decided to look at restructuring the company's managementstructure.
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In Decemberof 2004,in the midst of this restructuring, Blanchet flew to Indonesia to overseethe implementation of a grant-funded infrastructure project. Two
days later the earthquake and tsunami struck, devastating the northern Sumatra
province of Aceh. Due to the long-running civil war between separatistsand government forces in Aceh, farmers in that region had always required special attention. It was not uncommon for whole communities to spend'entire nights inside
ForesTradewarehouses,using them as sanctuariesto avoid night time killings. ForesTradewas one of only two US companies still doing businessin the region, and
when the earthquake and tsunami struck they becamenot only trading partners but
relief workers as well. ForesTrade'scustomers responded with an outpouring of
donations for the affected communities, and ForesTrade'slocal staff and producer
partners organised over 90 reconstruction projects in social and productive infra-.
structure throughout the region.
While this was happening, ForesTradewas facing a crisis of its own brought
on by wild price fluctuations in some of the commodity markets. In 2004,the world
market price of vanilla collapsed, forcing many leading industry traders out of
business.ForesTradelost all of its margins on vanilla salesfor the year. Then the following year the market price of coffee unexpectedly jumped. Many farmers sold to
speculativebuyers offering top prices, and companieslike ForesTrade,who had advanced, long-term purchasing contracts, were unable to fill their orders. Fricke explained that "ironically, when prices go up, quality goes down. So it tends really to
a spiral that is really unhealthy" (T38: 6). As a result of these near-catastrophes,in
which approximately one million dollars was lost in two consecutive years, ForesTrade altered its buying and pricing model. The company stopped making advanced purchasesand moved to a 'seller's options' model in which prices are fixed
much closer to the time of purchase and shipment. They therefore set their prices
only after they know their costsand required margins.
Moving Forward

Fricke and Blanchet hoped to reduce organisational strain by slowing ForesTrade's
growth. But they also wanted to broaden the company's impacts on producer communities. To accomplish this they planned to transition the company from niche to
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'onto
those further down the supply chain. In response to these threats, Fricke and
Blanchethave modified ForesTrade'sstrategy to increaseproduct diversity and in
creasemargins by pursuing more value-added opportunities. They reasoned that
increasing product diversity will reduce the risk to ForesTradeand its producer
partners of price swings in any one commodity, and at the same time will spread
the cost of the extensionprogramme to a number of products without having to increasethe size of the extensionstaff. They also felt that if ForesTradeor its producer
partners could do more of the value-added processingthe company and its stakeholders would capture more of the margin and distance themselves from global
commodity prices.
In the midst of this transition, Fricke decided he wanted to return his focus
to the field operations and the development of new products and away from running the organisation as a whole. It was his hope that a CEO could be found that
could collaboratewith him and be able to provide their lender with greater confidence.After experimenting with various arrangementsfor the managementteam, in
the auturnn of 2006a new CEO was hired who the founders hoped possessedthe
right mix of executiveexperience,personallife experiences,and values to match the
company's mission. Though both retained their seatson the board, Fricke assumed
the post of Chief Sustainability Officer while Blanchet resigned her management
role to give the new CEO spaceto make his own mark on the company. With their
controlling stakedown to 30%following the latest equity drives, and with the prospect of further dilution ahead,Fricke and Blanchetbegan considering how best to
keep the values and mission of ForesTradealive. Blanchetdescribedtheir efforts:
"I think that's the biggest challengein how to keep those alive... But that's
why I'm still involved with the company and I head the SocialResponsibility
Committee where we're working to embed a whole processin the company
that makesit really clear what those standardsand goals are that we adhere
to and then we have a processof assessmentand evaluation and reporting
that will keep things on track. And the Board can keep it on track. And that! s
where we are right now. We have staff that are very committed to the mission and the goal and we have a Board that's very committed to it and so
we're working to do our best to make sure that the processeskeep reinforcing it." (T36:334)
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Hill Holt Wood, Ltd.

Hill Holt Wood, Ltd. is a community-owned enterprise engaged in job skills training for at-risk, socially excluded, and unemployed young adults through the ecological restoration of a degraded ancient woodland. The enterprise is pioneering a
income
that
generating opportunicreates
new model of countryside management
ties to support the maintenanceof healthy ecosystems,provide rural employment,
Founded
disadvantaged
the
members.
and address
needs of some of society's most
1419
Wood
Hill
Holt
their
in
1995,
at
people
now eýaploys
as a private enterprise
hectare site in Lincolnshire, UK. The enterprise has been held up as a model for ru&mSecretary,
Forestry
by
UK
Environment
development
the
the
ral sustainable
mission, and the Department for Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs (DEFRA),and
has won numerous social businessawards. An audit evidencing the beneficial social
'
biology
by
impacts
the
of
professors
enterprise was certified
of
and environmental
law
from
Lincoln
University
Lincoln,
the
enforcementofficials
and
and sociology
of
have credited the enterprise for a noticeable reduction in area youth crime. In 2002
the founders conferred ownership of the enterprise to a community-controlled govThe
board,
from
to
their
owners employed managers.
erning
converting
own status
governing board was restructured to include representation by local individuals,
companies,faith organisations,and funders, as well as a staff representativeand the
executivedirector.
5.4.1

Hill Holt Wood's Design Histo? y

TheMaking of Opportunity
Trained as a biologist, Nigel Lowthrop spent his early career working as a research
assistantfor ecological survey projects in the Antarctic and South Georgia, and as a
warden at a number of nature reserves and recreation areas throughout England.
Having grown frustrated with the bureaucracy and petty politics of local govemment, he eventually quit this line of work in favour of self-employment. In 1980he
was scouting for opportunities at the Royal Show when he discovered three new
fencing products just coming to market. With these products he launched his own
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fencing company specialising in ecologicaRysensitive sites. This venture aHowed
Lowthrop the opportunity to accumulatea wealth of local knowledge and firsthand
he
described:
Britain,
throughout
as
experience
"One of the great pleasuresof the job was going around meeting the land
managers- whether it be Lord Somebody-or-Otherowning a big traditional
estate,or a local forester or a gamekeeper- but I met these people all over
Britain, even in France and Ireland, and listened to their views on the way
the countryside was managed." (TO1:5)
For over a decadehe developed and grew fl-dsbusiness.From the firsthand
experienceand inside accessit provided, Lowthrop becameincreasingly dissatisfied
with the state of BritaWs countryside and the way it was being managed by farmforesters,
ers,
and government authorities.As he explained:
"'I saw the countryside around me deteriorating... So while [conservation
authorities] fussed about the size of somebody'sextension to their house, or
the porch they were building, or the windows they were putting in a barn
conversion,and they worried about the dry-stone waRs the grass between
..
the walls went from wonderful flower-rich hay meadows to silage. And all,
the wildlife died. So the insects,the butterflies, the ground-nesting birds, the
flowers, all went. And they createda biological desert.And I thought, wen if
that's the best that the conservationorganisation can do then we ainýt got a
hope. So I becamedetermined to find a way that the countryside could be
managed in a way that would work, that would work environmentally. "
(T01:5-7)
With this newfound purpose and persistententrepreneurial spirit, Lowthrop,
began searchingfor a better approach to countryside managemenLTo satisfy, his
curiosity he paid his way to attend a number of regional and international conferenceson the managementof national parks. In 1991he attended the SecondWorld
GameRanchingSymposiumin Canadaunder the guise of selling fencing but
with a
real interest in land managementpractices.At this symposium Lowthrop listened to
two presentationsthat would have a profound and lasting impact on him. One described an African elephantconservationinitiative in MalawL which impressed him
with the way markei-driven incomes were generated and used as incentives for
communities to support environmental conservation.The other described a game
management-basedbusinessin the US, which impressedhim with the way a number of revenues streamswhere generatedand stacked together to
make the envi-
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landscapes
economically viable. Put together,
of
ronmentally sound management
these ideas gave Lowthrop the inspiration he was looking for. He described his enthusiasm for theseideas: "'Soit's creating thesevirtuous circles. I thought this is fantastic. And that's what brought me back to look for something to happen here [in
England]" (T01:11).
On his return to England, Lowthrop began formulating a model he thought
could work in an English context, which he called ECONS for 'economic conservation'. Based on this idea he compiled a list of activities for generating income
streams in a small woodland, drafted them into a proposal, and sent it out to various conservation organisations to trY to enlist their support. In return, he received
lists of reasons why the idea would not work. He felt these organisations missed the
bigger picture of what this list of income streams was all about:

"I wasn't suggesting that in any wood you'd do all of them. But it was a case
of mixed incomes. That was the key element. It was about not relying on
monoculture, which had been the driver for forestry and agriculture for
years. It was about getting mixed incomes to actually find a way to make
things viable and make things hang together. With the key element of involving the community from the start." (T03:3)
After two years of soliciting organisations for support, the only backer he
found was his new wife, Karen. Together, they decided it was an idea worth pursuing and so M 1993 Lowthrop sold his fencing business to raise funds for the purchaseof a small woodland. For two more years they searchedEngland for a woodland they could afford, and in the end, settled for an unimpressive, 14-hectaresite
located two hours from their home, on the county line between Lincolnshire and
Nottinghamshire. This small patch of woodland, known as Hill Holt Wood, was to
serve not only as the grounds of their new venture, but also as their resourcebase
and home. Lowthrop describedtheir choice:
"We thought, good grief, this one's got somany problems bad accessonto a
trunk road, not many trees you could fell becausethey'd felled 300 oak trees
in here, coppice that hadnt been managed, invasive rhododendron...
flooded areas of the wood, you know, just generally pretty dire and
...
thought, well to hell with it. If it works here it will work anywhere." (T02:2)
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FormingtheEnterprise
Karen
At
Hill
Holt
Wood.
time
Karen
Lowthrop
the
Nigel
In 1991'
purchased
and
)
had a fulltime job, while Nigel used his old businesscontacts to continue earrung,
income from consulting and fencing installations.Their free time was spent rernov-w
ing invasive rhododendron, digging out ditches, and otherwise cleaning up their
leading
had
this'double
By
tired
they
the
of
grown
end
year's
wood.
newly acquired
life and decided to commit fully to the project. On a cold day in early January, the
in
the
house
into
their
their
caravan
a
and
moved
with
year-old
son
sold
couple
family
for
build
Their
intention
to
to
a small
planning permission
was apply
wood.
house in the wood while they establishedincome streamsto support the family. Bebuin
fluke,
their
of
state
a
planning application ended up
causeof a procedural
Nigel
limbo,
being
This
and
either acceptedor rejected.
allowed
without
reaucratic
Karen to carry on living and working in the wood indefinitely. So Karen continued
her job and Nigel becamea fulltime Hill Holt woodsman and stay-at-homedad.
At this point they did not have a specific idea for how to generateincome in
the wood, but Nigel was convinced such opportunities would arise only by establishing close links with the surrounding communities. Almost as soon as they
into
the
the
in
the
they
signs
welcoming
public
gates and put up
opened
moved
laying
began
Nigel
While
trails
walking
and
a public car park,
clearing public
wood.
Karen set herself the task of introducing the family and their vision to the community. Sheknocked on doors, wrote letters to the editor of the local parish magazine,
and in many other ways tried to start the processof integrating with the commulinks
importance
Karen
the
these
to their eventual
of
community
explained
nity.
success:
"So along side working in the wood on a daily basisand working outside the
bank
like-minded
in
creating
a
slowly
people as a
of
an
office
we
were
wood
support network... I think that was really pivotal. Getting some really key
later,
bought
here
into
this
eight
or
nine
years
who
now
who
are
still
people,
vision and this dream and dicWt seethat it was wacky. Or bought into it becausethey believed in it." (T05:6)
But obtaining this community acceptancewas a slow, and sometimes frustrating, process.Karen especially, as an Irishwoman living with her family in a
caravan in the wood, had to confront a number of biasesand stereotypesheld by
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Solven,
Tom
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one of the community members
community.
some members of
become
Lowthrops'
to
buy
did,
into
the
vision and was eventually
who
early on,
chairman of the Hill Holt Board, explained the early scepticismthey received:
"The skepticism came from the people who didn't actually visit Hill Holt
Karen.
That's
didn't
Nigel
where the skepticism
and
meet
actually
and who
its
from.
from
Not
to
the
the
mission,
saw
wood,
came
people
who
came
...
know
Nigel
Karen
Nigel
Karen
then
you
and
you
meet
and met
and
- once
that it's all for real." (TO4:14)
To forge even closer links, and to demonstrate their commitment to the in-

,
terests of the community, the Lowth,rops invited interested community members to
five
began
The
informally
discuss
to
the
with
or six
group
wood.
meet as a group
participants, but in a short time grew to include ten active community membersand
Committee.
The
formalised
Holt
Wood
Management
Hill
in
1997
the
comas
was
for
forum
be
intended
to
in
Lowthrop's
the
a
was
caravan, and
mittee met monthly
in
taking
the
their
to
place
activities
on
views
community representatives provide
the wood. At the time the Lowthrops' ideas for income generation involved small'
But
like
team-building
so
on.
and
workshops,
activities,
scale
arts and crafts classes,
Lack
immediate
ideas
these
prospects.
of a solid opall of
were still nascentwith no
family
bring
in
to
income
the
to
and the wood was a
portunity
enough
support
growing concern. But their plans would change significantly and unexpectedly one
day when Karen read about a failing initiative that was part of the government's
'New Deal' programme to help unemployed young adults. As Karen explained:
"Government [ha4] launched a scheme'called Environmental Task Force.
...
,
And I'm in my office in Lincoln and I'm reading this. They're bemoaning
the
fact that they havenýtgot any placesto bring people becausethe schemehad
fallen down under its present guise. And I thought, well we've got a woodland that needs man-power. They've got man-power that need experience.
So why dont we marry the two up? So I phone and I said, 'We won't charge,
but if they come out, we'll give them work to do. Becauseyou know the
bramble is growing as quick as we can clear it'... At the time it was Nigel
working with an ex-chapfrom the Army. And it just worked. Nigel and this
man got this group of four or five people and lo and behold they wanted to
come back. And lo and behold they wanted to come back again. And that's
how it started." (TO5:7-8)
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EnteringtheMarket

With all parties in agreementthat the arrangement was a good one, the Lowthrop's
enterprise was subcontractedto take responsibility for some of the learners. Finally,
the wood had securedan income stream and a workforce to help with the ecological
learners
1997
12
By
there
the
were
close
of
working in the wood as
restoration work.
part of the programme. After the first year the outcomes that were achieved with
the learners were so positive that their contract was increased to 20 the following
year. Nigel explained how they were able to achieve such positive outcomeswhere
had
failed:
others
"The countryside is a great healer. It's what we've found in our young people. That's the edge that allows us to really work with these young people.
Bring them from these urban estates into this woodland environment and
" (T02:28)
they actually change.
By working together clearing rhododendron, chopping wood, building
benches,straw-bale offices, and composting toilets, the learners were acquiring basic work and social skills. Two staff were hired to help Nigel with the learners in the
wood, while Karen would come home in the afternoons to help with'softer' skills,
such as literacy, maths, and CV writing. By 2000this had becomesuch an important
part of the programme that Karen resigned from her job to do this work fulltime.
Over the years Hill Holt Wood's reputation for the quality of their work with disengagedyoung people spread such that in 2001,when the organisation through whom
they had been subcontractedlost their contract for the programme, Hill Holt Wood
did not have to actively seek out new income streams. They were approached by
Lincolnshire County Council to take a contract for a programme called 'Solution 4'
targeting 14 to 16 year olds who had been excluded from school.
Then, a year later they were approached by Job Centre Plus to resume their
work with 19 to 25 year olds through a new programme called'Intermediate Labour
Market'. Although this brought both learner and staff numbers to an all-time high,
Nigel and Karen decided to seekout one more contract that would allow them to fill
the missing age range of 17 and 18 year olds;so that learners who were just starting
with the programme would not be excluded if they happened to have their 18th
birthday before they had developed the skills and confidence to move on. To do this
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ing on the grounds of Hill Holt Wood. As Nigel explained,their achievementsat the
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Providing secure,satisfying employment opportunities has also become an
important goal of the enterprise.More than providing jobs, Nigel and Karen were
determined to provide a working environment where staff as well as learners could
be
develop,
if
they
guaranteed a
so
chose,
could
employees
and
and
where,
grow
job for life. In a county where the averagebusinesshas five employees,19 permabut
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greatly overstaffed, and a serious two-month cash flow shortage resulted. But the
Lowthrops were determined not to make any layoffs or cut any salaries.By reducing expensesto the bare minimum and generatingalternative income streams they
were able to bridge the two month gap. Although over 70% of the enterprise's inNigel
has
is
through
training
contracts,
generated
come
always encourageda range
of other income opportunities that complement their goals for the wood or their
learners.
has
firewood
This
included
the
the
sale
of
and woodcrafts,
work with
festivals,
local
community
churches,
and much more. As
parish
grounds work at
John Wood, one of the rangersat Hill Holt Wood explained, the staff are always enfind
to
entrepreneurialways of enhancingthe enterpris& goals:
couraged
"Well, there's such a diversity of things to do up there for the kids. And the
idea is that the original schemesort of developedand they're always askin&
'Well, how can we develop somethingelse that benefits the kids or benefits
...
Hill HoW It might bring m6re incomefor us.' (TI 1: 18)
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But the decision to pursue income opportunities is always made based on
whether the activity would reinforce the core purposes of the wood, which are
sound environmental management,quality of experiencesfor learners and staff, and
opportunities for public participation in the wood. The enterprise could have dramatically increasedprofit margins by reducing the number of staff per learner to the
minimum allowable limit. But the founders chose not to do this becausetheir real
purpose is served by keeping a high staff to -learner ratio, not by making a larger
profit. In fact, the demand for Hill Holt Wood's services are such that they could
drastically increaseturnover by increasing the number of learners enrolled. But they
chose to cap enrolment numbers to ensure the impact of human activity on the
wood is kept in check.Yet, as Chairman of the Board, Tom Solven, explained, none
of theselimits are viewed as operational constraints:
"[The environment would be] a constraint financially if the finance objective
were the sole objective. But it's not the sole objective. The environment is a
benefit becauseI don't think we would have achieved the outcomeswith our
children, with our learners, that we have obtained without the environment... I'm not sure whether you can divorce any part of this. Becauseif
you're going to run a businessfrom a woodland I think it's got to be financially viable, it's got to involve the community, and it's got to be environmentally sustainable.And we tick all thoseboxes." (TO4:10)
Transitioningto CommunityOwnership

When Nigel and Karen finally obtained permission to build a house on the grounds
of Hill Holt Wood, their dream of building a thriving, 'living' wood was coming to
fruition. As they reflected on their achievements,and the close,trusting relationship
they had developed with the community, they began to consider something that
had never been in the plan for Hill Holt Wood handing ownership and control
over to the community. Karen explained why they began to consider this as a real
possibility:
"People started to listen to us. We were getting applauded. Peoplewere saying, 'This works, you are a true social enterprise, you are a sustainableproject'. And we thought, yes, we are. And then we thought, in order for it to be
truly sustainableit's got to work without Nigel and I. And giving the businessaway was the next logical step." (TO5:16)
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With this conviction, in 2002Nigel and Karen gave away the business they
had worked so hard to build. Hill Holt Wood Limited was officially establishedas a
formerly
What
the
was
community owned and community controlled enterprise.
became
the enterprise'snew executive governing
committee
management
volunteer
board, and a new, membership-basedorganisation was established.Membership
lived
in one of the surrounding villages and was willing to
to
who
was open anyone
invest in a: E1indemnification fee. Members could then vote to elect a 15-member
board of directors, who then selectedsix of its membersto sit on an executive board
business
Nigel
for
handling
As
the
more
routine
at monthly meetings.
responsible
felt
broad
longhe
involvement
for
the
community
was
essential
wood's
explained,
term success:
"The key to making the sustainability is that community link. If we can grow
our community to be as inclusive as possible,then this project virtually cannot fail." (T06:31)
At the sametime, the Lowthrops themselveshad to make the transition from
owner-managersto employed managers who were ultimately answerable to the
community. Although Nigel stayed on as project director to help with the organisational transition, he knew his real passionlay in entrepreneurshiprather than management.Hill Holt Wood's successwas only the first step in his quest to change
countryside managementin Britain. As Nigel explained, he felt Hill Holt Wood's
successwas not enough to validate his vision for countryside management:
"Even though it's close to here I've got two projects lined up. Both within
two or three miles of here, one East,one West But theyll all be different becauseto prove it - The initial impression was it won't work. Then when it
did start to work the impression was, well it's a one-off. He's cornered the
market. Yesit's very nice. It's the only one in the EastMidlands. Nobody else
can do it. And what I want to do now is set up two more that are different
and dose by." (T02:4)
As Nigel signalled his intention to step down from HUI Holt Wood's day-today management,the board began to consider who would be a suitable
replacement. Karen was chosenwithout hesitation as the personbest suited to carry on the
mission of the enterprise,and was promoted by the board as HUI Holt Wood's new
project director.
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Moving Forward

Karen, Nigel, and the board still had ideas for the wood that were yei to be realised.
For the staff they planned a number of innovative organisational arrangements to
provide more opportunity for peer-supported personal development initiatives. For
the wood they hoped to bolster the 'living wood' element by building five small
for
eco-houses staff throughout the wood, and were eyeing the purchase of an adjacent property that includes a Roman ruin to enhance the public appeal and education value of the site. But the predominant concern of the board was with consolidating and safeguarding the successesthat had already been achieved.
With ownership of both the wood and enterprise vested entirely in the
community, the board understood that they were now ultimately responsible for
Hill Holt Wood's ability to maintain its unique brand of successinto the future.
They identified the enterprise's reliance on two main customersfor over two-thirds
of its revenue as a strategic vulnerability, and planned to continue to diversify the
revenue streams.But more important than any particular revenue source was that
the mission and values of the enterprise be sustained. Although for the foreseeable
future Karen was expectedto serve as project director and she and Nigel were both
intent on remaining active board members, the board felt it was important to do
what they could to ensure the values with which Nigel and Karen had built the enterprise becamea permanent fixture of Hill Holt Wood. As Nigel explained:
"The articles of. memorandum were driven by the board. And they were
very concerned that our aims and objectiveswere cast iron ... That there was
no way you'd get a group of people coming into the business and trying to
dominate it and take a different direction." (T06:26-7)
Whether the mission and values of the enterprise continue into the future,
and for how long, Nigel and Karen cannot know. But they take comfort in knowing
that the community and staff to whom they have entrusted their enterprise do understand those values, and do want to seethem perpetuated. As Head Ranger,Alan
Eley, observed:
"I think you've got the kind of staff who stick around. Stick around, know
exactly what the business is about, exactly how it operates,and things that
are fundamentally finportant to that." (T07:17)
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Chumbe Island Coral Park, Ltd.

Chumbe Island Coral Park, Ltd. is a private enterprise that manages a coral reef
sanctuaryand coral rag forest reserveon an uninhabited island near Zanzibar, Tanfree
runs
environmental educationprogrammesfor local fishing communities
zania,
finances
these activities through the operation of lowchildren,
and
and school
impact nature resort facilities catering to the international tourist market. The enterprise pursues a non-commercialmission of environmental conservation and education by meansof the commercial operation of sevenenvironmentally friendly bungalows located within the protected area. Founded in 1993,Chumbe Island Coral
Park (CHICOP) now has 41 employees(all but two are local nationals) working on
the island or at the nearby Zanzibar headquarters.The enterprise has been recognised internationally as a model for effective,economicallyviable, and locally beneficial marine conservation. Marine ecologists studying the East African coastline
have found there to be around 3.5 times higher fish biomass in Chumbe's marine
sanctuary than other reefs in the area,and in particular, higher abundanceand species richness of three speciesimportant to the local fishing industry (Francis et al.
2002; McClanahan and Arthur 20000;McClanahan et al. 1999). Over the years
CHICOP has been selectedfor a dozen major awards in recognition of its achieve
ments, including the United Nations Environment Programme'sGlobal 500 Award
for Environmental Achievement,the Green Hotelier and RestaurateurEnvironment
Award, and the British Airways Tourism for Tomorrow Global Award. Although
less involved sincehanding over day-to-day managementto a fulltime project manager in 1999,the founder still retains sole ownership of the enterprise and continues
to provide generalpromotion and oversight.
5.5.1 ChumbeIsland's DesignHistory
TheMakingof Opportunity
From the early 1980sSibylle Riedmiller lived and worked in Tanzania

as an interna-

tional development project manager and consultant working on education'reform
with the German development agency GT7- An avid sailor and diver, Riedmiller
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As part of this consultancy project's recommendation, Riedmiller propdsed
to the government of Zanzibar that they establish a small marine protected area
for
be
by
island's
to
the
and
public
environmental
schools
around a coral reef
used
from
When
idea
the
support
no
government aueducation programmes.
garnered
thorities, Riedmiller began considering the possibility of launching such a project
herself. As she explained:
"It didn't get any interest. So I thought, okay, why not just try it myself as a
But
So
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thought
of
something
of
quite
small.
small private project?
actually
done
be
had
be
had
it
It
to
to
with a small eco-tourism.
course
sustainable.
company - people pay for it. " (T30:6)
This prospect was not as straightforward as it may seemtoday. In 1990there
begun
The
had
just
industry
Zanzibar.
in
to
tourist
country
was no established
only
emergefrom nearly three decadesof socialism and did not have a recent history of
private enterprise or even a third sector outside of religious charities. Launching a
private venture, whether for profit or not-for profit, was not a simple prospect.
Nevertheless,Riedmiller saw opportunity in the changing times. Spurred by the col32Zanzibaris a semi-autonomousregion of the EastAfrican nation of Tanzania.It is
an archipelagoin the Indian Oceanlocated near the coastof mainland Tanzania.
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islands (Mlingoti and Koth 1999).
FormingtheEnterprise
For severalmonths in early 1991,Riedmiller began scouting for an appropriate locaboats
to
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in
by
their
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for
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in
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for
looking
She
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coral
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did
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on
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area that
hood, was shallow enough for snorkelling even by schoolchildren,and was accessible for the tourism industry. As Riedmiller explained, in the end, she decided
Chumbe Island presentedthe best opportunity:
"Chumbe Island looked promising, as it was uninhabited, the reef was allimits
The
better
looking
than
the
off
side
was
actually
others.
western
ready
for fishermen becauseies bordering the shipping channel between Dar es,
Salaam and Zanzibar. So the small unpowered vessels would have obbeen
local
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hadn't
So
to
traffic.
go
the
allowed
shipping
structed
disAlso
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too
decades;
times.
the
for
there
was
probably sincecolonial
tant from Zanzibar for fishermento bring their catchesto the town fish markets in the sameday. There was somefishing going on, but not on a massive
like
looked
So
it
a good opportunity to protect the reef on the west
scale.
"
(T30:
7)
A
Chumbe.
of
opportunity
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really.
coastof
Located 13 kilometres southwest of Zanzibar's StoneTown, Chumbe Island'
is roughly 20 hectaresin size. A coral rag forest approximately 1.3 kilometres long
The
90%
island.
islands
100-200
the
of
western shore is
covers
metres
wide
and
200
fringing
by
that
contains
over
coral species,representing at
coral
reef
spanned a
least 90% of the recorded speciesin East Africa, and supports over 400 speciesof.
fish. Riedmiller decided to try to get this small but ecologically significant area gafound
forest
the government drive for inand
reserve,
zetted as a marine park and
industry
in
the
tourist
as a meansto achievethis:
vestment
"At the same time the government encouragedinvestment in tourism. So I
interested
in
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government
a tourism project on the island. I
get
could
So
I
tourism
there...
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wanted
said, okay I'm ready to make
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but
if
is
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a park. It took me four years to
eco-tourism,
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"
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that.
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While negotiations for the official status of the island were underway,
Riedmiller's vision began attracting the attention of a number of marine biologists
for
their
the project. When her proposal
volunteered
services
educators
who
and
by
the government in 1993, Riedmiller registered Chumbe Island
approved
was
Coral Park, Ltd. as a private organisationto managethe reserves.To build the new
enterprise she initiated three successivewaves of recruitment from the fishing
communities in Zanzibar that were in closestproximity to the park. In the first wave
four former fishermen were hired to work as rangers on Chumbe. These rangers
were trained by volunteers to understand what coral reefs are and why their conservationcan benefit local fishers, to look after the park, and to educatenearby fishing communities about the park's purpose and ecology.At a later stage,they were
also taught English languageand guiding skills for international visitors.
The secondrecruitment effort was for the construction of the guest bungalows and visitor centre on the island, which commencedafter the forest reserve and
marine park were gazettedin December1994.CHICOP's network of volunteers introduced Riedmiller to Germany'sleading eco-architecturedesignerswho agreed to
design the facilities on Chumbe. The combination of local construction techniques
provided by locally hired builders and advancedtechnology provided by the architectural designersresulted in buildings that exude Zanzibari style while operating
with virtually zero environmental impact. The buildings' stylish, high-arched roofs
function to catch and collect rainwater; wall panels can be opened and adjusted to
make use of seabreezesfor natural, cooling ventilation; solar panels produce electricity and hot water; grey water from the showers and kitchen is filtered through
sand and plant bedsfor purification, and composting toilets avoid any sewage.
The third round of recruitment was for the hospitality operations. Again,
local, unskilled workers were recruited from nearby fishing communities to fill
positions as waiters, cooks, cleaners,and other service positions. Expatriate volunteers
worked intensively with the new recruits to develop the language and service skills
necessaryto run a professionalhospitality operation. This included training in the
strict environmental managementpracticesnecessaryto prevent disruption of the
island's ecosystem.For example,all linens are sent off the island to be laundered to,
economiseon water and prevent nutrient runoff from polluting the water and coral
food
Most
items are bought fresh from the local markets in Zanzibar
reef.
and use
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little artificial packaging, so nearly all food waste is composted, with the few nonbiodegradableitems removed from the island after use.
To finance these investments in conservation, staff development, and physical infrastructure, Riedmiller had hoped the project would attract some sponsorship
from one of the large international conservation or development organisations. In
the end, she was able to securefunding for small, piece-mealportions of the project
which together covered about one-third of the investment costs.The remaining twothirds were self-financed by Riedmiller until revenue streams could be generated.
However, significant delays in project development both increased costs and delayed the start of income generation.After a four-year wait to obtain park status for
the island and the numerous licenses,leases,management contracts, and permits,
construction of the facilities stretchedto another four years.The original plan was to
build 14 eco-bungalowsin one year. But after four years of construction only seven
bungalows, the visitors' centre, and staff quarters were completed. At this point
Riedmiller felt compelled to halt construction and retool her business plan, repositioning Chumbe as more 'upmarket' so that operating costscould be covered by half
as many beds. By the time Chumbe Island opened for overnight guests in 1998,it
had been eight years since the idea was first hatched, and in that time the project's
total investment costshad tripled. As Riedmiller explained:
"I didn't plan it to be so expensive. I wanted to invest much less. And the
original price structure was much less than it is now. So that's a lesson we
learned. That conservation especially in a country like Tanzania is high
investment and relatively high maintenance and operation costs, although
low in comparison to what donors spend on conservation through govemment agencies." MO: 13)
Establishinga Presence
Once Riedmiller had obtained official permission to establish the venture, she then
faced the challenge of establishing CHICOIYs presenceas a matter of fact, both locally and internationally. Locally, this involved enforcing the sanctity of the park's
boundaries and establishing community outreach programmes. The organisation's
rangers were on the front lines of both of these efforts. Their first responsibility was
to patrol the park. Infringements of park boundaries were low when patrolling be-
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frequency
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the
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sharply
and
gan
Zanzibar's burgeoning tourist industry was largely responsiblefor making the park
a reality, it was also responsiblefor increasingthreats to the park's borders. The es
tablishment of a tourist industry on Zanzibar also meant the establishmentof a significant local cashmarket for seafood.At the sametime, urban youths with accessto
fishing
began
for
little
traditional
practices
abandoning the usual
cash and
regard
fitted
favour
boats
boats
bringfishing
in
of
with
outboard
engines,
wind-powered
ing Chumbe within reach of the daily seafoodmarket. Head RangerOmari Nyange,
one of CHICOP's original rangers,explained the approach rangers took when confronting fishermeninside the park:
"If we seea boat come close,we go very fast before the fisherman can make
any damage in the reef. So we go and we teach them: This is the marine
park. No fishing here. This is for us and you and our grandchildren. And if
we protect it we get somethinglike a lot of fish we make here, fish breeding
here, they're getting food here, making breeding place... So just we try to
educatethem about marine environment." (M4: 5-6)
Consistencyof this approach proved effective, and from 1996to the present
park infringements becamerare. This allowed rangersto give more attention to outreach activities for fishing communities and school children. As former fishermen,
the rangerswere well-placed to communicateeffectively with local fishing communities. They would make regular visits to nearby villages to explain the purposes of
the park, and the benefits of increasedfish stocks in the vicinity of the park that
be
could expected.This proved a difficult caseto make until severalyears on, when
fishermen could begin to seetangible results. Nyange describedhow theseconversationshave changedover time:
"Oh it was a big problem on the beginning. Because,I mean,
sometimes
when we got to talk with the fishermen, sometimesthey want to fight with
the ranger. I rememberwe took four years talking with the local fisherman
communities. Sometimesif you go and talk with the fishermen, they said:
"What's you doing here? Why you are here?You are our enemy. Because
you stop us fishing and we know here there are a lot of fish. And if we fish I
will have fish and well get money for our family." So we had difficult time
in beginning. But now we seechange.The fishermen,they say they get benefit from the conservationarea.As I told you before, fishes, they're breeding
here, and the fishermen who fishing around this island, they can harvest
a
lot of fish around there. And also we try to tag fish, just to put the tag
or
backbone,
their
and we tell to the fishermen,if they find a fish with
mark on
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fish
if
free
they want to sell or eat, and we told them
the
take
to
they
tag
are
a
from
So
back
different
back.
And
tag
tag
areas.
now
our
we got
we need our
down
Because
from
Chumbe,
fish
travel
to
these
know
they
places.
can
we
"
(T24:
5)
from
here.
tags
six miles
we got our
Besidesthis outreach to fishing communities, one of the original motivations
for launching the venture was to provide Zanzibar's school children with the opportunity to learn first-hand about coral reefs. In 1995 Riedmiller arranged for volunteers and rangers to begin running an education programme for primary and secday
developed
has
into
two
that
structured,
and
grown
a
since
ondary students
by
CHICOP,
booklets
distribution
includes
that
produced
of education
programme
hallmark
by
the
of the programme, site visits to
rangers, and,
classroom visits
Chumbe by students and teachersto seelive coral in its natural environment. With
Zanzibar's conservative culture, girls are not usually given the opportunity to learn
how to swim. However, Riedmiller placed strong emphasis on involving girls in the
life
CHICOP
the
To
this
provided
girls with
possible
education programme.
make
vests and their first-ever swimming lessons,before taking them on a guided swim to
date,
2,000
for
lives.
To
live
first
in
than
the
time
their
students and
more
see
coral
300 teachershave participated in CHICOP's free education programme.
In addition to building a local presencenecessaryto directly achieve the enterprise's conservation and education missions, Riedmiller also had to establish
Chumbe Island's international presenceto generatethe revenues necessaryto support those activities. She started with a conventional marketing approach: printing
brochures, attending travel fairs, approaching travel agents, and so on. But she
quickly determined this approach was too costly and ineffective, and instead turned
to the internet as a more inexpensive means of reaching an international audience.
In 1997 Riedmiller hired a web designer, paid him half in psh and half in free
launched
frequent
(a
island
the
arrangement),
a
compensation
and soon
nights on
website to showcasethe island. The site proved useful in raising Chumbe's profile,
but perhaps most crucial to CHICOP's ability to gain market exposurewas Riedmiller's successat applying for and winning a number of high-profile awards. Riedmiller explained the importance of these awards, not just for marketing the project internationally, but also as a means of validating the authenticity of the education and
conservationwork being done:
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OvercomingObstacles
By the time the island opened for overnight guestsin 1998,Riedmiller was feeling
back
decided
She
by
to
the
the
move
preceding eight years.
challengesof
wom out
to her home in mainland Tanzania and hire one of the long-time expatriate volunteers as a fulltime manager to take charge of day-to-day operations, although she
maintained full ownership of the enterprise and continued to provide marketing
for
Riedmiller
This
time
with
more
also provided
support and general oversight.
for
in
by
initiative
the
writing
articles,
applying
awards,
participating
promoting
international conservation and sustainabletourism forums, and otherwise raising
Chumbe'sprofile to both travellers and the international conservationcommunity.
But while CHICOP had successfullyestablisheda presence,significant obstaclesremained.To achieveits conservationand education n-dssions,and with only
fourteen beds to earn revenue,CHICOP must operatewith unusually high staff-tO
bed ratios. A constant challenge was the below-40% occupancy rates for the ecobungalows. From 2000the initiative was entirely dependenton earned revenues for
financing operations,and low occupancyrates placed significant constraints on the
organisation.In addition to the challengesposed by the slow development of ZanZanzibari
industry,
the
tourism
government itself also created persistent obzibar's
staclesfor the project. For example,in 2003the government sought to retroactively
for
hotel
CHICOP
tax
a
guest
all of the children and teacherswho had vischarge
ited the island with the free education programme since it began running in 1995.
This amounted to over 80%of that year's annual turnover. After extensivenegotiations the situation was eventually resolved with CHICOP forced to pay'tax arreare
representing20%of the annual turnover. This demonstratesthe challengesposed by
the local legal, cultural, and institutional environment.
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Despite these serious impediments, after roughly eight years as a park and
five years as a functioning nature resort, the initiative was accumulating some tangible results. CHICOP's education excursions had become widely known and
highly popular in Zanzibar, and local fishers began acknowledging that fish stocks
had improved near Chumbe. Ranger observations,occasionalmonitoring of the reef
forest,
and
and a number of independent studies all indicated notable improvements in Chumbe's ecosystemsince the first baseline ecological survey was conducted in 1994. Specific environmental interventions had also proven successful.
For example,removal of an invasive speciesof rat (Rattusrattus) in 1997has encour* and the reaged the return of numerous bird, invertebrate, and plant species,
introduction of the Aders' duiker (Cephalophus
adersi)to the island has provided this
highly endangered antelope specieswith a much-needed sanctuary. The competence and professionalism of long-time, local employeeshad advanced to the point
where they were able to assume management-level responsibilities and very few
expatriate staff were required. For example, Ali Bashiru was one of the first porters
and labourers hired to help with carrying loads and construction of the bungalows.
At the time he lacked any formal education or skills. However, impressed with his
work ethic and quick learning, after construction was complete Bashiru was asked
to stay with CHICOP to help with ongoing maintenancework. Severalyears later he
was promoted to maintenancemanager,with responsibility for all of the facilities on
the island. Bashiru describedhis own development while working at Chumbe:
"Chumbe Island is teach me everything. It teach me about to learn English.
Chumbe Island it teached me about to learn writing, becauseI was don't
know writing, I don't know reading, I dorýt know everything. BecauseI
don't never go to schgol. But Chumbe, they take care, they very... It think I
can say they very a friend for me, becauseI the man, I think I the first man to
take care of our buildings here, our house, or our bungalow here. I think the
company is still happy for me." (T27:9)
Moving Forward
Since 2003,Zanzibar's tourism market and the successof CHICOP's marketing efforts finally developed to a point where occupancy rates at Chumbe surpassed40%
and climbed yearly to near 80%.As CHICOP entered into a period of relative stability and financial security, Riedmiller's thoughts turned toward maintaining the ven-
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Peeks,who was finally selectedfor the position, explained how her own strengths
Riedmiller's
job
reflected
priorities:
applicant
as
a
and weaknesses
"I've worked in Zanzibar. I speakSwahili... I've worked with environmental
have
environmental education programme.
and
we
education prograrrunes
So I'm very familiar with that. Conservationissues- both of my degreesare
I
had
But
degrees...
the
where
no experience is
part
really
environmental
business. No experience at all. But I think for the director [Riedmiller),
what's more important for her is that the conservation and environmental
educationis taken incredibly seriously." (129:5)
To that end, Riedmiller continues to strive to keep the organisation.producing the conservationand educationoutcomesthat shehas found to be so rewardin&
and for which Chumbe has becomeworld renowned. But Riedmiller is aware that
CHICOP came into being during a very unique period of Tanzania's history, and
that similarly, larger external factors beyond her control may ultimately determine
how long the enterprisecan maintain its success.As sheexplained:
"At least in terms of tourism, in Zanzibar, it would have been very hard to
survive fifteen years ago. But now we have enough tourism. There's enough
tourism coming to Zanzibar, it's growing very fast. But the type of tourist
investment the government is attracting is, again, a concern. They go for
masstourism. So Zanzibar might lose - after another ten, fifteen years down
that road - its appeal as a special destination... We might suffer as well. I
34)
don't know... " (1730:
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Key Characteristics
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of the Cases Studied

These casesare not considered to be exemplars of sustainability entrepreneurship
becausethey happen to operatein the carbon offsets market, near a national park, in
a woodland, or on an uninhabited island. There are plenty of other businessesdoing
those things, too. Rather, these casesare exemplars of sustainability entrepreneurship because,in each instance, the entrepreneurs successfully created enterprises
that thrive on producing beneficial social and envirom-nental outcomes. In other
words, they have designed their enterprises so that the activities that support the
ability of the enterprise to survive and thrive in the marketplace are the very same
beneficial
that
social and environmental outcomes.
activities
produce
Notable in eachof theseenterprise design histories is how the entrepreneurs
used organisational innovations to effectively balance multiple and diverse organisational goals. Whether it was the way they structured their businessmodel, marketing approach, successionstrategy, or any number of other organisational processes,the potentially competing interests of multiple goals were balanced by structuring activities so that beneficial outcomes in one domain served to reinforce the
beneficial outcomes of other domains. Balancing the interests of the 'self' and the
"other', where the'other' includes both social and environmental interests, seemsto
be the hallmark of successfulsustainability entrepreneurship. In fact, the synergies
between these differing interests were often so strong that the entrepreneurs had
difficulty identifying any one overriding rationale for their approach.
In each case technology did play an important role in contributing to the
outcomes achieved: there would be no carbon offsets without renewable energy
technology, no organic spices or regeneratedwoodlands without sustainable agriculture and forestry techniques, and no low-impact tourism without ecoarchitecture technology. But these technologiesmerely facilitated rather than determined the nature of the outcomes produced. It was the innovations in organisation
that determined the nature, extent, and effectivenessof change for sustainable development, and just as importantly, who reaped the benefits. With these unique
characteristicsin mind, the following two chapters explore exactly how the entrepreneurs were able to achieve these outcomes,by looking first at the problem solving principles and then the social processesof sustainability enterprise design.
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Thewheel'shub holdsthirty spokes
Utility dependson theholethroughthehub.
Thepotter'sclayformsa vessel
It is thespacewithin that serves.
A houseis built with solidwalls
Thenothingnessof windowand dooralone
renderit usable.
That whichexistsmaybetransformed
What is non-existenthasboundless
uses.
Lao Zi
DaoDe ling (circa 6thcentury BCE)
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The Role of Design Logics

The previous chapter described the unique design histories and key characteristics
Based
four
on these cases,this chapter consuccessful
sustainability
enterprises.
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question,
fied and described. These themes demonstrate the unique approach sustainability
design.
the
to
associated
enterprise
problems
with
new
entrepreneursuse confront
Together, these themes constitute a holistic design logic used by the entrepreneurs
to guide the process of sustainability enterprise design. The significance of these
principles is explored using institutional theory of organisations to explain how
they enabled these entrepreneurs to successfully create sustainability enterprises.
The result is a cognitive model of sustainability enterprise design.
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The Design Logic of Sustainability
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The role of design logics for problem solving in entrepreneurship and organising
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organisational actor's cognitive models of the world influence their organising activities. As Schneiderand Shrivastava(1988)explained, the perception of problems
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clusters
buck 1983) that are used for organisational problem solving. Starbuck described
problem solving as "repetitive cyclesof activity' in which 'perceived problems motivate searchesfor solutions" (1983:91). He explained that decision making is defined by its ending, a decision, while problem solving is defined by its origin, perception of a problem (paraphrasingStarbuck1983:91).
The design logics used bk successfulentrepreneurshave been shown to help
them to problem-solve in the face of uncertainty (Sarasvathy2001).Enterprise design is a creative process that n-dxesnovelty with heuristics (Sarasvathy 2004a).
Novelty plays an important role in capitalising on unpredictable situational contingencies, and, by definition, cannot be prescribed. Heuristics, however, serve to
guide the unfolding creative design process.As Niiniluoto explains, design "is rulegoverned to the extent that the processis guided by general rules of action" (2001:
373).Design logics thereforeconsist of a number of heuristics, rules of action, or organising principles. As McEvily explained, "an organizing principle represents a
heuristic for how actors interpret and represent information and how they select
for
behaviors
coordinating actions" (2003:92). It is in these
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design
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problem solving heuristics, and the term 'design logie to refer to the holistic web of
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were used by the sustainability entrepreneurs.
6.2.1 Perpetual ReasoningDesign Logic
The design logic employed by these sustainability entrepreneurs functions in stark
contrast to the design logic associatedwith conventional entrepreneurship. The orifrom
differing
discrepant
logics
instrumental views of the enterthese
gins of
stem
inbeing
is
In
the
enterprise
viewed
created.
entrepreneurship,
conventional
prise
in that the form
strumentally as a means of profiting from the exploitationof resources
of reasoning underpinning conventional entrepreneurship is based on a logic of
maximum return in the shortest time possible. In contrast, sustainability entrepreThe
neurs view the enterprise instrumentally as a means of perpetuatingresources.
form of reasoning associatedwith sustainability entrepreneurship,which I will refer
to as perpetualreasoning,suggestsa logic of enhancing and maintaining quality over
the longest time possible. In these interpretations, the 'resources' that are being exploited or perpetuated are defined in a broad sense,and include both natural and
human resources.For example, the link between the entrepreneur's instrumental
purpose for their enterprise and this alternative form of reasoning is evident in
statementsmade by the ForesTradeentrepreneurs:
"We set up this businessin order to do rainforest preservation and sustainable development." (T36:5)
"We ended up discovering that that businesspartner and we were incompatible becauselike so many others [he] had much less patience- wanted to
buck
large
ROI... " (T36:12)
a
quick
and
a
make
really get
Similarly, one of the founders of Hill Holt Wood describedhow the business
model he devised was 'perpetual', in that it could continue environmentally and
financially to meet a social need indefinitely. Of this businessmodel, he concluded:
"That strikes me as a viable businessfor 1500years You can start that cycle
...
again. So ies perpetual... I've come up with this long-term model." (T06:4950)
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types of natural resources perpetuated bý these enterprises included both private
resources (rival and exclusive resources as with ForesTrade, Hill Holt Wood and
Chumbe Island) and global commons (non-rival and non-exclusive resources as
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NativeEnergy
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quality of stakeholders participating in the enterprise became a legitimate outcome
objective. Thus, as described below, the contributions of stakeholders to the enterprise were meant to support, not tax, the individuals involved. A number of principles are incorporated in this perpetual reasoning design logic. Although these principles have been abstracted to aid description and analysis, they are in actuality different facets of a holistic interpretive scheme, as displayed diagrammatically in Figure 6.1. These principles are now described in turn, with two illustrative examples
from the case data provided for each principle.
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Principle of Benefit Stacking

Benefit stacking is a design principle for structuring the enterprise,from large scale
business
formulating
problems, such as
a
model, down to more small scale problems, such as accomplishing day-to-day operational tasks. In practice, this means
trying to stack as many benefits as possible onto an organisational activity. This
principle operateson a logic of synergy, in that the same activity can have multiple
and, ideally, reciprocal benefits. While synergy in conventional economising refers
to a reduction in input without a parallel reduction in output, in benefit stacking
synergy refers to the co-production of multiple benefit streamsfrom a single activity.

Businessmodelat Hill Holt Wood.This enterprise is structured so that the activities of the learners result in improved environmental quality of the
wood's ecosystem.In turn, these same activities are what allow the learners
to develop skills, experiencein a work environment, and to mature as individuals. In addition, Hill Holt Wood has a contract with the government to
take on these learners and guide them through these tasks, thereby earning
the enterprise income to fund its operations. In this example of benefit stacking, multiple, reciprocal benefits are stackedon one set of activities work in
the wood. The benefits are synergistic becausethey are mutually supportive.
But in addition to the big problem of designing a business model, smaller
daily activities, even those as simple as digging holes, are also structures
with this principle. For example, one of the founders explained how he once
answered a visiting businessman'squestion:
"'Why have you got ten young people digging a ditch out when you could
bring a JCB in and do it in an hour and they're going to take weeks?' I said,
it's not about that, it's about the team building, it's about the learning, it's
about all sorts of things. It's not about digging the ditch, but we get the ditch
done as well. " (T02:6)
9 Investmentbuy-in and succession
at NativeEnergy.Theseentrepreneurs have
arranged an innovative structure to obtain much-needed investment capital
and an eventual exit strategy while also enabling the Native American tribes
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for the founders. NativeEnergyhas thereby stacked multiple benefits for
As
the
investment
this
of
one
onto
one
arrangement.
multiple stakeholders
entrepreneursexplained of the arrangement:
"It's like supporting tribal wind farms and supporting family farmer projects
but
it
it
then
it's
in
that
the
also
provides
company
needs,
a
win-win
what
makes,at the same time, the company more attractive to our potential customers and at the same time potentially createsmore economic benefits for
the tribes.So,it was compelling to us for all three reasons." (T'19:19)
Theseexamplesdemonstratehow benefit stacking servesas a guiding principle for major organising problems such as structuring business models, structuring investment, and structuring succession, but the principle also guides the structuring of more day-to-day activities such as the method used to dig holes. In each
instance, when a particular outcome is deemed necessary, such as wood maintenance, or new investment financing, devising a means of achieving this outcome is
guided by the number of different beneficial outcomes that can be stacked onto the
activity.

6.2.3 Principle of Strategic Satisficing
Strategic satisficing is used to balance the multiple purposes of an enterprise. In
levels
identifying
it
of both quantitative and qualitative
practice meansstrategically
outcomes that are deemed satisfactory, and managing operations to ensure those
targets are met on a continuous basis.This principle operateson a logic of satisfaction, in that satisfactioncan be achievedby reachinga certain threshold, rather than
the constantstriving for maximisation of one single,prioritised outcome.
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their suppliers the lowest price possible, thereby maximising the enterprise's
revenues.As one of the entrepreneursexplained:
"On balance, I think we sort of try to engage in fair trade, if you will, and
fair
from
beats
that
the
that
a
price
our competitors
get
us
projects
make sure
and we try to maintain a thin, enough margin that our retail price is still attractive but offers, you know, cost coverage and, eventually profit, as well
for us." (T19:50)
e Setting performancetargets.HUI Holt Wood is explicit about their targets
and criteria for satisfaction. Rather than seeking to maximise profitability,
they seek to achieve a level of revenue that makes the enterprise economically viable. The ratio of learners to rangers is set at a level that provides a
satisfactory learning experiencefor the learners, and a satisfactory quality of
work for the rangers. Likewise, rather than tryin to minimise the negative
.9
environmental impacts on the wood, they seek to keep the total environmental footprint at a satisfactory level. As the chair of the HUI Holt Wood
board explained of the entrepreneurs:
"If we were just running it for profit we would be doubling the numbers of
...
kids here. And doubling our income, or turnover. We're not doing that becausethe footprint that it would leave on the wood would be unacceptable
from an environmental point of view. " (T04:26-7)
While all entrepreneursand managersare believed to satisfice,the emphasis
here on strategicsatisficing means that these sustainability entrepreneursare explicit
and deliberate in their satisficing, and use it as a tool for balancing tradeoffs.
Strategic satisficing allows for a number of distinct outcomes to be targeted
without having to elevate one goal above the others, which enables them to
effectively manage for social and environmental outcomes. From the examples
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provided, this is evident in the way alternative criteria are defined for determining
for
outcomes
eachtarget,such as"fairnese andviability.
satisfactory
6.2.4 Principle of Qualitative Management
This is a design principle used to managefor the quality of outcomes. In practice,
this means making decisions with an eye toward increasing the quality of effects
logic
therefore
operates
on
a
of outcomequality rather than quantity.
produced, and
Criteria for decision making are less often aboutmore' and more often about'betis also viewed as an outcome to be managed, either in
ter'. The quality of processes
terms of the developmentalquality of ecosystemcyclesand fluxes, or the experiential quality of stakeholders.
- Resourceallocationat ChumbeIsland.This principle is evident in the way
Chumbe Island's managementallocated resourcesinternally. Conventional
logic is to add resourcesto productive 'revenue centree that are responsible
for increasing earned income, such as sales and production departments,
while trimming resourcesfrom 'cost centres' that are seenas a drain on the
bottom line, such as human resource,accounting,or information technology
departments.Internal resourceallocation at Chumbe Island is driven instead
by the quality of the effectsproduced. For example, the enterprise could increaseprofit by increasing the number of tourists served and reduCMg the
number of non-hospitality related staff. However, this would result in decreasedenvironmental quality both becausethe tourist footprint would increase,and becausethe number of conservationstaff would be cut. It would
also reduce the quality of the experiencefor the island's visitors. Also, internal resourceallocation is driven very much by the quality of work experiencedby the staff. Specifically,resourcesare increasedto support those staff
that are overwhelmed by their workload, regardlessof whether they function as a 'cost centre' or a 'revenue centre'. Thus, the processof the work experience itself becomesan outcome quality to be managed. As the enterprises' project managerexplained:
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explained:
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The questions of resource allocation, optimal scale, and growth are important issuesboth for sustainable development and for entrepreneurs.Theseare traditionally thought of as decisions involving tradeoffs between quantitative outcomes.
Rather than taking an ideological stanceon, for example, whether growth is 'good'
issues
by
to
the
manthese
seeking
addressed
sustainability
entrepreneurs
or'bad',
age for outcome quality. This demonstrates why sustainability entrepreneurs,
design
by
to
the
the
though guided
same general
same principles, may respond
problems in radically dffferent ways
6.2.5 Principle of Worthy Contribution
The principle of worthy contribution is used for structuring the flow of benefits to
stakeholders.In practice this means that the distribution of benefits is structured so
as to give preference to those stakeholders deemed most worthy. It operates on a
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logic of worth, in that being deemedmore worthy rather than more powerful entitles a stakeholder to a greater claim on the benefits bestowed by the enterprise.
Benefits include monetary rewards as well as other types of benefits, such as personal development,accessto resources,and opportunities.
* Selectingsuppliers.NativeEnergyspecifically targeted projects located on
Native American tribal lands or on small family farms so that these groups
from
benefit
development
the
revenues
and
could
associatedwith renewable
energy production. For personaland cultural reasons,thesegroups of people
were deemed by the entrepreneursas being particularly worthy of being
beneficiaries.So given that NativeEnergymust direct benefit streams to suppliers in order to securecarboncredits, they specifically sought out opportunities to position membersof theseworthy groups into the role of supplier.
Thus, NativeEnergy'sselectionof suppliers was guided by the quest to give
people deemed more worthy the opportunity to receive benefit streams by
4;ontributing to the enterprise's operations. One of the entrepreneurs explained both why Native American tribes and family farmers are thought to
be particularly worthy of receiving benefits, and how they contribute to the
enterprise'ssuccess:
"We saw both as having special challengesand, to some extent, disadvantageswhether family farmer-owned versus,you know, the trend to commercial and large business-ownedfarms, so maintaining the family farm. On the
tribal side, tribes had beenterribly disadvantagedfor severalhundred years,
basically, and are really struggling in many cases.And the ability to provide
a very positive sustainable economic growth opportunity for the tribes
seemedlike just a very good thing to do. So when you can combine that with
the environmental benefits of promoting renewable energy and direct
greenhousegas reductions, it just to us was a natural fit and a way to differentiate us from anyoneelsein our businessbasically." (T20:6).
- Avoiding 'capture'.At Chumbe Island, the bulk of the revenues go toward
paying for staff to manage the conservation of the reef and forest reserve,'
and to pay for the environmental education program aimed at school children. Unlike a non-profit organization, there is no mandate that benefits
should be directed at thesegroups. And unlike a conventional business,the
founding entrepreneur and senior managershave
not organised the flow of
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income distribution so that they themselvescapture most of the benefits. As
the most powerful membersof the enterprise, they certainly have this ability.
Instead they have structured the distribution of income so that it flows to
those deemed most worthy - in this case,the conservation of the island and
the school children participating in the environmental education profrom
local
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They
the
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of
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gramme.
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'capture,
form
has
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The
this
to
of
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often at great cost becausethey operate on the principle that benefits should
flow to most worthy contributors rather than the merely powerful.
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right way
and sustainable, etcetera, etcetera ...
(T30:7-8)

This principle guides enterprise activity on many levels, not just on questions of compensation.To sustainabilityentrepreneurs, "worthiness' is a function of
both need and contribution to the enterprise. They insist their enterprises are not
charities, and will not allocate benefits on need alone. Rather, attempts are made to
give those in need the opportunity to earn benefits by making contributions to the
enterprise.
6.2.6

Perpetual Reasoning as a Holistic Design Logic

Becauseof the purpose of the enterprise - perpetuating human and natural resourcesfor as long as possible - theseentrepreneursand eventual managersbecome
concernedwith issuesof generating multiple benefits toward multiple ends, balancing these multiple objectives, the effectivenessof the enterprise, but given limited
means, also the efficiency of the enterprise and being highly selective about who
garners the benefits produced. Theseconcerns,which, again, stem directly from the
purpose for which the enterprise exists, lead to a number of organising questions
such as: Who should benefit from this enterprise and how to ensure intended bene-
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The Sigrtiricancc

of Perpetual

Reasoning

To appreciatewhy theseparticular design principles are important for successfully
demands
the
unique
of susLainability-drivenenterprises,it is imporsurmounting
tant to understand. (1) what unique organising tensionsare created by the instruby
mental purpose embodied sustainability enterprises,and (2) why the principles
of perpetual reasoningare able to effectively addressthesetensionswhile conventional design principles are not. Drawing on some well-establishedconcepts froin
institutionalism, this sectionaddressesboth of thesequestions.
6.3.1

The Organising Tensions of Sustainability Enferprise

A necessary condition for organising is securing accessto the resources required for
an enterprise's activities. Also of concern is how well these resources are put to use
to produce the desired outcomes. Thus, regardless of what the desired outcomes
are, econon-dsing, "in the sense of effective accomplishment of objectives without
undue cost7 (Blau and Scott 1963: 49), is a central condition of successful enterprise.
Thus, pouvr over resources and effidency of design are two fundamental poles that
exert influence on an emerging organisation design.n In conventional businesses.

33Efficiency has been stressed especially by the transaction cost economics Perspcvtive (Williamson 1975) and power by the political (March 1%2) and resource do.
pendence (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978) persMtives on organising. Welxr. however.
recognised the importance of both, as explained by Parsons: "For Ilveberl a fundamental phenomenon is the development of profit-making enterpri"
rationally ori-
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benefits flow along power gradients,with the ultimate intended beneficiariesbeing
those with the most power - the owners of scarceresources.An economising orbeneficiary
in
intended
identification
the
order
primary
of
one
ganisation requires
to implement a cost-benefit schemeto guide design decisions.Those benefits that
flow to other parties in order to ultimately benefit owners (what we might call inbusiness.
doing
Thus, two
be
beneficiaries)
to
the
costs of
strumental
are considered
parts of the interpretive schemeused in organising conventional enterprisesconsists
of the legitimacy of power differentials to determine benefit flows and the categori'cost!.
'benefie.
or
sation of re7sources
as
either
and activities
Someof the variety observedin organisation forms can be understood as the
for
different
interpretive
to
this
a
variety
of
result of using
scheme guide organising
purposes.For example, organising tensionsare createdwhen parties other than the
most powerful organisational stakeholders(owners) are the intended primary beneficiaries. As a result, distinct organisational forms have developed to counter these
form
In
the enterprise
tensions.
the
organising
caseof a cooperative organisational
'owner'
To
this,
intended
beneficiaries.
the
the
roles
of
achieve
workers are
primary
and 'worker' have been merged so there is effectively ordy one group of ultimate
beneficiaries (cf. Hansmann 1996).In this way, the conventional design logic remains a valid means of guiding organisational design. Similarly, charities are intended to benefit a client population other than the organisation'sresourceowners.
In this casethe legitimacy of benefit flows is basedon need rather than power. Thus
charities are designed to decouple power from benefit flows by the existenceof a
disinterestedgoverning board to overseethe use of resources,and a legaRybinding
non-distribution clause to prevent benefits from being diverted to powerful resourceowners (Hansmann1980).In this casethe cost-benefitschemeremainsvalid,
as resourcesthat flow to parties other than the targeted beneficiaries,such as salaries for professional staff, are considered the costs of providing servicesto clients
(the primary intended beneficiaries).
In each case,organisational forms have been designed so as to circumvent
the tension that would result from having multiple primary beneficiariesinstead of,
or in addition to, the more powerful owners. The organising tension implicit in susented to 'capital accounting' that is to the goal of increase of money resources at the
command of the enterprise" (Parsons 1947: 51).
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tainability entrepreneurshipare evident as sustainability enterprises,by definition,
are intended to benefit both owners andothers.How doesone economisewhen sigbe
can
and
activities
classifiedas both cost and benefit, and neinificant resources
ther cost nor benefit? In this situation the taken-for-grantedcost-bcnefit logic of
economisingcannotbe used to guide problem solving.
Similarly, taking responsibility for the envirorancrtul impacts that result
from enterprise operations is usually framed as internalising costs that have been
but
borne
by
is,
that
the enterprise.But what happens when
caused
not
externalised,
responsibility for environmental conditions is not simply a cost of doing business,
but the central purpose of doing business?In such a case,the internalised 'cos& are
not really costsat all, but intended primary benefits.Once again, becausethe categorical distinction betweenwhat constitutesa cost and what constitutes a benefit is
thwarted, the basic, taken-for-granted,interpretive schemeof organising is unable
to provide guidance.The primary purpose embodied in sustainability enterprise is
to benefit self (owners/founders), other people, and nonhuman nature. A purpose
that includes at least three groups of intended primary beneficiariescreatesa tripartite organising tension with which sustainability enterprisedesignersmust contend
(displayeddiagrammaticallyin Figure 61).

Othe People
I
Self
Non I luman
Nature

Figure6.2 Tripartite OrganisingTemions of Sustainability Enterprisse

If one of the three categories is deemed the intended primary beneficiary.
then resource flows to the other two could be treated as costs. But if more than one,
or in the case of sustainability enterprises, all three, are deemed intended primary
beneficiaries, then the taken-for-granted cost-benefit framework implicit in
econ(>mising organisations is disrupted. For example, the chair of the governing board of
Hill Holt Wood stated clearly: 'It's not one that is of overriding importance
or over-
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than the other" (TO4: 15). He refused to frame the necessity of

limiting enterprise activities to maintain environmental quality of the wood as a
constraint for the enterprise.As he explained:
"It's all part of the samepackage.I mean, you could argue it's a constraint.
It's a constraint financially if the finance objective were the sole objective.
But it's not the sole objective. The environment is a benefit becauseI don't
think we would have achievedthe outcomeswith our learners that we have
obtained without the environment." (TO4:10)
Mathematicianswill tell us that it is impossible to simultaneously maximise
more than one goal at a time. In formal terms, there are only two solutions to this
trilemma: either the goals can be ranked or they can be weighted. Both will lead to
an optimal solution. But the sustainability entrepreneurs will protest that none of
thesepurposesare primarily more primary than the others.In fact, even framing the
three as distinct purposes is a perversion of the way sustainability entrepreneurs
interpret the situation. For example, when questioned about the many benefits of
hiring local nationals at Chumbe Island - local employment opportunities, cost savings, furthering community environmental education - the founder expressedfrustration with the question and was unable to identify one of these as the overriding
rationale. As she emphatically responded:"No, ies part of it. It's part of it. It's also
for, just, it's just a mix of things. It's a win-win situation" (T31: 21). Sustainability
entrepreneursseethe raisondetre of their enterprisesasbeing a meansto the mutual
co-production of benefits to multiple ultimate ends. Without one of thesebeneficiary categories,the enterpriselosesits meaning.
6.3.2

The Function of Perpetual Reasoning

The sustainability entrepreneurs' solution to this trilemma, as embodied in the de-

sign logic of perpetual reasoning,is to transcendthe bounds of 'formal' rationality.
Drawing on the work of Weber, two types of rationality can be distinguished analytically: formal and substantive (Weber 1947:185).Formal rationality refers to reasoning that "consider[s] only the purely formal fact that calculationsare being made
on grounds of expediencyby the methods which are, among those available,technically the most nearly adequate".For Weber,formal rationality is "unambiguous", in
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that it "is capableof being expressedin numerical, calculable terms, and is so expressed".Substantiverationality refers to reasoningbasedon 'a given set of ultibe".
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While all enterprisesnecessarilyutilise a blend of the two, there is a trend in
the theory and managementof formal organisations,especiallyenterprises operating in the market economy,to emphasisethe former at the expenseof the latter (see
e.g. Ramos1981).While instancesof substantiverationality in organisationsare recognised, they tend to be interpreted as sub-optimal diversions from formally rational decisionmaking (e.g. March 1981;Meyer and Rowan 1977).However, formal
rationality, while by no meansabsentfrom susUdnabilityenterprises,is, on its o%%-m
insufficient to cope with theseorganising tensions.Perpetual reasoning represents
the integration of a substantively rational organising logic within the bounds of
what is essentiallya formally rational organisationalform.
However, in contrast to the scenariosMarch (1981)and Meyer and Ro%van
(1977)describedin which the basis for substantively rational behaviour is derived
externally from society'snorms and expectations,the basis of the ultimate values
that underpin the substantiverationality of sustainability entrepreneurship is derived internally from the entrepreneurs'own value systems.The entrepreneursutilised the authority that implicitly accompaniesresourceownership and the entre34This authority is evipreneurial role to establishtheir organisations'value bases.
dent in Whittington's argument that 'ventreprencurial ideologies and capitalist
rights" allow entrepreneursthe latitude to be rash,conservative,or even eccentric in
how they build their enterprises(1988:533).SeUnick(1957)also famously Identifies
value infusion as one of the defining roles of organisationalleadership.For sustainability entrepreneurs,thesevalues were basedon the potential for an enterprise to
serve as an effective means of enhancing and sustaining human and natural reýsources,as well as satisfying the entrepreneur'sown aspirations.Thesevalues rec34FoRowing Weber, authority is considered to be the legitimate exerci,k %of po wer
(Weber 1947:155).
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ognise equanimity between 'self' and 'other', where 'other' includes other humans
business,
both
logic
different
This
is
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than
conventional
and nonhuman nature.
of
which prioritised the self, and the conventional logic of charities, which prioritise
the needsof the other. As ForesTrade'sentrepreneurs explained about starting their
commodity trading enterprise:
"We weren't really necessarilythinking of spicesand coffee;we were really
thinking about rainforest preservationand community development."
"I wanted a business that was profitable so that instead of always raising
funds we had something that sustainedthe work that we cared a lot about."
"There was part of me that was enlightened self-interest and survival instinct definitely played a role in that." (T36:5,21,11)
The substantive use of this logic is perhaps most evident in the principle of
effect management.This principle describesa prevalent form of decision making
employed by the sustainability entrepreneurs, in which options were weighed
based on foreseenqualitative effects.Even quantitative questions, such as growth
and financial resource allocation, were translated into qualitative outcomes to enable options to be evaluated and effective decisionsto be made. Through this organising principle a direct link is evident between ultimate values, the realities of dayto-day enterprise decisions,and the effectscreated.A more formally rational mode
of decision making would encounter difficulties in effectively selectingchoicesthat
ensure the enterprise's multiple goals are realised. However, this is not to suggest
that the importance of economisingis totally disregarded.To the contrary, as with
any enterprise,the need for efficient operationsis of crucial importance to the structuring of sustainability enterprises.However, in many casessustainability entrepreneurs take a uniquely qualitative approachto efficiency. This can be explained with
referenceto the standard efficiency equation where efficiency (E) equals a quantity
output (0) over a quantity input (I).

I
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Williamson (1991)defines 'first-order economising' as effective adaptation.
in which enterprisesadapt to market conditions so as to maximise profit, and waste
elimination, in which enterprisesare adapted to reducethe cost of operations. In the
conventionalapproachto economisinga target outcomeis specified (such as a target
quantity of output at a given quality) and then a particular meansof producing that
outcomeis selectedbasedon the criterion of least cost.This approach to economising is expressedin Figure 6.2with referenceto the efficiencyequation.
By contrast, the approach to economisingregularly taken by sustainability
entrepreneursis exemplified by the processof structuring enterprises so that as
many types of beneficialoutcomesas possibleare produced by eachoperational activity. In this approachto economising,when a particular outcome is required a decision on the meansof achieving that outcomeis basedon the criterion of multiplyýing the range of benefit streamsthat can be produced. This approach is also expressedwith referenceto the efficiency equation in Figure 63, but it should be emphasisedthat in real life benefit stacking involves the stacking of qualitatively different types of beneficialoutcomeswhich are often not amenableto formal computation. While the logic of synergy infirst-order economisine refersto a reduction in
input without a parallel reduction in output, in benefit stackingsynergy refers to the
co-production,of multiple benefit streamsfrom a single activity. In their own ways,
thesetwo distinct approachesto economisingserve to guide the structuring of enterprisesalong different trajectories.

First-Order Economising
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Comparison of Modes of Economising
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Incorporating such synergiesinto the design of the enterprise is a significant
principle guiding the entrepreneurs' structuring activities. However, despite their
innovative efforts to align goals,not all conflicts of competing ends can be avoided.
When organisational tradeoffs are inevitable, the principle of strategicsatisficing is a
meansof balancing competing ends.Simon identified satisficing as problem-solving
activity that leads to a satisfactory rather than an optimal outcome (March and
Simon 1967:140).This meansthat outcome targets are set as threshold levels, rather
than as maximal or minimal levels. In reality, due to the cognitive limitations of the
human brain, satisficing is believed to be a trait characteristicof all organisational
actors even if their intention is to maximise (Simon and Stedry 1969).But what
makes sustainability entrepreneursdistinct is that they satisficestrategically,that is,
explicitly and deliberately. Rather than viewing satisficing as an unfortunate limitation of human problem solving ability, sustainability entrepreneursembracesatisficing and use it as a tool for balancing tradeoffs.
Avoiding the logic of maxin-dsationallows these entrepreneurs to make
complicated tradeoff decisionsbetween different domains becauseone target does
not receivean elevated status.When, for example,profit maximisation, maximising
shareholdervalue, or cost minindsation are specified as goals, other outcomesand
targets can only be advanced to the extent that they can demonstrateno impingement on those overriding goals. This severelylimits the capacity to managefor social and environmental outcomes. Strategic satisficing provides considerable latitude for making tradeoffs among different ends once a target level of satisfactionis
realised. For example, NativeEnergy'sentrepreneursdescribed their financial goals
this way: "I wouldnýt say it's maximising profits for shareholdersas much as increasingthe viability of the businessmodel and in the long term an exit strategy that
gets a reasonable
return for the investors" (T38:37, italics added). By seekingthreshold goals such as a 'viable business' and 'reasonablereturn', this allows NativeEnergy latitude to chooseprojects that more strongly benefit communities in need and
to directly contribute to new renewableenergy production by financing smaller projects. Depending on the domain in which targets are set, the criteria for satisfactory
thresholds,such as 'viable', 'fair', or 'reasonable'are likely to be less easy to quantify. Though in practice, it is no easier to determine whether an outcome is a true
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maximum or minimum than to determine if it is fair or viable (cf. March and Simon
1967).In the end, the decisionmaker must be reasonablyconfident that the outcome
has satisfiedthe desiredcriteria.
In questionsof target setting, as with other organisationaldesign problems,
an emerging enterprise's chief problem solver is the entrepreneur. As explained
above,entrepreneurswield considerablepower in determining which design solutions will be implemented due to the authority invested in both their roles of entrepreneur and of principle resourceowner (or steward). This includes the power to
structure the flow of benefit streams.However, the entrepreneuespower is always
The amount of power an entrepresharedto someextent with other stakeholdem33
neur concedesdepends on the extent on which other stakeholders!resources are
depended, possibly mediated somewhat by the entreprenemrs charisma (Pfeffer
and Salancik1978).Thus, entrepreneurshave some,but not total, power to determine the structure of benefit flows.
In conventionalbusinesses,benefitsflow along power gradients,with the ultimate intended beneficiariesbeing resourceowners, or thosewith the most power.
In such casesthe stakeholderswho have the most control are also able to make the
biggest claim to benefit from the enterprise.Thus, shareholdersand senior managemenesinterests are privileged above the interests of workers and other less
powerful stakeholders.In terms of informal claims,depending on the context bribes
and other perks can be capturedby influential power brokers. But sustainability entrepreneurswork hard to structure their enterprisesso that worth rather than power
is the main driver of benefit allocations.One of ForesTrade'sfounders explained
how the designof their paymentsystemswas guided by this principle"The goals were around sustainable development. Creating livelihoods
within rural communities and helping micro enterprisesso that as much of
the income could remain in thesecommunities.So we designed the projects
and the payment systemsin ways that would make the most difference to
the most people.' (D6: 27)
But the entrepreneurswere equally adamant that they were-not operating
charities, and that stakeholdersneeded to contribute to the enterprise to receive
35 Weber (1947) defines power as the probability
their will despite resistance from others.

that someone is able to achiew
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benefits. Statementssuch as, "I never thought of it in terms of charity" (T31:8), and
"We're not a charity - we're driven by a businessmodel" (T02: 13), were common.
Thus, 'worthiness' is a function of both needand conftibuiion to the enterprise.This
involves creating occasionsto provide those with greater need with the opportunity
to claim benefits by making contributions to the enterprise. This is not limited to
human stakeholders,but also includes natural systems.In such instances,a certain
quality of natural resourcesis framed as making crucial contributions to the enterprise's other purposes, such as the quality of the coral at Chumbe Island, or the
quality of the woodland at Hill Holt Wood. As one of Hill Holt wood's entrepreneurs explained about the contribution of the woodland to their goal of helping disadvantagedyoung people:
"The countryside is a great healer. It's what we've found in our young people. That's the edge that allows us to really work with these young people.
Bring them from these urban estatesinto this woodland environment and
" (T02:28)
they actually change.
The principle of worthy contribution integrates the goal of helping those in
need with the justification, and necessity,of using benefit flows to induce contributions;to the enterprise. In this way, the organising tensions of sustainability enterprise that would result from use of a conventional organising schemeare resolved
by the use of perpetual reasoning as the guiding logic of organisation design.
Through qualitative management,the substantivenature of the organising tensions
is addressed.Through benefit stacking, possible conflicts between the three poles
are transformed into synergies of efficient organisational configurations. Through
strategicsatisficing, the conflicts that do remain are balancedwithout sacrificing the
importance of any single pole. Through the principle of worthy contribution, those
with need are able to contend with those with power for claims to benefit stream.
Thus, while efficiency of design and power over resourcesremain two fundamental
poles that exert influence on an emerging organisational design, their influence is
manifest differently in the processof sustainability entrepreneurshipbecausethey
are approachedwith a markedly different design logic.
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Cognitive Model of Sustainability

Enterprise Design
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Finally, the problem of inducing contributions from stakeholdersinvolves the allocation of material and non-material benefits. Guided by the principle of worthy distribution, benefit streamsare structured to privilege worthy recipients by providing
opportunities to contribute to the enterprise.

Design Problems

Perpetual Reasoning

Definitional problem: justifying existence
Guiding principle: Resourceperpetuation
benefitstreamsby enhancingqualityof resources
Generate
for longesttimepossible
Structuring problem:

Achieving synergies

Guiding principle: Benefitstacking
Stackasmanybenefitsaspossibleontoeachoperationalactivity
Operational problem:

Balancingtradeoffs

Guiding principle: Strategicsatisficing
Strategicallytargetmultiplesatisfactoryoutcomes
Managing problem:

Making decisions

Guiding principle: Qualitative management
Useexpected
andprocesses
qualityof outcomes
asdecision
makingcriteria
Inducement problem:

Allocating benefits

Guiding principle: Worthy contribution
Structurebenefitstreamsto privilegeworthy recipientsby
for contributingto theenterprise
providingopportunities
Figure 6.4 Cognitive Model of Sustainability Enterprise Design

Theseprinciples integrate into an internally consistentlogic system.In some
respects,they are actually different ways of viewing aspectsof one unified rationale.
This can be seenby the fact that individual activities can
often be justified basedon
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CHAPTER 7
PROCESSES OF SusTAiNABiLiTy

ENTERPRISE

DESIGN

Thingsderivetheir beingandnatureby mutual
dependence,
andarenothingby themselves.
Nagaýuna
MfilamdAyamikakdriUs(circa 2ndcentury CE)

7-1

Sustaining

the Sustainability

Enterprise

In the previous chapter we saw how successfulsustainability entrepreneursuse a
unique design logic to create new sustainability enterprises;that is, enterprises in
which the sameactivities that contribute to the enterprise'sown continued existence
also contribute to sustainable developmentof the wider social-ecologicalsystem.
This leads to the second guiding researchquestion: How can an entrepreneur ensure the sustainability character of the enterprise lasts into the future, beyond the
involvement of the original founders?To tackle this question I pose a number of retroductive questions based on the case studies, and then use analytical outcomes
from the casedata to help answer those questions. In doing this, the chapter first
develops a descriptive stage model of sustainability enterprise design. Following
this, the critical incidents and processesthat drive the transition from one stage to
the next are detailed. Finally, the implications of these processesfor the pacing of
critical transitions in the enterprise design processare explored. By the end of the
chapter a full processmodel that describesand explains the processof sustainability
enterprisedesign is developed.
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Developing a Stage Model of Sustainability

Enterprise Design

The premisesof fl-dsguiding question suggestthat for successfulenterprises that
continue as a going concern,a time inevitably comeswhen the founding entrepreneurs must relinquish control of the enterpriseto other organisationalstal-cholders.
Given that they intend for the enterpriseto continue its purpose of contributing to
sustainabledevelopment indefinitely, what do sustainability entrepreneurs do to
help ensurethis purpose remainswith the enterpriseafter their departure?
This question could be framed in terms of the classicproblem identified in
the organisation and managementliterature of goal displacement (Etzioni 1964;
Warner and Havens1968).From this perspective,the entrepreneur'sactivities could
be viewed as attempts to pre-emptively guard against tendenciesfor goal displacement that might occur after the entrepreneur"sdeparture. But framing the problem
in that way implies a static enterprisewith rigid goals.Miat happenswhen the particular goals and methods of goal achievementthat are suitable at the time the entrepreneurexits the enterprisebecomeunsuitableas contextschangeover time? It is
well acceptedthat continued organisationalsurvival is dependent on an organisatiorýs capacityto adapt and changewith changingcircumstances.This posesa particular quandary for sustainability entrepreneurs.If ensuring an enterprise'scontinued contribution to sustainabledevelopmentcannot be achieved by 'locking in' a
particular set of goals and proceduresfor achieving those goals, then how can the
central contributory quality of the enterprise be sustained without the entrepreneur's continuedpresenceto guide the enterprise?
Perhapsthe extant managementand organisation literatures have little to
say on this issuebecausethis is not a pressingconcernfor entrepreneurshipas it is
conventionally understood.If the sole purpose of launching an enterprise is to obtain a financial return for the entrepreneur,then at the point at which the entreprieneur's chequeclears,all of his or her vestedinterestsin the enterprisewill also clear.
In reality most entrepreneursprobably do have some,at least sentimental or prestige, interest in the future of their enterprises.But for sustainability entrepreneurs
the continuity of purpose is of great concernbecausethe purpose for which their
enterpriseswere formed doesnot end when they end their involvement. Perhaps a
more exactway to frame the problem is with what the nonprofit managementliterature terms 'mission drife (Deeset al. 20OZ-I lishigsuren 2007;Jones2007).*Mission!
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implies a guiding purpose that is more holistic than a goal, but also less tangible.
However, even this framing still fails to capture the totality of the challenge.It is not
but
be
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also the values with
the
maintained,
must
only
organisational mission
Thus,
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to
that
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the
chosen pursue
which
sustainability entrepreneurs
the challengea sustainability entrepreneurfacesis how to maintain the enterprise's
multi-purpose mission and the unique approach to achieving that mission, while
to
time
that
the
over
and
evolve
change
must
necessarily
enterprise
acknowledging
continue achieving the mission. As one of the sustainability entrepreneurs stated
biggest
is
"I
from
her
her
the
think
that
challenge
company:
exit
upon reflecting on
how to keep those [corevalues] alive..." (T36:33).
One possibility for labelling the intangible yet recognisably distinct mission
is
with the concept of organisational
enterprises
and approach of sustainability
"character'.This concept, originally developed by Selznick (1957),was revived by
Birnholtz and colleaguesto describe"the coherentcontent of the ensembleof dispoThey
(2007:
317).
distinctive
the
that
the
organization"
actions of
sitions
generates
suggested these action dispositions are a form of procedural memory produced
through joint problem-solving experiences.In the case of sustainability entrepreface
in
the
that
the
of continual novelty consistently
neurship,
procedural memory
produces recognisableactivity patterns is the perpetualreasoningdescribedin chapter 6. The principles of perpetual reasoningprovide organisationalactorswith guidance for interpreting and structuring activity in novel situations in a way that is
consistentwith a core set of values. This produced enterpriseswith a sustainability
'character'. As described in section 5.6, balancing the interests of the 'seff' and the
'other', where the 'other' includes both social and environmental interests, is the
hallmark of this sustainability character. These enterprises consistently demonby
interests
balance
goals
the
to
the
of multiple
strated
potentially competing
ability
benedomain
in
the
beneficial
that
reinforced
outcomes one
structuring activities so
ficial outcomesof other domains. From this perspective,the final challenge of the
sustainability entrepreneur is to ensure that this character becomesa self-reliant
property of the enterpriseitself.
If characterself-relianceis the 'functional endpoint! of the processof sustainability enterprise design from the entrepreneur's perspective,the 'initial condition'
giving rise to the new venture can be consideredto be the original entrepreneurial
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intention. Sustainability entrepreneurs demonstrated a particular t)Te of intention dissatisfaction
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They
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own ways:
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NativeEnergy-"[17hroughprevious experiencewe had] realised a couple of
fundamental challenges-.les like beating our heads against the wall-Gee.
there's got to be a way to do this.' (MI: 7-8)
"This evolved over my working with environmental groups or
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so
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and
models wererA
with
wanting to address the major social and environmental challenges of the
day."... "We were always aware of the challenge,but we were also always
it
forward,
keep
just
if
taking
that
possible.
make
a step
you can
you
aware
And so we just really kept looking at what was possible.' (38:3940)
Hill Holt Wood:"I was seeinga countryside that to me was going do-*-.
mhUl
fast. And I wanted to changethat. I wanted to seea countryside that was Soing the opposite way, becominga better place,environmentally, rather than
doable
And it was the old thing of people sayit
And
to
seemed
me
worse.
...
ing, you can!t do that, I'm not interestedin doing that. IV,ell bugger you, I'll
8-9)
do it." (1714:
ChumbeIsland:"Actually it was something I was brooding over for years...
being
Us
blasting
to
the
trying
to
a
attention
reefs
and
raise
seeingpeople
problem. And realising that nobody seemedto understand there was a problem... So I thought, why isi* there a marine park so people can seewhat is
there,and learn about it?" (M. 10-11)
At the point of inception, the potentLd for the emerging enterprise to develop a sustainabilitycharacteris wholly dependenton the founding entrepreneur.
A model of the sustainability enterprisedesign processthereforebeginswith an existential entrepreneurialintention and ends with an enterprisewhose sustainability
characteris wholly self-reliant,as displayed in Figure7.1.
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Figure 7.1 Starting and Ending Conditions of SustainabilityEnterrrise Dcsign
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From this we can seethat the 'black box' linking the initial conditions to the
functional endpoint must involve processesthat somehow shift the sustainability
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being completely independent of the entrepreneur. As presented in Figure 7.2, the
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which point the
ing entrepreneur.The secondstage,'co-dependentcultivation, describesthe period
in which the entrepreneur,together with the enterprise'sother stakeholders,are cultivating the enterprise to realiseits full potential. At this point the enterprisecharacter is a product of the co-dependenceof the entrepreneur and the enterprise as a
whole. The final stage,'independent progressioe, describesthe period in which the
fate of the enterprise'scharacteris no longer reliant on the entrepreneur.As the enterprise progressestoward the future, character maintenance is completely selfreliant on the enterpriseitself.
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Figure 7.2 A Three-Stage Model of Sustainability Enterprise Design

This stagemodel provides a generaliseddescriptive account of the shifting
locus of the enterprise'ssustainability character.This is representativeof the design
histories of the casesin this study. The purposes that drove these enterprisesand
the possibility of achieving those purposes with innovative approachesto organis-
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7.3

Critical Incidents and Dri%ing Processes

We can begin to addressthis issuewith the help of Met's (1986)use of Locke's ncýtion of 'enh-ustine. As Baier explainedýwe need the help of others "in creating, and
fur'
She
but
looking
in
the
things
then not merely guarding
after
we most value.
ther explained that "we must allow many other people to get into positions where
they can, if they choose,injure what we care about, since those are the same positions that they must be in in order to help us take careof what we care about' (198&236).This is certainly applicableto entrepreneurshipand enterprise,as both require
the contributions of numerousothers to succeed.Thew contributory others are now
1984).
(Clarkson
Freeman
1995;
to
stakeholders
as
organisational
referred
usually
Thus, the conceptof entrustment as a "three-pronged predicate [where] A trusts B
with valued thing C" (Baier1986:236)is a useful model for understanding the processof founding and developing a sustainability enterprise.In fact. the central importanceof trust was a recurring theme that emergedfrom the casedata, and is exfully
for
below.
But
plored more
now, suffice to say the point at which entrepreneurs step out of their enterprises leadership and ownership positions is also the
point in which they most fully entrust their enterprise to the care of other stakeholders.Thus, the culmination of this processof entrustment is one critical incident
that must transpire.
But before entrustment can take place,there must be something to enhust.
What is critical is that the entrepreneurswere able from the very start to structure
their enterprises' activity patterns so that individually and in aggregate they reflected values consistent with their intended purposes.Thus both the outcomes
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produced and the processesof achieving them - the ends pursued and the meansof
pursuit - embody the principles of sustainabledevelopment. This was made possible through the use of perpetual reasoning as a design logic that guided the entrepreneurs' efforts to reform existing resource flows and activity patterns into new
organisational systems.Existing researchhas demonstrated the strong link between
the interpretive schemesof strong organisational leaders and resulting organisational structures (Brief and Downey 1983;Downey and Brief 1986;Schneider1997,
Schneider and Reinhard 1993). As detailed in the previous chapter, there was a
strong congruencebetween the founding entrepreneurs' values and the way they
structured their enterprises, as interpreted with the perpetual reasoning design
logic. Thus, the initial configurationof the enterprise's structures and processesin a
way that reflects sustainability principles represents another critical incident that
must transpire during the design process.The ongoing restructuring of the enterprise to account for changing circumstanceswas an important theme that emerged
from the data, aswill be discussedbelow.
However, there is still a key piece of the puzzle missing. Given that the sustainability character of the enterprises emanated from the intentions, values, and
cognitions of the founding entrepreneurs,on what grounds can the entrepreneurs
then trust the other enterprise stakeholders to maintain this character in their absence?While entrepreneursmay be forced to rely on other stakeholders,Baier argued that reliance and trust are not synonymous.Trust, specifically, is "reliance on
another's good will" (Baier 1986:234).But this is a question not only of other stakeholders' willingnessto maintain the samecharacter,but also their ability to maintain
it. Thus, for entrepreneursto entrust their valued enterprisesto other stakeholders,
they must have reason to believe those stakeholdersare both willing and able to
maintain its sustainability character.A key indication of why entrusting sustainability entrepreneursdid have reason for this belief was evident in the casedata: the
perpetual reasoning demonstratedby the entrepreneurswas also demonstratedby
other key organisational.stakeholdersin positions of responsibility and authority. In
other words, somewherealong the way thesekey stakeholdersappropriatedthe entrepreneur's design logic and were using this interpretive schemeto guide their activities on behalf of the enterprise.Thus, the appropriation of perpetual reasoning
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by other key stakeholdersis the basisfor entrustment,and this critical incident links
the initial configuring with the eventualentrusting.
As displayed diagrammatically in Figure 73, these three critical incidents,
links
entrusting,
are
necessary
connecting the sustainand
appropriating,
configuring,
in
initial
intention
is
to
the
that
mainenterprise
self-reliant
ability entrepreneur's
taining its sustainability character.However, an examinationof the casedata reveals
that thesecritical incidents are only particular periods of what are otherwise qngoing design processes,which we can call 'structurine, 'culturing', and 'trusting7.
Theselonger running processesare responsiblefor enabling the critical incidents to
take place.It is the unfolding of theseprocessesin concertthat enablethe enterprise
to transition from one phase to the nexL Therefore, the remainder of Us section
separatelyexamineseachof theseprocessesbefore turning in the next section to explore the interaction of these three processesand the implications for the developýment of sustainability enterprises.While none of the entrepreneursin this study's
fully
have
set
completed the processof entrustment, some are close and all
case
have progressedalong the stagesto the extent that their activities indicate what an
idealisedmodel of this processwould necessarilyentail.
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Figure 73 Critical IncidentsLeading to Entrustment

7.3.1

Trusting

The central importanceof trust was a theme dut emerFt I from all of the cases,as
evidencedby statementssuch asvbudding up trust was so important" (rO9-.7). -it
took a lot of trust for the farmers and the community to Ix-gin to work with jusl"
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(T36:17), and "you end up with key relationships with one or more key people and
thesepartners,whether they're businessesor organisations,and trust is a huge issue
there" U18: 16). The presenceor absenceof trust played a key role in enabling or
inhibiting the manner in which the entrepreneurs could enact their visions. A great
deal of time and effort was spent on building

trusting relationships with stake-

holders, many of whom were initially sceptical of the entrepreneur's motives and
intentions. This trust had to be built in both directions; first the entrepreneurs had to
establish their trustworthiness in the eyes of key stakeholders, but later the stake-

holders also had to prove their trustworthiness to the entrepreneurs.When trust
building was successfulit had the potential to result in new, previously unforeseen
MtiveEnergy
In
the trustthe
to
the
of
case
mission.
possibilities extend
enterprise's
ing relationship that developedbetweenthe entrepreneursand their tribal suppliers
led to the oýportunity for the tribes to becomeowners of the enterprise.In the case
between
developed
Hill
Holt
Wood,
the entreprethat
the
trusting
of
relationship
for
led
the community to take over
the
to
the
neurs and
community
opportunity
control of the enterprise. Lack of trust was also an important issue. At Chumbe Island, lack of trust between some stakeholderswas identified as a limiting factor in
the enterprise'sability to exceedits present state of development,and at ForesTrade
a sudden breakdown in trust instigated a drastic restructuring, of the enterprise.
Figure 7.4 displays the types of trust building that were associated with each stage
of the enterprise's design process.
N

Design
stage:

Dependent
Origination

Co-dependent
Cultivation

Independent
Progression
10

10
Trusting
process:

Building
organisational
trustworthiness via
legitimising activities

Building stakeholder
trustworthiness via
capability development

Transferring control
from founders to
trusted stakeholders via
role replacement

Figure 7.4 Trusting Process of Sustainability Enterprise Design

Early in the enterprise design process,during the 'dependent originationý
stage,all of the entrepreneursfaced a large degree of scepticism.Someof the early
distrust stemmedfrom particular socio-cultural contextsin which the entrepreneurs
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that as "investors, especiallyafter forty years of socialism,you are seen like, profiteering, bad guy, coming to exploit the country; coming to exploit the people' (130:
14).At Hill Holt Wood, the entrepreneursfacedsomeethnic and lifestyle prejudices.
As they explained,somemembersof the community reasoned:"they live in a carahad
'
had
down
So
Irish,
to sort of adto
tinkers...
they're
we
go
and
we
van, she's
dress that. When people met us their immediatereaction was, 'But you're normal
looking!' And we'd go, yes, what did you expect?So we had a lot of prejudices to
break down' (TO5:6-7).At ForesTrade,the legacyof land appropriation from colonialism and dictatorship made working with the farmers to obtain organic certification more challenging,as one of the entrepreneursexplained:'Normally, andwieve
first
this
the
over
and
over
again,
seen
stepfor farmershaving someonecome in and
map their farm is usually a first step in giving their land away' (06: 16-7).At NativeEnergy,someinitial distust arosedue to the enterprise'sname, and the historical profiteering from the use of Native American cultural symbols, As one of their
Native American tribal partnersexplained:
"Once we realisedthey werenýtIndians - becauseI was already busy doing a
beercompany that had taken a namefrom one of the people from the Lakota
history and put that on the beer without permission.I was already sensitive
to that sort of thin& the branding issue,and realising the power of brands.
and wanted to find out how theseguys were claiming themselvesto be native." (r17: 6)
However, despite thesesocio-culturalchallenges,the more significant challenge came from the new ground theseentrepreneurswere breaking, and the unconventional ways they went about doing business.One of the entrepreneurs explained: "Put new companyand new servicecategorytogetherand you get sceptical
buyers" (r20: 16).In addition, the entrepreneurs!motives were questionedbecause
they were claiming to be doing good things for the environment and society, and
yet they were organisedas for-profit enterprises.As the founder of Chumbe Island
explained:"Being private we also were just not taken seriously.Chumbe was Seen
as another tourist projectjust being very smart in their marketing" (T31:30-1).This
challenge for the entrepreneurs resonates with the literature on legitimacy
(Suchman1993).However, the usual approachsuggestedby the literature of adapting businessmodelsand organisationalforms to reflectcurrently acceptedmodes of
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for
(e.
Powell
1983),
DiMaggio
these entreprewas not an option
organising g.
and
neurs. Rather, they seemedto take two general approachesto the quest to obtain the
legitimacy that they neededto obtain necessarystakeholder support. One approach
was to communicateto scepticalstakeholdersabout what their enterprisewas about
and why they were insisting on doing things differently. These communications
generally attempted to reframe their activities from an anomalous phenomenon
worthy of suspicion to a laudable difference worthy of celebrationand support. For
example,one of the founders of Hill Holt Wood explained his conversationwith a
Forestry Commission planner about his desire to make a home and businessin the
ancient woodland:
"[The planner said] 'You're serious?Out of the question. Not a possibility.
Over my dead body. Think of the precedent! And I said, yes, think of the
precedent.Think of a woodland that's properly managed,that's open to the
public, that provides jobs, that spreadsan environmental messageout to the
wider public. All very positive things, I think, really. Sustainabledevelopment. If s all very positive. And now they've switched on. Now they've seen
it. They like it. " (T02:8)
In addition to constantly communicating their mission and vision to reframe
stakeholder perspectives,another important strategy for the entrepreneurswas to
gain legitimacy by associating with other acceptable, reputable, and wellestablishedorganisations.For example, for Chumbe Island this was accomplished
by applying for and winning prestigious conservation and responsible tourism
awards. The entrepreneur explained the importance of the credibility the enterprise
obtained from those awards: "That was actually more important. That was recognition of what we're doing. Becauseit was very hard in those days to be recognised"
(T31:30-1).For NativeEnergy,partnershipswith well-known 'ethical' brands such as
Ben and Jerry's, Stonyfield Farm, and Clif Bar were an important sourceof credibility. As the company's marketing director explained: "when you put that list of companies in front of someoneand say, 'Well, these are the people, this is the kind of
company that doesthis', it builds somecredibility and acceptance..." (T21:5).
Once trust in the entrepreneur's vision, motivation, and ability to deliver
were established,trust building during the 'co-dependent cultivationý stage of enterprise developmentfocusedmore on increasingthe founders' trust in their organisational stakeholders.This trust was establishedonly over time, and often after ex-
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holders. For example,NafitvEnergy developeda deep trust in some of their Native
American supplier partners after a seriesof negotiationsand other interactions over
developed.
how
this
trusting
One
the
relationship
time.
entrepreneursexplained
of
"Basically, during the whole processof negotiating the agreement with the
RosebudSioux tribe...we grew to respectthem and they grov to respect us,
And once that sort of negotiation was done, then it was all the interactions
help,
dowe
how
information
how
is
the
this
exchange,
project going,
around
how do they help us...They were open,honest,and frank.ý' (TI9-.20-1)
Trust in other organisationalstakeholderswas basedin large part on an asfor
how
the entheir
the
aligned
s
values
values
with
entreprencuf
well
sessmentof
terprise, and the intentions of the stakeholdersto basetheir organisational activities
on thesevalues.For example,at ForesTrade,after a large-scalerestructuring of operations brought about by a seriousbreach of trust, the entrepreneursmade their
choicefor a new country director to head all Indonesia-basedoperations based on
the values they had observed in one of their employeesover time. The entrepreneurs explainedtheir choice:
"We met Lucia and she started to help us with administration and just becamepretty dear pretty quickly that she made senseto be the dirmtor. And
it wasn't easybecausewe already had a bunch of men working for us and
the idea of a woman -a Chinesewoman - being their bosswas not easy for
their egos,but we could just seeshe cared about things. And we could see
that shewould be fair to peopleand really createthe kind of culture that .ve
wanted." (136:39)
But stakeholdervalueswere not the only basisfor trust. The comlvtcnct,- or
capability to put those values into effective practiceon the cnterprise's behalf --vas
also an important basisfor ft-ust.At Chumbe Island, developing the competenceof
the staff was an important meansof building trust. As the entrepreneur explained:
"Training, training, training Constant training Now people are comlvtcnt
...
...
enough... I think the peoplethat are working with us now, they're really doing good
stuff." (111: 20-1,40). This attention to the values, intentions, and capabilities of
stakeholdersas the basesof trust support someof the literature on trust that disdnguishesbetweenseveraldifferent types of trust, in this casewhat has been termed
Onormative'trust, 'goodwill' trust, and 'competence'trust (Humphrey 1998; Lane
1998;Mishra 1996;Sako 2006).However, depending on the context, the entrepre-
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neurs diff6rentially identified some of these as being of more concern than others.
For example, at Hill Holt Wood, the values of key stakeholderswere identified as
the greatesttrust-based threat to the enterprise maintaining its mission. As one of
the entrepreneurs expressed:"The danger would be if you have a chair [of the
board], like we did have briefly, who was trying to bring people in with a different
vision" (T10:11).By contrast,at NativeEnergywhen the entrepreneurswere seeking
new investors they felt the values basis would take care of itself, but worried more
about the competenceof thosewho might have influence over the enterprise:
"I think that anybody that invests in NativeEnergyis going to do so because
they believe that what we are doing, that is, the direction we're going in is
something that's worth investing in. So I don't really seethem, as a practical
matter, investing in NativeEnergyand then taking us in a different direction
than what they invested in. I do ultimately worry about control becauseI
don't know who theseinvestors are yet. I don't know how wen I trust them
yet to make decisionsfor the company that affect me financially. Tom and I
have the experienceand they don't. And if they exercisecontrol without experience,that makesmistakes.That's what worries me." (T19:25-6)
During the final 'independent progression' stageof enterprise development
the trusting processfocused on shifting control and responsibility for the enterprise
to a trusted group of stakeholders.As Baier suggested:"To entrust is intentionally
and usually formally to hand over the care of something to someone" (1986:240).
Thus, for the sustainability entrepreneursthis period involved selectingand preparing a group of key stakeholdersin whom the enterprise'sfuture, and the purpose,
values, and mission it embodied, could be entrusted. As with the other stagesof
trust building, this involved identifying stakeholderswith the appropriate mix of
values, goodwill, and competenceto successfullyguide the enterprise'scontinuous
development.For example,the founders of NativeEnergywere comfortablewith the
values they shared with their Native American tribal partners, but felt that over the
long term they neededto develop their chosensuccessors'competencein their businessand market. As they explained: "we'll be looking for the best Native American
talent to bring in" (T18: 24). Similarly, the founders of Hill Holt Wood felt they
neededto prepare the community to be able to handle the responsibilitiesof looking
after the enterprise.One of the entrepreneursdescribedthe situation: "The community's got to have the ability to take it over. So it required development of the Hill
Holt Wood managementcommittee to a level where they could take it over" (T14:
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10-11).When the founders of ForesTradechosea new CEO to assumeleadersMp of
day-to-day operations,they looked for someonewith the appropriate competencies,
but also someonewho they felt would champion the enterprise'svalues:
"We brought in a new CEO with a lot of private sectorexperience... [When
learned
that
lot
him
him]
just
we
and
of
questions
asked
a
about
we
selecting
he'd grown up in Venezuelaand gone to school in a two-room schoolhouse
kids
kids
and
who came to school with no shoes and
with small producers'
kind
farmer.
figured
So
that
he
knew
of
third
with
we
generation
was a
we
life experiencewe would find someonewho really cared about the population that we were seekingto also serve." (137:10,12)
The processof entrustment therefore involves replacing the organisational
functions that the entrepreneursservewith other trusted individuals. The two most
important functions are that of day-to-day leadership and the ultimate source of
control, ownership. This transition occurred in a different order in the different enterprises,and was always a graduated process,often stretching over a number of
day-to-day
founder
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handed
For
the
the
over
example,
at
years.
leadership role a decadeago, but still retains sole ownership of the enterprise and
function.
With an exact opposite seto
and
a
governance
oversight
continues serve
Wood
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founders
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the
of
quence,
ForAt
in
their
they
roles
as
still continued
enterprisemanagers.
community while
founder's
has
decreased
the
steadily
of
ownership
over time as they
share
esTrade
sought new investment capital, but only recently did they hand over day-to-day
leadership to a newly selectedsuccessor.Similarly, NatirvEnergy becamemajority
owned by a trusted stakeholder group, although the founders still maintain their
roles on the board and as the company'stop executiveofficers.
As this look at the trust building processesof sustainability enterprise design
makesclear,the act of entrustmentis only one point in a Ion& and at times difficult.
building
trust between the entrepreneurand key organisational stak-eprocessof
holders.Baier'sassessment
of trust building appearsaprlicable here:'Trust is much
easierto maintain than it is to get startedand it is never hard to destroy* (1986:242).
in the words of one of the sustainability entrepreneurs:les 'bloody hard wori,-.to
get it Becauseyou don't start from that point. You have to win it. And ies taken us
yearsto win it" (TIO:24).
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been done this way" (T22:12),and "it's part of the DNA" (T37:13).This processwas
labelled a 'culturing' processbecauseit resonateswith the organisational.culture
literature. As is dear from our discussion of trust, the competenciesof organisational stakeholdersplayed a vital role in facilitating the enterprises' development.
Although technical skills were important, in many instancesthe stakeholdercompetency the entrepreneurscared most about was their ability to approach tasks and
solve problems in a manner that was consistent with the entrepreneurs' own apdevelideals
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with
proach.
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opment, and a sharedcognitive scheme,represented
sign logic. The processof culturing can be understood as the processof achieving
these shared values and cognitions. Figure 7.5 displays the aspectsof the culturing
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Figure 7.5 Culturing Processof Sustainability EnterpriseDesign

Recruiting critical support from stakeholderswas an important ongoing activity for all of theseenterprises,but it was particularly important during the early
'dependent originationý stagewhen the enterpriseswere first materialising. At this
point the entrepreneurssometimeshad to make a difficult tradeoff betweenrecruiting stakeholderswith the desired skills, and recruiting those who demonstrated
similar values. For the founders of ForesTrade, the results of this tradeoff were clear:
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"the times that we've made mistakesis when we've hired people for mainly theiý
skill setsand not their values" (M6: 31). Having sharedvalues among stakeholders
was not a matter of convenience,but of real and lasting import for two reasons.
First, all stakeholdershave some influence over organisationalactivities, no matter
how small. Obviously the more control the stakeholderhas over the organisation,
such as senior management,significant investors, or members of the board, the
more important it was to sharecommonvalues.This was particularly important between co-founderswhen the enterprisewas being launched by an entrepreneurial
team. An early member of NatitrEnergy's entrepreneurial team explained their
group's commonvaluesbasedon their long history of sharedexperiences:
"We'd been in that spacefor a long time. And so it wasn1 as though four
random guys got together and said, 'Hey, you want to form a company? I
think there's an opportunity here. Lees go get it! I mean this wasn't a
Google kind of thing. It was we'd been working hard on that vision... '
(T21:7-8)
The second reason it was important to have shared values among stakeholders is that the entrepreneurswere developing unconventionalbusinessmodels
and organising activities in new and unusual ways. Sharedvalues were important
for fostering understanding of the necessityand significance of these innovative
forms of organising.As one of the founders of Hill Holt Wood explained: "I think
that was reaRypivotal. Getting somereally key people,who are still here now eight,
or nine yearslater, who bought into this vision and this dream and didnt seethat it
was wacky. Or bought into it becausethey believedin it' (TO5:6). Sheexplained one,
of the first activities they undertook when starting to build their enterprise: '%Ve
were slowly creatinga bank of like-n-dndedpeopleas a support network. That hap-'
pened very quickly. I think that - if you were to ask me what was the single most
pivotalthing, I think that was really pivotal* (T05:6). The primary meansof attracting support from stakeholderswith common values was by articulating the
entrepreneur's vision for a future of new possibilities.Thesevisions tended to boainclusive, participatory, and empowering toward key stakeholdergroups, such as HUI
Holt Wood's vision for a public-accesswoodland, NlatirvEnergy
and ForesTrade's
visions for empowering producers and consumers to make beneficial changes
through their participation, and Chumbe Island's vision for a marine resourcethat
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would contribute to educating the next generation of Zanzibaris about their unique
natural endowments.
In addition to recruiting new stakeholders with similar values, two other
mechanismswere employed for achieving shared values within the organisation.
One was to try to spread the entrepreneur'svalues to stakeholderswho did not necessarily share them, and the other, when all else failed, was to separatefrom stakeholders with irreconcilable differences.A number of the casesdemonstrated evidenceof employing thesemechanisms.For example, at Chumbe Island the founder
spoke of the importance of hiring employeesfrom local communities: "you want to
win them for the causeof conservation,and it's not just by paying them a salary, I
mean their understanding..." (T31:21). This is consistentwith the literature on organisational socialisation and enculturation processes(Petersonand Smith 2000;
Schein1983;Shrivastavaand Schneider1984).This is not to say that the processof
sharing values is necessarilyunidirectional or that values do not evolve over time,
but there must at least be a broad commonality of key values between the entrepreneur and other organisational stakeholders,and, as is clear from this discussion,
sustainability entrepreneurs utilised a number of mechanisms to establish this
sharedvalue basefor-their enterprises.
During the 'co-dependent cultivation' stage of enterprise development, in
addition to establiýhinga common value basearound a sharedvision, the culturing
processalso establishesa shared means of realising that vision. Up until this point
the activities of the enterprise and the way it had gone about finding solutions to
organising problems were heavily prescribed by the entrepreneursbased on their
use of the perpetual reasoningdesign logic. But efforts to establishthis approach as
a permanent fixture of the enterprisemeant it had becomea sort of 'standard operating procedure' for the enterprise as a whole, independent of the entrepreneur.A
first-order approach to this task is through what I have called 'solution stocking.
This entails stocking the enterprise's 'knowledge structures' (Lyles and Schwenk1992,Walsh and Ungson 1991)with solution paths that the entrepreneurhas already
developedfor the enterprise.Thesetook the form of written plans such as environmental managementplans, businessplans, and other strategic documents.For example, Chumbe Island produces a managementplan for the terrestrial and marine
ecosystemsevery severalyears. Hill Holt Wood also started to produce a business
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plan and environmental managementplan. The entrepreneurexplained his reasoning- "I don't feel I need a businessplan. But the businessdoes ntx-d one, if you see
what I mean. I know where I'm going becauseI can seethe end result... ' CM: 36).
However, solution stocking is a static approachto infusing the entrepreneur's practical knowledge into the enterprise becausewritten plans and strategies cannot
adapt to changing contexts.So while managementplans might be useful indicators
for other organisationalstakeholdersof the entreprcneuesapproach, the actual solutions they hold for organising problemsare of little long term value.
More important was a dynamic approachof diffusion and appropriation of
the entrepreneur'scognitive design logic to other organisational stakeholders. In
this way, the perpetual reasoning design logic that begins as an entrepreneurial
cognition evolves into an organisational cognition (cf. Schneider and Reinhard
1993).The mechanismby which this processtook place appeared to be largely informal and unplanned. It occurredby meansof stakeholdersobserving, discussin&
and interacting with the entrepreneur.For example,the founder of Chumbe Island
describedher interactionswith key stakeholderswho eventually took on important
responsibilitiesfor the enterprise: "We were discussingall the time... We were of
course discussing very intensively... I think the management team was quitt-close...we'd spend a lot of free time together' (131: 26).Similarly, a long-time employee of NativeEnergydescribedhis understanding of the enterprise's vision and
particular style of doing businessthis way"I donI think there was ever a sit-down discussionthat saidý'Look. fl-as is
the way wdre going to do it.' I think it's just always been done this way...
We just had a strategicplanning sessionover the last couple of days in ýermont. We were all in the sameroom and everybody %Yho
works for the company was engagedin the discussion.' (M- IZ 15)
Thus, the organisation-wide acquisition of the perpetual reasoning design
logic is as much active appropriation by organisationalstakeholdersas It is passive
diffusion by the entrepreneurs.The result, over time, is an enterprisethat as a whole
sharesa commonvision and a commonunderstandingof the approach that is to N-,
taken to pursue that vision. As a long-time employeeof I fill I lolt Wood explained.
"I think youývegot the kind of staff who stick around. Stick around, know
exactly
what the businessis about, exactly how it operates,and things that are fundamentaUyimportant to that' (TO7:17).
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During the final 'independent progression! stage the emphasis was on reliterature
imThe
the
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stresses
cognitions.
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enterprise'ssharedvalues and
portanceof 'myths' and 'rituals', as well as informal 'storytelling' to maintain an organisationalculture (Brief and Downey 1983;Downey and Brief 1986;Ransonet al.
1980). And in fact, there is evidence that these sorts of methods were employed. As

one of Hill Holt Wood's founders explained:
"Part of the reason the board members are involved is they enjoy it. Come to
the board meetings, hearing what's going on at Hill Holt Wood, hearing the
done
lad
Karen
little
tell
that
the
who's
a
young
will,
about
stories stories this and done that, and the long convoluted stories about individual trainees
and what they're here for. They just love it. " (T10: 11)

But the continual processof renewal is also achieved with more formalised
reflection processes.In addition to the informal storytelling, Hill Holt Wood's current managing director explained how shewrites out the enterprise'score objectives
and values,and then will
"'put that document up on the board and then on the back there's a crib sheet
for people's commentsto say, 'just to remind you this is what our objectives
are.' So,how do I-I mean I look at the environmental, the sustainability and
report,
environmental kind of thing, and we discussit in our self-assessment
we discussit. And we make sure everything we do relatesback to the values
so the key tasks of the employee should relate back to the values of the
woodland." (TO8:17-8)
ForesTrade'sfounders employed a similar technique, but they also emphasisedhow they attempt to keep the mission and approachrelevant for the times:
"We have a whole thing that we call the ForesTrade Sustainability Principles
that' s written up and they are the goals [and] practices that we stand by...
But it is obviously a process -a constant renewal... To update it and [keep it]
in line with the new trends in the areas we're operating in. " (T38: 34)

The culturing processthat occursthroughout sustainability enterprisedesign
is critical to a sustainability entrepreneur's ability to maintain the purpose of their
enterpriseafter their departure from it. It is during the critical incident of appropriation that the sustainability character transitions from being a characteristicof the
entrepreneur to being a characteristicof the enterprise itself. Sharedvalues among
the enterprises stakeholders form an essential foundation for this, but it is only
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when the unique perpetual reasoning of the entrepreneur becomesan organisational cognition more generally that the sustainability characterof the enterprise is
truly established.Theseare dynamic elementsthat must be continuously renewed
over time, which is why static approachessuch as solution stocking alone are insufficient. ForesTrade'sfounders summedup how the confluenceof sharedvalues and
cognitions throughout the organisationresulted in a purpose-drivenenterprise with
a persistentsustainability character"A lot of our field staff overseas are very committed to the mission
and...you know peopleuse the lingo, "It's part of the DNAý' But I think that
basically the folks in the field, and I think that a large number of the people
that we've hired here in Vermont are very mission-driven.' (07.13)
Z3.3

Structuring

The importanceof structuring processeswas a central theme that emergedfrom the
caseanalysis,as evidencedby statementssuch as: "I think it's a lot to do with the
structure" (T06:27), "It turned out to be essentialbecause...you really need to have
a consistentapproach and an accountabilitystructure" (M: 25), and "being structured that way [is] almost a necessityin order to get the project economicsso that
they'll work7 (T19:10). A critical elementof this process- the perpetual reasoning
design logic - was discussedin the previous chapter. However, that discussion is
augmentedhere with a brief exploration of how this design logic was differentially
employed as the needsof the enterprisechangedover the courseof the design process.Figure 7.6 displays the aspectsof the structuring processthat were associated
with eachstageof the enterprise'sdesignprocess.
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Co-dependent
Cultivation
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Nogression

9 Creatingnew
* Gradually modifying
0 Modifying
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organisational
to reducefounder
guided by principles
structuresto support
long-termmaintenance
of perpetualreasoning
control and increase
stakeholderdiscretion
of enterprisecharacter

Figure 7.6 Structuring Processof SustainabilityEnterpriseDesign
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At the 'dependent origination' stage, the entrepreneur's fun attention was
directed toward configuring a new business model with structured processesthat
would serve the intended purpose of contributing to sustainabledevelopment and
satisfying the entrepreneur'sown needs,and that could be financially supported by
earned income. The entrepreneurswere driven to solve specific social and environmental problems before they knew what the solutions might be. They engaged the
task of problem solving by drawing on their previous experiencesand inquiring
into new possibilities. As the NativeEnergyentrepreneurs explained: "there were
things we were quite painfully aware of at the time that didn't work very wen and
other tl-dngsthat had the promise to do well. And thaes what was the basis for creating the businessstrategy that followed" (T20: 3). The founder of Hill Holt Wood
describedhis efforts to solve the problem of devising a new businessmodel:
"You've got to be out there everyday. You've got to seehow the whole thing
hangs together. So I was seeing that as the issue,but how do you pay for it,
is the question that I was asking myself. And it was when I went to the conferencein '92 that I thought, ah! this is the way to do it! So then it was a case
of, how do I go on to prove it?" (T14:9)
This points to what was often the most central question for the entrepreneurs: how to design solutions that could be supported through earned income activities in the competitive marketplace. It was usually this last element that linked
the other aspectstogether. As the founder of Chumbe Island explained: "The coral
reef motivation was the main motivation. The education of kids was next. And then
tourism becameinstrumental in the whole package" (T31:16).It is clear that earning
income was not the purpose driving the enterprise design process.Rather,theseentrepreneursviewed earned income as a meansof achieving specific social, environmental, and personal outcomes.At this point, as the entrepreneursfashioned their
new enterprisesto achieve their multi-purpose missions, the design processby necessitywas almost completely controlled by the entrepreneurs.Thus, it was the sustainability purpose of the entrepreneursthat was becoming manifest in the character
of the structuresand processesof the new enterprises.
During the 'co-dependentcultivation' stage this sustainability characterbecame the co-product of the entrepreneursand the interactive processesof other organisational stakeholders.The structuring processentailed a gradual modification
of organisational activities to incrementally reduce the control of the founding en-
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trepreneur and increase the discretionary control of other organisational stakeholders. For example,at Hill Holt Wood, the managementstructure was eventually
modified so that
"every ranger and seniorranger has an areaof the wood that they're responbit
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start-up
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lished enterprisein which performanceis a collectiveachievement.
In the final 'independent progression'stageof enterprisedesign the focus of
structuring activities was on reconfiguring enterprisestructures to support maintefounding
the
the
without
of
sustainability
charicter
nance
entrepreneur's guiding
influence. By this point the entrepreneursfunction mostly in governanceand oversight roles, and therefore the structures reconfigUredare mostly concerning these
functions.For example,one of the founders of Hill Holt Wood explained:
"The articles of memorandum were driven by the board. And they were
very concernedthat our aims and objectiveswere cast iron. They were absc>lutely set in concrete.That there was no way youýd get a group of people
coming into the businessand trying to dominateit and take a different direction... We're still thinking about it, that there might be a secondtier of governance... that will have a slightly different remit. They areret driven by the
businessmodel so much. They would say, "no way boy-o, there's no way
you're felling thesetrees,you carýt do that.' (M: 26-7)
Where entrepreneurial leadership in daily operations did remain beyond
it
was codified, or formalised, and mechanismswere
and
governance,
ownership
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be
future
to
to
try
stakeholders
consistent
would
organisational
ensure
established
founders
ForesTrade
As
founding
the
the
explained:
with
values and culture.
"What Thomasand I sort of did instinctively and winged and did in the field
we're now really trying to formalise the processof internal self-assessment
developing
then
then
and
strategies and
reporting
and evaluation and
goals..." (M7.12)
Introducing proceduresfor perpetuating the characterof the enterprise were
lower
levels
limited
directors
Activities
to
top
the
and
managers.
at
not
activities of
long
for
For
time
this
the
example,
a
purpose.
of
organisation were also structured
"In
differences
described
Wood
time:
those
Hill
Holt
the
over
of
some
employee of
days [new rangers were] sort of thrown in... Now what they do is each new ranger
follows somebody for a day and then somebody else for the next day and so on and
sees how they all work and interact" (T11: 20). Through such mechanisms the informal culture is passed on to new organizational stakeholders. Thus, through the
structuring process of sustainability enterprise design, the sustainability character
becomes manifest in the enterprise's structured activities and processes, and over
time these structures are gradually modified to self-perpetuate the enterprise's sustainability character.

7.4

A Process Model of Sustainability

Enterprise

Design

Z4.1

Interactive Processes and the Shifting Role of the Entrepreneur

The combined processesof sustainability enterprise design are displayed in Figure
7.7.It is the outcomesof thesestructuring, culturin& and trusting processes,operating in concert,that explains how the enterprise develops an enduring sustainabihty
characterthat is independent of the entrepreneur.The important point is that these
processesdo not operate separately,but interact and reinforce one another. In the
'dependent originatiod stage the critical incident is the configuration of the emerging sustainability enterprisesby the entrepreneurs,but this processnecessarilyinvolves the support of others. To obtain this support the entrepreneursmust establish their own trustworthiness by legitimating their, often unconventional, organising activities. At the sametime, achieving a sustainability characterin the enterprise
requires contributing stakeholderssharebasicvalues about the enterprise'spurpose
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tainability characteris wholly dependenton the entrepreneurs.
In the 'co-dependent cultivation' stage the critical incident for the enterdiffusion
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and appropriation of the entrepreneur's perprise's
The
by
logic
design
goodwill
organisational
stakeholders.
other
petual reasoning
(proby
(provided
competence
values)
and
growing
shared
and common vision
design
logic)
by
the
the
in
of
of organisational stakeappropriation
part
vided
holders forms the basis for the entrepreneur'sgrowing trust in them. This is facilitated by gradual modifications in the organisationalstructure to give incrementally
than
discretionary
to
the entrepreneur.
of
activities
stakeholders
other
control
more
In the final 'independent progressionýstage the critical incident is the entrustment of the enterprise to a key group of organisational stakeholders.This is
by
modifying organisational structures and processesto reinforce and
supported
founding
independent
the
the
character,
of
enterprise's
sustainability
perpetuate
focus
level
is
While
the
the
of enterprise governance and
main
at
entrepreneur.
hierarchy.
This
it
includes
throughout
the
stage
activities
also
enterprise
ownership,
founding
for
the
the
as
enterprise
values and modes
of
renewal
representsa period
for
is
the new enterprise owners
made
also
space
of operating are reaffirmed, while
and leaders to reinterpret the meaning of thesetraditions in light of the changing
times.Through theseprocessesand stagesthe locus of the enterpriseýssustainability
charactertransitions from being wholly reliant on the entrepreneurto being wholly
self-relianton the enterpriseitself.
To effectively shepherd the enterprise through these various stagesof the
design process,the entrepreneur must take on different roles as the process advances.At the very start the entrepreneurfunctions as a 'scout', looking for trends,
changes,new ideas, and new possibilities, and searchingfor solutions to specific
environmental and social problems.This was evident in eachof the enterprise deHolt
Wood's
founders
Hill
histories.
For
example,
explainedhow he solved his
sign
enterprise'sdesign problems: I network a lot. I meet people a lot. I abs-orba lot
from other people.I seelots other projectsand what works and what doesretwork
And from all that information, I sort of 'pshhhe into this is what we want" (r06: 34).
While the new enterprises were being formed the entrepreneurs functioned as
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'evangelists' for their visions and their new organisations. This is an apt metaphor
becausethe entrepreneurstruly and deeply believed in their visions, the values they
embodied, and thdir approach to realising those visions. And, importantly, they
were attempting to build a network of other believers to support their efforts. As
one of the ForesTradeentrepreneursexplained: "I've becomepretty good at selling
vision and values. You have to have a strong and unshakable faith in the rightness
of your vision and values,plus a healthy dose of chutzpah" (Marcel 2005:16).
Once the enterpriseswere established,the entrepreneursfunctioned as 'role
models' as the other organisationalstakeholdersappropriated their approach to organising through informal observationsand interactions. As a long-time employee
of NativeEnergyexplained: "there's not a lot of time to talk about philosophy and
approaches... While we're [working] we're learning more about each other and
learning more about what it is that philosophically we bring..." (T22:13).During the
later stagesof the process,the enterpriseswere largely self-functioning, without the
need for continual direction by the founders. However, the entrepreneursstill provided general governanceand oversight, acting as 'guardians' to ensure the enterprises remained true to purpose and maintained their sustainability characters.As
the founders of ForesTradeexplained: "We've begun the process of transferring
leadership We both function on the Board. [Thomasis] kind of their Chief Sustain...
ability Officer. He's sort of the 'uncle' that advises and guides and helps with the
decisions" CI16:32-3).And finally, although none of the entrepreneursin thesecases
have yet completely separatedfrom their enterprises,when they do it is likely they
will transition into more of a 'mentor' role. They would no longer have any direct
control over the enterprise,but they would likely remain available to provide occasional advice and support, and continue to champion the enterpriseand its purpose.
This description of the shifting roles of entrepreneursis not meant to suggest
that the roles are mutually exclusive.Of course the entrepreneursmay, to some degree, always be scouting for new opportunities for the enterprise, and may always
be evangelisingtheir visions and approaches,and so forth. But grouping theseparticular metaphors with each stage of the process indicates which entrepreneurial
function is particularly important at that stage.
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Pacing of StageTransitions

In real life there is quite obviously a 'fuzzy' boundary between the stagesof the
model, and the critical incidents can in fact occur over an extended period of time.
The processis not necessarilylinear, and may involve repeated loops and digressions along the way. The paceof progression from one stageto the next, or the lack
of progressionfrom one stageto the next, is therefore highly variable. For example,
during ForesTrade'sdesign history, broken trust in someof the stakeholderpartners
on whom the enterprise depended resulted in the enterprise reverting back to the
first stage, in which the entrepreneursdrastically restructured the enterprise and
assertedgreater control over organisationalactivities in an effort to maintain the enterprise's legitimacy. In another example, Hill Holt Wood's founders for several
years could not find a businessmodel that would achieve their purposes.As a result, they spent a prolonged period in'scout' mode looking to createopportunities.
By contrast, the need for a 'scouting' role was fairly quickly surpassedby
Chumbe Island's founder. However, while all on-site operationson Chumbe Island
are now completely entrusted to local staff, the founder is neverthelessleft in the
role of 'guardian' indefinitely due to the local investment climate and lack of a key
stakeholder group with sufficient bust or ability to assumetotal responsibility for
the enterprise.At NativeEnergy,even though the founders have identified a route to
entrustment and have started down that path, they remain very much in control of
the enterprise.This is partly becausethey do not yet want to step away from their
leadership positions, but also becausetheir chosensuccessorshave not yet developed the competenceto be fully entrusted with the enterprise.

7-5

Conclusion and Summary of Process Model

The full model, as depicted in Figure 7.7, is intended to describe and explain the
process of sustainability enterprise design. This is a process model that draws attention to some defining features of key stages in the sustainability enterprise's design
history. Because the occurrences of later stages depend on previous ones, these
stages can justifiably be considered to be sequential stages. While individual entre-
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DISCUSSION:

8
AN EMERGENT

ORGANISING

PARADIGM

Whenhelookedout overtherising, hefelt himselfto befacinga world-thoughtwith extraordinarily long sight.
Martin Anderson New
Pelleerobreren(1906)

8.1

Considering the Implications

and Contributions

of Findings

The previous two chapterspresentedthe study's findings as they related specifically
to the guiding research questions posed at the beginning of the study. The first
guiding research question, how can an entrepreneur create a sustainability enterdeveloping
in
Chapter
by
6
a cognitive model of sustainabilprise?, was addressed
ity enterprise design. The second guiding researchquestion, how can an entrepreneur ensure the sustainability character of the enterprise lasts into the future, beyond the involvement of the original?, was addressedin Chapter 7 by developing a
finddesign.
This
the
chapter
considers
processmodel of sustainability enterprise
ings as a whole, and posits that these models represent the emergenceof a new organising paradigm that transcends the currently dominant approaches to organising. The first part of this chapter develops that argument and then explores the implications of the emergent paradigm for the concept of sustainability entrepreneurship. The secondpart of this chapter explains the contributions of this study's findings for knowledge in this and related fields.
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8.2

Dominant and Emerging Organising Paradigms

8.2.1

Beyond the Self-Other Dichotomy
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the
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the
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most
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Similarly,
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them"
around
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Friedland
logics'
(Scott
2001).
'institutional
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'field
known
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as
are usually
logic
"a
have
institutions
Alford
that
central
explained
-a set of material pracand
tices and symbolic constructions - which constitute its organizing principles", and
that "without content - that is, the distinctive categories,beliefs, and motives crekinds
be
impossible
logic
it
to
by
institutional
of
what
explain
ated a specific
- will
indibehaviour
kind
the
have
and
of
organizations
on
of effect
what
socialrelations
Hh-dngs
these
Greenwood
are
(1991:
248,252).
worldviews
suggested
and
viduals"
defined
forms,
"archetypes,
they
into
or
which
translated
recurring organisational
(1993:
interpretive
that
"a
a
single
scheme"
reflects
as set of structures and systems
1052).Using these concepts, the currently accepted,and highly institutionalised,
broad
be
to
two
formal
organising
accommodate
seen
organising can
worldview of
left-most
Figure
8.1.36
in
the
columns
of
and
centre
paradigms,as summarised
One organising paradigm is basedon the assumptionsof self interest, that all
Williamson
described
"self(what
1993b:
97
as
actorsact and react opportunistically
interest seekingwith guile"), and that therefore others can be used (somewould say
for
The
is
1991)
Perrow
the accumuown
gain.
underlying
one's
goal
e.
g.
exploited,
lation of resources(Friedland and Alford 1991).It is taken for granted that benefits
will flow proportionally with power, so that thosewith the most power are entitled
to the most benefits. Thus it seemsnatural that those who own the most stock in a
decisions
(voting
largest
influence
the
the
over
rights)
and
get
most
company get
dividends, or that managersand executivesreceivesignificantly more compensation
than do 'ordinary' labourers. This constellation of assumptionscan be represented

36Asdiscussedin section2.2.2,thesebroad organising paradigms are also evident in
Blau and Scott's(1963)typology of organisations.
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law,
in
'Buyer
drawn
from
Beware'.
contract
caveat
a
common
with an aphorism
The archetypical organisational form that accompanies these assumptions is the
standard businessorganisation.
The other organising paradigm is based on the assumptions that work
should be undertaken in the interest of others, that actors should behave altruistically (what Khalil 2004 described as the negation of self-interest qua charity), and
that others, particularly those most vulnerable such as impoverished communities
or highly threatened ecosystems,should be protected. Resourcesshould be distribbeing
those
entitled to more resources (cf. Loseke
uted with
who are more needy
be
Fawcett
This
Polonsky
2003).
1995;
constellation
of
assumptions
can
repreand
sented with an aphorism drawn from a common precept in the healing professions,
'First Do No Harm'. The archetypical organisational form that accompaniesthese
assumptionsis the standard charitable organisation.

Organising
paradigm

'Buyer Beware'
(Dominant)

'First Do No Hartn'
(Dominant)

'In Perpetuity'
(Emerging)

Purpose

Self-regarding

Other-regarding

Regarding self
with other

'Other'

Exploitation

Protection

Activation

Behaviour

Opportunism

Altruism

Mutualism

Resources

Accumulation

Distribution

Perpetuation

Need

Worthy
contribution

Charity

Sustainability
enterprise

Benefits
Organisational
form

Power

Business

Figure 8.1 Dominant and Emergent Organising Paradigms

The institutionalised nature of these paradigms is manifest both in the formal institutions of society, such as legal forms, regulations, tax laws, financing

,)g,)
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dominant
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organising paradigms,sustainability entrepreneurscan more eaSof
ily run afoul of society's expectations.This can be particularly problematic for the
(cf.
Delinducing
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of attracting resourcesand
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2007).
2004;
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imthey
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organisations
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legitimacy
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to
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approach
rather
a'strategic',
employing
ships,
(asdetailed in Chapter 7).
The innovative approach to enterprise design demonstrated by these sustainability entrepreneurssuggeststhat in attempting to realise their new organisational.visions from within the medium of establishedinstitutions, the dialectic tenlogics
is producing a new
between
the
of
conventional
organising
assumptions
sion.
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Figure
8.1.37
This
in
the
column
of
right-most
organising paradigm, as summarised
between
business
dichotomy
the
opportunistic
and
emerging paradigm eschews
based
'self'
favour
logic
integrating
interests
in
the
on
of
altruistic charity
of a new
with 'other. In this case,the 'other', including both other people and nonhuman nature, is an object of neither exploitation nor protection; rather, the 'other' is viewed
for
benefit
both.
be
The relationhaving
latent
the
that
activated
of
as
potential
can
ship between'seff' andother'is basedneither on exploitation nor altruism, but on a
mutualism in which multiple benefit streams are co-produced through the perThus
for
human
quality.
resources
are
not
of
and
natural
resource
utilised
petuation
future
but
into
distribution,
the
along with the resultperpetuated
accumulation or
ing benefit streams.With this logic, benefit flows are directed toward worthy contributors to the enterprise, thus serving both the needs of others and the needsof the
enterprise.In light of thesecharacteristics,this constellation of assumptions could be
dubbed with the aphorism 'In Perpetuity. 38The archetypical organisational form
that accompaniestheseorganising assumptionsis the sustainabilityenterprise.
Far from being a middling compromise between business and charity, the
organisational forms being pioneered by sustainability entrepreneurs represent innovative organisational solutions that resolve the shortcomings of conventional organising logics in incorporating principles of sustainable development (as detailed
in Chapter 6). This paradigm need not replace the other two establishedsystemsof
organising logics, but over time may establish itself as a third, acceptedand equally
institutionalised, orgardsing paradigm, thereby increasing both the choicesand opportunities for entrepreneursto come.
8.2.2 Implicationsfor the Expanding Conceptof Sustainability Entrepreneurship
This emerging organising paradigm points to two analytically important distinctions revealed by this study that may help to provide clarity for the field and reveal
37Morgan (1997:291) argued that dialectic contradictions "can be resolved only by
modifying the basic 'rules' of the game", which is the level at which these sustainability entrepreneursare'playing the game'.
38Perhaps as a sign of the global zeitgeist,Cohen and colleagues (Forthcoming)also
identified the environmental objectivesof sustainability entrepreneurswith the term
'perpetuity'. However, the concept of 'perpetual reasoning' in this study was developed independently and is derived directly from the casedata (seeT06: 49-50).
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tance of the conceptual definition used in this study of 'enterprises' as organisations
that operate based on earned income (regardlessof goals and motives), as opposed
to profit-seeking businesses,which are one particular type of market-based enterprise.
Recognising the second distinction - that sustainability entrepreneurs operate within markets but without conforming to conventional market logics - is important for appreciating the full potential presented by sustainability entrepreneurship. Dean and McMullen (2007)and Cohen and Winn (2007)argued that sustainability entrepreneurs are driven by seeking economic rents, and therefore their
damage
in
to
to
their
environmental
value society rests
causedby poability redress
tentially profitable market failures. Dean and McMullen then went on to suggest
sustainability entrepreneurs are simply part of the self-working process by which
"'market systemsand the institutions that define them evolve over time in a manner
that can resolve social ills" (2007:72).While it is true that market failures can lead to
social and ecological 'ills', it is also true that 'properly' functioning markets can and
do lead to undesirable social and ecological outcomes as well. Markets are conbased on price signals. Economic efficiency
cerned
efficiency
strictly
economic
with
1,
does not necessarily equate to the most desirable social or ecological outcomes. It
has been demonstrated that undesirable outcomes occur even when we can assume
the criteria of perfect information and secureproperty rights are met.
On the social side, markets are mechanismsfor achieving efficient allocation
of scarceresources,not equitable distribution-of wealth (cf. Lutz and Lux 1988).For
example, the Prebisch-SingerThesis suggeststhat over time the international terms
of trade systematically widens the wealth gap between higher-income industrial
countries and lower-income primary producer countries (Singer 1998).The Staples
Thesis posits a similar phenomenon operating within, as well as between, countries
(Innis 1956).On the ecological side, the assumption that high prices lead to resource
conservation is not always accurate, such as when high prices of rare speciesare
ý
luxury
equated with
goods, promotin 9 exploitation to the point of extinction
(Courchamp et al. 2006);or high discount rates result in 'liquidating stocks' of relatively slow-growth species(Clark 1973;Swanson 1994) resulting in the 'sequential
exploitation' of living resources(Holling et al. 1998);or when development leads to
biotic homogenisation (Lockwood and McKinney 2001).In fact 'properly' function-
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ing markets tend to result in the convergenceof poverty and environmental degradation, in that the global'production-consumption chain' tends to cluster low-value,
high-material intensity economies(primary industries) on the one hand, and high(tertiary
intensity
industries)
(Fischerlow-material
the
economics
on
other
value,
Kowalski and Amann 2001).
This suggeststhe role of sustainability entrepreneurshipfor sustainabledebetter
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(i.
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e. increasing effivelopment not
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market
can
even while
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tioning within the market system.In this way sustainability entrepreneurscan address some of the social and environmental problems that are created by market
economies,evenwhen markets do work 'properly'. This is possiblebecausesustaindriven
by
purposes other than those provided by market
entrepreneurs
are
ability
incentives. Their ability to operate as actors within markets while transcending
market logics opens the true possibility that sustainability entrepreneurship may
by
larger
the
to
system
socioeconomic
redefining the most bacontribute
effects on
This
'rules
taken-for-granted
the
supports adopting the most expangame.
sic,
of
sive concept of sustainability entrepreneurship, as consistent with the works of
Young and Tilley (2006),Schlange(2006),and Clifford and Dixon (2006)(aswas described in section 2.3.1 and summarised in Figure 2.7).
From this discussion we can see the importance of distinguishing between at
least three types of entrepreneurship based on entrepreneurial motives: 'responsible
entrepreneurs', who are conventional, profit-seeking entrepreneurs but who are motivated to try to reduce their negative environmental and social impacts out of a
(cf.
duty
Fuller and Tian 2006); 'opportunistic entrepreneurs', who may disense of
rectly contribute to environmental and social improvements but, because they are
by
motivated
profit-seeking, will only do so for as long as market incenprimarily
tives exist (cf. Cohen and Winn 2007; Dean and McMullen 2007; Walley and Taylor
2002); and 'sustainability-driven entrepreneurs' whose fundamental purpose for
starting an enterprise is to contribute to improved social and ecological wellbeing,
as well as to satisfy their own quality of life interests, and who earn market-based
income as a means to achieving these ends (cf. Clifford and Dixon 2006; Parrish
2007; Schlange 2006; Young and Tilley 2006). The first two types continue to
rely on
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resolves
gics to incorporate principles of sustainabledevelopment in organising activities. ,

8.3

Contributions

to Knowledge

The findings of this study make three principal contributions to our understanding
of the emerging phenomenon of sustainability entrepreneurship and enterprise. In
addition, the study also provides a number of secondary insights for the more established fields of entrepreneurship, organisation, and sustainable development research.Thesecontributions are discussedin that order.
8.3.1 Primary Contributions: Sustainability Entrepreneurshipand Enterprise
When this researchproject began there was little known about sustainability entrepreneurship. There was no explicit empirical work on the subject, and the newly
emerging conceptual work even questioned whether the phenomenon existed in
reality (Tilley and Young 2004).Sincethis study began a handful of other conceptual
works (Cohen et al. Forthcoming,Cohen and Winn 2007;Dean and McMullen 2007,
Schlange2007;Tilley and Parrish 2006;Young and Tilley 2006)and empirical studies (Clifford and Dixon 2006;Schlange2006)have been conducted. While all of these
authors agree that sustainability entrepreneurship is about how entrepreneurship
can contribute to sustainable development, there is considerable range in the way
the phenomenon is conceptualised,and therefore differing opinions as to the potential scopeof contributions that sustainability entrepreneurs can make to sustainable
development The findings of this in-depth, exploratory study provide three principal contributions to this emerging field.
The first principal contribution is a cognitive model of sustainability entrepreneurship that specifies a unique design logic, termed perpetualreasoning,that
guided the processof sustainability enterprise design. This model was developed to
answer the first guiding researchquestion: How can an entrepreneur create a sus-
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tainability enterprise?The findings suggestthe purpose embodied by sustainability
human
for,
the
to
quality
of
and
natural
perpetuate
resources as
entrepreneurshiplong as possible - results in a number of organising tensions with which conventional design logics are unable to contend. This provides a possible explanation for
why instancesof successfulsustainability entrepreneurship are so rare, and why
have
difficult
designed
time incorporating susenterprises
such
a
conventionally
tainability principles (cf. Azzone and Nod 1998;Post and Altman 1994).
However, the entrepreneursin this study also demonstrated a solution to
this problem. These sustainability entrepreneurswere able to successfully design
because
the principles of perpetual reasoning are
new sustainability enterprises
These
design
these
tensions.
to
organising
overcome
suited
principles are
uniquely
rooted in the purpose for which the enterpriseswere created.Thus, in the case of
successfulsustainability entrepreneurship,the purpose embodied in the processof
enterprise design resulted in both unique organising tensions and unique deign
principles to overcomethesetensions.The difference,therefore,between successful
depend
may
entrepreneurship
on whether the enand unsuccessfulsustainability
trepreneurs are attempting to design sustainability enterprisesusing conventional
design logics. This supports the view of sustainability entrepreneurshipas a form of
expertise (Mitchell 1995; Sarasvathy 2001a)or 'maturity' (Thorpe et al. 2006), in
which the practical and mostly intuitive knowledge and abilities of entrepreneurs
are used to co-producenew opportunities and new possibilities through skilful interpretation and interaction with changing social and ecological contexts (Dimov
2007a;2007b;Dutta and Crossan2005;McMullen and Shepherd2006;Sarasonet al.
2006).Therefore,rather than a set of prescriptive rules (Van Aken 2005),the prindples of perpetual reasoning represent a flexible design gestalt or set of generative
rules (Niiniluoto 2001;Yoo et al. 2006)that result in novel outcomeswith a unified
character.
The secondprincipal contribution is a processmodel of sustainability entre7
preneurship that demonstratesthe way these design principles and the underpinning values become embedded in the enterprises' formal and informal structures.
This model was developed to answer the secondguiding researchquestion: How
can an entrepreneur ensure the sustainability characterof the enterprise lasts into
the future, beyond the involvement of the original founders? The findings suggest
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the process of sustainability enterprise design results in an enterprise with a sustainability character that is independent of the'entrepreneur and is instead selfallows
This
itself.
the enterprise to continue to achieve its
the
reliant on
enterprise
multi-purpose mission while also enabling it to necessarily adapt and evolve over
time with changing contextsto ensuresurvival into the future. The processesof sustainability enterprise design do in many ways reflect the processesof conventional
organising (cf. Katz and Gartner 1988;Kimberly 1980; Reynolds and Miller 1992),
including establishing legitimacy (Delmar and Shane2004;Tornikoski and Newbert
2007),obtaining stakeholder support (Sarasvathyand Dew 2005;Yamada 2004),acformal
MacMillan
1990),
(Starr
to
configuring
and
quiring access needed resources
structures and processesand an informal'organisational culture (Ransonet al. 1980;
Schein 1083),increasing stakeholder discretion (Brief and Downey 1983;Thompson
1967), and eventually relinquishing ownership and control to other stakeholders
(Rubensonand Gupta 1996).
However, the casesin this study were substantially different from most entrepreneurial ventures as conventionally understood in that the purpose with which
the entrepreneursfounded their enterprises does not end with entrepreneurial succession.Becausesustainability enterprises are intended as tools for contributing to
sustainable development

rather than tools for personal financial gain, maintaining
the enterprise's sustainability character after founder successionis of great impor-

tance to the founding entrepreneurs.Havernan and Khaire provided empirical support for the argument týat "when organizations are born out of founders' ideological zeal... [the] founders' departures are very likely to lead to loss of organizational
vision, poor performance,and ultimately to failure" (2004:441).Therefore, character
maintenanceis by no means certain, and loss of a defining organisational character
mayin fact lead to serious organisational difficulties. However, the results of this
study demonstrated how sustainability entrepreneurs pre-emptively mitigated this
threat through the use of interactive design processesto transition the locus of the
enterprise's sustainability character from being wholly reliant on the entrepreneur
to being self-reliant on the enterprise itself. The processmodel also provides explanations for the pacing of this transition, as well as for why some entrepreneurs are
able to complete this processwhile others are not.
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The third principal contribution is the proposition that this approach to ýn-'
terprise design represents the emergenceof a new organising paradigm. This
findings
implica-,
from
derives
the
the
as
a
of
whole
a
consideration
proposition
tions of both the cognitive and processmodels of sustainability enterprise design.
Thesemodels representan approachto enterprise design that eschewsthe dualistic
divide between 'opportunistic' businessand 'altruistic' charity in favour of a new
logic basedon the co-production of multiple benefit streamsthrough the perpetuation of human and natural resourcequality. This suggestsa resolution to the apparfield
disagreement
in
is,
the
over
sustainability
whether
a
entrepreneurship
ent
(e.
form
as
some
contend
g. Schlange2006;Young and
of entrepreneurship,
unique
Tilley 2006),or whether it merely representsconventional entrepreneurship operating in the enviroiunental and social servicessectors,as others contend (Cohen and
Winn 2007,Dean and McMullen 2007).Thesefindings suggestsustainability entrefact
distinct
form
is
in
a
of entrepreneurshipto the extent that it embod
preneurship
ies a very different set of organising assumptions.Recognisingthis difference makes
an important contribution by demonstrating that market actors need not follow
function
logics
in a competitive market. This opens the real
to
successfully
market
possibility that sustainability entrepreneurshiphas the potential to do more than
address the symptoms of systematicsocial problems (Cho 2006),and may in fact
larger
to
effectson the socioeconomicsystemby both challenging takencontribute
for-granted assumptionsand offering viable alternatives.
8.3.2

Secondary Contributions to Related Fields

In addition to theseprincipal contributions, the study also makes severalsecondary
contributions. Methodologically, it demonstratesthe usefulnessof critical realism as
for
the environmental social sciences.Adequately addressing
philosophy
a research
the relationship betweenhuman systemsand ecologicalsystemsrequires an appreciation of the real processeswith which actorsmust contend, including the flux and
flows of ecological,institutional, and organisational processes;but it also requires
an appreciation of the ideational processesby which humans attribute meaning to
the ecologicaland social realities they experience(Biersack1999;De Laplante 2004;
Greenbergand Park 1994).In this study we saw how entrepreneurswere able to
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take ecological and social realities, and through the existential meanings they attribform
in
innovative
the
of
to
susthem,
uted
construct new organisational realities
tainability enterprises.Thus, critical realism is a useful philosophical perspective for
this line of researchbecauseit attends to the real processesof contexts and mechahuman
It
hermeneutic
double
the
action.
also provides a unified
of
nisms as well as
framework linking the normally divided natural and social sciences.
For similar reasons,the study's findings provide some insight for better understanding how to address sustainable development. As Kottak (1999)explained,
human
development
the
of
and environmental wellberealities
sustainable
concerns
humans
that
the
use to understand those realities.
we
ing as well as
ethnoecologies
The results of this study suggestmeaningful social change for sustainable developfunctions
between
involves
interactions
the
and
content
of societyment
multilevel
indithe
institutions,
organisations,
and
the
of
practices
of
activities
wide
patterned
in
taken-for-granted
but
the
that
these
values and
rooted
viduals,
are ultimately
frameworks
for
This
individuals.
approaching sustainable
cognitions of
suggests
development such as Giampietro's (1994) hierarchical value model, or Maiteny's
(2000)multilevel 'psychodynamic model of mearung and action' are likely to prove
the most insightful and useful. This supports the view that, while institutional contradictions, diffusions, mutability, and other institutional features may provide the
impetus for change(Clemensand Cook 1999),the creative and collective activities of
individuals that lead to novel interpretive paradigms and related forms of social organisation are a vital component of this change process (Fligstein 2001;Lounsbury
and Crumley 2007;Mutch 2007).
To the fields of entrepreneurship and organisations more generally, this
study addressedthe longstanding call to more explicitly link entrepreneurship and
organisation theory (Aldrich 2001;Katz and Gartner 1988:433; Walsh et al. 2006),
and the more recent call to investigate how entrepreneurial motives other than
profit maximisation effect entrepreneurial cognitions (Mitchell et al. 2007). To the
first point, this study's findings suggestBruyat and Julien's (2000)concept of an'entrepreneur 4* enterprise' dialogic is a useful description of the venturing processfor
a period, but that this dialogic is ultimately a transitory feature of the new enterprise
creation process.Viewed over a longer time horizon, this process is actually about
the gradually changing nature of this dialogic relationship from one determined
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largely by the entrepreneur to one largely self-determinedby the emergent organisational system.This has implications for the ability of the enterpriseto survive and
thrive without the founding entrepreneur,and the ability of the entrepreneur to affect organizational changeat a fundamental, systemiclevel. The findings also demonstrate that entrepreneurial motives and values are fundamental to the types,of
cognitive and social processesutilised during new organisation creation, and to the
organisational forms that result. For entrepreneurshiptheory this suggeststhat the
assumption of profit-seekin& rather than serving as a distinguishing feature of entrepreneurship research,is unnecessarilyconstraining the applicability of the conhelp
its
to
potential
explain a wider range of phenomenon.For organisacept and
tion studies, this demonstrates the importance of treating cognitive dimensions.
(emphasisedby 'new' institutionalism) and value dimensions (emphasisedby 'old'
institutionalism) as two complementaryelements.
For practitioners, this study suggestssuccessfulorganising requires entrebe
preneurs true to their values,motives, and inner passions.If this includes a drive
to contribute to sustainabledevelopment,then the principles of perpetual reasorung
represent one way to guide the sustainability enterprise design process,although
they cannot guaranteesuccess.This is not to say that the model of sustainability enterprise design developed in this study is the only way to createa sustainability en-.
terprise, but it is one method that has proven successfulin a wide range of market
and socio-culturalcontexts.It also points to the importance of operating in a context
in which it is likely that trusting relationships can develop, and where one is likely
to find supporterswith the potential for sharedvalues.
Finally, implications of this study for policies to promote sustainability enterprise are twofold. First, the findings suggestthat institutionalised rules and regulations intended to protect public welfare or environmental quality can in fact imio
pinge on the potential benefits derived from new, unconventional approaches
human
activities. One of the key insights of this study is that even vulorganising
nerable ecosystemsand human populations have latent potential that can be actifor
benefit.
Attempts to 'protect' these ecosystemsand populations
mutual
vated
could prevent opportunities for truly beneficial sustainabledevelopment (although
someoccasionsmay justify absolute'protection' from human activity). In particular,
legal and financial institutions seemedto be especially relevant for the
entrepre-
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neurs in this study. Second,viewing sustainability entrepreneurship as a form of
expertisesuggestssupport for aspiring sustainability entrepreneurs should focus on
the appropriation and use of general design principles rather than prescriptions of
specific design solutions. In this way, entrepreneurs can continue to produce novel
organising solutions for sustainabledevelopment in the face of continuous change
and uncertainty.

8.4

Conclusion and Summary of Discussion

In this chapter the findings on principles and processesof sustainability enterprise
design were consideredtogether, and this led to the proposition that thesemay represent an emerging organising paradigm. Together, the principles, processes,and
paradigm of sustainability enterprise design represent the three principal contributions of this study. In addition, the diverse array of secondary insights provided by
the findings suggest the concept of 'sustainability enterprise design' can indeed
serve as a useful unifying concept that both draws on and contributes to related
fields. We now move to conclude the study by reflecting on the researchprocessas a
whole, and considering whether the paradox of sustainability entrepreneurship has
been resolved.
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CHAPTER
CONCLUSION: THE PARADox REsOLVED?

What we call thebeginningis oftentheend
And to makean endis to makea beginning
Theendis wherewe startfrom.
We shallnot ceasefromexploration
And theendof all our exploring
Will beto arrive wherewestarted
And know theplaceforthefirst time.
T. S. Elliot
Little Gidding(1942)

9. IL

A Review of the Study

This chapter concludes the study by briefly reviewing the researchundertaken, reflecting on its limitations, then looking forward to possibly fruitful avenuesfor future research.The chapter concludes with reflections on the motivation and aspirations that drove the pursuit of this researchproject.
This study began by describing the apparent paradox presented by sustainability entrepreneurship (Chapter 1). It was observedthat the explanatory narratives
of the dominant paradigm in the literature concerning enterprises and entrepreneurship involve three common tenets: economic efficiency, profit maximisation,
and capital accumulation. The presenceof sustainability-driven enterprises that do
not conform to the premises of this dominant paradigm yet are not only surviving
but thriving in the competitive marketplace presented a paradox in need of redress.
In light of this, two guiding researchquestions where set: (1) how can an entrepreneur create a sustainability enterprise, and (2) how can an entrepreneur ensure the
235
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future,
beyond
lasts
into
involvethe
the
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of
enterprise
character
sustainability
ment of the original founder?
To answer these questions the study first reviewed the extant literature in
the establishedfields of entrepreneurship,organisations,and sustainabledevelopfields
design,
interdisciplinary
the
of
organisation
sustainabilemerging
ment, and
ity enterprise,and sustainability entrepreneurship(Chapter 2). It was also proposed
that the concept of 'sustainability enterprise design' could serve as a unifying confields.
draw
Crosscutting
from
both
inform
the
themes
that
on
and
other
would
cept
this review suggested that both organisations and entrepreneurship have been
for
be
their times, and that sustainabledevelto
continuously
reinterpreted
shown
for
important
an
context
reinterpretation. The other crosscutopment now presents
ting theme suggestedthat entrepreneurship,organisations,and the concept of sustainable development eachrepresentattempts to reduce uncertainty. Entrepreneur
,ship in particular has been describedas a processof leveraging uncertainties into
for
to
create
value
society.This suggestedthat the entrepreneunew opportunities
rial approach to problem solving may serve a unique function for society as it faces
a range of social-ecologicalchallengeswith which conventional approachesto problem solving are unable to contend. The review also demonstratedthat the recently
literature
on sustainability entrepreneurshiphas contributed to expanding
emerging
the concept of entrepreneurship to explore how it might contribute to sustainable
development,but the literature lacked consensuson the proper scopeof the possibility-space for this new Concept.
Following this review a sensitising framework was developed to provide a
for
an exploratory, theory-generatingstudy of the processof sustainstarting point
design
(Chapter 3). This sensitisingframework was developed by
ability enterprise
modifying Bruyat and Julien's (2000)interpretation of Gartner's (1985)framework
for understanding new venture creation. Specifically, the framework used in this
study added to the other frameworks by positing generativerules and development
logics as the mediating factor in Bruyat and Julien's concept of an 'entrepreneur *
dialogic.
A
researchdesign was then developedand methods of data colenterprise
lection and analysis were selectedbased on a critical realist philosophy of science
(Chapter 4). This involved an intensive research design using a naturalisticqualitative strategy.Purposeful sampling was used to selectfour casesof successful
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sustainability entrepreneurship basedon three criteria: the enterprises had to be between five and fifteen years old, not in financial decline or at risk of insolvency, and
both social- and environmental-purpose activities had to be embedded within the
business activity. Data collection included over 40 hours of interviews with entrepreneurs and other organisational stakeholders, 60 primary documents totalling
over 1600pages,15 secondary documents published by other researchersand jourdocumenting
digital
nalists, and
photographs
site visits to the enterprises' operations. Narrative and coding techniques were used for qualitative analysis of the
data.-This processof data analysis consistedof three phases:an initial processof reducing and describing the data in light of the purposes of the study, a subsequent
processof re-organising the data to facilitate conceptual understandings, and a final
process of abstracting a conceptual framework that accounts for the data but also
goesbeyond the data to inform theory.
The final processstep of abstracting an explanatory framework involved an
iterative 'grounding' of the emerging framework in both the casedata and an extant
theoretical perspective so that the resulting explanatory models could both account
for the empirical casesand transcendthesedata to provide a general account of sustainability enterprise design. Institutionalism (reviewed in Chapter 3) was selected
at this point as a theoretical perspectiveto serve as a lens through which to view the
analytical results, and in this way allow for a deeper understanding to be developed. The theoretical models that resulted from employing this researchdesign and
methods of data collection and analysis provide an analytically general account of
the phenomenon. These explanatory models were validated by obtaining feedback
from the participating entrepreneurs,among other methods.
The results of this analysis consistedfirst of composite narratives of each enterprise's unique design history, constructed from the multiple stakeholder interviews, primary documents, and external sources (Chapter 5). These casesexemplified the concept of sustainability entrepreneurship because,in each instance,the entrepreneurs successfullycreated enterprises that thrive on producing beneficial social and environmental outcomes. In other words, they have designed their enterprises so that the activities that support the ability of the enterprise to survive and
thrive in the marketplace are the very same activities that produce beneficial social
and environmental outcomes. Balancing the interests of the 'self' and the 'other',
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The third principal contribution is the proposition that this approach to enterprise design representsthe emergenceof a new organising paradigm (Chapter 8).
This proposition derives from a considerationof the findings as a whole the implications of both the cognitive and processmodels of sustainability enterprise design.
Thesemodels representan approach to enterprisedesign that eschewsthe dualistic
divide between 'opportunistic' businessand 'altruistic' charity in favour of a new
logic basedon the co-production of multiple benefit streamsthrough the perpetuation of human and natural resourcequality. These findings suggest sustainability
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The study's findings therefore contribute primarily to the emerging field of
sustainability entrepreneurship and enterprise, although some secondary contribudevelopment,
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dress some of the limitations of the study, before exploring possible avenuesfor future research.

9.2

Limitations

of the Study

The strengths and weaknessesof the research design and specific methods used
were detailed in sections 4.5,4.6, and 4.7, and the limitations of using institutional-

ism as a theoretical perspectivewere discussedin section 3.3.1.However, it is useful
to consider the limitations of the study as a whole to contribute to our understanding of sustainability entrepreneurship. By far the biggest limitation to researching
this phenomenon is the lack of casesavailable to study. As it happened, this study
was intended to be an in-depth, exploratory, theory generating study basedon only
known
However,
the
casesof sustainability enof
scarcity
a small number of cases.
trepreneurship,left little choice but to employ this type of researchdesign anyway.
This forestalls the ability to make empirical generalisations,although analytical generalisationsare still possible.
In addition to their limited number, casesof sustainability entrepreneurship
are also difficult to find. Becausethe concept is not widely used or identified with,
sustainability entrepreneurs and enterprises go under a variety of names. There is
no association or registry or other directory of sustainability enterprises that are
roughly consistent with the concept as understood in this study. This restricts the
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Another limitation was the amount of data that could be collectedfrom each
case.The original intention was to spend two weeks on site at eachenterprise's opHowever,
the extreme time pressuresthat the entrepreneursand their enerations.
terpriseswere operating under made this plan unworkable. The amount of data that
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9.3

Suggestions

for Future Research

Together, the findings and limitations of this study suggest a number of further
questions that need attention to create a more complete understanding of the phefrom
This
to
theorise
the inside-out.That
represents
an
attempt
research
nomenon.
is, it addressesthe mechanicsof sustainability entrepreneurship at the individual
and enterpriselevel, and the implications of thesefor the evolution of society-wide
institutions.
But understanding the phenomenonof sustainability entrepreneurship will
remain incomplete without coupling this with complementary theorising from the
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outside-in.This would addressthe context of sustainability entrepreneurship, which
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of social
macro-level
a
more
reference
without
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changeit is impossible to decipher what impacts this emerging pattern may or may
not have on the evolution of society-wide activity patterns.
What is needed in future conceptual and empirical work to advance a more
is
a multi-level
entrepreneurship
comprehensive understanding of sustainability
perspective that can link the cognitive and social processesentrepreneurs use'to
imagine and construct new social artefacts,the inter- and intra-organisational proctime,
the
societythese
and
over
artefacts
social
that
the
of
esses
evolution
structure
wide processesthat promote, inhibit and otherwise mediate changes within the
greater social-ecologicalsystem. Institutional theory is one perspective this study
has demonstrated can usefully inform research in this field. For example, the insights of this study that sustainability entrepreneurs operate with an organising
dominant
different
fundamentally
is
than
the
that
organising paradigms
paradigm
that most of society is structured around suggestsfuture researchusing an institutional perspective could make a closer study of the nature and consequencesof the
institutional
between
their
and
environrelationship
sustainability entrepreneurs
legal
institutions
financial
Legal
institutions
relevant:
particularly
seem
ments.
and
becauseentrepreneursmust embody their innovative organisational designs within
existing legal frameworks, and financial institutions becausefinancial investors and
lenders epitomise the 'exploitative' type reasoning, of maximum financial gain in
the shortesttime possible,and are most likely to be at odds with theperpetual' type
reasoning of sustainability entrepreneurship. And yet, sustainability entrepreneurs,
like other entrepreneurs, require financial capital to create their new enterprises.
This may also involve greater attention to the local contexts of sustainability entre-
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lead
to more precise,and region-specific,recommendashould
which
preneurship,
tions for policy and practice.
Other perspectivescan also usefully contribute to our understanding of susbe
findings
this
For
the
study
could
misinof
tainability entrepreneurship.
example,
terpreted to suggest sustainability entrepreneurship is a panacea for producing
beneficial social and environmental outcomeswithin a market context. This study
has demonstratedhow sustainability entrepreneurshipcan contribute to sustainable
development,but it is not meant to suggestthat it is the whole solution, or even that
it is always an appropriate solution. Thus, future research would benefit from
by
that
theory
provided
political ecology
as
such
perspective,
adopting a critical
(Greenbergand Park 1994;RocheleauForthcoming),to investigate in which situations sustainability entrepreneurshipis likely to be beneficial, in which situations it
will likely be unable to contribute, and in which situations it might actually be detrimental. For example,in regionswith significant human population stressand critical ecosystemsthe identified need for the provision of ecologically compatible human livelihood opportunities suggestssustainability entrepreneurship could make
substantialcontributions to human and ecologicalwellbeing (cf. Brandon and Wells
1992;Salafsky and Wollenberg 2000;Wells 1998).However,,sustainability entrepreneurship can only exist where market opportunities exist. It is therefore limited in
part by the creativity of entrepreneursto createnew opportunities, but there are also
real limits to where markets canbe established,or where it is appropriate to establish markets. To extend this last point, somecommentatorshave cautioned that exdomain
the
of entrepreneurshipout of the economicrealm may bring with
panding
it economic rationales to all spheres of society (Brenkert 2002), or questioned
whether it is wise to rely on private enterpriseto provide social goods (Cho 2006).

9.4

Concluding Thoughts

From the beginning and throughout the duration of this researchproject the motivation has been to understand how people, if they so choose,can create enterprises
that survive and thrive by contributing to sustainabledevelopment. At the beginfind
I
to
this
sustainability entrepreneurshipto be not altoproject expected
ning of
gether different than conventional entrepreneurship.I suspectedthat sustainability
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based
different
to
pursue
opportunities
on their
choose
entrepreneurs may simply
particular goals and visions, and that once these opportunities were selected the
processof entrepreneurshipwas likely to be quite similar. Many similarities were in
fact found, but I was genuinely surprised as the data began to suggest that sustainability entrepreneurs go about organising their new enterprises with a profoundly
different rationale and organising logic than do conventional entrepreneurs, as understood by the extant literature. This suggests that the more significant impact of
sustainability entrepreneurs may not be the immediate benefits they bring to vulbut
be
'institutional'
may
rather
as
entreprenerable communities and ecosystems,
neurs they are engagedin challenging and redefining some of the most basic, takenfor-granted assumptionsabout how we humans organise our collective activities.
Learning from these entrepreneurs,we may even conclude that perhaps the
biggest challenge to achieving sustainable development is to recognise the takenfor-granted assumptions that underlie our own worldviews and thereby structure
our interactions with the social and ecological world around us. Appreciating the
activities of these truly innovative entrepreneurs requires that as a research comfor
dominant
field's
that
the
paradigm
values
entrepreneurship
munity we question
its ability to accumulatematerial wealth and confers the mantle of successbased on
growth rates and profit levels. Emphasising these facets may in fact obscure the
more profound effects entrepreneurship has on the greater social-ecologicalsystem,
both positive and negative. Perhaps defining entrepreneurship in terms of new
value creation serves to skew our focus away from the possible harm that can also
be created by entrepreneurial activity. Grasping this variety requires extending, reinterpreting, and revising the concept of entrepreneurship in light of the times. This
study has argued that the concept of sustainability entrepreneurship representsone
important extensionand reinterpretation.
Recognisingthat this study is also a product of its time, I hope that in some
way it has contributed to the questioning of today's taken-for-granted assumptions
about how human activities are organised, and that it has helped to reveal new possibilities for organising to meet the challengesand the promise of realising an ecologically compatible qualitative improvement in the experience of life on earth.
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I: Index of Primary

APPENDIX 1: Index of Primary

Case
Document
Hill Holt Wood
Pol
Hill Holt Wood

P02

Hill Holt Wood

P03

Hill Holt Wood

P04

Hill Holt Wood

P05

Hill Holt Wood

P06

Hill Holt Wood

P07

Hill Holt Wood
Native Energy

POS
P09

Native Energy

P10

Native Energy

P11

Natlve Energy

P12

Native Energy

P13

Native Energy

P14

Native Energy

P15

Ndt)ve Energy

P16

Native Energy

P17

Chumbe Island

P18

Chumbe Island

P19

Chumbe Island

P20

and Secondary

and Secondary

Documents

Documents

Description
[Plan] Initial Business Plan for Circulation.
Prepared by Nigel Lowthrop.
[Application] A submission to North Kesteven
District Council for consideration as a unique
case to provide a straw bale, autonomous
warden's dwelling within the community wood
Hill Holt. Prepared by Nigel and Karen
Lowthrop.
[Report] Valuation Report for Part Hill Holt
Wood. Prepared by JHWalter, Chartered
Valuation Surveyors.
[Plan] Hill Holt Wood Business Plan 05-06
(Draft). Prepared by HHW Project Director
and Lincolnshire Co-operative Development
Agency.
(Report] Hill Holt Wood Social Audit: Panel
Briefing Pack. Prepared by Teresa Butler of
Huddersfield Pride Ltd and the Social Audit
Network.
[Report] Hill Holt Wood Social Audit: Final
Draft (Amended). Prepared by Hill Holt Wood
Staff.
[Promotional material] Introduction to Hill
Holt Wood. Prepared by Gordon Hunter,
Director Linconshire Comm u nity/Founclation.
[Map] Map of Hill Holt Wood Property.
[Plan] Native Energy Initial Business Plan
(Confidential Draft). Prepared by
Native Energy Management Committee.
[Memo] Overview and History of
Native Energy (Draft). Prepared by Tom
Boucher.
[Promotional material] About Native Energy.
Includes list of projects, partnerships, and
testimonials.
[Promotional material] NativeEnergy's
Perspective.
[Promotional material] Welcome to
WindBuilders.
[Promotional material] Introducing
Cool Homes.
[Promotional brochure] Coo/Home with
remooable energy: A New Tool for Climate
Action Heros.
[Promotional brochure] NativeEnergy:
Bringing New Renewables to Market.
[Promotional material] NativeEnergy:
Providing Organizations with Green Power
RECSand GHG offsets to Meet Environmental,
Social and Financial Goals.
[Plan] Chumbe Island Initial Feasibility Study.
[Map] Map of Chumbe Island showing sea
depths and reef beds.
[Letter] Collection of letters addressed to a
Zanzibari government ministries regarding
the policy environment for CHICOP. Prepared
by Sibylle Riedmiller.
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Date
1991

Pages
11

2000

8

1 Feb.
2005

25

10 May
2005

2 Oct.
2005

9

7 Oct.
2005

-33

Undated

1

Undated
23 Mar.
2001

I
39

7 March
2006
Undated

8

Undated

i

Undated

2

Undated
Undated

2

Undated

2

Undated

8

1991

19

1995

1

1996

17
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Chumbe Island

P21

[Report] Chumbe Island Progress Report
1994-1997. Prepared by Sibylle Riedmiller.

Chumbe Island

P22

Churnbe Island

P23

Chumbe Island

P24

Chumbe Island

P25

Chumbe Island

P26

[Forum post] Private sector investment in
marine conservation. Prepared by Sibylle
Riedmiller.
[Forum post] Constiutional and legal context
of Chumbe Reef Sanctuary. Prepared by
Sibylle Riedmiller.
[Forum post] Incentives for non-consumptive
use as alternative to heavy taxation. Prepared
by Sibylle Riedmiller.
(Press release] British Airways Tourism for
Tommorrow: Global Award Winner.
[Press release] Chumbe is 1 of 14 winners of
the UNEP's Global 500 Roll of Honour award.

Chumbe Island

P27

Chumbe Island

P28

Chumbe Island

P29

Churnbe Island

P30

Chumbe Island

P31

Chumbe Island

P32

Chumbe Island

P33

Chumbe Island

P34

Chumbe Island

P35

Chumbe Island

P36

Chumbe Island

P37

Chumbe Island

P38

Chumbe Island

P39

Chumbe Island

P40

1997

9

6 Mar.
2000

5

22 Mar.
2000

3

28 Apr.
2000

2

28 May
2000

3

1 June
2000

3

[Forum post] Marine zonation and community
Prepared by Sibylle Riedmiller.
participation.

1 June
2001

3

[Press release] Chumbe awarded the Green
Hotelier of the Year Independent
Environmental Award from the International
Hotel and Retaurant Association.
[Article] International Tropical Marine
Ecosystem Management Symposium 2.
Prepared by Sibylle Riedmiller.
[Statistics] Summary of poacher trends at
Chumbe 1994-2002 based on ranger reports.
Includes chart.
[Report] Environmental Education Report
(Phase 3). Prepared by Lisa Baum.

15 Oct.
2001

2

2003

15

2003

2

]an-04

7

[Application] TO DO! 2004 Contest for
Socially Responsible Tourism. Includes
accomplishments
of CHICOP. Prepared by
Sibylle Riedmiller.
[Press release] Chumbe wins Responsible
Tourism Award sponsored by
Responsibletravel. com, The Times newspaper
(UK), World Travel Market, and Geographical
Magazine.
[Report] Terrestrial Science Update. Prepared
by Carol Daniels.
[Report] Marine Science Update. Prepared by
Carol Daniels.
[Article] How can the private sector benefit
from investing in marine conservation?.
Includes income & occupancy rates 19982003. Prepared by Sibylle Riedmiller.
(Press release] Chumbe named Award Finalist
for Smithsonian magazine/Tourism
Cares for
Tomorrow.

31 Aug.
2004

10

12 Nov.
2004

1

2004

12

2004

30

2004

4

18 Aug.
2005

2

[Paper] Environmental Education Case Study.
Prepared by Lisa Baum, Molly O'Bryan, Mikala
Peters.
(Slide presentation] Chumbe Island Income
Figures. Prepared by Sibylle Riedmiller.
[Slide presentation] TFI - Chumbe Pay For
Nature. Prepared by Sibylle Riedmiller.

2005

3

2005

15

2005

26
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[Application]

For WIOMSA Honorary
membership for Sibylle Riedmiller. Includes
of Riedmiller and CHICOP.
accomplishments

2005

6
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P42
P43

June
2006
2006

15

Chumbe Island
Chumbe Island

P44

2006

101

Chumbe Island

P45

2006

1

Chumbe Island

P46

2006

14

Chumbe Island

P47

[Report] Environmental
Education Report
(Phase 5).
[Statistics] Summary of annual statistics for
school trips 2000-2005.
[Manual] Chumbe reef monitoring
manual.
Prepared by Elizabeth Tyler.
[Statistics]
Database of research projects
carried out on Chumbe Island 1994-2006.
[Paper] Chumbe Island Coral Park
Prepared by Sibylle Riedmiller.
Introduction.
[Article] Environment and Development
in
Coastal Regions and in Small Islands. Coastal
region and small island papers 12. Prepared

Undated

6

[Map] Map of Chumbe Island showing
landmarks.
[Article] Private Sector Management of
Marine Protected Areas: The Chumbe Island
Coral Park Project in Zanzibar/Tanzania.
Coastal region and small island papers 12.
Prepared by Sibylle Riedmiller.
[Educational material] Chumbe Island Coral
Teachers Pack: The Coral
Park, Introductory
Reef. Prepared by Eleanor Carter.
[Educational material] Miamba ya
Matumbawe: Chapa ya pili. Prepared by H. M.
Omar.
[Report] Report on Trip to Takengon, October
9-13,2002.
Prepared by Lucia Li.
[Memo] Timeline for Business Milestones

Undated

I

Undated

6

Undated

521

2005

555

14 Oct
2004

33

23 June
2003

2

[Informational
pamphlet] Promoting
Sustainability
at the Source: ForesTracle's
Leadership in Sustainable Trade.
[MOU] Surat Pernyataan Kerjasama [Trans.:
Statement of Partnership]
[Memo] ForesTrade's Sustainability
Programs
and Practices.
[Map] Sketsa Parsil Laclang/Sketch Farm Plot

22 July
2004

3

14 Sept
2005

1

January
2006
19 Apr
2006

3

22 May
2006

4

March
2007

3

Undated

I

1

by Sibylle Riedmiller.
Chumbe Island

P48

Chumbe Island

P49

Churnt)e lsiaiic

P50

Chumbe Island

P51

ForesTrade

P52

ForesTrade

P53

ForesTrade

P54

ForesTrade

P55

ForesTrade

P56

ForesTrade

P57

ForesTrade

P58

ForesTrade

P59

ForesTrade

P60

ofLand
[Memo] Summary of ForesTracle, Inc. 's
Collaboration with International
Conservation
Organizations
1996-2006.
ForesTrade Sales History
(Spreadsheet]
[MOU] Jenis Pelanggaran Dan Sanksi [Trans.:
Breaches of Contract and their Consequencesl

1
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Description
Date
Page Nos.
Case
April
1-34
Hill Holt Wood O'Brien, Liz. Hill Holt Wood: Social Enterprise and
2004
Community Woodland. Social Research Group,
Forest Research: Surrey, UK.
1-4
Hill Holt Wood Government News Network (GNN). Hill Holt Wood in 7 March
2005
Lincolnshire 'Helping to Save the Planet'.
Department for The Environment, Food And Rural
Affairs (East Midlands).
June
1-48
Hill Holt Wood Jackson, Richard; Aubrey, James; Hollingworth,
2005
John; Wright, Bruce. MBA Consultancy Project for
Hill Holt Wood. University of Lincoln: Lincoln, UK.
July
Hill Holt Wood Sacks, Justin. Public Spending for Public Benefit.
85-89
New Economics Foundation: London, UK.
2005
Hill Holt Wood Case study - Hill Holt Wood. Social Enterprise
4 Oct.
1-2
Coalition: London, UK.
2005
Hill Holt Wood Case study - Hill Holt Wood - ESA 2005. Social
4 Oct.
1-5
Enterprise Coalition: London, UK.
2005
2005
Hill Holt Wood There's more to business: A manifesto for social
21
enterpris. Social Enterprise Coalition: London, UK.
Native Energy Gough, Bob. Embracing the Wind. EnergyBiz
Jan/Feb
82
Magazine: Aurora, CO, USA.
2006
Native Energy Sanborn, Rebecca. Caring About Carbon: Weddings-- Jan/Feb
23-25
2006
and World Conferences--Go C02 Neutral. E/The
Environmental Magazine: Norwalk, CT, USA.
Chumbe Island Piriz, Clara; Couto, Walter. Chapter 3, Resolution
2002
38-39
and Prevention of Conflicts, In: Managing Conflicts
Over Resources and Values: Continental Coasts, pp.
36-49. UNESCO: Paris, France.
Chumbe Island Conservation Finance Guide, Case #42. Chumbe
2002
1-7
Island: An Example of Private Sector Management of
MPAs. Conservation Finance Alliance: Gland,
Switzerland.
Chumbe Island Buckley, R. Case Studies in Ecotourism. CABI:
2003
15-16
Wallingford, Australia.
Chumbe Island Fick, Dave. Africa: Continent of Economic
2006
Opportunities. STE Publishers: Johannesburg, SA.
Marcel, Joyce. Thomas Fricke and Sylvia Blanchet:
ForesTrade
March
15-18
ForesTracle. Vermont Business Magazine: Burlington,
2005
VT, USA.
ForesTrade
Wheeler, David; McKague, Kevin; Thomson, lane;
2003
37-38
Medalye, Jacqueline. Sustainable Local Enterprise
Networks: 30 Case Studies. Schulich School of
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Topic Guide

InterviewThemeGuide
Overtime,quantityandqualities
of each- andWHY?
investors,
& Categories(owners,
KeyStakeholders
customers,
employees,
gov'tagencies,
Whatdotheywant/ getin return?
learners)
(Whatdid/ doeseachbringto theenterprise?
HK,SK,FK,EK,RK,MK)

Financials(sources,uses)

(production,
business
Activitiesof founders
plansorotherdocunetworking,
andemployees
demonstrating
etc)
mentsproduced,
value& legitimacy,

Vision(s)of keystakeholders

Organizationalstructure (accountability
& responsibility:
governance[ownership& control],
operational,legalstatus)

(common
InstitutionalEnvironment
from,operating
domain,
operating
modelinnovating
whatis takenforgrantedandwhatis not)

fit withbusiness
Ecosystem(opportunities,
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Appendix III. Catego'rising Analysis

Figure 111.2 Three-tier Ordering Systemfor Categorical Analysis
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Figure 111.2 Three-tierOrdering Systemfor CategoricalAnalysis (cont.)

AppendixIII. Categorising Analysis

Figure 111.2 Three-tier Ordering Systemfor CategoricalAnalysis (cont.)
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Figure 111.2 Three-tier Ordering Systemfor CategoricalAnalysis (cont.)
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Process

What follows is a brief summary and selected,examples of the cognitive processes
that were involved in my explorations of the case study data, and that resulted in
the models presented in chapters 6 and 7. -ý;

IV. 1

Principles of Sustainability

Entrepreneurship

IV. 1.1 Developing the Conceptý
of 'Benefit Stacking'
I
Early in the study, one of the entrepreneurs spok about what he termed 'income
Ie
income
he
(TO2.1),
to
in
small
streams
multiple
stacking'
attempted generate
which
from a few resourcesor activities that, when 'stacked' together, were sufficient to
further
Primed
financial
this
the
the
with
concept,
exenterprise.
ensure
viability of
for
data
this
that
used
only
stacking
not
approach was
plorations of the
revealed
incomes,but also for stacking a host of other benefits to meet other goals, including
ýoint
(see
I broadened the conFigure
IV.
1).,
At
this
social and environmental goals
cept to 'benefit stacking' to encompassthis more general approach. Organising so as
to stack multiple benefits seemedto contrast with organising based on specialisation
of operations to maximise a particular outcome. As specialisation is associatedwith
efficiency of operations, I consideredbenefit stacking to be the opposite of efficiency
ýs an organising principle. To test this concept with the data I looked for instances
in which the entrepreneurs discussedefficiency and found that, contrary to my expectation, efficiency of operations was still an ever-present concern. Re-evaluating
being
I
light
in
that,
than
this
rather
concept
opposed to
realised
of
evidence,
-the
organisational efficiency, benefit stacking was in fact a different approach to ensuring efficiency of activities. I compared this with some of the literature on organisational efficiency to show how specialisation and benefit stacking both lead to efficient, though qualitatively different, outcomes.
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to greatesteffect
Benefitstackingto leverage
scarceresource
"It's like supporting tribal wind farms and supporting family farmer projects it's a win-win in that it provides the company what it needs, but then also
to
the
time,
the
our potential customers
more
attractive
company
same
at
makes,
for
benefits
the tribes.
time
the
economic
creates
more
potentially
same
and at
So,it was compelling to us for all three reasons." (T19:19)
"When we were able to get the farmers to do this - basically the slicing and dryForesing in their communities,mainly as sort of a cottagqindustry - they were able to
Trade
finished
the
the
product ... and we were able to get a
of
of
value
share
more
get
lower price. A lower cost." (T37:18)
Hill Holt "'Why have you got ten young people digging a ditch out when you could bring
Wood
a JCB in and do it in an hour and they're going to take weeks?' I said, it's not
about that, ies about the teambuilding, ies about the learnin& it's about all sorts
but
ditch
done
digging
ditch,
"
It's
the
the
things.
we
get
about
as
well.
not
of
(T02:6)

NativeEnergy

Chumbe "The coral reef motivation was the main motivation. The education of kids was
"
became
in
(T31:
instrumental
16)
the
And
Island
then
tourism
whole
package.
next.

Figure IV.1 SampleQuotesRelatedto the Conceptof 'Benefit Stacking'
IV.1.2 Developing the Conceptof 'Strategic Satisficing'
The other key conceptsof the models were developed through a similar processof
identifying themes and iteratively testing and reworking them in light of further
data and ideasfrom the literature. For example,when I examinedinstancesin which
key decisionsor judgments had to be made, conventional justification for decision
making such as least cost or most revenues,profit, return, sales,market share,and
so on, were rarely if ever given. Instead, terms such as viable, fair, healthy, reasonable, and other similar terms were routinely used (seeFigure IV.2). Taken together,
theseterms all indicate various criteria for determining how much is enough.Rather
than 'most' or 'least, 'maximum' or 'minimumý, theseentrepreneurswere establishing various thresholds beyond which more or less of something, whatever that
lost
its urgency as an overriding goal. This reflected Simon's notion
somethingwas,
of 'satisficing'. After looking at some of Simon's writings on this topic I noted an
important differencebetweenwhat was describedby Simon and what I was observing in my own data. WhereasSimon held satisficing to be an implicit, unavoidable,
and unfortunate characteristicof human problem solving due to cognitive limitations of the human brain, my data suggestedsustainability entrepreneurswere satisficing explicitly and intentionally, that is, strategically. I then questioned my data
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finding
it
to
useful to employ strategic
these
apparently
as why
entrepreneurs were
found
The
in
the
in
to
their
solving.
answer
was
problem
satisficing
approaches
theme of 'balance'. Strategic satisficing, it seemed, enabled the entrepreneurs the
flexibility needed to balancemultiple goals and purposes -a key functional capability that is a distinguishing feature of successful sustainability enterprises. To test
this concept I searched the data for instances of the entrepreneurs attempting to
minimise or maximise a particular outcome. What I found was that while efforts
factors
increase
to
as much as possible, such as reducing
some
or
were made reduce
costs and risks, or increasing reputation or market share, these objectives were secThe
did
launch
the
to
entrepreneurs
the
enterprise.
not
ondary
main objectives of
their enterprises to, for example, minimise risk; they launched enterprises first and
foremost to achieve environmental, social, and personal goals. It is with these primary organisational goals that strategic satsificing was used to achieve successin
multiple domains.
Strategicsatisficingto balancemultiple objectivesratherthan maximising
any oneoverridingobjective
NativeEnergy

ForesTrade
Hill Holt
Wood

"... on balance,I think we sort of try to engagein fair trade, if you will, and make
sure that the projectsget a fair price from us that beatsour competitors and we
try to maintain a thin enough margin that our retail price is still attractive but
offers, you know, cost coverageand, eventually profit, as well for us." (T19:29)
"I wouldn't say it's maximising profits for shareholdersas much as increasing
the viability of the businessmodel and in the long term an exit strategy that gets
a reasonablereturn for the investors." (T38:37)
"If we were just running it for profit we would be doubling the numbers of
...
kids here. And doubling our income, or turnover. We're not doing that because
the footprint that it would leave on the wood would be unacceptablefrom an
environmental point of view. " (T04:26-7)

Chumbe
'... as long as it pays for itself, then it's making enough money." (T30.42)
Island

Figure IV. 2 SampleQuotes Related to the Concept of 'Strategic Satisficing'

IV. 1.3 Developing the Conceptof 'Qualitative Management'
Another theme that emerged involved what exactly the entrepreneurs were managing for. It became apparent that when considering a decision, the entrepreneurs
were considering the quality of a state that would result, rather than a particular
quantitative outcome (seeFigure IV.3). So, for example, they made decisions based
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on the quality of experiencethat would result for employeesor customers,or the
quality of the environment that would result, or the quality of life for organisational
stakeholders,or the quality of a product or service.What becameapparent was that
the reasonfor this difference was becausethe entrepreneursreally cared about the
outcomes- thesemultidimensional outcomeswere the goal, not simply a meansto
an end. Thesequalitative outcomeswere the purpose for the enterprise'sexistence.
To test this conceptwith the data I looked for instanceswhere quantitative decision
factors were part of the considerationfor a decision.What I found was that in many
situations the quantitative decision factors were consideredin light of the qualitative effects they would produce. So for example,whether or not to pursue growth
opportunities, whether or not to pursue a particular income stream,how to allocate
financial resources- in many casesthesedecisionswere made based on the multidimensional, qualitative effectsthat would result. In somecasespurely quantitative
decisionswere made, such as how much profit the founders hoped to earn. But in
these casesthe quantitative goals were threshold goals to satisfy a particular need
(which is an instanceof strategicsatisficing,as describedabove) Weber'sconceptof
formal versus substantive rationality was used to help explain why this different
approachwas observed.just as Weber pointed to a set of ultimate values that guide
substantiverationality, so too did the qualitative-baseddecisionsof theseentrepreneurs mirror the values on which their enterpriseswere based.
Managingforoutcome
andprocess
NativeEnergy

ForesTrade

"So I think the ethic of, 'We're going to do this right no matter what even if it
meanswe're going to have to do things a bit more slowly and we're not going to
be able to be as aggressiveas we'd like to be in certain areas.' That, I think, has
beenpretty much the mantra of NativeEnergy.
" (T22:10)
"So, becausewe have to distribute so that all farmers can really get the benefit
of
this programme.And then my staff will decidewhich belongsto which location." (T33:13)

Hill Holt
Wood

"So it's improving the quality of the results,in terms of the young people and
how they progressand how they benefit from what we do. But also it's the quality of time for staff. That if they are one to one or one to two, they don't have the
stressand the hassleof kids trying to causemayhem." (T06:14)
Chumbe "It's doneby need.Sofor example,with my accountant,before this accountant
Island
there was a woman. And I knew shewas overworked. Sotherefore,what can I
do to improve the working situation and get an assistant? And then we can
...
look at whether we can afford it or not." (T31:16)

Figure IV.3 SampleQuotesRelatedto the Conceptof 'Qualitative Management'
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IV. 1.4 Developing the Conceptof 'Worthy Contribution'
It was evident in the casedata that when choosing organisational stakeholders, as
for
locations
their enterprises, these entreprewell as when choosing operational
just
decisions
basing
than
their
which person or place was most
on
more
neurs were
least
best
the
the
or
was
expensive, and so
service,
convenient, or could provide
forth. Rather, there was a pattern to the types of individuals and geographic locations chosen.There was a crosscutting logic or rationale behind their choices.Upon
because
became
data,
it
these
that
the enwere
the
selections
made
clear
examining
trepreneurs deemed the particular person or location as more worthy than others
(seeFigure IVA). This concept of worth was related to characteristicssuch as need,
finding
forth.
However,
this
seemed to conso
vulnerability, marginalis4tion, and
tradict another crosscutting theme, which was that the entrepreneurs all emphatibusinesses
they
were
they
running
that
charities,
were not running
cally stressed
that would not be used for philanthropy. To reconcile this apparent contradiction I
posed the question to the data of why these particular worthy stakeholders were
'needy'
or vulnerable people or ecosystemswere not
chosen when other, equally
chosen. The answer that presented itself was that these particular worthy stakeholders also had another important attribute - they also could make meaningful
contributions to the enterprise. Thus, 'worthiness' was a function of both need and
formed.
'worthy
Thus
the
contributioný
was
concept of
contribution.

Directing benefitsto worthy contributorsratherthan the mostpowerM stakeholders
NativeEnergy
ForesTrade

"Tribes had been terribly disadvantagedfor several hundred years,basically,
and are really struggling in many cases." (T20:6)
"When we were looking at sites to operate in we looked for communities and
difference.
"
the
that
we
could
where
make
most
vulnerable
were
ecosystems
(T36:17-8)

"[There was a need for a] holistic approach to be taken for the young people in
the community who most need it ...So I think it was at that point that Nigel said
hang on, let's look at this, lees look at this opportunity that has arisen.And that's
where the businessopportunity came to develop the training for the hardest-toreachgroup." (TOS:11),
Chumbe "... at the very beginning, we handed over to local people. And they had to deIsland
velop this, seethe benefit for them as well. ... If you want to win them for the
causeof conservation,and ies not just by paying them a salary. I mean their understanding They seethe future." (T31:20-1)
...
Figure IVA Sample Quotes Related to the Concept of 'Worthy Contribution'

Hill Holt
Wood
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IV. 1.5 Developing the Conceptof 'Perpetual Reasoning'
Although eachof the previous principles had their own reasoning,or logic, that exhow
there
to
to
they
the
use,
seemed
were
put
the
and
concepts
of
content
plained
be a crosscuttingrationale that linked theseconceptstogether.To explore this issueI
This
data
to
to
these
question
pointed
the
used.
were
why
principles
as
questioned
between
the
theme
stakeholders,natural resources,
relationship
regarding
another
businesses,
the
Contrary
to
value of stakethe
where
conventional
enterprise.
and
holders and material resourceswas determined based on their contribution to the
The
in
the
these
enterprisewas values
seemed
reversed.
cases reasoning
enterprise,
basedon the contribution it made to people and nonhuman nature. To test this idea
I examined how the entrepreneursanswered questions about the purpose of their
While
felt
their reato
they
the
organisations.
create
new
need
and
why
enterprises
benefits,
fundamental
did
include
a
reasonwas to contribute to the
some
self
sons
welfare of vulnerable people and nonhuman nature. Specifically, they sought to
by
designing
business
derive
income
that
to
these
would
models
ends
contribute
by
human
benefits
improving
and natural resource quality instreams
and other
definitely. The term 'perpetual reasoning' came from one of the entrepreneurswho
describedhis businessmodel as a "perpetual ...long-term model" (T06:49-50).
Purposeis to perpetuate
thequalityof naturalandhumanresources,
not to obtaingreatestfinancialreturn in shortesttimepossible
NativeEnergy

"... the ability to provide a very positive sustainableeconomicgrowth opportunity for the tribes seemedlike just a very good thing to do. Sowhen you can
combinethat with the environmentalbenefitsof promoting renewableenergy
and direct greenhousegasreductions,it just to us was a natural fit" (T20:6)
"We set up this businessin order to do rainforest preservationand sustainable
Foresdevelopment." (T36:5) "We ended up discoveringthat that businesspartner
Trade
and we were incompatiblebecauselike so many others [he] had much lesspatience- wanted to make a quick buck and really get a large ROI..." (T36:12)
Hill Holt "That strikes me as a viable businessfor 1500years.And when you comeback at
Wood
1650years,doesit really matter if you bury on top of who was buried 1500years
ago?You can start that cycle again.Soit's perpetual...I've comeup with this
long-term model." (T06:49-50)
Chumbe "So it encouragesthis type of investmentwhich goesfor high profits in short
Island
time...So if you're not prepared to do that, you have a very hard time." (T30:156) "... that's the primary purpose.To get an areapreservedin a sustainableway.
To include educationand conservationmanagement.Local kids are taken there
for educationfor free, to understandwhy this is degradedand we have a third
of our staff employed for conservation,rangersand a marine biologist." (T30:2)

Figure IV.5 SampleQuotesRelatedto the Conceptof 'Perpetual Reasoning'
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IV. 2

Processes of Sustainability
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Entrepreneurship

Many themes emerged from the casedata, but the three themes of trusting, culturing, and structuring were developed becausethey provided an explanation to the
guiding researchquestion. Aft er a number of themes had been identified, I asked
,
the data how the entrepreneurs could ensure their enterprises would continue to
function as sustainability enterprisesafter they handed over ownership and control.
This question drew attention to the fact that, in many cases,only after the enterfounders
loosen
to
the
their control over
started
prises were up and running and
I
'soformalise
begin
did
termed
this
their
to
they
and
approaches.
plans
operations
lution stocking' becauseit representedthe entrepreneur's attempts to communicate
to other stakeholderswhat had at the start been in their heads - some of the solutions; they had found for organising problems. However, this approach seemed
for
because
the next few
the
short-sighted,
management plans were only relevant
years. The real insight came when I noticed that other key organisational stakeholders were exhibiting the same perpetual reasoning type rationales as the entrehow
the sustainability characThis
to
the
of
question
preneur.
provided an answer
ter of the enterprise was to endure, and it provided a focal point around which to
order some of the other emergent themes as I sought to understand exactly how this
transition took place.
Preparations-for eventual succession,whether related to the transferral of
leadership or ownership and control, seemedto involve three themes: adjusting organisational structures, selecting key stakeholders to hand over responsibility to,
and ensuring the stakeholdersexhibited the desired values and purpose. From these
three themesI investigated how the entrepreneurswere attempting to get to a point
where they could feel confident to hand over their enterprise. This brought to the
fore the themes of trust, shared values and cognitions, and structuring activities.
Thesethemeswere elaboratedby exploring how they related to the need to shift the
locus of control from the entrepreneur, at the start of the enterprise, to the enterprise
system itself by the time of succession.Laying these themes across three stages of
enterprise development provided a framework for elaborating on these themes and
linking with other themes (seeFigures IVA IV. 7, and IV. 8). The result was a
process
model that both describedand explained the extended processof enterprise design.
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Evolution to lessfounRe-structuring to maintain
Structuringorganisationto
der
in
absenceoffouncontrol,
more
stakecharacter
sustainability
purpose
embody

NativeEnergy

"Thinking beyond green
electricity or electricity
use...so it was a whole issue of how to get people
thinking about their entire
carbonfootprint. " (T20:4)

ForesTrade

"The goalswere around
sustainabledevelopment...Sowe designedthe
projectsand the payment
systemsin ways that would
make the most differenceto
the most people." (T36:27)

Hill Holt
Wood

holder discretion

der

"'We're working on a,
plan for them to be
training up some
tribal folks, ultimately to do that
work ...Sowe are
looking for a longterm transition for
that" (T17:27)

"It was a way to provide
a meansfor we, as founders,to have an exit
strategy.It was a way to
createlasting benefitsfor
the tribes that go beyond
simply the wind farms
themselves.So,I don't
know, it all fit together.It
was a good solution."(T20: 29)

"...so I steppedoff
partly becauseI was
ready to do other
things, but alsojust
feeling a need to crefor
the
space
ate
someoneof high cahbre to take on running [day-to-day operations]." (T37:15)
"It was about,not reliant on "... every ranger and
has
had
an
senior
ranger
monoculture,which
beenthe driver for forestry areaof the wood that
and agriculture for years.It they're responsible
for. And they have to
was about getting mixed
incomesto actually find a
managethat bit of the
woodland and they
way to make things viable
develop ideas
can
and make things hang to...
in there." (T06:20)
gether.With the key element of involving the
community from the start."
(T03:3)

Chumbe "Everything had to be done
Island
with the tides...so to not
have any damageto the
reef it has to go at the highest tide. So there was only
everyday a window of time
you could take over. And if
you miss it, had to wait for
another day." (T31:40-1)

"Of courseat the end
of the day I have to
approve major expenditures...I'm the
bossbut I'm very
much hands off.
Very much hands
off." (T30:30)

"I head the SocialResponsibility Committee
where we're working to
embeda whole processin
the company...of assessment and evaluation and
reporting that will keep
things on track." (T36:334)
"The articles of memorandum were driven by
the board. And they were
very concerned that our
aims and objectives were
cast iron ... That there was
no way you'd get a group
of people coming into the
business and trying to
dominate it and take a
different direction. " (T06:
26-7)

"Keeping it in private
hands,with similar contractual agreementsand
arrangements,and a similar set-up is all I can do to
keep it a park" (T30:33)

FigureIV. 6 SampleQuotesRelatedto the Conceptof a 'Structuring' Process
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Value-based
selection

Appropriationof cognitive
approach

Renewalof sharedvalues
and cognition

"We'd beenin that space
for a long time. And so it
wasWtas though four
random guys got together and said, 'Hey,
you want to form a company?...' I mean this
wasn't a Google kind of
thing. It was - we'd been
working hard on that vision..." (T21:7-8)
"I was getting a tutorial
fast and could quickly see
how important it was to
have people that were
really closely aligned to
our values." (T36:22)

"I don't think there was
ever a sit-down discussion that said, 'Look, this
is the way we're going to
do it. ' I think it's just always been done this
way." (T22:12)

,,... we just had a strategic planning session
over the last couple of
days in Vermont. We
were all in the same
room and everybody
who works for the company was engagedin
the discussion." (T22:
15)

"I help with communication by email and then I
can seethat he was really
wanting to help farmers
and to - not only farmers,
actually at that time farmers, local NGOs, and
local exporters. So all parties can work together."
(1733:
35)

[Maintaining awarenessof the company's
sustainability principles] is obviously a
process-a constant
renewal... to update it
and in line with the
new trends itself in the
areaswe're operating
in." (T38:34)

"I think that was really
pivotal. Getting some
really key people, who
are still here now eight or
nine years later, who
bought into this vision
and this dream and
didn't seethat it was
wacky. Or bought into it
becausethey believed in
it" (T05:6)

"I think you've got the
kind of staff who stick
around. Stick around,
know exactly what the
businessis about, exactly
how it operates,and
things that are fundamentally important to
that." (T07:17)

"We discussit in our
self-assessmentreport,
we discussit. And we
make sure everything
we do relatesback to
the values so the key
tasks of the employee
should relate back to
the values of the woodland." (r08: 11)

"We were discussingall
the time ... We were of
coursediscussingvery
intensively... I think the
managementteam was
quite close... we'd spend
a lot of free time together." (T31:26)

"[Talking together
about what Chumbe is
about] is often a bonding thing And it's to
...
do with the whole conservation, environmental education side."
(T29:25)

Chumbe "Among the first people
Island
we had were marine biologists. An Australian
lady... just fell in love
with the place
and... [wanted] to stay
here for some time and
work... " (T31:9)

FigureIV. 7 SampleQuotes Related to the Concept of a 'Culturing' Process
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Building trust in
founder

Developingtrust in,
stakeholders

Entrustment of enterpriseand
purposeto stakeholders

NativeEnergy

"They get a proper
...
sense of security
when they see that
folks who have expertise in what we do
are choosing us."
(T20: 18)

"During the whole process of negotiating the
agreement with the Rosebud Sioux Tribe we
...
grew to respect them and
they grew to respect us."
(T19: 20)

"We continue to promote
the evolution of the company to be a tribal-owned,
eventually probably 100%
tribal-owned operation. (T:18: 8)

ForesTrade

"[We had to find] a
core group of people
that were willing to
...
give us the benefit of
the doubt Once we
could demonstrate
our own credibility
and trustworthiness,
then it would enable
these projects to
grow. " (T38: 32)

"We met Lucia and she
started to help us with
administration and just
became pretty clear
pretty quickly that she
was made sense to be the
director. And we could
see that she would be fair
to people and really create the kind of culture
that we wanted. " (T36:
39)

"I think that the biggest
challenge is how to keep
those [company values]
alive-And the Board can
keep it on track. And that's
where we are right now. "
(T36: 33-4)

Hill Holt
Wood

"But they didn't believe it to start with didet trust me at the
start. But we've won
them round. " MO:
25)

"The community's got to
have the ability to take it
over. So it required development of the Hill
Holt Wood management
committee to a level
where they could take it
over. " (T14: 10-11)

"And he said, 'I think what
we have to now do, we
have to divorce the land,
the land that the houses are
on has got to belong to the
community ... [so that] they
have control of it then. '"
(TO5:18)

Chumbe
Island

"As far as we know,
this was the first private marine park in
the world, and people just didn't believe
it.. So the awards
were a way of getting
the recognition. "
(T31: 30-1)

"Training, trainirt& training Constant train...
ing Now people are
...
competent enough ... I
think the people that are
working with us now,,
they're really doing good
stuff. " (T31: 20-1,40)

"It would have to be carried on by someone as conservation minded... Whatever I would do with it has
to be guaranteeing the continuation of what's there
now. " (T30: 31-2)

FigureIV. 8 SampleQuotesRelatedto the Conceptof a 'Trusting' Process

